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Chapter

I

Have We Gone Crazy?
As long os capitalism and. socialism exist we cannot live in peace; in the end, one or the other will
triumph
a luneral dirge will be sung over
- Soviet
either the
Republics or over world capitalism.
V. L Leninr

-

THE COLD WAR is real war. It has already claimed more
lives, enslaved more people, and cost more moDey than any
"hot" war in history. Yet, most Americans refuse to admit
that we are at war. That is why we are rapidly losing
why
- of
America has yet to win its first real victory in 18 years
"cold" war.
Within the framework of the "cold" war there have been
"hot" wars in China, Malaya, Indonesia, Algeria, the Congo,
Cuba, fraq, the Gaza Strip, Hungary, Korea, Angola, Burma,
Tibet, and Egypt. In 1963, there was fighting in Laos, Viet
Nam, and on the Indian-Chinese border, renewed skirmishing
along the 38th parallel in Korea, and terrorist activity in
Africa. The forces of freedom have Iost or will lose them all.
There has been no "big" war because the communists are
winning without one.
ln 1945, the communists held 160-million Russians in
slavery. They controlled a land area smaller than the Russia
of the Czars. Soviet industry had been largely destroyed by
the Nazi war machine. Communism was a third rate power,
militarily, industrially, and economically.
Today, after the United States has spent $600-billion to
fight communism and sacrificed the lives of 50,000 of its
youth to thwart Red aggression, the Kremlin has grown to
become the absolute slavemasters of one-billion human beings.
The communists openly control 25Vo of the earth's land

mass. Their puppet, Fiflel Castro, has been installed in Cuba,
just 90 miles from our shores. The hidden tentacles of the
communist conspiracy exert unmeasured influence over the
rest of the world.

Where have we failed?

8
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Almost unnoticed by most Americans, Congress while appropriating billions for defense against communism, has at the
same time given over $6-billion in direct military and economic aid to the communists.z Here are examples:
Radar-equipped F-86 jet fighter planes worth over $300,000
each have been sold to the communist dictator of Yugoslavia
for $10,000. This "sale" to Tito has been defended because
both the Eisenhower and Kennedy Administrations approved
it. The planes were said to be "obsolete." Yet, during the
Berlin crisis, reactivated U. S. Air National Guard units flew
to possible battle against communists in Europe in even more
obsolete F-84 jets.s
Nikita Khrushchev has said that peaceful coexistence involves peaceful economic competition. Our leaders agrce,
and place great emphasis on this aspect of the cold war in
urging disarmament. Why then has the United States .
. . . supplied nuclear reactors to the communist government
of Czechoslovakia, railway equipment to Bulgaria, chemical
plants to Yugoslavia, and synthetic rubber plants to Soviet

Russia? Why has America given Russia the machinery to pro-

duce the precision batl bearings used in the guided missiles
they "rattle" during every international crisis?a
Why has America built the world's most modern, most

highly automated steel finishing plant for the communist government of Poland? Constructed in Warren, Ohio, the plant was
dedicated as the Lenin Steel Works by the U. S. Ambassador
' to Poland in July 1961. The American people "lent" the communists $2.S-million to pay for it.6

The examples are endless. The failure of Russian aglicul'
ture has historically been communism's weakest "link." So,

in196l ...

. . . officials in the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the
Commerce Department agreed to sell surplus wheat to the
Soviet Union for $.62 per bushel less .than the baker who
bakes your bread pays for it. Only quick action by an awakening public stopped this folly which would have supplied wheaf
to ease food shortages and the resultant unrest against the
communists in the Soviet Union. The officials who initiated
the program are still holding responsible government positions.o

Much American aid to communists is hidden in U.

S.

grants to the United Nations and its specialized agencies. For
example, the United Nations Special Fund is giving Castro,

the communist dictator of Cuba, funds to bolster his agricultural programs. The American who heads the fund, Paul
Hoffman, approved the grant, and the U. S. taxpayer is paying
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4O% of. the total bill of $1.6-million.T The grant was made
just after the attempted invasion of Cuba failed in April 1961.
Is it any wonder that Nikita Khrushchev predicted coafidently in a speech in Bucharest, Rumania on June 19, 1962
that:

The United States will eventually fly the Communist R.cd
Flag . . . the American people will hoist it themselves.
The communists have sworn to bury us. We are digging
our own graves.
Does aid to communism make sense? If, during World
rilar II, anyone had suggested sending food or industrial
materials to Nazi Germany, they would have been tried for
Etason, or carted off to a mental institution. lloday, favoring
aid to communism is, to some, evidence of good mental
hcalth.

After years of such folly, where do we stand today in the
battle from which, I-enin, first head of communist Russia,
said there could be no coexistence, that either capitalism or
rocialism would emerge triumphant?
Senator Thomas Dodd (D-Conn) is a former FBI man.
He's vice chairman of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, and a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Speaking in Los Angeles, California on August 28,
1961, just eight months after President Kennedy was inaugurated, Senator Dodd said:
There is a developing mood of anger and frustration in this
oountry and there ougbt to be for we are losing round aftcr
round in the Cold War and our people do not like it.
At the close of World War II, our forces stood triumphant
on the land and sea and in the air. We had at our command
the mightiest array of military power in all history. Yet, the
last 16 years have witnessed a calamitous retreat from victory.
During all these years we have suffered defeat after defeat at
the hands of international communism. We have retreated from
position after position and committed folly after folly.8
Senator Dodd explained that because such defeats and
retreats took place in faraway lands such as Latvia, Poland,

Hungary, Czechoslovakia, China, Korea, and Indo'China,
Americans were inclined to feel smug and secure. Then,
he continued:

But in December 1958, what many pcople had considered
impossible came to pass. While we stood by in confusion and
disarray and apparent helplessness a communist dictator was
installed on the island
shores.

In

of

Cuba, only 90 miles off our own

1959, Tibet was brutally anoexed

by thc

Chinesc

l0
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communists despite again, the anguished protests of free meo
throughout the world.
Since thC beginnine of this year (1961) alone there has
been the sealing-off of East Berlio, the disaster io [.aos, thc
fiasco in Cuba, and only last week, the victory of Cheddi
Jagan and his communist-dominated Peoples Frogressive Party
in British Guiana elections.
.Everywhere we axe on ttre defensive. Everywhere we find
ourselves being pushed back. We have retreated so far that we
now stand perilously close to the brink of total disastei.e
How close are we to this disaster, the total enslavement of
the world? Senator Dodd gave this evaluation:
Last December, I was privileged to speak in the City of
Paris and at that time I said if there were another 15 years
like the last 15 years there would be no more free world lcft
to defend. Iu the light of what has happened over the intravening eight months since I made that observation in Peis,
I feel compelled" to revise that tim6table.
I do not believe we have 15 years left. The next five ycars
will contain a series of decisive battles which will determiac
for centuries to come whether mankind is to live in freedom
or live in slavery. We stand now, my friends, with our backs
to the precipice. We have no more ground to give, no rime to
lose, no margin for error.lo

Since Senator Dodd issued that warning in August 196i,
America has yielded further ground. The Congo, Algeria,
Dutch New Guinea, I-aos, Viet Nam, Cuba, Brazil, and the
Dominican Republic have had the tentacles of communism
drawn more tightly about their throats.
Senator Dodd was not the first to speak out. The warning
has been issued many times. Several yezus ago, General

Albert C. Wedemeyer, chief of strategic planners during
World War II, appeared before the House Committee on
Un-American Activities for a consultation. Wedemeyer was
asked:

Based ou your background and experiencc, atrd current
studies of the operation of rhis conspiracy, how late is it on
the communist timetable for world domination?u
Richard C. Arens, stafi director of the Congressional com-

mittee, reported that Wedemeyer dropped his eyes to. the
floor, looked up, and said:
Sir, my humble, honest judgment is, that it is too late.l2
Before it was printed, Wedemeyer edited his testimony.
He struck out those words and wrote:
I am not completcly a pessimist, but it is yery, very latc. If

I

werc the scnior planner in the Soviet hierarchy,

I would ad-
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vise Khrushchev, "Continue to do exactly what you are doing
now. Do not involve the Soviet Union in major war, but employ the satellites in brush fires or limited wars against our
enemies, the capitalist countries.ls
That is just what has happened. Khrushchev has threatened
nuclear war to get his way. He has employed the satellites in
brush fires in Tibet, Laos, Viet Nam, Algeria, thq Cmto, and
most recently, on the Indian-Chinese border.
Consider the sobering implications of Cub-a in the perspective of the following words. Written in 1951, they were
based on a study of communist sources:
Communist strategy teaches that there can be no successful
revolution followed by the creation of Soviets in any Latin
American country unless an internal revolution has been effected within the United States. The Comintern views the
Western hemisphere as an integral unit in which the United
States must first be rendered helpless before a Soviet-type
government can be established in any other of the 20 republics
in the hemisphere.la

Part of a study on Latin American communist activities,
this analysis was published by the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities in a volume entitled, Soviet Total War.
It was issued on September 30, 1956, almost two-and-a-hall

years betore Fidel Castro established the first Soviet-type
government in the western hemisphere,
Could the American government possibly have been rendered helpless in the struggle against world communism or
is this official'analysis wrong?
In 1961, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee issued
a l2-volume study entitled, Communist Threat to the U. S.
Through the Caribbean. It showed conclusively that Castro
could not have brought communism to Cuba except lor the
continual aid and assistance of the U. S. State Department.rs
Even so, the State Department personnel implicated by the
Senate study as being directly involved in Castro's rise to
power still held important State Department jobs two years
later. William Wieland, a man branded as "either a damn
fool or a communist," before the Senate committee has been
promoted to the highest foreign service rank and pay.16
As head of the State Department Caribbean desk, Wieland
received and "buried" continuing intelligence reports which
indicated that Castro was a communist.l? After the

U. S.

Senate revealed this and other derogatory information, Wie-

land was promoted and named to the State Department com-

mittee studying a revision

of

security practices.r8 He was
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still employed in the State Department as of February

23,

t963.
Wieland is not an isolated case. John Stewart Service,
career diplomat, was arrested by the FBI on June

a

7, 1945 for

passing secret documents to Soviet espionage agents. He
was deeply involved in the communist-influenced web in the
State Department which lost China to communism. In the
early 1950's, Service was dismissed, but the Supreme Court,
without questioning his guilt ordered him reinstated in 1956.
The Court's decision was based on the technicality that proper
procedures had not been used in firing him.lc At first assigned
to the menial task of handling baggage for diplomats, Service
started working his way back up the State Department ladder.
By 1961, he occupied a key diplomatic post in Liverpool,
England.zo In 1962, he retired, and is now drawing a pension

from the American taxpayers.
Owen Lattimore was deeply involved in the betrayal of
China to the communists in the late 1940's. In 1952, the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee found him to have
been "a conscious articulate instrument of the Soviet conspirasy"2r for 15 years. In May 1961, he was granted a passport to go to Outer Mongolia, a communist satellite. .-_
When questioned by newsmen, the State Department said,
"He's not there as an official representative, of course, but we
are anxious to get his impression5.":z Four months after
Lattimore's return to America, the U. S. agreed to admit
Outer Mongolia to the United Nations.
No one denies these facts. They are just ignored.
Is it possible in view of these facts that the United States
government has been rendered helpless in the struggle with
communism? It did happen once. The grave question which
few appear willing to face today is, "Could it happen again?"
Twenty years ago, similar warning signs were uncovered
by the FBI and Congressional investigating committees. In
the eight years which passed before the alarms were finally
heeded, Alger Hiss had reached a high State Department
post and sat at FDR's side. 'He was there at Yalta when
decisions were made which ultimately committed 7OO-million

to communist enslavement.2s Harry Dexter
White, as assistant secretary of the U. S. Treasury, controlled
human beings

all fiscal matters in which foreign policy was involved.2a
Nathan Witt, as secretary of the National Labor Relations

Board, was the Board's top executive officer.2' He controlled
board proceedings and all hiring and firing of NLRB em-

ployees. Board actions, under Witt's direction, were the
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deciding factor in many laborimanagement negotiations across
the country. I-ee Pressman was General Counsel of the
q['A.26 John J. Abt was special assistant to the Attorney
General.2T I-auchlin Currie was executive assistant to President Roosevelt.2s All were identified before Congressional
committees as communist agents.
High government officials ignored authoritative reports that
these men, and others in equally high places, were Soviet
agents. Some warnings came as long as eight years before the
conspirators were publicly exposed.D
Could such infiltration of American government happen
again? Has it happened? We can't know.
ln 1954, an order by the President who had pledged to
"clean up the mess in Washington" reiterated earlier "gag"
rules which placed security files of executive department employees (about 98Vo of. all federal employees) firmly "offlimits" to Congressional investigating committees.so The job
of uncovering future security risks was thus made nearly
impossible.

In a nutshell, America as a nation, and you as an individu^|, are in trouble. A look at the shrinking map of the
free world confrms the warnings of responsible leaders. The
future of Americans as a free people is threatened. The continued refusal of elected officials to rid the government service
of the Wielands, the Services, the Lattimoreso for whatever
reason, tells why.

What can we

do?

A

responsible person must

of

information.sl

first gather information on
which to base his judgments and actions. Motivation without
knowledge prodrices fanaticism. J. Edgar H@ver, director of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation has told us:
Attributing every adversity to communism is not only irrational, but contributes to hysteria and fosters groundless
fears. Communism is, indeed, our paremouot adversary, aad
it leans on its credo of invincibility to accomplish its ends.
The way to fight it is to study it, understand it, and discover
what can be done about it. This cannot be achieved by dawdling at the spring of knowledge; it can only be accomplished
by dipping into ihoughfful, reliable, and authoritative sources
The study of communism must be approached objectively.
For too long Americans have been "paralyzed by politics."

They have seen only the mistakes, errors, and omissions of
the opposition political party. IJaders of both parties have
been at fault. Members of both political parties fuays hlindly

14
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supported their own party leadership
and nothing has been
- threatens America.
done about the very real menace which
It is not enough to assess blame or pornt an accusing finger
at past or present political leaders. The guilt also belongs to

those apathetic Americans who have ignored warning after
warning and let this chain of events continue. The past
mistakes, and they are many, must be spotligbted so similar

erors can be avoided in the future.

Chapter

II

The Origin of Communism
Communists everywhere support every revolutionary movement against the existing political
and social order ol things. The communists
disdain to conceal their aims. Let the ruling
classes tremble at a communist revolution. The

proletarians have nothing to lose but their
chains. They have a world to win. Working
men

ol all countries,

-

unite!

Karl Marx, The Communist Manilesto

THE STORY OF COMMUNISM is a story of contradic'
tions. Despite Marx's call for the workers of the world to
unite, communism has never been a working class movement.
Its strength is in the intellectual and thought centers of the
world.
Communism is commonly believed to rise out of poverty.
Yet, Fidel Castro was a product, not of the cane fields of
Cuba, but of the halls of Havana University.l
Joseph Stalin was not a simple peasant rebelling at the
oppression of the Czar. He became a communist while studying for the priesthood in a Russian Orthodox seminary.2
Dr. Cheddi Jagan, communist premier of British Guiana,
became a communist, not as an "exploited" worker on a
plantation of a British colonial colony, but as a dental student
at Chicago's Northwestern University.s
The membership of the first Communist spy ring uncovered
in the U. S. Government was not spawned in the sweat shops
of New York's lower east side or the tenant farms of the

South. Alger Hiss, Nathan Witt, Harry Dexter White, Lee
Pressman, John Abt, Lauchlin Currie and their comrades
came to high government posts from Harvard l-aw School.a

The Senate Internal Security Subcommittee's Handbook lor

Americaw delves into why people become Communists. It
saysl

A trite explanation offered by the ill-informed is that communism is a product of inequalities under our social system.

16
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Hence, thcse people argue, if we will alleviate lhese conditions, we will never have to worry about communism, .
The misery theory of communism runs contrary to actual fach
in our country. New York State, for example, has approximately 50/o of the total Communist Party membership. Yet

it

is second in terms of per capita income aod per capita school
. . Conversely, Mississippi is lowest in the scale
of Communist Party membership but is also lowest in per
expenditures

capita income.

The Senate committee comments on these facts, saying:
The misery theory of communism does not jibe with thesc
figures nor with the fact that such wealthy persons as Frederick Vanderbilt Field, and prominent members of the Hollywood film colony, have been found to be members of the
Communist Party. Indeed the misery theory of communism
is exactly what the Communists would have us believe, io order

to

mislead us.6

According to John Williamson, then organizational secretary of the Communist Party, USA, writing in the Party's
top theoretical journal, Political Afiairs, for February 1946,
"77Vo of the Party in New York City consists of white collar
workers, professionals and housewives."6
Communism is a disease of the intellect. It promises universal brotherhood, peace and prosperity to lure humanitarians and idealists into participating in a conspiracy which
gains power through deceit and deception and stays in power
with brute force.
Communism promises Utopia. It has delivered mass starvation, poverty, and police state terror to its own people and
promoted world-wide strife and hatred by pitting race against
race, class against class, and religion against religion. Treason,
terror, torture, and Moscow-directed wars of "national libera-

tion" spread communist "brotherhood, peace and social
justice" around the world.
Communism is frequently described as a philosophy
but
- can
it is riot a philosophy in which intellectually honest men
believe for long. It is a conspiracy in which hate-driven men
participate.

Lenin confirmed this. ln his important and authoritative
work, What Is to Be Done, written in 1902, he set forth
his views on the structure of the Communist Party, and sa!d:
Conspiracy is so essential a condition of an organization of
this kind that all other conditions . . . must be made to conform with it.z
In other words, the philosophy of communism must be

The
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Communisni
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bent and twisted as needed to fit the conspiratorial needs of
the situation.
There is much frst-hand evidence that Communists quickly
sce through the fallacies of Marxism-lrninism but,continue
in the Party as blind believers, as conspirators against the
established order, or for the personal power and privilege
Party membenhip gives the select few.

Colonel Frantisek Tisler, former military and air attache
in the Czechoslovakian Embassy in Washington, D. C., defected from communism in 1959 and sought pennanent
asylum in America. A few months later he told his story to
the House Committee on Un-American Activities. Tisler said:
I have not been a believer in commuoism for a long period
of time. although in the early days of my association with thc
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia I was an ideological believcr.
My initial disillusionment with communism in practice began to take place while I was attending Military Staff School
in Prague. It was at this school that I witnessed many incidents which proved to me that communism in practicc was
greatly different from theoretical communism. I was exposed
to numerous incidens where member6 of the Communist Party
who were high-ranking officers in tbe Army took advanlage of
their position in order to obtain personal advantages and job
security. The disillusionment wbich set in as a result of the
excesses . . . began to shatter my faith in Marxism-Leninism.s
This realization that communism was not an idealistic philosophy came while Tisler was still a relatively young student
officer. He continued as a conspirator for ten years before he

defected, rising in that time to a high ranking position in
the Party and its international intelligence network.

What is the "philosophy" which traps the student intellectual and transforms him into a conspiring, conforming, neverquestioning tool of the Communist Party? How are brilliant
young minds twisted to swear that "slavery" is "freedom,"
"dictatorship" is "democracy" or that "war" is "peace"
and actually believe that it is so?
Karl Marx compounded the theories which "explain" all
the contradictions. He called it dialectical materialism. Marx,
the 19th Century father of communism, was not a worker
but a university-trained intellectual with a doctorate in philosophy. Although his ideas have had a deep impact and lasting
effect on the intellectual world, he was not an original thinker.
Marx concocted dialectical materialism by blending Feuerbach's atheistic materialism with Hegel's theory that every-

thing in nature is in a state of constant
simplest form, dialectic materialism teaches:

conflict. In its

tt
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the universe and thc universc itsell

are simply matter in motion. As mattcr Eoves, oppositcs at-

tract. Wheo the opposites come together, coof,ict results and

from the conflict comes change.
With this theory, Marx explains the origin and develop
ment of the universe, everything in it, and all life. Man,
plants, animals, and their world are all products of "accumulated accidents." Ignored is the creative force which pro'
duced the first "matter" and made it "move" and develop in
an orderly way. This First Mover and Great Planner, we
know as our Creator, God.
Marx applied his theories of conflict and change to society.
Human beings were arbitrarily divided into two classes (opposites). The bourgeoisie (propertied classes) were considered
the degenerate class. The proletariat (unpropertied wage
earners) was the progressive

class.e

Communism teaches that a state of continual conflict or
class warfare exists between the two groups. In this conflict,
according to dialectical materialism, the bourgeoisie will be
destroyed. This change is "inevitable" and is defined by Marx
as progress.

SCIENTIF'IC SOCIALISM
Marx was a self-proclaimed scientist. His "scientific" theories
explained the entire history of man and determined his future.
They are to be used to transform man's nature. Being "scientists," communists have certain basic "scientffic" laws which
underly their beliefs and teaching. They include:
There is no God. When communists deuy God, they simultaneously deny every virtue and every value which originates
with God. There are no moral absolutes, no right and wrong.
The Ten Commandments and tle Sermon On The Mount are
invalid.ro

Accepting this concept of "morality," the communists teach

that all is right which advances the cause of socialism. All is
wrong which impedes its progtess. For the communist, to lie,
cheat, steal or even murder, is perfectly moral if it advances
communism. Conversely, a communist who would refuse to
lie, cheat, steal or murder to aid the socialist movement is

immoral. In the words of Lenin:
We do not believe in eternal morality

our morality is en-

tirely subordiaated to the interesls of the -class struggle.ll
The second "scientffic" law of communism follows the first

logically. It is:

The Origin
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Man is simply matter in motion. As such, he is without soul,
spirit, or free will and is not responsible for his own acts.l2
Marx taught that man was entirely an evolutionary animal,
the highest animal form, without significant individual value

or eteinal life. Man is a body completely describable

in

of the laws of chemistry and physics.
The third "scientific" law, economic determinism, is to be
the means for translorming man. It states:
Man is an economically determined animal. Qualities of
terms

human intelligence, personality, emotional and religious life
merely reflect man's economic environment. The evil a man

does

is just a reflection of his

environment.l3

After coming to this conclusion, Marx taught that the only
way man could be improved or changed would be to change
elements in man's environment. He reasoned that the one common influence in man's
life was the economic environment. Mid-19th Century
Europe's predominant economic 'system was a .rough-andtumble combination of feudalism, mercantilism, and free

or eliminate the evil-producing

enterprise. Marx called it capitalism and blamed it for all
the evil in man and the world. He concluded that the only
way to eliminate evil and improve man was to destroy capitalism. Marx taught that this was both desirable and historically inevitable because the continued conflict between the

classes had to produce change.
The inevitable outcome of the class war, according to Marx,
was tlre triumph of the proletariat in a revolution which would
destroy a decaying capitalism and replace it with socialism.

Under socialism, the dictatorship of the proletariat (Communist Party) would work towards the establishment of
communism.

Marx taught that once the material needs of man were
satisfied, greed, profit-taking, avarice, and hate would disappear. The State would wither away. There would be no
laws or need for a police force. A heaven on earth would
result. Man's nature would be magically transformed. Each
would work according to his ability. Each would desire to
receive only according to his needs.
To reach this goal, the proletariat must achieve control of
the entire earth, Marx taught. All poisoning traces of capitalism must be eliminated.
conquer a country, and

if

In

practice, as

the

communists

they conquer the world, they are
left with those people raised in a capitalist environment. It
has formed their character and personality. They will transmit the "illness" to their children.la
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Being materialist "scientists" the communists do not hesi-

tate. All the "animals" infected with the "disease" of capitalism and freedom must be exterminated. Tq the communists,

this is not murder. Murder means killing for bad reasons.
They will kill the bourgeoisie class for a "good" reason, the
establishment of world communism. This "end" justifies the
"g1g31g."rir

therefore, are not interested in converting
th"
"o--,rrists,
you, the
reader, to communism, particularly if you are over
30 years of age. If you can be lulled into doing nothing to
oppose the triumph ol world communism, that is enough.
Once the takeover comes, you, like millions of others, who
believe in God and man's responsibility for his own life and
actions, can be slaughtered like diseased animals or worked
to death in slave labor camps or brothels for the Red Army.
The communists are after your children or grandchildren
who can still be molded into obedient slaves of the State.
Gus Hall, General Secretary of the Communist Party,
USA, told Americans what to expect when the communists
take over. Speaking at the funeral of Eugene Dennis in

February 1961, Hall said:

I dream of the hour when the last Congressman

to death on the guts of the last

is strangled

and since the
- not give ttrem
Christians love to sing about the blood, why

a little of

preacher

it.16

WHO WAS MARX?
What sort of man could

dream of Utopia, and yet advise,
even command his followers to lie, cheat, steal, and commit

individual or mass murder to achieve it?17
Marx was born in 1818 of scholarly Jewish parents in a
Germany which was just becoming a nation. His early life
was torn as his family left the Jewish faith and adopted a
more "accepted" Protestantism.
His radical ideas, even as a student, caused his ejection
from several universities, and he toured the intellectual and
political capitals of Europe associating with a varied assortment of revolutionaries and "free thinkers."
The Communist Manilesro, written in conjunction with
his friend, Engels, was published before Marx was 30. His
major work, the first volume of Das Kapital, was completed
before Marx was 50.
His marriage resulted in six children. Marx, however, was
so engaged in formulating theories to "uplift".the downtrodden masses that he never bothered to accept a job to support

ol Communism
2l
of his six children died of stanration in

The Origin

his family. Three
infancy. Two others committed suicide. Only one lived to
maturity.

Marx, at one point, was so taken up with his concern for
gift of 150 pounds (about $500)
arived from a rich uncle in Germany, he used the money
for a two-month drinking spree with continental intellectuals.
His wife, left penniless in l-ondon, was evicted from their
apartment with the infant children.
During these years, Marx's ideas and philosophy were
accepted only by the radical fringe groups which comprised
the First International, and his friend and collaborator, Friedrich Engels. Engels, a rich man's son, was Marx's chief
source of income. When Marx died, his funeral was attended
by only six persons.

"humanity" that when a

TIIE FABIANS AND THE

COMMUNISTS

Following ilarx's death in 1883, his theories were made a
world force by two developments. They were the rise of the
Fabian Society in England and Lenin's Bolshevik movement.
In 1884, a small group of English intellectuals formed the
Fabian Society. It was their goal to establish the same class
ldss, godless, socialistic one-world society envisioned by
Marx.l8 Leadership of the group was assumed by Beatrice
,'and
Sidney Webb and the Irish author and playwright, George
Bernard Shaw. Shaw described himself as a ..communist'i0
but differed with Marx over how the revolution would be
accomplished and by whom. He spelled out these differences
in l90l in his, Who I Arn, What I Think, wben he wrote:
-Marx's Capilal is not a treatise on Socialism; it is a ieremiad against the bourgeoisie . . . it was supposed to be written
for.the working class; but the working man respects the bourgeoisie and waots to be a bourgeoisfu; Marx never got hold
of him for a moment. It was the revolting sons of tf,e Uourgeoisie itself, like myself, that painted the flag Red. The
middle 1ld upper classes are the revolutionary- element in
society; the proletariat is the cooservative elemeni.zo
On this basis, Shaw and the Fabians worked for world
rcvolution not through an uprising of the workers but throrrgh
indoctrination of young scholars. The Fabians believed that
eventually these intellectual revolutioharies would acquire
power and influence in the official and unofficial opinionmating and power-wislding agencies of the world. Then, they
could quietly 6xtablish a socialistic, one-world order.
Webb formulated the highly successful method these future

Noxr Dene Clrr Ir TREASoN
rulers would use to change the world. He called it the "doc'
trine of the inevitability of gradualness." In practice, it has
meant slow, piecemeal changes in existing concePts of law,
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morality, government, economics, and education. Each change
is so gradual that the masses never awaken in time to stoP

the "inevitable.'.'
Shaw, in thc prefacc to t&c lg0Aed*iqrd
lteted the goal, whict wls . . .

. . . to mato it

Fobioelr

ac ouly and matter'of{ourse
a Socialist as to be

nary Englishman to be

Eswys,

for the ordi-

a

Liberal or

Conservative.2l

Shaw,

in his Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism, ex'
life would be like once the new order was

plained what

established:
I also made it clear that Socialism means equality of income
or nothing, and that under Socialism you would not be allowed
to be pooi. You would be forcibly fcd, clothed, lodged' tauqlt'
and employed whether you liked it or Dot. If it were discovered that you had not the character and industry enough to
be worth all this trouble, you might possibly be executed in a
kindly manner; but whilst you were permitted to live you
would have to live well.22
The Fabian Socialists rejected all suggestions that they form
a political movement of their own. They planned to spread

influence by penetrating existing educational institutions,
political parties, the civil service, etc.
As a starting point, the Webbs established the l-ondon
School of Economics on the first floor of l0 Adelphi Street in
London. The upper floors were occupied by Shaw and his
wife, Charlotte, who financed the venture. It was from this
humble beginning that the intellectual center of the Fabian
Socialist movement has grown. Today, it has world renown
as a branch of the University of London. Its influence has
been spread around the world by such faculty, students, and
supporters as Harold Laski, Bertrand Russell, Joseph Shumpeier, John Maynard Keynes, H. G. Wells, and Nehru of

thiir

India.

Down through the years, the Fabians, while masquerading
of "respected" labels have achieved power
and influence far out of proportion to their numbers, which
have never exceeded about 3,000. By 1889, when the Society
was only six years old and had fewer than 300 members,
two of the group were elected to the London School Board.28
When the British Labour Party came to power it 1924,
Fabian leader Ramsey MacDonald was Prime Minister.

under all sorts
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Fabian founder, Sidney Webb was Minister of Labour. Wheo
the party regained power in 1929, MacDonald was again
Prime Minister and 20 Fabians held bigh positions. Eight

in the Cabinet.2a
FABIANISM IN AMERICA
The seeds of Fabianism were planted in the United States
before the start of the 20th Century. Leading English universities exchanged professors, scholars and writings with
served

top American colleges. Sidney Webb himself came to America in 1888. The tollowing year, his Socialism in England
was circulated at Harvard and other schools by the American
Economic Association.2s By 1905, American Fabians had
formed the Rand School of Social Science in New York and
incorporated the Intercollegiate Socialist Society.2o Within
thlee years, chapters were formed at Harvard, Princeton,
Columbia, New York University, and the University of Pennsllvani4.27

Early adherents of this socialist movement in America
included such later day leaders as John Dewey (education),
Walter Rauschenbusch (theology), Walter Lippmann (government and press) and Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter. Other equally skilled but lesser known theorists and
conspirators operated

in other fields. Their beliefs, their

c:ueers, their methods, and the influence they have exerted on
American life will be explored later.

THE COMMUNISTS
Meanwhile, the other movement which was to make Marxism a potent, dynamic world force developed on the Continent in 1903. Nicolai Lenin, a Russian revolutionary and
an ardent student of Marx, came to believe, like George Bernard Shaw, that it was neither possible nor desirable to sell
Marx's theories to the masses.
'I-enin and about seven followers split away during a meeting of socialist radicals in London, forming the Bolshevik

"splinter group."
Lenin's major contribution to the world struggle, and the
development which made Marx's theories a potent force, was
his plan for organizing the Communist Party along conspiratorial lines. Lenin said:

The only serious organizational principle the active workers
of our movement can accept is strict secrecy, strict selectioa

of members, and the training of professional revolutionaries.zs

I*nin's plan called for a small, highly disciplined, well-
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schooled, and fanatically dedicated core

of

revolutionaries.

They would "combine illegal forms of struggle with every
form of legal struggle."ee Their power would be multiplied
through infiltration and penetration of existing governments,
organizations and groups. Thus, they would redirect the influence, prestige, and power of capitalistic institutions for the
benefit of world communism. In the labor feld, for example,

knin

advised his followers:
rccd
agrce to any and every sacrifice, and eveo
- ifillegal
bc-to resort to all sorts of devices, maneuvers, and
methods, to evasion and subterfuge, in order to penetrate the
tradc unioos, to remain in them, and to carry on Communist
work in them at all ccts.so
Another of lrnin's strategies for "multiplying" the potner
and strength of the small, dedicated group of revolutionaries
was to exploit the differences between non-cotnmunist SrouPs
so as to "incite one against another."3l Stalin later spelled
out l-enin's theory in detail in the book, Stalin on China.

. . . to

He said:
Tbc most powerful eDemy can be conquered only by exert-

ing thc utmost effort, and by necessarily, thoroughly, carefully,
attentively and skillfully taking advantage of every, even thc

smallest "rift" among enemies, of every antagonism of interest
among the bourgeoisie of the various countries and among the

various groups or types of bourgeoisie within the various
countries, and also by taking advantage of every, even the
smallest opportunity of gaining a mass ally, even though $i5
ally be temporary, vacillating, unstable, unreliable, and conditional. Those who do not understand this do not understand
cven a particle of Marxism, or of scientific, modern Socialism.sz
A classic example of such modern socialisrn in practice
was Fidel Castro's takeover of Cuba. Of Castro's followers,
about 98Vo were non{ommunists. The Cuban people would

not have tolerated the bearded fanatic had they known he

was a communist. Yet, by exploiting their differences with
another anti-communist, Batista, Castro was able to get the
temporary support he needed to establish a communist

regime in Cuba.
In America, communists inspired the student riots against
the House Committee on Un-American Activities in San
Francisco on May 12-14, 19ffi using the same tactics. A
small group of trained, dedicated communist agents fanned
the difierences between the students aDd a committee of
Congress. Several thousand non-communist students were
stirred, first to demonstrate, and then to riot against lawful
authority.ss
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An excellent example has been the implementation of a
special Moscow Manifesto issued December 5, 1960 which
ordered the destruction of the growing free world anti-communist movement.sa American communists alone could not
neutralize the tast-growing grass roots anti-communist movement in the the United States with a frontal attack.
Instead, the comparatively few communist agents in Amer.
ica and their more numerou$ fellow-travellers in liberal
movements, the press, and other opinion-making positione
have worked to pit sizeable segments of the American people
against other Americans dedicated to fighting communists.
The methods and tactics used are docurnented in a fascinatiog
study by the Senate Internal Security Subcomrnitteeab whicb
is discussed at length in Chapter IV.
Teaching these and equally devions methods, and by restricting their recruits to only the most fanatical and dedicated,
Lenin and the seven followers who formed the Bolshevik
movement, swelled their ranks to 17 in the frst four years.
They returned to London in 1907 and searched for a suitable
meeting place.
The Fabians came to their assistance. Ramsey MacDonald,

Iater a three-time prime minister of Great Britain arranged
for knin's Bolsheviks to use the Brotherhood Church in
I-ondon's east end.36 The conference was financed by a grant
of 3,000 pounds from Joseph Fels, a wealthy American soap
manufacturer and a leader of the Fabian movement.a?
Just ten years later, Lenin's 17 followers had become
40,000. They subverted and seized the Democratic Socialist

in Russia after the fall of
the Czar in 1917.
The early cooperation between the communists and the
Fabians, without which knin might have faded into oblivion,
has continued as a united "anti-capitalistic front,' down
Republic established by Kerensky

through the years. The Fabians abhor the "aggressive nature

of

communism"

but cannot attack communism's

godless,

classless, socialistic one-world concepts because the Fabian
creed is based on the same goals and beliefs.
Fabians flock to the defense of the accused communist, as
did Eleanor Roosevelt, Dean Rusk, Adlai Stevenson, and Felix
FranKurter when a top State Department official, Alger Hiss,
was exposed as a communist agent.

"He can't be a communist," the Fabian reasons, ..he beI do." When Hiss and Lauchlin Currie,
executive assistant to President Roosevelt, were exposed, Mrs.
lieves the same as
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Roosevelt's outburst was typical. In her syndicated column,
1948, she said:
Smearing good people like Alger Hiss and Lauchlin Currie,
is, I think, unforgiveable.
Currie later fled the country rather than answer questions

My Day, for August 16,

about his activities. Hiss served five years in the Federal
Penitentiary for perjury after denying his participation in a

Soviet spy ring.
Fabians are frequently found working in the communist
camp under the mistaken belief that they arc "using the
communists." To a degree this accounts for the long lists
of communist-front affiliations accumulated by many leadi'g
"liberals." The mutual goals of the communists and socidist
"liberals" often lead to false accusations against "liberals" by
those who assume "if he waddles like a duck, quacks like a
duck, and is found in a flock of ducks, he must be a duck."
Indeed the loudest praise for the Russian communist "ex'
periment" has come, not from Moscow-directed communists,
but from Fabians.- Fabian founder George Bernard Shaw,

on a trip to Russia in 1931, stated in a speech in Moscow:
It is a real comfort to me, a.o old mao, to be able to stcP
into my grave with the koowledge that the civilization of the
world will be saved . . . It is here in Russia that I have achrally
been convinced that the new Comqunist system is capable of
leading mankind out of its present crisis, and saving it from
complete anarchy and ruin.38
Shaw, after an earlier trip to Russia, had praised I:nin
as the "greatest Fabian of them all." Shaw helped formulate
the Fabian concept of eventual control through infiltration,
permeation,.penetration, and piecemeal acquisition of power.
He stronqly admired Lenin and Stalin. He said they publicly

championed Marx and his principles of world revolution
while quietly working to communize one country after another. They used, Shaw said, the Fabian methods ol stealth,
intrigue, subversion, and the deception ol never calling socialism by its right name.se

THE PLAN

After only seven years at the head of the world's first
communist state, Itnin died in 1924. Before he died, he
formulated a plan for world domination. Summarized and
paraphrased, I-enin's plan stated:
First, we $rill ta&e eastern Europe, then the mssses of Asia'
then we will encircle the United States which will be the last
bastian of capitalism. We will aot havc to attack. It wi[ fsll
like an overripe fruit iato our hands.

Chapter

III

The Growth of
World Communism
I do not believe in communism any more than
you do but there is nothing wrong with the
communisls in this counffy; several ol the best

I

lriends

have got are communists.

-

Franklin D. Rooseveltr

USING LENIN'S PLAN, the communist followers of
Marx and Lenin have moved "step-by-step" until today they
hold 40Vo of the world's population in absolute slavery. With
the capture of Cuba in 1959, the Kremlin bosses started on
the last phase

of Lenin's plan, the

encirclement

of the United

States.

How has this been done by a nation which has never
of its highly publicized Five Year Plans? Tbe
Soviets have had police state control of their people, 44 years
of centralized economic planning, and some of the world's
richest natural resources. They have produced nothing but
completed one

economic failure.

How has a nation which cannot feed its own people while
employing 55Vo of its total working force on the farms come
so close to conquering the world?e
The communist world revolution has been largely financed
from its start in 1903 until the present day by American
wealth, public and private. Lenin and his heirs have had the
sometimes knowing, sometimes unknowing, cooperation of the
United States State Department every step of the way.
Every communist country
"Made in USA" stamp on it.

in the world literally has a

Look at true history and prove for yourself what

has

happened.

The part an American soap manufacturer played in financing Lenin's early career has been detailed.s In 19l6-17, Leon
Trotsky was in exile in America.a In New York, he recruited,
financed, and trained

a cadre of

gangsters

and hoodlums.
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to Russia, this hard core of cutthroat shock
t.oopi was used by Lenin and Trotsky to sieze control of the

Transported

shaky Kerensky Republic.

Immediately- following World War l, economic chaos
in Russia. Lenin's attemPt to make the big leap
into communism had failed. The toppting of the socialist

developed

experiment was imminent.
Millionr were starving when American relief, food, medicine,-'and other supplies, eased the pressure. Lenin had time
to consolidate his itrength.s This well-meaning, humanitarian
gesture of the United States solidified the power of tyrants
whose heirs in the succeeding 40 years have murdered at
least 60-million human beings and enslaved one-billion others'
During the 1920's, American oilmen, technicians, and their
machineiy opened Russian petroleum fields. Other American
engineers, scientists, and production experts assisted the communists in building steel plants, assembly lines for tractors,

trucks, and autos.6

Even so, by 1933 the communist state was again faltering'
Then, the USSR was recognized by the United States. With
U. S. diplomatic recognition came world-wide prestige, and
access to the credit and money markets of the world. In
return for recognition, the communists promised' in writing,
that Russia would not interfere in the internal affairs of the

United States.i
While the agreements were being signed, Alger Hiss, and
other agents were infiltrating the New Deal. Soviet intelligence officers were busy in Washington setting up elaborate
spy networks in government agencies.s
Six years later, Stalin made another agreement which was
to havL an equal impact on the course of history. In 1939,
he and Hitler entered into a non-aggression pact. Together
they carved up Poland in a blitzkrieg "war" which set records
for its lightning speed, and the savage butchering of the
Polish people. The attack on little Poland started World

War II.
The Hitler-Stalin pact was shortlived and in 1941 Russia
came under Nazi attack. The Kremlin, now an ally, received
more ihan $ll-billion in American lend lease aid. It was
all supposedly war materiel to bolster the USSR in the fight
against Germany. Actually, Russia received non-military suP-

piies and materials worth billions. Stockpiled until the war's
end, they were the foundation on which the Communist industrial machine of today was built.
Deluded U. S. officials and actual traitors, exposed later,
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arranged these shipments, in knowing defiance of laws passed
by Congress prohibiting such non-military aid.e
In 1943, Congressional investigations later revealed, before the United States had itself assembled the fust atomic
bomb, half of all American uranium and the technical information needed to construct a bomb were sent to Russia.lo
Is it any wonder that the communists became a nuclear power
years ahead of "expectations?"
At the same time, a communist agent, Harry f)exter White,
became Assistant Secretary of the U. S. Treasury.ll He sent
the Soviet Union engraving plates, paper, and ink to print
occupation currency which was redeemable by the U. S.
Treasury.rz

In actual conduct of the war, military decisions were
made, not according to the tactical needs of the day or to
capitalize on the weaknesses of the enemy, but for the longrange political advantage of the communist cdnspiracy.ls
For instance, at the wartime conferences, Roosevelt agreed

to Stalin's demands for a "cross-channel" invasion of Europe,
over Churchill's objections. Churchill urged an attack on
Europe's soft "underbelly." Such an offensive, aimed at the
Balkans, through Yugoslavia, would have defeated Hitler,
and prevented communist occupation of eastern Europe.la
At Yalta, Roosevelt, with Alger Hiss at his side, gave Stalin
the eastern half of Poland, and the Baltic states of Estonia,
[,atvia, and Lithuania. He agreed to coalition governments
for Yugoslavia and Poland, with communists holding all the
key posts. Stalin's occupation of the ll eastern European
countries was approved. Stalin promised to permit free elections in these communist-occupied countriei.rd The U. S.
government has never demanded that the agreements be ful6lled as a condition for further negotiations.
Thus, at Yalta, the first step of Lenin's master plan was
accomplished. In addition, the foundation was laid for the
completion of the second phase. Our Chinese ally, Chiang
.Kai-shek, was excluded from the yalta Conference. Roosevelt and Churchill acceded to Stalin,s demands for increased
influence in postwar Asia.16
When the war ended, the United States demanded that
Chiang Kai-shek give the communists representation in the
government of China. He refused. On orders of General
George C. Marshall, all American aid was withheld from
Chiang.tz
With Marshall's embargo enforced, Chiang had tanks and
planes, but no gasoline. His troops had guns, but no a,mmu.
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nition. By 1949, the communists, supplied by Russia,

were

ovemrnning China. Chiang evacuated the remnants of his
army and his government to Formosa.
In 1951 and 1952, the Senate.Internal Security Subcommittee under the late Senator Pat McCarran (D-Nev) unraveled the sordid story of China's betrayal.
A quasi-official agency, the Institute of Pacific Relations,

was found to have held a near controlling influence over
American far eastern policies for 15 years. The IPR, as an
unofficial State Department recruiting and training agency'

had planted communists and pro-communists in sensitive
diplomatic posts in Washington and China.18
IPR-oriented State Department officials in China deliberately falsified reports to Washington on the status of Chiangis
government. Chinese communists were depicted as "agrarian
reformers."l9
The Chinese people's confidence in Chiang's government
was shaken by runaway inflation. It was planned in Washington by IPR officials in conjunction with Assistant Secretary

of the Treasury Harry Dexter White, a communist

agEnt.

White's plan to destroy China's currency was implemented by
the U. S. Treasury Department's representative in Chungking,
Solomon Adler. He was also a communist.2o
In its report,.the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee

concludedthat...
. . . the Institute of Pacific Relations was a vehicle used by
the communists to orieotate American far eastern policy toward communist obiectives.2l

Owen Lattimore, an influential member of the IPR and
sometime government official and State Department adviser,
was found to have been "a conscious articulate instrument
of the Soviet conspiracy" for 15 years.22 Two years earlier,
a young Senator from Wisconsin, Joseph McCarthy, had
warned that Lattimore and the IPR were serving the communist conspiracy. McCarthy's charges were regarded by
some as "red herrings" and "unfounded smears."
Lattimore's activities were not limited to influencing State
Department policies and placing his proteges in key diplo
matic posts. As a best-selling author and book reviewer for
the New York Times, l.attimore and a handful of pro-communist and pro-Soviet writers flooded the book channels witb
anti-Chiang, pro-communist books. Objective, anti-communist
books on the Far East were "killed" when Lattimore and his
pro-Soviet colleagues in the book review trade "panned"

them.8
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T\e Saturday Evening Post, Colliers and other influential
maguzines were flooded with articles glorifyiug the Chinese
communists rut "agftfian reformers" aod other Soviet-inspired
materials. During the 1943-49 period, the Saturday Evening
Posr published over 60 articles which promoted the commrrnist line.24
The American people were misled. About 6fi)-million
Chinese were betrayed into communist slavery.

done by

It

was all

a handful of American traiton and their

liberal

dupes.

With the fall of China, the second step in ltnin's plan
for world conquest was nearly accomplished.
f)ean Acheson, oDe of the diplomats who participated in
the series of decisions and actions which ultimately led to
the fall of China in 1949, announced to the world in a speech
on January 12, l95O that Korea was "outside our defense
perimeter."2o Within six months, the North Korean communists accepted the invitation and attacked South Korea on
June 25, 1950. President Truman responded by committing
the meager American forces in the Far East to the defenso
of South Korea. Once action was started the United Nations
was asked to assume the responsibility for the "police action."
General Douglas MacArthur, in fighting the delaying action
down the Korean peninsula, showed the same brilliance he
displayed in playing for time against overwhelming odds in
the Bataan Car.npaign at the start of World War II. Within
two months, the communists controlled all of Korea except
for the small perimeter around Pusan. Meanwhile, MacArthur received minimum reinforcements.
In one of the greatest displays of military genius in history,
MacArthur attacked the enemy's rear with an "impossible"
amphibious assault at Inchon, far up,the Korean peninsula.zo
Within eight weeks, the communists had been driven pellmell north to the Manchurian border. Six days later oD
November 26, 1950, hordes of Chinese communist 'tolunteen" swarmed across the border and entered the fight. Even
while under savage attack, MacArthur was forbidden to
bomb the Red supply bases and lines of communication north
of the border. The Yalu River bridges across which comm'nist supplies and re-inforcements flowed were also "offlimits."27
With the eDemy operating from this $anctuary, the war was
thrown into a stalemate. American casualties mounted in the
hopeless eftort. MacArthur protested the restrictions placed
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on his military operations by the diplomats and the United
Nations.
He was "muzzled" by Presidential order on Decembcr 5,
1950.28

MacArthur maintained a discrete silence until April 1951.
Then, in answer to a written inquiry from Congressman
Joseph W. Martin (R-Mass)zo MacArthur alluded to how
military efforts in Korea were handcuffed on orders from
Washington.

His letter indicated

agreemeDt

with Martin's

for using Chinssg nationalist troops. He expressed
the view that the battle against communism around the
world would be won or lost in Asia. It was read to Congress
on April 5, 1951. Five days later, Truman fired MacArthur.
suggestions

The significance of MacArthur's dismissal was not understood by most Americans. Ostensibly, he was replaced for
violating the "gag" imposed by President Truman on December 5, 1950. Much of the world understood, however, that
future U. S. policy was to be one of "containment" of communism and not victory. Wanting victory, not stalemate or
defeat, was the real crime for which MacArthur was punished.
When it was too late to correct the tragedy, Congress investigated. Top commanders in Korea, MacArthur and his
successon, testified.so General Mark Clark, one of Mac-

Arthur's several successors said:

I was not allowed to bomb the numerous bridges across the
Yalu River over which the enemy coostantly poured his trucks,
and his munitions, and his killers.

General James Van Fleet, another Korean commander,
told Congress:

My own conviction is that there must have been information to the enemy from higb diplomatic authorities that we
would not attack his home bases across the Yalu.
General George Stratemyer, Air Force commander
Far East, said:

You get in war to win

still and

lose

it.

it and we were

permitted to win.

in

the

You do not get in war to stand

required to lose

it. We were not

General MacArthur told the Congressional committee :
Such a limitation upon the utilization of available military
force to repel an enemy attack has no precedent, either in our
own history, or so far as I know, in the history of the world.
The American plum, which knin predicted would one day
drop into communist hands without a fight was beginning to
ripen.
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AMEruCA NEBEI.S
America, however, was learning of some ot the treachcry

in hiSh plac€s. There was u1 3$,aksning. Th! story 9f Y{ta
and llger Hiss unfolded. Harry Dexter White, John Abt,
Nathan-Witt, and other agents who reached top spots in at
least six cabinet departments before, during and after Wodd
War II were expo6ed. The role of the Institute of Pacific
Relations in the-betrayal of China was disclosed. Thc web
of subversion which reached into dozens of executive agencies unraveled. The White House Staff itseff had been infiltrated as Lauchlin Currie became executive a$istant to
President Rooeevelt.
As the communist agents were exposed by Congressional
committees, aroused Americans demanded action. They were
in a fighting mood, ready to root out the conspirators. They'd
had enough and were ready to stop the international cancer
of communism.
Dwight Eisenhower appeared on the scene.
Eisenhower campaigned on his victorious war record, a
winning smrle, and the slogan "IJt's Clean Up the Mess in
Washington." He promised "peace with honor" in Korea.
He piled up a landslide victory in the 1952 Presidential
elections. Most Americans, whether they voted for him or
not, believed and hoped that Eisenhower would clean up

the mess.
The hero was elected. The Korean War ended. A public
tired of conflict and controversy settled down to approve

annual military budgets. More billions were

$40-billion
*safe." Disappropriated for foreign aid to keep the world

turbing thoughts that communism might be more than a vague
threat which required higher taxes were carefully ignored.
In short, the mess in Washington wasn't cleaned up. The

public never noticed.
The first disturbing signs came with the signing of the truce
agreement in Korea on July 26, L953.
Eisenhower's "peace with honor" abandoned at least 400
American soldiers to rot, forgotten in Chinese communist

prison camps. Few people at home, except for the mothers,
wives, and children of the forgotten few even noticed. To'
day, after 100 "polite" requests in negotiations with the
Chinese Reds at Warsaw, Poland, these Americans are

communist captivity.

still in

Even ttre "official" and sympathetic biographer of Eisen'
in the White House, Robert Donovan,

hower's first yearssl
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admitrcd in Eisenhower, The Inside Story, that the Eisenhower truce made even more concessioos than Truman had

oftered. The 1952 Republican platform had labelled the

Truman plan "ignominious bartering with our enemies."s2
Few Americans noticed, but some Republicans were them-

selves critical.

Senator William Knowland (R-Cal) was asked in a radio
interview, "Is this a truce with honor that we are about to
get?'' Knowland replied, "I don't think so."B3 On the Senate
floor, Senators William Jenner (R-Ind) and George Malone
(R-Nev) traded these remarks:il
M,r,rorcE: Does the distinguished Senator remember any
ghange

in

State Department policy

has taken office?
Jenxen: I have noticed no change.

by Mr. Dulles

since he

The venerable Senator Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio)

said

prophetically that Eisenhower's acceptance of a divided Korea
would spark further wars by freeing the Chinese to attack
anywhere in Southeast Asia. Within a year, the communists
had moved into Indo{hina.s Using the Korean precedent,
John Foster Dulles negotiated a settlement which split tndoChina into North and South Viet Nam along the lTth parallel.
Today, American boys are paying for thatlppeasemint with
their blood in Southeast Asia's undeclared war.
Senator Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis) called attention to the

"mess which remained." On a nationwide radio and TV
broadcast on November 23, 1953, he charged Eisenhower
with failing to liquidate the "foulest bankrupicy,, of the Truman Administration. He asked that foreign aid to Great
Britain be withheld as long as the English traded with Red
9-Hoq "the jailers of American soldiers captured in the
Koreao War." McCartby said:
_

Are we going to continue to send perfumed

ootes?

It h

that we, the Republican party, liquidate this blood-staincd
blunder. We promised the American pcople somerhing differeDt. Let us deliver
not next year or nexi month _ dt us deliver now. We can-{6 .\is by merely saying to our allies and
il.ge"d allies, "If you continue to ship t; Red China . . . you
will not get one cent of American -oo"y."m
Seven days later, the Administration said that McCarthy's

Ipe

propcal "attacks the very heart of U. S. foreign

It

policy."sz

was sometime before even astute Americans-fulliy *a"rstood this cryptic statemetrt. Then it became obvious that it
would be ridiculous to cut off aid io the British for trading
witb Red China when Eisenhower was readying progr"i

"
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of .expanded trade with and foreign aid direct to the communist nations!38 British trade with the enemy and their

aid continued.
Criticism of Eisenhower soon grew weaker. Eisenhower
planned it that way. The American people elected Eisenhower
in 1952 to "clean up the mess in Washington." He did not
see this as his primary goal. According to both Sherman

Adams, assistant president under Eisenhower, and the "official
biographer" of his first term, Robert J. Donovan, Eisenhower
saw his mission this way:
When Eisenhower took office in 1953 he had hoped that
in four years the Republican Party could be reformed from
its role of an opposition party and invigorated with more
progressive leaders. He had hoped for the rise of what he
called "positive" Republicans as opposed to "negative" RePublican5.ae

The "negative" Republicans were the "hard" anti-communists in the Senate who pointed out that Eisenhower's foreign
policy differed little from the appeasing actions of Roosevelt

and Truman. They had been outspoken critics of subversion
in government under Roosevelt and Truman and continued
their warnings with Eisenhower in the White House. Before
Eisenhower left office they were all gone. Taft and McCarthy
died. Bricker, Malone, Welker, Potter, and others were beaten
at the polls. Knowland and Jenner left Washington disgusted
and discouraged. In all, Republicans lost 80 Congressional
seats and l5 Senatorial positions in Eisenhower's eight years.

AID TO CON{MUNISTS
With the critics gone, Eisenhower initiated foreign aid
for the communist enemy in Poland and Yugoslavia. Before he left office in 1961, Poland and Yugoslavia
were to receive nearly $3-billion+t) in American food, industrial machinery, jet fighter planes, and other military equipprograms

ment. The aid continued even after Tito, Yugoslavia's dicta-

tor, repeatedly pledged his allegiance to Moscow.
For example, in June 1956, Tito went to Russia for a
state visit and said:
The spirit of Lenin's principles of collective leadership are
such that I am sure there never again will be misunderstanding
among the nations of the socialist camp . . . In peace as in
war, Yugoslavia must march shoulder to shoulder -with the
Soviet Union.al

Two weeks later, John Foster Dulles warned that

if

Con-
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aid to Tito, we would drive Yugoslavia back
into the Soviet camp. The few skeptics asked, "When did
they leave?" but no one listened.
By the fall of 1956, Khrushchev and Tito had exchanged
two more warm visits. Eisenhower then announced that
Yugoslavian aid would continue because Tito had clearly
demonstrated his lriendship lor the west. When a month
later, in November 1956, the Soviets raped Hungary and
butchered Budapest, Tito publicly branded the Hungarian
patriots as "bandits" for rebelling against Moscow.l2 His
American aid continued. In D'ecember 1956, President Eisenhower invited Tito to the U. S. for an official visit. After
public opposition developed to the visit in America, Tito
refused to come.
In 1957, Tito and Khrushchev met in Rumania on August
I and 2 and pledged mutual cooperation.aa On August 15,
President Eisenhower announced that U. S. aid had "broken
Tito away from Moscow." On September t7, Tito announced
fuIl support for Soviet foreign policy.s On flecember 9,1957,
Tito announced rejection of further U. S. military aid.as On
December 23, American diplomats went to Belgrade and
asked that he reconsider. He did, and military and economic
aid has continuedSince 1956, American aid has provided about half of
communist Yugoslavia's national income. In 1961, they instituted their own foreign aid program to spread comrnunism
to underdeveloped nations of the world.a6
Poland and Yugoslavia were not the only communists to
benefit from Eisenhower's generosity. Achmed Sukarno received the planes, tanks, and guns he used to crush the last
anti+ommunist resistance in Indonesia from Eisenhower's
gress stopped

mutual security program.iT Since 1955, Sukarno's Indonesian
government has received $479-million from the United
States.s

Patrice Lumurnba was widely known as a communist terin 1960 when he became Premier of the newly independent Congo in Africa. Eisenhower and the U. S. State
Department gave Lumumba's prestige and his treasury a big
boost with a Washiogton welcome and $2Gmillion in American foreign aid.ae Even so, he was deposed and later killed
by the anti-communist forces in the Congolese government.
By the time Eisenhowert two terms ended, direct economic
and military aid to communist and "neutralist" nations totaled
over $?-billion.

rorist
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CULTURAL EXCHANGES
Eisenhower's Administration developed the "cultural exchange" idea jointly with the communists. Under this experiment. Americans go to Russia and return to tell other Americans about the "progress" they see and the friendly Russians
they meet. In return, the communists are suppmed to come
to America and learn about our superior system.
Congressman Walter Judd (R-Minn) told how it worked
in practice:
Who goes over from our side? Anybody who wants to go.
He may be the moot ignorant and aaive person . . . totElly
unequipped to deal with them.
Who comes over from their side? Any Russian who waots
to? No; only those who are 'teliabte," which meaos so thoroughly indoctrinated and tested that their bosses are sure
they can trust them. And further, they are skilled io prescoting
Communist ideas, trained in the diatectic
that
ageots.
- doisthey scad?
Who goes from our side? Farmers. Whorn
Ageots. Who goes over from our side? Iournalists
to get
information. Who is seot from their side? Agents
to -scll thcir
- comes trom
ideas. Who goes from our side? Profqssors. Who

their side? Agetrts.

From our side, clergymen. Their side, agents. From our
side, students. Their side, agents. From our side, businessmcn.
Their side,

agents.Eo

What effect will this Eisenhower-conceived ..people-to-

people" program have? Congressman Judd tells us:
We will lose, not win, in this exchange of persons if the
Americans who go over and see tbat the ordinary Ruesian
people are friendly and conclude that therefore we can rclax
aad trust the communist rulers.sr
In April 1960, the House Committee on Un-American
Activities became so concerned about the misinformation
tourists were bringing back from Russia and Red China that
two ryecial hearings were held.52 Witnesses told how tourists
are shown "model" showplace prisons
not slave labor
- ..show" cities,
camps. Visitors to China are shown special
housed in special hotels with excellent food and service at
very Iow prices. Churches are refurbished to impress important visitors. Visitors who return and report their experiences
help to further break donm the anti-communist attitudes of
the American people.

THE CT.EANUP IS BLOCKED
In the l952..campaign, Republicans had promised to

uncover security risks in government who escalrd detection in
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the hectic 1948-52 period when Hiss, Lattimore, White

and

others were exposed.
Three Eisenhower actions

in his first term vetoed fulfillment of that promise.
The appointment of Earl Warren as Chief Justice of the
United States was to have an impact in destroying the security
laws of the United States not fully felt for several years. In
the meantime, two Eisenhower executive orders effectively
closed the door on congressional investigation of communists
in

government.

After Warren's appointment to the Supreme Court, in the
first eight cases involving communism in which he participated, he supported the communist position five times, the
government's case on three occasions. Alter that, lllarren
supported the communist position in 62 cases without deviation.is

In the three year, 1956-58 period, the Supreme Court
decided 52 cases involving communism and subversion in
government. The decisions supported the communist position
4l times, the anti-communist position only I I times. Warren's
consistent pro-communist votes were the deciding factor in
the many narrow 5 to 4 decisions.ia
By contrast, in the ten years before Warren's appointment
by Eisenhower, the court decided 37 cases involving communism and subversion. Of these, 23 were decided against
the communists.:5 The communist position was upheld 14
times.

Under Warren's leadership, the Court voided the longstanding sedition laws of 42 states. Communists convicted
under them were freed.i6 The government was denied the right
to fire federal employees who were proved to have contributed
money and services to communist organizations.i'? Schools
and colleges were denied the right to fire teachers who refused to answer questions about their communist activities.ss
In the Watkins decision, later modified, the Court questioned
the right of Congress to inquire into and publicize communism
and subversion suggesting that this "involved a broad scale
intrusion into the lives and affairs of private citizens."no
Apologists for the Supreme Court's decisions justify them
as "leaning over backwards to protect the rights of the individual." However, when the individual was a Yugoslaviap
anti-contmumst refugee, the Court denied his right to political
asylum. Andrew Artukovic, who lived with his wife and
children in California, was forced to submit to an extradition
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hearing based on political charges made by the communist
government of Yugoslavia.m
The Court set aside the discharge of John Stewart Service
by the State DePartment. As was noted in the opening chapter, Service, a career diplomat, had been deeply involved in
the loss of China but held his job. He was finally fired, eight
years after an FBI arrest for violation of the Espionage Act.
Without dispuung his guilt, the Supreme Court ordered
Service reinstated in 1956 with back pay of over $30,000
The Court's action was based on the technicality that proper
procedures had not been used in firing him.6r
The decisions of the Warren Court stirred thoughtful,
earnest criticism from hig$y reputable authorities- ln August
1958, the Conference of State Chief Justices. the highest
judicial officials of the then 49 states, adopted a scorching
appraisal of the Supreme Court and its actions by a 36 to 8
vote.62

The same month, the American Bar Association Committee

on Communist Strategy, Tactics, and Objectives prepared a
special report on communism and the Supreme Court decisions.6s

J. Edgar floover testified before a Congressional com'
mittee that 49 top communists convicted of advocating the
overthrow of the U. S. government had been freed by the
Supreme Court. Hoover said that a top communist had
described the Court's decision in the Smith Act case as the
greatest victory the Communist Party had ever received.e
The New York Daily News, largest circulation newsPaper
in America, suggested impeachment of Justices whose decisions consistently favored the comntunists.ri;'

EISENHOWERS ROLE
Actually, effective Congressional investigations of subversion in government has been quietly stymied by executive
order before the full impact of Warren's aPpointment to the
Supreme Court was felt. On March 5, 1954, President
Eisenhower in a "Personal and Confidential" letter ordered
his cabinet to "shield" executive department employees-from
Congressional investigations into their loyalty, actions, and
background.66

In practice, Eisenhower's order has meant that when Congress questions the loyalty or conduct of a government em-

ployee, the department head, and not the person under
investigation, answers the committee's questions. Had this
principle, known as the "executive fifth amendment," been
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used in 1948, Alger Hiss could not have been exposed,
convicted and jailed.
The Eisenhower-ordered "executive fifth amendment"

stymied congressional investigations but left one embarrassing
loophole. In screening security files, Congress turned up employees who were "cleared" by department heads despite
unfavorable or derogatory FBI reports. When the department
heads were subpoenaed and asked "Whyr. in open Learings,
a public clamor for corrective action resulted.
This last "loophole" through which subversives in government might be detected was plugged nine months after Eisenhower's original order. On December 29, 1954, all security
were placed ..odlles of executive department employeespresideitial
limits" to congressional committees by
Order.
Congress then couldn't learn if an employee was cleared
despite FBI warnings.er
Was tbere a real threat and danger from communists hidden in government in 1954? Was there still a ..mess" to be
cleaned up in Washington? Or were Senators McCarthy and
Jenner, Congressman Harold Velde and others simply ,,witch-

hunting" in search of

headlines?

Elizabeth Bentley. a former communist, exposed the two
Soviet spy rings in which Harry Dexter White, Lauchlin
Currie, and about 8O others had participated. On May 29,
1952, she testified that at least two other Soviet espionage
rings were operating in government. She had learned -ot ttelr
existence from her Soviet superiors, but never knew who
was in them, or in what branches of government they operated.68 Whittaker Chambers, the man who exposed Aiger
Hiss, gave collaborating testimony.0e
Neither ol these groups has been exposed to this day!
There are other proven threats which the Eisenhower Administration refused to correct.
On May 26, 1953, Senator William Jenner, Chairman of
the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, notified key
officials including President Eisenhower that the American
Communications Association, a union so heavily dominated
by communists that it was expelled from the CIO, was
servicing communications lines to and from key defense
installations in the United States and the cable facilities to
overseas defense installations.?o The warning was ignored.
Four years later, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee
conducted a study on the Scope ol Soviet Activity in the U. S.
Eisenhower's Secretary of the Army, Wilbur Brucker, testified.

4t
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about the serious security situation:

Arcxs: Are you conversant with the fact that thc North
Atlantic Cable which carries important messages vital to
the security of our nation is now serviced by the Amcdcan
Communicitions Association,
organization.

Sec. Bnucrsn:

I

a

communist+ontrolled labor

am aware of that.?1

Neither Congress, nor Secretary Brucker, nor President
Eisenhower acted to correct the situation. It still exists today.
It was in trying to uncover trails leading to the unexposed

spy rings about which Elizabeth Bentley testified that Senators
Jenner-and McCarthy ran afoul of the Eisenhower Administration. The first major scrape came in August 1953, iust

seven months after Eisenhower took office.
McCarthy's subcommittee learned that a Government Print-

ing Office employee was given a security clearance even
though 40 FBI sources had reported on his communist activities. This was before Eisenhower placed security files offlimits to Congressional committees. Administration ofticials
did not deny the employee's communist affiliations. Instead,
they attacked McCarthy, saying that the security file contained
noihing like 40 derogatory FBI reports.T2 This was a typical
tactic. McCarthy's charges were rarely denied. Instead, tbe
critics would engage in a "numbers game." In the resultant
controversy, a smokescreen would be created around the
uncontested fact that derogatory information did exist.
McCarthy investigated the Voice of America and the U. S'
Information Agency. His finding that communist literature
and authors were being used to "sell America" were not
denied. Instead, McCarthy was denounced by Eisenhower
as a "bookburner." Attacks were directed not at the facts
uncovered, but at McCarthy's investigators and their alleged
activities in Europe.
McCarthy finally met his doom when he tried to find out
how and why a man known to be a communist, Irving Peress,
could be promoted to the rank of Major in the Army Dental
Corps. Before his promotion, Peress had refused to answer
questions about his Communist Party membership on Army
Security Forms. He attempted to set up a communist cell
on the Army base at Camp Kilmer, N. J. and tried to recruit
military personnel into the Communist Party' The Korean
War was underway at the time. The Army knew these things
and promoted Peress.?3 McCarthy wanted to know why.
It was that simple, in the beginning.
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McCarthy wrote to Army Secretary Robert Stevens requesting that the Army court-martial Peress and make an
investigation to find out who promoted him and wfty. Was
it a simple case of bureaucratic bungling, or were subversive
influences

at work? With foresight, McCarthy said in

his

letter to Stevens:
I realize that this letter will be interpreted by the left wing

elements of press, radio, and television as a 'tght with Army
Secretary Stevens." Therefore, let me try again to make it clear
that I have great respect for you both as an individual and as
Secretary of the Army. feel that you have served tremeodously well in a most thankless job.?a

I

In

reply, the Army gave Peress an hoDorable discharge

three days later.

McCarthy summoned Brigadier General Ralph Zwicker,
the commanding officer of Chmp Kilmer, N. J. Zwicker had
issued the formal orders promoting, and then honorabty discharging the communist, Peress.
On the witness stand, Zwicker was evasive. He first said
that when he promoted Peress and then discharged him he
didn't know Peress was under investigation. Then he admitted that he had known. Under questioning, his answers
became contradictory. He agreed that he could have stopped
both actions but then said he couldn't. Finally, he said that

he couldn't stop Peress' promotion and discharge because
of orders,
McCarthy tried to clarify the cloudy situation with a

hypothetical question. McCarthy was more smeared over
the result than over any other incident in his stormy crareier.
Read the actual hearing transcript, reproduced here. Then
check newspaper accounts of the incident:
McCrnrny: Let us assume that lohn Jones is a major in
the United States Army. Let us assume that there is swora
testimony to the effect that he is part of the Communist conspiracy, has attended Communist leadership schools. Let us
assume that Maj. John Jones is under oath before a committee
and says, "I cannot tell you the truth about these charges
because, if I did, I fear that might tend to incriminate me."
Then let us say that General Smith was responsible for this

man receiving an honorable discharge, knowing these facts. Do

you thinkdat General Smith should be removed from
military, or do you think he should be kept on in it?
Zwtcxsn: He should by all means bc kept
ander competent orders to separate the man.

if

the

he were acting

Mc€ennry: Let us say General Smith is the man who
order directing his honorable dischargc.

originated the
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Zwrcxrn:
military.

McClnrxv: Then, General, you should be removed from'
any command. Any man who has been given the honor of
being promoted to general and who says, "I will protect another General who protected communists is not fit to wear that
uniform."75

Lionel Lokos, author of Who Promoted Peress?, the authoritative and comprehensive book-length study of the PeressZwicker-McCarthy case, said of those few wordsl
Those words were to haunt McCarthy to the end of his
life. Completelv lost sight of was Zwicker's shocking answer
to McCarthy's question. All that the public could, or would
remember was that McCarthy had said Zwicker was "not fit
to wear that uniform" not why he said it or what provoked
it.76

-

Why did the public lose sight of McCarthy's question and
Zwicker's answer? From the New York Iimes here are a
series of four typical news stories showing the distortion and

in the reporting of the event:
On that occasion, the Senator told the Camp Kilmer commander, who has been decorated 13 times during his Army
career, that he was "shielding communist conspirators" and
was a "disgrace to the uniform." (NY Times, Aug. 2, 1954,
p8. 7)
The New York Times use of quotation. marks denotes,
falsely, that they were reproducing McCarthy's exact words.
Note the "hero" buildup for Zwicker. Three months later
when the Senate was considering the resolution censuring
McCarthy, the New York Times said:
Called to testify in the case, General Zwicker declined to
answer some,eecurity questions about Dr. Peress because he
said he was prohibited by Presidential order. Thereupon, Setator McCarthy denounced the General as unfit to wear the
uniform. (NY Times, Nov. 8, 1954, pg. t3)
Note how two completely unrelated incidents are tied tofalsehoods

gether. The real provocation for McCarthy's outburst is
deleted. Who, upon reading this in the "reputable" New
York Timet could conclude that McCarthy was other than a
complete cad? Who wouldn't look upon Zwicker as a poor,
persecuted victim of McCarthyism? Two months later, the
New York Times repated the lie:
Senator McCarthy denounced General Zwicker, commanding
officer at Camp Kilmer, N. J. as rnfit to wear his uniform be-

cause he said

he would not answer

questions oD the Peress
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case before a hearing of Senator McCarthy's subcommittee.
(NY Times, Jan. 6, 1955, pg. 14)
Two years later, tlae New York Times was still painting
the image of the "monster" McCarthy brow-beating a dedicated soldier:
Seoator Joseph R. McCarthy, Republican of Wisconsin,
charged during the hearings that General Zwicker was "not fit
to wear that uniform." General Zwicker had refused to tell
Senator McCarthy who ordered an honorable discharge for

former Army Maior Irving Peress, an Army dentist. (NY
Times, Ian. 15, 1957, pg. 20)
The much distorted Zwicker episode, more than any other,
crystallized public opinion on McCarthy.
In succeeding years, several Senate committees restudied
the issue. Subsequent testimony showed that General Zwicker
had committed perjury during the several hearings. The
Justice Department, however, refused to prosecute.T? To have
done so would have vindicated McCarthy.
McCarthy's "trial," the harrowing eight weeks of televised
Army-McCarthy hearings, was staged in an atmosphere of
untrue, twisted, and slanted news coverage. In addition,
McCarthy's gruft, cold, business-like manner, his deep, booming voice, and heavy bushy eye-brows were not made for TV.
His mistakes were magnified. His staff, if the reports were
true, abused the committee's prestige and power, not an
uncommon practice in Washington. McCarthy stood by them.
His booming, "Point of order, Mr. Chairman," was ridiculed.
The conflicting testimony and procedural violations McCarthy
tried to question were ignored. Later study showed that Army
Secretary Stevens was regularly guilty of conflicting statements

which bordered on perjury,?8 but in the planned confusion
they were ignored.
The basic issue "Who Plomoted Peress?" was also ignored.
The magnitude of the furor the question provoked leaves a
lingering suspicion that more than bureaucratic bungling had
to be hidden. Even Defense Secretary Charles Wilson admitted this possibility.Te
However, by the end of 1954, McCarthy was censured and
silenced. By 1957, he was dead. The liberals cheered. The
communists breathed a sigh of relief. Dwight Eisenhower's
delight at the destruction of McCarthy is chronicled in Donovan's book, Eisenhower, The Inside Story,8o and the memoint
of Eisenhower's assistant, Sherman Adams.8l
The tragedy of the Mccarthy story is that McCarthy was
essentially right. What he said and tried to prove was rarely
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denied. lt'was simply buried in the controversy his charges
provoked.
His targets were unsuitable for government service, if not
by reason- of treason, then because of gtoss negligence and
complete naivete about the communist conspiracy' That is
all McCarthy tried to prove. His critics discredited him by
disputing, not thrt guili existed, but his presentations of the

facis. fhe cor.unist-conceived slogan, "I like what McCarthy is trying to.do, but I can't stand his methods," was

parroied Uy'miltioni. The inherent unfairness of such criti
iism is underlined by the fact that after McCarthy was
destroyed those who "liked what he was trying'to do" n-ever
completed the job by more acceptable "methods," or at all.
What were McCarthy's "methods?"
He drew unprovable- although logical conclusions from
accumulations of damning and uncontested facts. In the
requlting controversies, the facts were ignored or brushed
aside and forgotten. It would do an injustice to Dwight
Eisenhower, the communists, and the fellow travellers in our
society, the liberals, and the press to say McCarthy was his
own worst enemy. He only provided the weapons they used
against him. The case of Philip C. Jessup was typical.
Jessup was the State Department's influential ambassadoratJarge and chief troubleshooter in the Dean Acheson period
following World War II. ln a Senate speech on March 30,
1950, McCarthy charged Jessup with

. . . having pioneered the smear- campaign against China and
Chiang fai-itret, and with bein! the originator of the myth
of the democratic Chinese communists.82
For liberals, this attack on Jessup was to become both the
symbol and proof of the evils of McCarthyism' McCarthy
c-ould not prove that Jessup had pioneered the smear against
Chiang, or that he originated the myth of the "democratic"
ChineJe communists. His'conclusions were based on a damning collection of provable and largely uncontested facts.
For 13 years Jessup was an influential member of the
Board of Trustees of the infamous Institute of Pacific Rela-

to be cited by the Senate Internal
Security Subcommittee as "a vehicle used by the communists
to orientate American far eastern policy toward communist
objectives."aa Jessup headed the IPR's American Council for
two years, and was chairman of the Pacific Council for anothei three years.sa
ln 1944, when the anti-Chiang drive started, Jessup headed
the IPR's policy-making Research Advisory Council. If this
tions, which was later
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did not originate the anti-Chiang.smears, it at least
implemented their dissemination.sE The same year, Jessup
helped block the investigation requested by several IpR members who charged that the organization was becoming communist-oriented.e
Jessup associated with 46 communists and eight others in
group

the IPR, including Owen Lattimore, who were cooperating
with Soviet intelligence. He knowingly worked closely with
an open communist, Frederick Vanderbilt Field. Field was
secretary of the IPR's American Council in 1939 and 1940
when Jessup was its head.87
McCarthy charged that Jessup accepted $7,000 of Field's
"communist money" to finance. IPR projects. It was later

proved that the total actually exceeded $60,000.88 McCarthy
charged that Jessup belonged to and/or sponsored five com-

munist front organizations.8e Four such affiliations were
finally proved.so
Finally, Jessup appeared as a character witness for Alger
Hiss. After Hiss was convicted, Jessup said:

I see no reason to alter the statements which I made under
oath as a witness in that case.ol
The Tydings Committee, formed to investigate McCarthy,s
"unfounded smears" called Jessup to testify. He denied
Communist Party membership.e2 Of this, he had never been
accused. He also denied communist sympathies. The committee accepted the statements as true. Senator Tydings
refused to permit McCarthy to cross-examine Jessup. All the
provable evidence was ignored, and the committee ,,cleared"
Jessup with this statement:
The subcommittee feels that the accusations made against
Philip C. Jessup are completely unfounded and unjustified and
have done irreparable harm to the prestige of the United
States,93

To many, the whitewash of Jessup and similar "clearances"
others by the Tydings committee proved that McCarthy
was a sadistic, irresponsible, headline-seeking smear artist.
The public retains this impressioD even though the U. S.
Senate vindicated McCarthy to a degree 18 months later by
refusing to confirm President Truman's appointment of Jessup
as the U. S. $mbassador to the United Nations.ea

of

Today, McCarthy is dead. Jessup is the United States
representative on the International Court of Justice (World
Court). His election by the United Nations General Assembly
in the closing days of the Eisenhower Administration pro
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voked little or no public dissent. Editorially, tbe New York
Times on November 16, 1950 said about Jessup's selection:
It is hard to conceive of a better selection than that of
Philip C. Jessup for the International Court of Justice at the
Hague, made by vote of the United Nations General Assembly
on Wednesday.
The McCarthy story plays up the striking double standard
and inconsistency in our society. A murder suspect can be
convicted and executed on the strength of circumstantial
evidence. It is extremely difficult or impossible, however, to
remove an alleged communist, fellow traveller, or incompetent from a government post using the same rules of evidence.

THE MON CURTAIN CRACKS
By the end of President Eisenhower's first term, concern

about communism was almost non-existent' Then, suddenly,
Americans warmed again. The first possible break appeared

in the Iron Curtain.

Aroused by American campaign oratory and Voice of
America broidcasts about "rolling back the Iron Curtain"
and "freeing the captive peoples," the Hungarians revolted
and drove out their Russian captors.
During their five days of freedom, Imre Nagy's Freelgm
Fighter government appealed in vain for help. U. S. diplomitic retognition was requested. It was never given. The
U. S. announced that it couldn't get involved.
The Hungarian affair was referred to the United Nations.
Americans sat up through the nights in early November
1956 listening to the stirring oratory of Ambassador Henry
Cabot Lodge in the UN. They didn't know that it had no
real meaning. When President Eisenhower sent the Hungarian
aftair to the United Nations, he was, in effect, telling the
Soviet Union to do as it pleased. The communists had the
veto in the UN Security'Council and could stop any action.
Finally, on November 4, 1956, the Hungarian Freedom
Fighter Radio Station broadcast these last words:
People of the world, listen to our call. Help us not witb
words, but with action, with soldiers and arms. Please do not
forget that this wild attack of Bolshevism will not stop. Yiu
may te the next victim. Save us . . Our ship is sinking.
The light vanishes. The shadows grow darker from hour to
hour. Listen to our cry. Start moving. Extend to us your
brotherly hands . . . God bc with you aud us.e6

The Hungarian Freedom Fighters conducted their rooftop
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vigils in vain, watching and waiting for American planes
which never came.
Most Americans didn't understand what it meant when the
United States referred the Hungarian affair to the UN. Is it
possible that President Eisenhower and his State f,,epartment

didn't know what they were doing?
They did know. They meant for the Hungarian revolt to
fail. After four years of silence, Congressman Michael
Feighan (D-Ohio) released the text of a State Department
cablegram to Tito, the communist dictator of Yugoslavia.
Dispatched on November 2, 1956, the telegram to Tito read:
The Government of the United States does not look with
favor upon governments unfriendly to the Soviet Union on the
borders of the Soviet Union.oo
It was no accident, Congressman Feighan charged, that
fust 36 hours later Soviet tanks re-invaded Hungary. The
Kremlin butchered Budapest, secure in the knowledge that
America would not oppose them. The U. S. State Department had given its approval.
Would aid to Hungary have provoked war? It is unlikely.
Khrushchev and the Kremlin have one overriding fear, the
simultaneous revolt of the enslaved peoples. In November
1956, the satellites were restless. Localizing rioting had
erupted even in Russia. The Red troops in Budapest deserted
their officers and joined the Freedom Fighters.oT For this
reason, Khrushchev could not risk war.
He hesitated five days in Hungary. Finally, savage Mongolian troops were imported from eiia to crush the uprising.
Even these forces were not committed until Khrushchev had
tacit U. S. approval.
Three years later in a speech in Budapest, Khrushchev
himself admitted the Kremlin's indecision on using force in
Hungary.08 Had the United States made a show of force,
or even granted diplomatic recognition, the Kremlin would
have abandoned Hungary. The United Nations, if the U. S.
feared to intervene, could have sent observers into Hungary
the instant the Russians were driven out.
When the Hungarians were condemned to die alone, the
hopes and faith of millions of the world's most dedicated anticommunists died with them. Our staunchest allies, the enslaved people behind the Iron Curtain now believe they cannot expect help from America. If Americans lose their freedom, the beginning of the end came in Hungary.
Any hope remaining behind the Iron Curtain was erased
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forever in July 1959 when President Eisenhower invited the
Butcher of Budapest, Nikita Khrushchev, to America.
To protest Eisenhower's action, the House Committee on
Un-American Activities scheduled hearings on the "Crimes

of Khrushchev." The distinguished editor of the Reader's

Digest, Eugene Lyons, testified. Lyons, a longtime student of
international communism, said of Eisenhower's invitation to
Khrushchev:

It amounts to a body blow to thb morale of the resistancc
forces in the Communist world. It's a betrayal of the hopcs
of the enemies of communism . . . The announcemeot of the
invitatioo was a day of gloom and despair for nearly the wholc
population of every satellite country and for tens of millions
inside Russia itself. What has beeo underway in the Red orbit,
ever since 1917, is a permanent civil war between the rulers
and the ruled . . . rpe have not merely been neutral in that civil
war, but we have constantly by our policies sided with the

Kremlin against its victims.oe
Khrushchev accepted Eisenhower's invitation and toured
American cities. Proper "precautions" were taken so that
irate friends and relatives of the dead of Budapest, the
refugees .from Poland, and patriotic Americans could not get
near enough to the communist dictator to cause "tensions."
It was to the credit of most Americans that, outside of gov.
ernment circles, Khrushchev was greeted with stony silence.
Before Khrushchev arrived, the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities completed its documentation of Khrushchev's bloody record as Stalin's most trusted killer. In seven
volumes, it showed:
Khrushchev personally conceived and executed the mass star-

vation and liquidation of six to eight million Ukrainians in the

earlY

1930'5.roo

Khrushchev was the chief executioner for tbe bloody Moscow
purge trials in 1936. He supervised the killing sf th6u5xnds.1or
Khrushchev, during a second two-year reign of terror in
the Ukraine in 1937-38, slaughtered another 400,000 people.ros
Khrushchev's post war Ukrainian purge liquidated or exiled
hundreds of thousands to slave labor camps,loa

Even after that bloody record had been starkly documented,
Eisenhower entertained Khrushchev at Gettysburg, had his
grandchildren photographed on the killer's knee, and announced to the world:
This was the kind of heart-warming scene that any American
would like to see taking place between his grandchildren and

a

stranger.lo4
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This was the statement of the'man elected six years before
mess in Washington.,' pictures of the event
and Khrushchev's triumphant tour of 20 American cities were
published in every Iron Curtain country. They carried the

to "clean up the

unwritten message, "Forget your hopes that America will
rescue you. The Kremlin bosses and the Anrerican president
are allied against you."
Of the entire visit, the Catholic prelate, Richard Cardinal

Cushing of Boston said:
For the oast 25 years the United States has by and large
.been
pursuing a policy of appeasement before Soviet Russia
. . . if we are to save our country, it is clear we must halt
this process which came to a new high point with the invitation
to Nikita Khrushchev to visit the United States in l959.to6

CUBA

By the time Khrushchev came to America, the Kremlin
puppet, Fidel Castro, had already been installed as the communist dictator of Cuba. His rise to power was largely the
work of the U. S. State Department.
Castro was supported by but a few dozen bandits and a
handful of communists in May 1957, when a career diplomat
with a questionable record was named to head the Caribbean
Desk in the U. S. State Department. His name was William
Arthur Wieland. Nineteen months later, Castro was Cuba's
communist dictator.
Castro's rise to power is documented in a series of reports
-issued
by the Senate Internal Security Subcommittei in

1960-61. William Wieland's actions are prominent in the
story. Here is a digest of Wieland's record.l{)o
Pefore joining the Foreign Service during World War II
Cuba under the alias .,Arturo Montenegro"
entered the Foreign Service when its Litin
American Department was headed by a Soviet agent, Laurence
Duglan. As a reported 'protege" of Summer WiUes, Wieland
'earned" four promotions in nine months and was assigned
to Brazil in 1947 as press attache. The American ambassidor
to Brazil, William pawtey, filed reports on Wieland's ..leftist"
ideas and activities with Washington (pg. 736), after which

Wieland lived

in

Ge.746). Wieland

Wieland was promoted again and transferred
Columbia as vice consul. (pg. 756)

to

Bogota,

While in Bogota in 1948, Wieland engaged
activities. The Senate report disclosed:

in

strange

While the American vice consul in Bogota, Wieland knew
a young Cuban revolutionary, Fidel Castro (pg. g06). Castro
was a leader of the communist-inspired riots at the time of

'.
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the Foreign Ministers Conference in Bogota in 1948. During
the riots, Castro captured a radio station and U. S. officials
heard him broadcast, '"This is Fidel Castro. This is a comThe Gtowlh

munist revolution." (pg. 725) Both Wieland and Roy Rubottom, Assistant Secretary of State and Wieland's superior
during the Castro era were in Bogota during the riots.

Former Ambassador Pawley testified that he was shocked
when Wieland was appointed to head the State Department's
Caribbean Desk. Pawley contacted high State Department
officials and President Eisenhower to tell his story, but no
action was taken. The Senate committee disclosed tbat after
the State Department and President Eisenhower were warned
of Wieland's background, the career diplomat's activities included:
From the tiire of his appointment to the key State Department post in May 1957, Wieland regularly disregarded, sidetracked or denounced FBI, State Department, and Military
Intelligence sources which branded Casiro as a communist and
showed that his associates were Moscow-trained (pg. 793,797800). In August 1959, Wieland "wrecked" an intelligencc
briefing given to Dr. Milton Eisenhower by the American
Embassy staff in Mexico City when it became obvious thcy
were going to prove that Castro was a communist (pg. 798).

For this action, Wieland was denounced to his face, with
Eisenhower present, as "either a damn foot or a communist"
(pg. 798). Milton Eisenhower chose to ignore the incident
(pg.798).

Despite all the warnings from reliable sources, Wieland was
continued in control of American policy toward Cuba. The
Senate study concluded:
Wieland is considered author of the fatal arms embargo
which cut off munitions shipments to the anti-communist
Batista while Castro was being liberally supplied by sources
in Florida and by Russian submarines surfacing off the Cuban
coast (pg. 738). Similar State Department action ten years
earlier had crippled Chiang Kai-shek's Army and permitted
the communists to come to power in China.
Wieland managed to remove all anti-Castro diplomats from
influential positions. The American ambassador to Cuba,

Arthur Gardner, who forwarded continual reports to

the

State Department which exposed Castro as a communist, was
replaced. He was prevented from briefing his replacement,

Earl T. Smith. Instead, Wieland sent Smith to Herbert
Matthews, a New York Times reporter and Castro's principal
"press agent" in the United States.1ol
Ambassador Smith did not fall for Matthews'pro-Castro
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"briefing" and was also replaced as the U. S. representative
in Cuba. Smith in testifying before the Senate committee
exposed the role Matthews played in Castro's rise to Powerl
Three front page articles in the New York Times early in
1957, written by the editorialist Herbert Matthews, served to
inflate Castro to .world stature and world recognition. Until
that time, Castro had been just another bandit in the Oriente
mountains of Cuba, with a handful of followers who had terrorized the campesinos, that is the peasants, tfuoughout the
couotryside.los

Matthews articles likened Castro to Abraham Lincoln. At
the time, Castro's small force of trained terrorists were committing horrible atrocities against the peasants to force their
"support" in the characteristic communist tactic used by
the FLN in Algeria, the Mau Mau in South Africa, and the

Chinese "agrarian reformers." However, typical of Matthews
"reporting" at this time was a front-page story in the February 24, 1957 New York Times, which described Castro as . . .
. . the most remarkable and romantic figure to arise in
Cuba since Jose Marti, hero of Cuba's wars of independcnce.
Even though Matthews had used similar praise in describing the communists in the Spanish Civil War in 1936,1@ a
majority of the American press fell into line after his articles
appeared, just as they had in depicting the Chinese commqnists as "agrarian reformers" ten years before. The usually
reliable Jules Dubois of the Chicaga Tribune said in his

friendly biography of Castro:
. . . Castro was to become the Robin Hood of the Sierra
Maestra and was to pursue the same policy of taking from
the rich to give to the poop.l1o
Edward R. Murrow of CB$TV staged a higfily complimentary "documentary" on Castro. Ed Sullivan made a
brief, but spectacular trip to Cuba and returned with a
filmed interview. Thirty million TV viewers saw Sullivan
ask Castro such leading questions as:
You are oot a communist are you, Fidel? You are a devout
Catholic, aren't You.111
Sullivan capped off the whitewash with this statement to
the bearded Castro:
The people of the United States have great admiratioa for
you and your men because you axe in the real American spirit

of

George Washington.

Eighteen months later, Sullivan retracted his statement, but
by then it was too late. Religious magazines, the book
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publishers, all communications media pictured Castro as a
romantic rebel, a Robin Hood leading a fight for social justice.
Even with all the press buildup, however, if President Eisenhower and his State Department officials had heeded the
warnings of reliable intelligence sources, Castro could not
have come to power.
Castro did come to power. He proceeded, in classic communist fashion, to execute thousands of Cubans in bloody
firing squad marathons. Even so, he continued to receive the

of liberals in press and government.
In April 1959, Casiro was brought to America and given
a hero's welcome. He had well-publicized audiences with
Secretary of State Christian Herter and Vice President Nixon.
Nixon, to his credit, tried without success after the interview
to convince Eisenhower that Castro was a communist.ll2
Assistant Secretary of State Roy Rubottom arranged the
praise

piestige-building appearance Castro made before the American Society of Newspaper Editors. The State Department
announced that Castro was being welcomed as "a distinguished leader."us
The rise of Castro was as inexcusable as it was tragic.
fte State Department was warned that Castro had a long
communist background, that his supporters were Moscowtrained, that he was promoting a communist revolution.

Eisenhower and
warned

in

1957

high State Departnlent officials

were

18 months before Castro came to power

was "leftist" oriented, and unsuitable
that William Wieland
for his high post.lla
All the warnings were

ignored.

Thus ended the eight years as President of the man who
promised to "clean up the mess in Washington."

Clupter

IV

Words vs. Action
Look at the means which a man employs;
consider his motives; observe his pleasures.

A

man simply cannot conceal himself.
Conluciust

-

ITNLIKE TI{E ELECTION CAMPAIGN OF 1952 when

Communist infiltration of government and appeasement of
world communism were key issues, these crucial topics were
largely ipored in the 1960 presidential campaign.
Tragic handling of the Hungarian revolt was given passing
mention by the f)emocrats, but only in areas with high concentrations of immigrants from Eastern Europe. Castro's
rice to lrcwer was discussed in a partisan way. The sordid
story of the $ate Department's direct responsibility for
hiding the bearded dictator's comm'nist affliations, as dis.
closed by a Senate committee, was not mentioned.

whv?
Richard Nixon was not likely to dredge up the record of
failure and appeasement of the Admidstration of which he

part. Under pressures for "party unity" anti<ommrmid
Republicans remained silent.
The few knowledgable anti*ommunisg in the flemocratic
Party were paralyzed by politics also. They knew that any
loud voice raised against the dismal record of Modern Republicanism would have provoked only partisan replies, such
as, '\Yell, we don't have an Alger Hiss in our party."
was

Candidate John

the tragic actions

F. Kennedy didn't turn the spotlight on
of the William Wielands in governmenl

Instead, when Kennedy became President, William lYieland
was promoted to the State Department committee charged
with revising security procedures. As was noted in the opening chapter, President Kennedy denounced the woman reporter who described Wieland as a "security risk" during a
televised press conference and questioned his appointment.
Kennedy stated that Wieland's record, cleared by the Stato
Department, qualified him for the highly sensitive post.2
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The party in power in Washington changed on January
20, 1961. The basic direction of American foreign policy
remained the same.

IUDGMENT
John F. Kennedy himself set the standard by which his
administration must be judged. On November 8, 1961, he
wrote the foreword f.or To Turn the Tide, a published collection of the speeches and statements he made in his first
ten months as President. He said:
Strong words alone, of course, do not make meaningful
policy; they must, in foreign affairs, in particular, be backed
both by a will and by weapons that are equally strong. Thus
a collection of Presidential statements cannot convey their
true perspective unless it is realized or recalled precisely what
they signified in committing the powcr and mafesty of the

American people.s

To evaluate President Kennedy's Administration using the
standard he suggested requires a careful analysis of his words
and actions in crisis after crisis.
IJ\OS
ln a widely publicized talk with Congressional leaders on
March 26, 1961, President Kennedy promised that l-aos,
then under attack from Red China and North Viet Nam,
would not be permitted to fall.a
After Kennedy's strong words, U. S. and Soviet diplomats
agreed on a "peaceful" solution in I-aos. The "coalition
government" they proposed was the same "peaceful solution"
which led to the communization of Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and China. Prince Boun Oum, legal head of the anti-communist government of Laos, was ordered to give communists
key positions in his cabinet.s
When Boun Oum refused, his monthly allotment of $r1million in American foreign aid was stopped on February
16, 1962.6 Without money to pay his army, which was under

communist attack, Boun Oum was helpless. Within four
months he bowed to joint American-Soviet pressures and a
coalition government was formed. The communists and the
"neutralists" named 13 of the 15 cabinet ministers.T The
pro-western, .anti-communist, Boun Oum; was out.

President Kennedy and Nikita Khrushchev praised the
"peaceful" settlement in Laos.8 Once the communists were
firmly established in the coalition government, American
foreign aid poyments were resumed.e U. S. militdry forces
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were withdrawn. The 10,000 North Vietnamese commuoists

and Red Chinese troops stayed in l-aos

in

violation of

Khrushchev's pledge.

President Kennedy's actions directly contradicted his

promise to keep Laos from going communist. They repudiated the sharp condemnation of "coalition government" he
expressed on January 30, 1949, when as a young Congress-

man from Massachusetts, he said:
Our policy in China has reaped the whirlwind. The continued insistence that aid would not be forthcoming unless a
coalition government with the Communists was formed, was
a crippling blow to the Nationalist government. So concerned

were our diplomats and their advisers, the Lattimores, and the
Fairbanks, with the imperfections of the diplomatic system in
China after 20 years of war, and the tales of corruption in
high places, that they lost sight of our tremendous stake in
a non-communist China.
, There were those who claimed, and still claim, that Chinese
communism was not really communism at all but an advanced
agrarian reform movement which did not take directions from
Moscow.

This is the tragic story of China whose freedom we once
fought to preserve. What our young men have saved, our
diplomats and our President have frittered away,lo

In

1961,

the diplomats whom Kennedy condemned

in

1949 were named to run his State Department. They used
the same methods in destroying the anti-communist Laotian
government as had been used against Chiang Kai-shek and

China 15 years before.
Dean Rusk, who served

in the State Department's Far
Eastern Section during the tragic China period, became Kennedy's Secretary of State.
Rusk was a longtime affiliate of the Institute of Pacific
Relations.tr ln 1952 while the IPR was being branded "a
vehicle used by the communists to orientate American far
eastern policy toward communist objectives," Dean Rusk, as
head of the Rockefeller Foundation, was recommending a
$2-million grant to the cor,nmunist-influenced organization.
Two years later, Rusk defended Rockefeller support of the
IPR to a Congressional committee.r2

ln 1949, Congressman Kennedy voiced scorn for "those
who claimed, and Still claim, that Chinese communism was
not really communism at all but merely an advanced agrarian
movement.t'

Dean Rusk was one of them. A full l8 nronths after Kennedy made his speech in 1949, and after Chinese communists
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had murdered millions, Dean Rusk, speaking at the Univenity
Pennsylvania, compared Mao Tse-tung to George Washington and indicated that the Chinese revolution did not
f,im at dictatorship.rs
Even so, in 1961, President Kennedy appointed Rusk as

of

of $ate.
To the post of Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern
Affairs, Kennedy named W. Averell Harriman. It was Harriman who conceived and executed the policy of cutting off
aid to Laos when the Laotians refused to put communists into
their government.la While President Kennedy was pledging
support for I-aos, Harriman at a critical point in the nego.
Secretary

tiations told members of Congress:
It doesn't matter much to us, one way or the other, what

in IrG.16
of being fired for his handling of the l-aotian situ..
tion, Harriman was promoted to the number two pct in tho
$ate Department. In July 1963, he was sent to Moccow io
negotiate the nuclear test ban treaty on which the sunival
of America may depend.
Harriman is a longtime Soviet apologist. He was ambar
sador to Moscow during World War II. He was one of
FDR's top advisers during the tragic Teheran-Yalta period
when the groundwork was laid for the betrayal of China.
As late as July 1951, after the communists had completed
their conquest of Eastern Europe and China, Harriman still
happens

Instead

defended the Yalta agreements.lo

CUBA
As a candidate, John F. Kennedy's criticism of the Eisenhower Administration's Cuban policy led many Americans to
hope that under his leadership, the United States would
topple Castro. On October 20, 1960, for example, Kennedy
said:

We must attempt to strengthen the non-Batista democratic
anti-Castro forces in exile, and in Cuba itself who offer eventual hope of overthrowing Castro . . . thus far, these fighten
for freedom have had virtually no support from our government.17

On the morning of April 17, 1961, three months after
Kennedy's inauguration, a task force of 1,400 anti-Castro
Cubans invaded communist Cuba at Cochinos Bay
theBay of Pigs.
The invasion was planned, financed, and controlled by the
U. S. State Department and the Central Intelligence Agency.18
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President Kennedy approved the plan and promised air cover
to the invaders. Two U. S. carriers, including the Boxer,

were in the task force of five World \Mar II Liberty ships
and other supporting vessels. The carriers stood by, within
easy striking distance during the invasion. Their decks were
loaded with fighting planes. U. S. News and llorld Report
in its September 17, 1962 issue summed up what happened.
It said in part:
Secure in this assurance of air support, the invaders went
ashore 1,400 armed men reached the beaches . . . In
tlre battle that followed Castro's troops suffered heavy casualties .
Castro's tanks, coming up to the battle were
sitting ducks for attack by air. Confidently, the little invading

force waited for its air support to arrive. Its leaders had assurance of that support. It was provided in the pre-iovasion
planning.

Hours before, on Suaday eveoing, a small but potent force
was sitting in readiness on an airstrip 500 mil6
away, waiting to take off for the Bay of Pigs. Those were
planes of the invasion force with Cuban pilots.
But those planes didn't take off. The reason: President Kennedy forbade their use.
That was the fateful decision President Kennedy made on
that Sunday evening. He decided that tle anti-Castro Cubans
could not have the support of their own air force during the
lnvasion Without that support, the invasion failed.
Absence of air cover was not the sole factor in the failure

of B-26's

of the invasion.

Many other fatal "blunders" doomed the

attempt to topple Castro. For example:

A

near impossible supply problem was created when the
armed the 1,400 man invasion force with weapons requiring over 30 different types of ammunition. The guns were
purchased in second hand stores "to avoid identifying the invading force with the U. S."10
Weapons and ammunition were supplied-to the underground in Cuba by the CIA in such a way as to insure that
they could never be used:

CIA

Some guerilla groups were supplied with 30.06-cal. ammuni-

tion and "grease guns" which fired .45-cal. bullets. In other
areas the CIA supplied .45+al, ammunition to accompany
BAR's (Browning Automatic Rifles) which shoot 30.06{aI.
bullets.2o

Planned coordination of an underground uprising with the
Bay of Pigs invasion was so mismanaged as to indicate
deliberate sabotage. To be successful, even with air cover,
such a small invasion force had to be supported almost
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immediately by uprisings all over Cuba. Some of the reasons
why the uprisings did not occur were uncovered later. They
included:
The underground was never advised of the landing date
and did not know whether the Bay of Pigs operation was a
real or diversionary invasion. Radio SWAN, the CIA's mysterious short wave broadcast station which blankets the Caribbean, failed to broadcast the pre-arranged signals to trigger
the underground into action. Instead, the station broadcast one
conflicting and false report after another of uprisings in Cuba.2r
U. S.-based coordinators of the nearly 100 underground
organizations in Cuba were rounded up several days before
the invasion by CIA agents and were held incommunicado by
U. S. authorities at a secluded spot in Florida. They were
until it had already
not advised that the invasion had started
- contacts in Cuba.22
failed. By then, it was too late to alert their
Some details on why the invasion failed became clouded
in official accusations, admissions, denials, and contradictions.
The controversy over whether or not air cover was planned

then withdrawn from the invasion-raged

-and
months. Then, the Senate Internal Security

for

18

Subcommittee

released testimony given by Whiting Willauer three months
after the invasion attempt failed.23
Willauer, former ambassador to Honduras and associate of
Flying Tiger chief, General Claire Chennault, had directed
the only successful overthrow of a communist dictatorshiP
anywhere in the world, the Guatamalan revolution in 1954.
On December 10, 1960, after President Kennedy's election
but before his inauguration, Willauer was recalled from Honduras and placed in charge of plans for an invasion of Cuba.
Working with the CIA, Joint Chiefs of Staff, etc. he formu-

lated the overall blueprint for the invasion. He planned air
cover, both lowJevel close support to be provided by Cubanflown 8-26 bombers and high level cover for the B-26's to
be provided by carrier-based Navy jets.a
Willauer held the title, Special Assistant to Secretary of
State Christian Herter. After Kennedy's inauguration, Dean
Rusk asked him to continue in this capacity. Within two
weeks, however, he was "frozen out." His CIA contacts were
ordered not to talk with him. He was ignored in the State
Drepartment. For 30 days, Willauer's immediate superior,
Chester Bowles, refused to see him. He was never consulted
or "debriefed" by a successor for the background information,
suggestions, etc. that Willauer could have passed on.x
Finally, on April 16, 1961, the day before the Bay of Pigs
invasion, Willauer received an informal telephone call dis-
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him from the State Department. He had
"isolation" for nearly two months.m

missing

been in

Because the monstrous story has unfolded bit by bit, mrrch
of it largely ignored by the press, the American people have
never faced the full implications of the first Cuban fiasco.
Was the Bay of Pigs invasion planned to fail? Were young
Cubans deliberately sent onto the beaches to die, with no

hope

of

success?

The father of two of the boys who were missing in the
invasion attempt wrote a letter to the Superintendent of

Culver Military Academy in Indiana where they had gooe to

school. He said:
This letter is to inform you that my two sons, Jorge (Culver

'59) and Mario (ex-Culver '61) together with other Cuban
men, were in the U. S.-endorsed invasion attempt in Cuba

during the past week. Iorge is a captive and Mario is missing.

I want you to know and the world to know that all of us
who oncc believed in ttre greatness of the United States feel
that they and all of us have been the victims of 3ross, higb
official treason.
I allowed them to go because they had an idcal . . . aad
we were told that they would be backed to the end by the
United States government and its armed forces if necessary.
We believed this because we know that this fight is not for
Cuba or the Cubans. It is a fight for the very life of all
Americans.2T

Just weeks after the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion failed,
the United Nations Special Fund, headed by an American
Paul Hoffman, voted to give Castro, the communist dictalor

of

Cuba,

a

$1.6-million grant

to improve his agriculture.a

The U. S. taxpayer is paying over 40Vo of the bill. The grant
was one of 10 the United States is helping to finance in Cuba.

Within four weeks after the failure of the Cuban invasion,

the Kennedy-Johnson Administration asked Congress for
authority to give economic aid to the communist nations of
Hungary and Czechoslovakia-and broaden aid given to
Yugoslavia and Poland under programs started by President
Eisenhower.

Even though Czechoslovakian arms had been used to repel

the attempted invasion of Cuba less than 30 days before,
the U. S. Senate voted 43 to 36 to give the aid to the communist enemy.2o Of the 36 Senators who voted against the
bill, 18 were Democrats and 18 were Republicans. A few
months later, the Senate killed by a 4543 vote another measure which would have barred foreign aid to countries selling
arms and strategic goods to communist countries.s
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MISSILES IN CUBA
In the aftermath of the Bay of Pigs fiasco, recurring reports
from Cuban underground sources indicated that Russian
communist troops, missiles, and jet bombers were being
moved into Cuba.
After nearly a year of official denials, evidence of the
buildup in Cuba became so overwhelming it could not be
ignored. President Kennedy acknowledged the presence of
Soviet troops and missiles in Cuba in September 1962-but
assured Congressional leaders that they were "defensive
WPes."sl

Concerned Americans and Congressional leaders refused
weapons," they answered,
"and troops can be used offensively as well as defensively."
As President Kennedy campaigned for Democratic congressional candidates in Cincinnati, Chicago and Detroit, he was
greeted with signs, placards. and posters asking, "What about
Cuba?" and demanding "Less Profile, More Courage."

to be appeased. "Weapons are

Senators Kenneth Keating (R-NY), Homer Capehart
(R-Ind) and Barry Goldwater (R-Ari), Charles Bacon, national commander of the American l-egion, and others called
for a naval blockade or military invasion of Cuba to remove
the missiles and Russian troops.32
Such demands were labelled "irresponsible warmongering."
President Kennedy applied this term to Senator Capehart on
October 16, 1962 in Indiana. In a speech in Albuquerque,

New Mexico, Vice President Lyndon Johnson said that
Americans who advocated a blockade of Cuba have "more
guts than brains . stopping a Russian ship is an act of
war."33

Five days later, as public pressure continued to build up,
President Kennedy admitted that Castro did have offensive
missiles and jet bombers. He ordered a naval blockade.s*
The American people rallied to his support. Khrushchev
quickly agreed to remove his troops and missiles. Democrat
loases in the Congressional election were held to a'handful

of

seats.

To win the election, President Kennedy paid an appalling
price. In the pre-election excitement and tension, few Americans read the full text of Khrushchev's agreement. The
communist dictator in his message to Kennedy, which the
New York limes published, said:
I regard with respect and trust the statement you made in
yonr message on October 27, 1962, that there would be no
attack, no invasion of Cuba, and not only on the part of tbc
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United States, but also on the part of other nations of the
Western Hemisphere as you have said in the same message of
Yours.35

President Kennedy had given Khrushchev a personal guarantee that the U. S. would not attemPt to liberate Cuba
and would not allow other forces to do so.
Ad'
the
by
denied
part
was
later
the
agreement
This
of
even as it moved to uphold its guarantee
ministration

to protect

Castro.

Anti-Castro refugee groups

in Florida were subjected

to

harassment and weapons were confiscated from groups training for raids on Cuba. Exile groups were refused time on

radio stations in Florida for anti-communist broadcasts to
Cuba. Remarks derogatory to Castro were deleted from
Spanish language newscasts on Miami radio stations WGBS'
WCKR, and WMIE.36
American naval forces were deployed in the Caribbean,
not to stop Castro's communist agents from spreading out
across Latin America, but to prevent anti-Castro raids against

the Cuban coast. Under pressure from Washington, Great
Britain stopped Cuban resistance groups from using bases
in the Bahamas for raids against Cpstro.3?
The President's action in creating a sanctuary for the
the unbelievable use of American
communists in Cuba
- a communist dictator from attacks
military forces to protect
by freedom loving Cubans prompted many concerned Americans to ask, "Which side is our government on?"
For c6mmitting the Cuban captives of communism to permanent slavery, for betraying his campaign promises to the
American people, President Kennedy received no real guarantee that the Soviet missiles were removed. He received and
accepted Khrushchev's promise. U. S. inspections were limited to surveillance by low-flying aircraft which observed
"missile-like shapes" on the decks of several departing Soviet
ships.
Within 30 days after Cuba was declared "free of Soviet
missiles," Carlos Todd, editor of the Cuban Information Service, released maps and a detailed statement showing dozens of
locations in Cuba where Soviet missiles were installed under'
ground in caves, hidden from aerial reconnaissance flights.se

Todd's evidence was ridiculed, just as his original reports

about Soviet missiles and troops in Cuba had been denied by
the Kennedy Administration.
Similar documented reports by other Cuban underground
groups were publicized by Senator Kenneth Keating (R-NY)
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and other Congressmen. They were ridiculed by the Administration until finally the Senate Preparedness Subcommittee
estimated, and the Administration confirmed, that a minimum
of 17,500 Soviet troops were based in Cuba,3e 10,000 more
than Kennedy admitted were in Cuba before his pre-election
"victory" over Khrushchev.
The surrender was not limited to the Western Hemisphere.
When Khrushchev "agreed" to remove his missiles from Cuba,
rumors circulated that President Kennedy had made a "deal"
to remove U. S. missiles from Turkey and Italy. The Administration vehemently denied the reports. In January 1963,
after the "crisis" w:rs over, the Defense Department declared
U. S. missile bases in Turkey and Italy "outmoded." The
bases were closed.o
The influential chairman of the Senate Armed Forces Committee, Senator Richard Russell (D-Ga) recapped the disgraceful chain of events in a television interview on December
5, 1962. tle said:
Three months ago f,re wcre pledged to see that Castroism
in ttis hemisphere was destroyed. We have now been euchred
into the position of babysitting for Castro and guaranteeing
the integrity of the commnnisf lsgims in Cuba.
We don't know for a positive fact that the missiles and
bombers have been removed. I assume they have but atl we
have seen is

a box they said contained a bomber and a long

metal container that they said contained a missile. We havc

not had on-the-spot inspection.

The Communists start out on a course of action they know
is wrong, and then when you call their hand they say, .All
right, we'll stop this if you'll give us something over here,"
and they know they have no right to it whatever. And that is
vhat they did to us in Cuba.+l

BERLIN
In June 1961, President Kennedy, meeting with Nikita
Khrushchev in Vienna, became the fourth American president to go to the "summit." He returned for a TV report
to the nation, and said:
-

No new eims were stated in private that had not been stated

in public on either side . . . Nei&er of us were there to dictate
a settlement . . . There was no discourtesy, no loas of tempers,
no threats or ultimatums by either side.l2
A week later, Khrushchev revealed that he had given
Kennedy a three-pronged ultimatum at Vienna. He demanded
th-at Kennedy get Western forces out of Berlin by fall, resognize East Germany, and conclude a peace treaty with it.
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After six weeks of silen@, President Kennedy

appeared

on nationwide TV on July 25, 1961. He confirmed that his
original TV report to the People had been untrue. He admitted that Khrushchev had issued the Berlin ultimatums at
Vienna. He made a frm promise that American riShts in
Berlin were not negotiable.as The President asked for ex'
panded defense spending, increased size for the regular Army'
and the power to mobilize reserve forces. He surnmed up the
meaning of the crisis saying:
If we do not meet our commitntint to Berlin, where rvill
we later stand? If we are not true to our word there, all that
we have achieved in collective security, which relies on thesc
words, will meao nothing. And if there is one path to war,
it is the path of weakness and disunity.+l
Seventeen days later, the communists built the Berlin Wall,
dramatically sealing oft East Berlin in a flagrant violation of
western rights. Despite Mr. Kennedy's pledge, and a stirring
speech by Lyndon Johnson in West Berlin, the United States

did nothing.

Shrewd observers had anticipated that the U. S. would not
stand firm. Within days after President Kennedy made his
pledge to stand firm in Berlin, Senator William Julbright

(O-Art), chairman of the influential Senate Foreiln Relations Committee and sometime administration spokesman,
suggested that perhaps some "accommodation" could be
arranged. Fulbright believed the source of the problem was

the mass exodus of refugees from East Germany to the West
which was "embarrassing to Khrushchev."4s
While the President was asking for "sacrifice on the part
of many citizens" to meet the threat of communism in Berlin,
his administration was approving a 600/o increase .in export
licenses for shipment of goods to communist countries. During the two wecks when the Berlin crisis was "hottest" the

adhinistration approved shipment of such "non-strategc"
items as $2.5-million in railway equipment to communist
Bulgaria, $l.5-million in synthetic rubber to the Soviet Union,
and $700,000 worth of iron and steel scrap to communist

Yugoslavia.n
At the same time mobilization of 100,000 National Guardsmen and reservists was being considered to "meet the communist threat," the American ambassador to Poland was
officiating at the dedication of the world's most modern, most
highly automated steel finishing plant. It was built for the
communist Polish government in Warren, Ohio and American
taxpayen "lent" thl communists $2.S'million to pay for it.*?
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Many concerned Americans asked, "Can these be the
actions

of a government

enemy, which means

which considers commuoism an

to stand firm in Berlin, or anywhere?"

THE CONGO
The story of the Congo, like that of Cuba, Laos, and other
crises of the Kennedy Administration, has its roots in the
Eisenhower era.
The Congo received its UN-ordered independence from
Belgium on June 30, 1960. The first prime minister wir the
communist terrorist, Patrice Lumumba. Although supported
by the United States and the United Nations, Lumumba's
regime let the Congolese Army degenerate into marauding
bands of terrorists.as
Murder, mayhem, rape, and pillaging spread through the

rich jungle land. At Lumumba's invitation, hundreds of

Soviet "technicians" swarmed into the country. Racist "black
only" policies were instituted. Cannabilism resumed. Fiscal
policies which were to lead to runaway inflation were
adopted.re

After I I days of such strife and turmoil, President Moise
Tshombe proclaimed Katanga province of the Congo an independent country. He said, "We are seceding from chaos."s
During the following 30 months, Tshombe and the people
of Katanga were subjected to diplomatic pressures, economiis
coercion, and UN-conducted, USsupported military actitins
to force Katanga to rejoin the Central government which even
after Lumumba's death wns communist-dominated.
Cyrille Adoula, the UN-US supported premier of the Central Congolese government, is labelled a "neutralist" but as a
participant in Tito's Belgrade Conference in 1961, he voted
for tle vicious anti-American resolutions and announced he
would follow the policies of the communist puppet, Patrice
Lumumba.sr
Adoula's cabinet was riddled with communists and pro'
communists. Soviet-backed Antoine Gizenga was vice premier. Gizenga is a Prague-trained communist and successor
to Patrice Lumumba. The Interior Minister, Christphe
Gbenye, also trained in communist Czechoslovakia, controlled
the police. Gizenga supporter, Reny Mwamba, was Minister

of

Justice.s2

Reporters covering the Congo named, three other cabinet

ministers as pro+ommunists. The newspaper Uhuru,

it

Stanleyville, the capitd of the communist province in C-ongo,
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that Lumumbists won a majority of. 23 of the U
in the August 1961 elections.B
Tshombe rejected the U$UN ultimatum to join the

boasted
seats

Adoula government in September 1961, knowing that coalition government with communists leads to eventual communist control. This was his "last chance." The United
Nations, with logistical support of the U. S. Air Force,
attacked Katanga on September 13, 1961 to start an on'again,
off-again war which was to last 18 months.
The UN action violated the Security C6uncil's own direc"

tives on the Congo and Article 2, Section 7 of the United
Nations Charter, which provides:
Nothing contained in the preseni Charter shall authorize
the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially
within the dornestic jurisdiction of any state.
Even so, the U. S. State Department defended the invasion
as necessary to prevent communists from taking over the
Congo. However, Egide Bocheley-Davidson, a vicious procommunist lollower ol Patrice Lumumba, was named as the
Central Congolese government's administrator lor Katanga,&
Michael Tombelaine, assistant UN director for Katanga, is a
French communist.65
Senator Thomas Dodd (D-Conn) protesfed on the Senate
floor and declared that it . . .
. . . is not the business of the UN to go about overthrowing
anti-communist governments . It is difficult to believe that
this action was taken in simple innocence.sG
Congressman Donald C. Bruce (R-Ind) gave this evaluation:

I charge that the U, S. State Department . . . is acquiescing
in the communist takeover of the Congo. I fully realize the
seriousness of that statement . I make no charges of
treason. I cannot prove any. I simply say that over a period
of years the tragic growth of communism and its victories in
one area after another of the world forms a consistent pattern.

What is wrong with our State Department?62
During the 18 month on-again, off-again war

against

Katanga, the United Nations committed unbelievable atrocities. At one point, uncivilized and untrained bands of Congo'
lese soldiers, including communist supporters of Antoine
Gizenga were transported to Katanga by the UN in US planes
and unleashed. The two-week orgy of mass murder, rape,
pillage, and cannibalism they carried out under the UN flag
with the United States paying the bill is unequalled in modern
times.68
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Hospitals, schools, missions, and homes were made targetg

for UN bombs and mortar fire on flecember 7-8, 1961. UN
troops fired on ambulauces; bayoneted helpless infants; and
slaughtered women and children, both black and white.6e
Senator Dodd, who was in the Congo at the time, returned
to report to the Senate:
The UN hrs Sleught the chaos and bloodshed of the North
Congo into areas where there was complete public ordcr so
long as thcy wcrc administered by the Tshombc govcramcnt.0o

Most UN members refused to pay special assessments for
the actions which violated the UN Charter and could only
aid the communists. The UN ran out of money to wage the
costly war and a truce was negotiated. Thomas J. Hamilton'
UN correspondent of the New York Times, explained the
situation in his March

ll,

1962 report:

It is to bc suspccted that U Thant, the Acting Sccrctary
General of the United Nations, is not moving against Mr.

Tshombe at this stage for fear of ieopardizing Congressioaal
authorization of $l0Gmillion of United Nations bonds by Oc
United States.
Hamilton's speculation was correct. Once the U. S. Con:
gress approved the "bond" purchase in September 1962 the
UN again moved into action. In a surprise "defensive action,"

(IN

forces destroyed the Katanga

Air

Force

on the ground

in early December 1962. Adlai Stevenson, U. S. ambassador
to the United Nations, announced continued U. S. support
for the UN Congo operation. He said that the people of
Katanga had "no right to self determination." Over Christmas
weekend, the uncivilized butchering of helpless children and
civilians which marked United Nations action a year earlier
was renewed.

In El2abethville,

Katanga, officials of the Red

Cross reported:

. . . United Nations

being fired

soldiers moved into the hospital after

on from the building and

machine-gunned patients

in their beds.6r
The UN-US action to crush Katanga was challenged by
the world-renowned Dr. Albert Schweitzer, 87-year-old medical missionary, philosopher and staunch supporter of the UN.
Schweitzer, who has worked in Equatorial Africa for 50
years, called for Katangan independence, saying that the
people of Katanga and North Congo have no common language, cultural background, or anything to make them a
nation except having been under Belgian rule for hundreds
of years. Of the UN-US action to force Katanga to "unite"
with the Congo, Schweitzer said:
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Ooc wonders how a civilizcd statc can undertake such a
thing . . . The mission of the United Nations is not to make
war. Reason and justice demand that this foreip state (U. S.)
and the United Nations immediately withdraw their troops
from Katanga and acknowledge and iespect in the future, the
independence

of this country.bz

Schweitzer's call went unheeded. Tshombe's government
was crushed and Katanga was placed under the rule of the
communist-dominated Central Governnent headed by Adoula.

Tshombe was the one native leader in Africa with the
ETor"lity, intelligence, and diplomatic skill plus the respect
of both whites and blacks to bring peace, progress and iivilization to much of Africa. The communisis, the U. S. State
Department, and the United Nations denied him the opportunity to try. The final chapter of the operation which-the
U. S. State Department said was necessary to prevent a

communist takeover in the Congo appeared on page ll-D of
the .St. Louis Post-Dispatch three mbnths after Tshombe was
finally subdued. It said:
Premier Cyrille Adoula formed a new ..government of

national reconciliation"

broad sampling

of

yesterday

Adoula brought

opposition members

into the

a

cabinet.

from Kataoga rcceived four important posts.
Ilowever, the nationalists who had strongly opposed Katinga's
secession also gained strength. The National -ongolese Movement, the party formerly led by the late patricl Lumumba,
picked up three new :ninisteries to become thc strongest single
party in the cabinet.os
The Associated Press dispatch did not point out that the
"late Patrice Lumumba" was a communisf terrorist nor that
the National Congolese Movement is the communistdominatRepresentatives

ed political party in the Congo.

THE DOUBLE STANDARD
The campaign which crushed Tshombe and the anti-communist Katangan government was not limited to military
attacks and economic and diplomatic pressures. After i
lengthy study, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee
found that the U. S. State Department had conducted a systematic crusade of smears, harassment, lies and intimidation
against Tshombe and his press representative in America,

Michel Struelens.oa
The committee's official report found that high State Department officials had . . .

. . . conspired to revoke Struelens' visa and deport him to
prevent the Katanga story from being told iD Arnerica.06
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.
released untrue stories to the press which accuscd
Struelens of offering a $l-million bribe to a Latin Americao
country in exchange for diplomatic recognition for Katanga.66
. . made public specches smeariog Congxessmen who opposed the State Department's Katanga policy.oz
. . . pictured all opposition to the UN brutality aad atrocities
in Katanga as the work of "ultra-cooservatives" and those
with financial interests in thc Congo.68
The Senate committee questioned why the State Department
denied the anti-communist Tshombe a visa to visit America
while granting royal welcomes to numerous communist dictators and prrcommunist puppets. At the time when Tshombe
was denied entry to the U. S., the State Department granted

visas

to

Holden Roberto, leader

of the

movement, and Mario de Andrade, leader

Angolan terrorist

of the commuoist

faction amoDS the Angolan terrorists.oe
The Senate committee learned that de Andrade, as a communist, was ineligible for a visa, until the State Department
and Attorney General Robert Kennedy ruled that his visit
was in the best interests of the U. S. and granted a waiver.To
In commenting on the double standard under which the
State Department welcomes communists and persecutes anticommunists, the Senate committee in its report said:
There is unjustifiable inconsistency in a policy which arbitrarily excludes friends of the U, S. who are oot cxcludable
under the law, while granting visas to known communists and
mass murderers, who are sworn enemies of this couotry, aod
whose exclusion is called for by law.71
Holden Roberto and Mario de Andrade were Dot the only
enemies of the United States who were welcomed to America
during the time when Tshombe was being persecuted and
finally crushed by the joint UN-US action. Others were:
Dr. Cheddi Jagan, communist premier of British Guiana,
received a royal welcome in Washington and a promise of
$200-million in Arnerican foreign aid in August 1961. The
press and TV buildup of his Washington visit equalled that

given Fidel Castro in 1957-58.72
After Ben Bella, the FLN terrorist, established himself as
dictator of Algeria and concluded economic, political and
military alliances with Moscow lsd psking, he was invited to
Washington. President Kennedy greeted him on the White
House lawn, honored him with a 2l-gun salute, and promised
him American aid. Ben Bella flew to Cuba the following day
and was pictured kissing Castro.?3
Americans who contrast the crushing of Tshombe, the har-
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of Cuban freedom fighters, the destruction of the
anti-communist government of Laos with the coddling of
communist dictators in all parts of the world should recall a
brief paragraph from President Kennedy's inaugural address
and wonder at its meaning. He said:
Let every nation know
that we shall pay any price,
bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend,
oppose any foe to assure the survival and success of liberty.z+
assment

In his first speech to Congress, President Johnson repeated
these words of his predecessor
and pledged to continue
the Kennedy policies.,s Will President
Johnson follow President Kennedy's words
or his actions? Less than 40 days
- the St. Louis Globe-Democrat reafter Johnson took office,
ported on December 30, 1963 that U. S. customs officials had
siezed a boat carrying bombs that anti-communist refugee
groups planned to usp against Castro.

INTERNAL SECURITY
Newspaper headlines were mainly occupied by Cuba, Laos,
Berlin, and the Congo during President Kennedy's first two
years. The rapid deterioration of safeguards against infiltration and subversion of the U. S. by communists, domestic and

foreign, went almost unnoticed.
The return to government of the old "IPR crowd" alerted
some Americans to vigitance. Close observers and careful
students of communism watched apprehensively during the
first year of the Kennedy-Johnson Administration as:
President Kennedy appointed Dr. James Killian, Jr. to
coordinate and monitor the most important government intelligence agencies including the CIA, FBI and 30 other military
and civilian security agencies.
Killian's "qualifications" to supervise the agencies which
are America's front line of defense against communist infiltration and subversion include: (l) In 1947 he favored
abolishing the Massachusetts legislative committee which investigated communist activities and protested listing of organizations as subversive by the Massachusetts attorney general
(2) In 1948, Killian opposed a Massachusetts law which

would have banned identified communists from teaching
positions (3) He defended J. Robert Oppenheimer in 1954
when the Atomic Energy Commission withdrew his security
clearance for close association with communists (4) As President of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Killian rehired
Professor Dirk Struik who had been fired from the MIT
faculty because he was a communist

(5) As President

Eisen-
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hower's chief scientific adviser, Killian was a major inflrcncc
in having U. S. nuclear te6ts halted in September 1958.76
Anottrcr top security PoGt was given to Salvatore Bontempo'
a New Jersey politician. He was named to head the State
Dcpartment's critical Bureau of Security despite a complete
a record of being
lack of any security experience
- and of surplus governindicted for criminal actions in disposing
ment p{operty after World War II.77 Bontempo finally resigned when Congressman Francis Walter (DPa) threatened
an investigation.

Ttre State Depertment Bureau of Security budget was
slashcd, however, so that 25 security agents and investigators

had to be fired. John W. Hane". a former CIA official and
one-time hcad of the Security Bureau, labelled the cutback
in the vital force as "either incompetence or a deliberate

attempt

to

render the State Department security section

ineffective."78

In November 1963, the several years drive to destroy the
last remnants of a security program in the State Department
culminated with the firing of Otto F. Otepka, chief
Division of Evaluations in the Office of Security.

of the

Otepka was a veteran security employee and dedicated anti-

communist. He was fired by the State Department after he
furnished the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee evidence

to show that high State Department officials had lied under
oath about security matters when they testified before the
committee.?e

Dozens of actions breached normal security procedures.
Among them:
Security investigations were waived on Presideot Kennedy's
orders for appointees to over 200 highly sensitive State Department positions.eo
Fingerprinting of alien nationals entering the U. S. was
abolished. The State Department explained that the procedure
had been "an affront to communist newsmen and UN emPloYees."81

Dean Rusk ordered a Polish communist admitted to the
U, S. under thc 'tultural exchange" program, even though the
Immigration Commission presented evidence that the man had
in Moscow to gather industrial intelligence information in the U. S.se

been trained

A return to the news of two names from the past, Lauchlin
Currie and J. Robert Oppenheimer, along with the story of
Owen Lattimore, related earlier, typify the approach of
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson to security matters.
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Lauchlin Currie had been FDR's Administrative Assistant

for Foreign Affairs during World War

IL ln

1949, Currie

left the United States and relinquished his citizenship to avoid
testifying about his participation in a Soviet spy ring while
on the White House gtaff.ea
In 1961, the Chicago Tribunc revealed that Currie was in
South America administering the Alliance for Progress dollars
the U. S. was providing to help "fight communism" in Columbia: The Chicago Tribune, after detailing Currie's participation in the World War II Soviet spy ring, said:
This is the man who is planning how the dollars provided
by a country which has strippcd him of citizcnship .arc to.bc
crnployed in Columbia. It will be surprising if Presidcnt Kea.
rrcdy doesn't find out hc has made an alliance for Cornmunist
pro8ress

In

in that

country.&r

1954, the Atomic Erergy Commission withdrew thc
security clearance of Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, the scientific
director of the World War II A-bomb project. The AEC
determined that Oppenheimer had contributed large sums of
money to the Communist Party during World War II, ttrat his
brother, his wife, and his mistress were Communist Party
members, that Oppenheimer had recommended an identified
communist for a job on the top secret A-bomb project, and
that he had lied to security investigators about communist
atteriipts to obtain nuclear data.85
In June 1961, the Organization of American States, of
which the U. S. is the largest and most influential member,
arranged to send Oppenheimer on a lecture tour of five Latin
American countries. The State Department offered no objection even though Oppenheimer had no security clearance.
In fact, following the tour, Oppenheimer was a guest of
honor at a formal White House Dinner. After this preliminary buildup, in December 1963, President Lyndon Johnson
gave Oppenheimer the 1963 Enrico Fermi award of $50,000
in tax-free government funds. The award was granted by

the Atomic Energy Commission in April 1963 with President
Kennedy's approval.so
The Sr. Louis Globe-Democrat quoted administration officials as saying privately that the award was a first step in
rebuilding Oppenheimer's "public image" and as a "test" of

public reaction

in

preparation for his eventual return to a

sensitive government job.87
One of President Johnson's earliest appointments was that
of Abe Fortas as one of his top personal assistants. Fortas,
a New Deal figure in the 1930's won fame in the late 1940's
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security risks such as Owen

lattimore.
Another of President Johnson's acts which caused dismay

amoDg concerned anti-communists was his appointment of
Chief Justice Earl Warren to head the commission investigating the assassination of President Kennedy by a comrnunist
Utter. Tte appointment. of such a comrhission, headed by
Warren, was suggested in the November 26, 1963 issue of the
newsPaper, The Worker. Three days later,
official
"ornrnoniit
President
Johnson appointed the commission, so loaded with
"liberals" as to build suspicion of a planned coverup of any

leftist involvement in the killing.
The New York Daily News, the nation's largest circulation
newspaper, was quoted in the January 3, 1964 Time ag call-

ingfor...

. . . An all-out attack on Chief lustice Earl Warrcn'e comto investigate the Kenncdy murder, plus a drive to
persuade Congress to give Warren & Co. the heave.
T}lre Daily News editorial said:
In view of the Earl Warren Supreme Court's long'standing
mission

tenderness toward Communists, any report this commission may
give birth to will be open to suspicion of pro-Communist and
anti-conservative bias."

OPINION SUBVERSION
The return of the Oppenheimers, the Lattimores, and others

to the fringes of government service creates an atmosphere
which encourages further disregard of security procedures.
In addition, and very importantly, it tends to demoralize
active anti-communists while conditioning the great majority
of less informed Americans to believe that earlier actioos in
security cases were unjust "witchhunts;" that the internal
threat of communism has been exaggerated.
For example, the Sr. Louis Post-Dispatch criticized Senator
Thomas Dodd (D-Conn) for questioning Owen Lattimore's
visit to Outer Mongolia. The newspaPer implied that Dodd
was continuing an unjust persecution of the one-time State
Department adviser. The editorial said, "Professor Lattimore
was stigmatizedby the McCarthyites a decade and more ago."
It adds about Lattimore, "It was alleged he influenced the
State Department to regard the Chinese Communists as agrarian reformers."88
The editorial ignored the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee's verdict on Lattimore, which branded him "a conscious, articulate agent of the Soviet conspiracy."
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$ush lwistrng of facts and truth, the rarriting of hbtory,
has been termed "Opinion Subversion" by J. Edgar Hoovcr.
It is ooc of communism's deadiest weapons in thc battlc

against free men. Other rctions of the Kennedy-Johnson
Administration hare similarly contributed to the sub,tle con-

ditioning

of ttle American mind to believe that "maybe

communism isn't all bad." For example:
A longtime ban on the importation of the products of
slave labor was lifted by the Administration. American stores
were thercby opened to Russian crab meat, Polish hams,
Yugoslavian and Hungaian baskets, Czeehoslovakian glassware and Christmas tree ornaments. In the first year, communist products worth over $lo0-million were imported iato
Arnerica.s9

The trade was a two-way propoeition. Through sales of
woven baskets, clothes pins, and other non-esrentials in
America, the communists earned the money to buy strategic
goods here.
As an example, in l!)61 officials in the Commerce Department overruled Defense DepartmeDt prot€sts and issued export permits to allow the Soviet Union to buy machine tools
in America for grinding the precision ball-bearings for missile
guidance systems.m
Alert Congressmen stopped the sale on five separate occasions but the units were finally shipped even after the Senate

Internal Security Subcommittee proved the machines \rere
available no where else in the world.o1
When patriotic Americans tried to learn which companies
were trading with the communist enemy, Commerce Secre-

tary Luther Hodges, classified such lists "confidential" to
protect the firms from "harassment."e2
On March 17, 1961, with the approval

of

Secretary of

State Dean Rusk, Treasury Secretary Dillon, Postmaster General Edward Day, and Attorney General Robert Kennedy,

the President lifted a ban on importation and distribution
of communist propaganda into the United States. The ban
against lree distribution of communist propaganda through

the U. S. mails had been imposed by President Harry Truman
13 years earlier.oa
ln nine months, an estimated 8-million packages of communist propaganda materials from Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Red China were imported into the United
States. Placed in the U. S. mail, American taxpayers paid the
postage for delivering the Red propaganda to schools.
churches, homes, and libraries all over the nation.u
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When Congress moved to take action to bar importation of
communist propaganda, the U. S. State Department encouraged U. S. printing firms to produce the official Soviet propaganda materials in this country. Haynes Lithograph Co.,
Rockville, Maryland, for example, with the full approval of
the State Department publishes the official Soviet propaganda
publication, USSR, which is sold on American newsstands.oi

ANTI.ANTI.COMMUNISM
Alarmed by the disregard of internal security safeguards,
Cuba, Laos, and the dozens of other "incidents" during the
early months of the Kennedy-Johnson Administrition, citizens
in all parts of America started intensive anti-communist study
programs.

of

anti-communism and cold-war forums, which
of the Eisenhower Administration,
were held in increasing numbers. It was at one of these
schools, held after eight months of Kennedy leadership, that
Senator Thomas Dodd (D-Conn) made the speech quoted in
the first chapter of this book.
Unsolicited mail to Congress from the "grass roots" reached
all-time proportions as awakening and angry citizens protested
free distribution of communist propaganda through the mail,
trade and aid to communist countries, and the other actions
Schools

sprung up in the last years

of

appeasement.

The unrest spread, until, suddenly, the Administration accelerated what had been a quiet crackdown on anti-coinmunist
information programs. The governmentt actions were acsompanied by a coordinated onslaught of highly inframmatory and
grossly distorted attacks on the military, anti{ommunist leaders, and conservative groups in much of the nation's press.

CENSORSHIP
In Congress it was revealed that speeches of military leaders
such as Admiral Arleigh Burke, chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, were

being censored

to delete anti-communist re-

marks. Use of hard-hitting anti-communist films in military
education programs was discouraged.s
A military officer was removed from his command for
sbowing Operation Abalition, a filmed documentary of communist-inspired riots in San Francisco. The film had been
produced by a Congressional committee.eT
Cold war anti-communist seminars at which military officers
were scheduled to learn about the communist menace were

cancelled

at

Indianapolis, Fredericksburg, Glenview Naval
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Station, San Antonio, Shreveport, and the Panama Canal

Zone.eE

The isolated incidents began to form a pattern which indicated a planned suppression of anti-communist informatign.
Then, in late July 1961, it was disclosed that Senator William

Fulbright (D-Ark) had prepared a highly secret memorandum earlier in the year which was the basis for the Administration's drive against anti-communism.s
In the memorandum, one of the most extraordinary documenfs ever distributed in Washington, Fulbright voicid such
views as:

Fundamentally, it is believed that the American people have
if any need to be alerted to the menace of the cold

little,

War.10O

Alerting the people is a dangerous step, according to Ful-

bright,for...
. the principal

problem

of

leadership

will

be,

if it

not already, to restrain thc desirc of the pcople to hit

is

the
communists with everything we've got, particularly
there
are more Cubas and
. Pride in victory, and frustra-

Laos

if

tion in restraint, during the Korean War, led to MacArthur's
revolt and to McCarthyism.ror
The Fulbright memorandum was a cynical appraisal of the
ability and right of the American people to be informed on
U. S. foreign policy.
Congress tried to investigate. The Senate Armed Services
committee showed in testimony, which totaled over 3,0O0
printed pages, that speeches were being censored, that military

training programs on communism were being "softened," and
that military omcers were persecuted for tough anti-commu-

nist views.lo2
The committee assembled over 2(X) printed pages of anti-

communist remarks which had been deleted from just a few
of the 1,500 speeches which were censored during the last
part of the Eisenhower Administration and the first months
of the Kennedy regime. Senator Strom Thurmond (D-SC)
cited ten speeches prepared by Lt. Gen. Arthur Trudeau
from which anti-communist phrases were deleted or softened
by censors.los Deleted phrases included: "the steady advance
of communism" . . . "insidious ideology of communism" . . .
"the Soviets have not relented in the slightest in their determination to dominate the world and destroy our way of life."
Congress was unable to learn specifically who ordered the
censorship because the Administration and its spokesmen
took the "executive ffth amendment."
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State flepartrpent and military censors were ordered not
to answer questions about the censorship of specific speeches.
Names of censors actually responsible for deleting anti-com-

munist remarks from individual talks were withheld from

Congress by Presidential order.Ie

Censorship continues and it is not limited to military
officers. Even Agriculture Secretary Orville Freeman, an

ultra-liberal, was muzzled by the State Department. A speech
he planned compared the failures of the slave system of agriculture in the Soviet Union with the successes of the relatively
free farms in America. These references were censored.roo
Other government employees felt the sting of the anti-anticommunism drive.
Don Caron, a forest ranger employed by the Department
of Agriculture, was forced to resign from his $8,fi)O a year
forestry service job rather than stop writing a column on the
menace of communism for a weekly newspaper.l(ts
Caron's superiors in the forestry service stated that . . .
. the editoriats reflect a zealous and almost fanatical
patriotism and an active :ffort to awake the public to the
dangers

of communism

regardless

subiect matter is surely controversial.loT

of all else, the wholc

Ordered to stop writing the column, which he based on

Congressional sources and FBI reports,l()8 Caron resigned
from the forestry service.
Five months before, President Kennedy in his first State

of the Union

message to Congress had said:
every public servant know
that this Administratiori recognizes 'he value of dissent and daring, that we greet
healthy controversy, as the hallmark of healthy change.loe

[*t

Under his Administration, words had no relation to action.
Those who dared to dissent to condemn communism or defend America were censored, muzzled, or driven from government service.

MOSCOW.DIRECTED
Concerned by the government attacks and the almost total
cori.rmitment of the press, radio, and TV to the drive against
anti-communism, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee
scheduled hearings. Edward Hunter was invited to testify.
Hunter is one. of the world's leading experts on psychological warfare, and the author of the authoritative book,
Bratnwashing lrom Pavlov to Powers.
Referencing his remarks to the communists' own publications, Hunter reported that the development of a healthy,
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vigorous grass roots anti-communism movement in the United
States was of serious concern to the Kremlin. Hunter showed

that the vicious attacks launched against anti+ommunists in
the United States during 1961 were . . .

. . . a Red anti-anti<ommunist drive, that was openly initiated, under orders issued to the communist forces of thc
world. especially to those in the United States, through the
Red manifesto

of

Docember

5,

1960.110

The Red manifesto Hunter exposed was issued December
5, 1960 in Moscow at the conclusion of the strategy conference of the 81 communist parties of the world, including the
Communist Party, USA. After acknowledging the growth of

the

aoti-communism movemeDts,

the Moscow

manifesto

ordered:

To effectively defend the itrterests of the working people,
maintain pcace and realize the Socialist ideals of the working
class, it is indispensable to wage a resolute struggle against
that poisoned weapon which the bourgeoisie
anti*omrnunism
- the masses from socialism.lrl
uses to fence off
Hunter introduced articles from domestic communist publications in which Gus Hall, general secretary of the Communist Party, USA, relayed the Moscow directive to Party
members for implementation.
Hall proposed a "unity of the left"

a coalition

of

com-

-to defeat the "fascist
munists, liberals, and progressives
network" responsible for the anti-communist movement in
America. In communist jargon, "fascist" is the label for all
active anti-communists. Hall called for unified attacks by
the left on the leadership of the "fascist network" including
Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ari), the John Birch Society,
Congressional committees which investigate communism,
military officers, and those labor union officials who actively
oppose comnrunism.

The Communist Party chief disclosed the role that the
Kennedy-Johnson Administration could play in killing the

anti-communist movement. Hall's article, published in the
official communist orga4 The Worker, criticized some Kennedy actions, but advised the comrades . .
. . . it would be a serious mistake to consider the Kennedy
Administration as embarked at present oo the fascist road.

If the tactical problem is solved correctly, it will be possible
to slam the door on the ultra-right. defeat it, and force a
shift in policy upon the Administration itself in the direction
of peace and democracy.ll2
Hunter analyzed the article for the Senate committee.
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pointing out that HalI employed "peace" aDd "democracy"
in their dialectical materialist sense. "Peace" indicates a state
which arrives when all sides accept communism. "Democracy" is the police state form of dictatorship existing in the
Soviet Union.rtg
Within days after HalI triggered the attack on the "ultraright" the campaign spread rapidly. The "unity of the !eft"
against anti-communists which Hall proposed developed
almost immediately. , Hunter showed that within a week after
Hall's orders went out, similar attacks appeared in maior
magazines, "liberal" newspapers such as t}re Washington Post,
New York Times, and the Sr. Louis Post-Dispatch, and on the
wire service of the Associalsd psgss.rta
In short, the tremendous smear campaign by government
officials, the press, radio, and TV against antirommunists
followed the exact line put out by Moscow.
As a result of his study, Hunter predicted that the communist effort to smear The John Birch Society would be
followed by a campaign linking every other effective conssrvative anti-communist organization to it. He pinpointed a
book, The Fascst Revival, published by the Communist
Party, USA, which purports to tell "the inside story of the
John Birch Society." Hunter said:
The virulent tone of the booklet, indicates that the Communist Party would like to create a new Pavlovian trigger
word for this period in its psychological warfare, and believes
"Birchite" might be put into the language this way, replacing

"McCarthyite

'new

the communists trow seek to create

a

Sgare 1791d.1r6

Tactics of the press, leftist organizations, and the commuin the 24 months after Hunter made his prediction attest
to his skill at foreseeing communist strategy.
The Administration's attack against those opposed to communism reached a peak on November 18, 1961. Despite
Hunter's warning that the anti-anti-communism drive was
inspired in Moscow, President Kennedy himself joined the
nists

assault.
said

of

In a speech in Los Angeles,

California, Kennedy

anti-communists:

Now that we are face to face again with a period of heigbt-

. . . the discordant voices of extremism are'heard
ooc€ agein in the land. Men who are unable to face up to
the danger from without are convinced that the real danger
comes from within
They look suspiciously at their
neighbors and their leaders they find treason in our
finest churches, in our higbest court.
ened peril
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But you and I and most Americans take a different view
of our peril. We know that it comes from without, not within.

It must be met with preparedness, not provocative speeches.u6
Just 20 days after President Kennedy made his attack on
conservative anti-communists, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
set the record straight. In a speech on NBC-TV, he said:
The communist threat from without must not blind us to
the communist threat from within. The latter is reaching into
the very heart of America through its espionage agents and
a cunning, defiant, and lawless Communist Party, which is
fanatically dedicated to the Marxist cause of world enslavement and destruction of the foundations of our Repubtic.tt?
Ironically, just two years and four days after President
Kennedy denied the existence of an internal communist
threat in his speech in Los Angeles, he was cut down on the
streets of Dallas by a sniper's bullet. It was fired by Lee
Harvey Oswald, a self-admitted Commuoist.
President Kennedy's speech was full of contradictions. He
ridiculed as "fanatics" those who say "peace conferences fail
because we were . . . deceived by the Russians." He voiced
scorn for those who attribute the communist hold on Eastero
Europe to "the sellout at Yalta" and the loss of China to
"treason in high places." Yet, 13 years earlier on June 5,
1948, this same John Kennedy made a speech which the
Boston Globe re rted under the headline, "Kennedy Says

to Reds."
A year later, in the speech quoted in the opening pages
of this chapter, young John Kennedy said of the loss of
R.oosevelt Sold Poland

China, "What our men have saved, our diplomats and our
President have frittered away."
As President, Kennedy labelled those who voice the same
ideas "fanatics" "discordant voices of extremism" .
and "sowers of seeds of doubt and hate
fear and subversion."

NATIONAL DEFENSE
In ridiculing Americans who

believe that communism is a
threat internally, President Kennedy said that the real danger

"comes from without" and that "it must be met with preparedness to make more certain than ever before that

this nation has all the power it will need to deter any attack
of any kind."
Few Americans would disagree with the need for maintaining military superiority, yet, less than 6O days before
making his statement in Los Angeles, President Kennedy had

Words vi.
proposed a plan

of the United

lction

tl

for the general and complete disarmament

States.

The ofter was made in Kennedy's speech to the opening

of the United Nations on September 25, 1961. It was
formalized a few days later by publication of State Department Docunrent 7277, entitled, Freedom From War: The
United States Program lor General and Complete Disarmament in a Peacelul World.
Under the official, published, three-stage disarmament plan,

session

nuclear tests would be banned, production of nuclear weapons

and their delivery systems (manned bombers, missiles, etc.)
would be halted, existing stocks of weapons and atomic warheads would be transferred to the United Nations, development of anti-missile missiles and similar delensive weapons
would be abandoned.lr8
Use of outer space for other than peaceful projects would
be prohibited, conventional armed forces and weapons would
be reduced by transferring control over

U. S. and other troops

to the United Nations so "no state (including the U.

S.)

would have the military power to challenge the progressively
strengthened UN Peace ps1se.'l1e Even shotguns and hunting
rifles owned by private citizens could be afiected.lm
Senator John Tower (R-Tex) took issue with the entirc

disarmament coneept. In a speech on the Senate floor on
fanuary 29, 1962, he said:
At a time wbcn Wcstern civilization is confronted by an
cxtremc militaristic tbreat looking forward to world conqucat,
I think it is naive and unrcalistic to be prooccupied with trc
question of disarmament. We know that tbc communist conspiracy has no intention of coexisting with us. We know thal
they are bent on domination of the wbolc world.lzt
Senator Tower quoted an editorial from a Dallas, Texas
newspaper which labelled the disarmament document one of
the most incredible proposals ever to emerge from the "foggy
corridors of the State Department." The editorial concluded:

As skeptical as I have always been of the measure of good
sense and loyalty witnin the State Department I never would

have believed that these people we calt our diplomats could
so completely and unabashedly advocate the surrender of
Americao rigbs and sovereignty until this bulletin appeared
. . . if more of the American people knew about this scheme
there would be a nationwide uproar that would make the
reaction to the Alger Hiss scandal look like another era of

good feeling by comparissa.l22
Most Americans haven't known what is happening

-

and
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many of those who do laugh off the entire disarmameDt prG
posai. A typical reaction to the disarmament proposals has
been, "Don't worry, they're. just talking."
In the face of such disbelief, Senator Joseph Clark (DPa)

attempted

to "set the record

straight." Clark "refuted"

Senator Tower's statement that the communists were not interested in co-existence. He denied that the disarmament plan
was "dreamed up in the foggy corridors of the State Department." .Clark siid that State Department Document 7277,

with its proposal for complete disarmament of the United
States, is

. . . the fixed, determined, and approved policy of thc Govof the United States. It was taia down by the Prcsi'

ernmeot

dent of the U. S., Jobn Fitzgerald Kennedy, io a speech he
made before the United Nations on September 25 of last
Year'r?a

Six weeks after Senator Clark's statement, the Administration offered the Soviet Union a formal treaty incorporating
the disarmament proPosals in Document 72'l7.r2a Clark
further stated that the proposal for total and complete dis-

armament is rot only the policy of the Kennedy-Johnson
Administration but
' . . is also the kind of program which Congress envisioned
when, last summer, it passed the statute creating the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency.r2s
Congress passed Public Law 87-297 creating the agency
one day after Kennedy made his disarmament proPosals to
the United Nations. It is charged with managing disarrnament
negotiations, conducting technical research in the disarmament field, and instituting a public relations campaign to
"condition" the American people to accePt disarmament.l2o
During its first year of operation, the Agency reported that
it was unable to fill all requests for inforrnation on disarmament, but

. . . Agency officials did participate in over 100 meetings'
panel discussions aod study groups iD 1962. In addition, such
informational materials as articles for commercial iournals'

for educational tetevision programs' network and local
programs were prepared and briefings and
interviews were arranged with agency officials for correspondents of public information media.127
The degree of danger inherent in the operation of the
Disarmament Agency, apart from its propaganda function, is
a subject of controversy even among conservatives. Buried
in the routine "enabling" provisions of the Act, Section 47 (b)
scripts

TV and radio
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grants authority to the President to transfer to the Disarmament Administration any activities or lacilities ol any Government Agency. Many believe that under this provision, and
subject only to the cumbersome Congressional veto, American
weapons could be placed under the control of the Director
of the Disarmament Agency.
That such fears are not completely unfounded was shown
on March 9, 1963 when Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ari)
disclosed that the Disarmament Agency was considering a
massive American-Soviet "bonfire" in which 30 American

Air Force

B-47 bombers and 30 Soviet Badger bombers
would be destroyed. The Agency denied Goldwater's charge.
However, two days later, Secretary of State Dean Rusk admitted that such a project was being "considered."r2r 5u"1t
destruction of weapons is provided for in Section A, 2c of
Stage I of the Draft Treaty on disarmament submitted to the
Soviet Union at the Disarmament Conference in Geneva on

April 18, l962.tn

The "bomber burning" incident is one

of many indications

that the disarmament proposals of State Department Document 7277 are being implemented unilaterally by the United
States government. The actions are taken surreptiously with
each step given a logical fustification. Only by carefully evaluating the erosion of the overall U. S. military position over a
several year period does the pattern become obvious. ln the
196l-63 period, the Kennedy-Johnson Administration took
these actions:
. refused to spend money appropriated by Congress for
a speed up in the development of the high-flying, supersonic

R$70 nuclear bomber.l3o
Defense Secretary McNamara justified his defiance of

Congressional mandates by explaining that the RS-70 was
unnecessary because missiles and conventional jet bombers
equipped with the Skybolt air-to-ground missile would do the

iob cheaper.

This rather logical explanation was poked full of holes
all production of long
range manned bombers and cancelled production of the Skywhen the Administration stopped

bolt missile, over the objections of competent military authoiities.13r In addition it was announced that .

.

manned bombers (B- 47's and B-52's) stationed at air
France, England and Spain would return
to the U. S. and these bases would be closed 182
bases

in Morocco,

At about the same time in the spring of 1963, 45 American

t4
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missile launching bases in Turkey and Italy were declared
"obsolete" and closed.ls
gxagsllation of the Skybolt misEach of these decisioas
of manned bombers, the
sile project, the halt in production
were lusticlosing of bomber and missile bases in Europe
fied by the Kennedy-Johnson Administration on -the basis that
soon to be available Minuteman missiles and the nuclear
missile-firing Polaris submarine provided adequate deterrents
against communist attacks. There were three major discrep
ancies in these comforting words:
Planned deployment of Minuteman missiles was reduccd
from 2,000 to 950; oegotiations for Polaris submarine bases
in Spaio and ltaly bogged down; loss of tbe one known Polaris
base in Northern Scotland is likely when the Labor Govern-

mcnt takes power in Englaad.rs+
And so it goes. The R$7O was abandoned for the manned
bomber and the Skybolt missile
the bomber and the SLybolt are cancelleC to be replaced- by Minuteman missiles and
the Polaris submarine, which are in turn cutback.
Conventional armed forces and purgly defensive weapons
systems have

not been immune. Defense Secretary Mc-

Namara admitted to Congress that his plan to "streamliDe"
the National Guard and Orgaoized Reserves, in effect, eliminated eight National Guard divisions and 750 units of the
organized reserve.r3s

The Nike-Zeus anti-missile nrissile was designed to seek
out and destroy enemy missiles high in outer space before
they could reach American cities. The Nike-Zeus had its first
successful tests in November 1961.136 Since then, it has been
shelved.l3T

Defense Secretary McNamara explained to Congressional
critics that a more sophisticated defense system against missiles, the Nike-X, was on the drawing boards. However, the
Nike-X, if it works, won't be operational until 1969. Meanwhile, American cities are defenseless against possible Soviet
missile attacks.

While the U. S. ftefense "high command" was debating
to proceed with development of the Nike-Zeus or
the Nike-X, the communists developed their own anti-missile
missile (or stole the design of the tested Nike-Zeus). On
April 17, 1963, the Defense Department admitted that the
Soviet anti-missile missiles deployed around l-eningrad have
the capability to intercept and destroy American Polaris
whether

missiles.rsE

Once the Soviet Union protects its cities.against retaliatory
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dttacks by American missiles, it can, at any time, issue the
ultimatum, "Surrender or Die." That is the trap into which
the Kennedy-Johnson Administration is leading America.

Khrushchev expects that America will surrender. Robert
Frost, the American poet, interviewed Kbrushchev in 1962
and reported:
Khrushchev said American liberals were too sofrt to fight.tae
Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ari) summed up what has
been happening. On March 14, 1963, he said:
Not one trew weapons system has been proposed under tbe
preseot Administration. The RS-70 has been abandoncd. Skybolt has been droppcd, manned bombers are bcing phascd
out, Nike-Zcus is being delayed, the Dyna.Soar is bclng reexamined for possible junking. This is not only stagnation,
this is
While

Disarmament.

it was all happening President Kennedy was denouncing anti-c6mmunist "extremists" who look suspiciously
at their leaders. He was telling the American people that the
real communist threat "comes from without" and "must be
met with preparedness . . . to make more certain than ever
before that this nation has all the power it will need to deter
an attack of any kind."

President Johnson appears committed to continuing the dismairtlemeDt ot the American military establishment. Among
his first acts as President were approvals of the complete

abandonment of the B-70 and the Dyna-Soar. Withio ten
days after he took office, Johnson's administration announced
the closing of 30 military bases in the United States and overseas
and the strategic navy shipbuilding and maintenance
yards- in Philadelphia and Boston. By the end of 1963, Johnson ordered withdrawal of the last strategic bombers based in
Japan
and a return
- the Far last.laoto the U. S. of other strategic Air Force
units in

NUCLEAR TEST BAN
While American striking forces were being dismantled,
American superiority in nuclear know-how was also being
eroded away at the nuclear test ban talks in Geneva. While
the United States talked for five years, the communists tested.
In the talks, under both Kennedy and Eisenhower, there
were massive concessions to the communists. a continual
erosion of the American position. For example:
In a scrics of concessiotrs, thc U. S. agrccd to accept fcwcr
and fewcr *monitoring statiotrs" to de&ct possible nuclear
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year period, demands

stations were reduced from 180

to

for

control

8.141

After reducing the number of monitoring stations far
below the minimum "safe" level, further concessions were
made:

The U. S. agreed that checks in the Soviet Union could be
scientific instruments
made by "tamper-proof" black boxes
which the communists would be trusted- to install and maintain

themselves.t+2

Under the original proposals, whenever control systems
detected radio-active fallout, or suspicious earth tremors, an
international team of experts would make an on-site inspection of the area to determine whether an illegal nuclear
explosion had occurred.
The U. S. agreed that the inspections could be made by
teams of "experts" from Ghana, Outer Mongolia, or other

communist satellites, without American or western representatives participating. The most serious concession involved
the administration of -whatever inspection and control organization might ultimately be established:
A communist request for veto power over the budget and
pcrsonnel of the international control and inspection organization was granted by the U. S., making any final agreement
worthless becausc the Soviet Union could stop any spending

for

insPcction.rrs

The implications of these and other concessions became-so
ominous that on February 21, 1963, Senator Thomas Dodd
(fl-Conn) made a lengthy speech in the Senate outliniDg the
dangers. He said:
We havc made thesc coocessions picccmcal, so that our
position at any given mome-nt has nevcr beeo too diffcrcnt
?to* out posi-tioi 3 monthi prcviousty. It h only by going
back to the beginning and laying our concessions end to eod

that the terrifying scope of our retrcat becomes apparent.rrt

The negotiations and concessions continued even after the
communists showed their bad

faith by breaking the

three

year "gentleman's agreement" not to test while the talks were
proceeding. On SePtember l, 196l in the midst of nego'
tiations, the communists embarked on the most massive series
of tests in history, climaxing on October 20, 196l with the
explosion of a 58-megaton bomb. Experts said the Preparations for the tests had been underway for at least ooe year
while Soviet diplomats sat at the conference table "nego-tiating" a test ban. On November 8, 1961, President Kennedy
told the American peoplc:
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Thc Sovict Uaio prcpared to tcst (auclcar rcapoq) wtilc
rE rcrc at ttc trblc ncsptirailu rith dl:n. If thcy foolod us
oncc, it is ttcir foult, if thcy foct ru fibe, it is our fadtlra
On March 2, 1962, Kennedy told a nationwide tchvigbn
eudicace:
Wc kmw cnoqh abou brokcn ncgcietioas, eccret prclera' titrt,
aod tb (Soviet) advaatages gainod from a loog tcst
rrhs ncvcr to o{fcr egain an uninspectcd moratorium.r{o

Despite the Presidcnt's words, the talks and concessions
cctiqued. Even so, the communists, strangely, woul&'t
accept a trcety in whict thcy, in effect, would &termirrc
s,fficr or aot tbcy werc chcating. Thcy held otrt for a p
inspcctbD systcm 8t all. On Merch 8, 1963, ScDator Berry
Goldwater (R-Ari) in a Scnate ryeech asked whethcr . . .
. . . th. Afuir&tntim is cngged in etr rttcmpt to arratrgp
r t6t ban withCItt eay iospcctioor . . . whcn you look at tb

caessiois we berc alrerdy madc in rhis 41'g6, you cto ts?
?G lrc ocrtaidy bcadcd itr that ditrctioo.rl?
EigLt months beforc, Scnator $rom Thurmond (D'SC)
predictcd the ultimate out@mc. He said:
. . . wc chould hsvc lcarocd long ago in trying to rcgotietc
with thc communists

the Sovicts ncver acccpt our initial
- that
of eppesscment.
Thcy know we will be back agein,
{!rs
with hat io ha!{

positi(x.148

mating firrther conccssioos toward tbcir

Scnator Thurmond was right. In July 1963, the Udted
to a no-inspecrron nucl€ar test ban treaty whicb

Statcs agreed

prohibitcd tests

in outer

rtmosPh€re.14e

space, under water, and

in

the

Tbe treaty was hailed as a "great break in the cold wrr.',
it "the first step toward limiting the
nuclear arms race."rs
the treaty was nearly identical with one propooed
-byActually,
the communists 18 months earlier. On Novembei 27,
1961, the Soviet Union offered the U. S. a treaty providing
President Kennedy called

that...

. . . alt testing in the atmosphere, in outer space, and un&r
water should be benned iadefinitely. No intcrnational detcctioo
sy-stem is reguired because enongh countries have systems
adequate to detect all nuclear explosions.lEl

U. S. experts rejected that pact, contending that not all
atmospheric tests co'uld be dctected, that detection of rrnderwater tests was "extremely di.frcult," and that nuclear blasts

in outer space could be eftectively shiekled b5' usiog
to absorb radiation,rr2

rockets with Jead 'srillgs"

rest
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American Secretary of State Dean Rusk assailed the Soviet

plan for an uninspected test ban as a

.

hope

transparent propaganda gesture put forward in
mislead and deceive world public opinion.163

to

i

vain

Eighteen months later, -all the earlier technical obiections
were brushed aside, and Dean Rusk asked the U. S. Senate to
ratify a nearly identical no-inspection test ban treaty, saying:
If the promise of this treaty can be realized, if we can now
take even this one frail step along a new course, the frail and
fearful mankind may find another step and another until confidgnc€ rrpllces terror and hope takes over from despair.l6+
and that of the
The dristic change in Rusk's position
was in accord- with the strategy
Kcnnedy Administration
'plopoied by Piul H. Nitze,
- who was Kennedy's Assistant
Secrctary of Dcfense for International Affairs and President
Johnson's first Secretary of the Navy. In an essay published
just before his appointment in 1961, Nitze indicated that many
believe that continuing negotiations with the communists are

vital to survival. Having accepted this viewpoint, Nitze said,
the only logical corollary is that . . .
. . . if we cannot get them to agree to our viewpoint, we
must accept theirs if we are to survive.155
That's what Averell Harriman did in making a no-inspection
test ban agreement in Moscow in July 1963. The test ban
is only the first step. A few days before that agreement was
made, William C. Foster, director of the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, said:
when
Everyone feels that if we can't negotiate a test ban

- of the
we are so close
that we can't negotiate any other part
program.166
disarmament
The Administration looked upon Khrushchev's agreement

of the
disarmament program as a "hopeful sign." President Kennedy
and his apparent willingness to discuss other parts
said:
There is hope that it may lead to further measures to arrest
and control the dangerous competition for increasingly de-

structive

weapons.157

of communism were not so hopeful. They
recalled the prediction made by Dimtri L. Manuilski at the
Lrnin School of Political Warfare in Moscow in 1930. A
student, Zack Kornfeld, later broke with the Communist
Party and told the story. He reported that Manuilski, who
later served as Russia's UN delegate, told the class:
War to the hilt hetween communism and capitalism is inevitable. Today, of course, we are not strong enough to attack.
Careful students
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Our time will come in 20 to 30 years. To win, we shall need
the element of surprise. The bourgeoisie will have to be put
to sleep. So we shall begin by launching the most spectacular
peace movement on record. Thcre will be electrifying overturos
and unheard of concessions. The capi.talist countries, stupid
and dccadent, will rejnice to cooperate in thoir own destrrrtion They will leap at another chance to be friends. As soon
as their guard is down, we will smash them with our clenched
fist.158

THE 'NO.WIN" POLICY
As appeasement followed appeasement, $nators in bbth
political parties, some military leaders, and a few syndicated
columnists raised charges that tbe Kennedy-fohnson Administration's foreign policy was based on a "no-urin?' eoncept.
A few more aggressive critics of thc Administration charged
that the President and/or his State Department were actually
gngaged, knowingly or unknowindy, in a planfled progrem of
surrender to communism.

Most newspapers ignored the charges, or ridiculed

those

who spoke out.

Finally on May 3, 1962, a high administration omcial,
Walt Whitman Rostow, in a speech in Minneapolis, said:
It is sometimes asked if our policy is a'no-win policy. Our

answer is this
we do not expect this planet to be forever
split betweea a- communist bloc and a free world. We expe,ct
this planet to organize itself in time on principles of voluntary cooperation among independent nation states dedicated
to human freedom. It will not be a victory of United States
6ys1 f,ussi4.159
At the Special Warfare School at Ft. Bragg, N. C., Rostow
expressed the same "no-win" .idea, and addedl
It will not be a victory of capitalism over socialism.l6o
Under Secretary of State George Ball, in testimony before
the Senate Armed Services Committee, explained why the
Administration believes freedom will prevail. He said:
I think one cannot rule out, looking down the long course
of history, that changes may take place in the individual
nation states which make up the Communist bloc which will

transform them from being dangerous, because they are exof a militant, aggressive, international communism,
to the adoption of postures which will make them easier to
live with i1 the s,61ld. 161
Is such an outcome possible? Will communist leaden
"mellow?" Years ago, L,enin foresaw this outcome for the
world struggle:
IroneDts
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a3 bng as capitalhm and socialism exist se cs[oot lirc io
peacc: in thc end ooc or the odrer will triumph-a fuocrd
dirge will bc sung over cither the Soviet Republic or over wcld
cepitsliqr.162

Is it po,csible thet pre&nt day coanmunists heve forsaken
Marxism-Leninism and are "melhwing?" Here's what Khrushchev says:
Anyone who thiaks we have forcsaken Manism-Leninism
till th shrimpe learo to

dcceives himsclf. That woD't happcn
q,f,istlc.lea

Even so, the Kenrrcdy-Johnson Administration based nearly

cvery foreign policy decision
in [.aos, Cuba, Africa, Geneva, Berlin
on the assumption
that commuaisB have
"mellowed," -&spite all the evidence to the contrary. If
American leaders pcrsist in refusing to punue a victory goal
while the communists base their actions on the premise that

either capitalism or socialism must tri'mph, then surely
Amcrica will lqe.
Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ari) in his forthright book,
Why Not Yictory?, says of the "newin" policy:
I doubt if this nation ever before has found itself in a
battlc for hcr very existcncc wherc any prblic officid or group
of oftcials automatically foreclosed thc possibility of victory
. . . tbc o,ppocite of victory is &feat
not cocxistcnce or compromisc. For the first time in our history
that gl,orious word
victory secms to bc slip,ping out of our trational yocabulary.lo4
Willard Edwards, the distinguished Washington correspondcnt of. lhe Chicago Tribunc, pieced the story together.
He revealed in a two-part article that a top level staff working
under State Department Policy Planner, Walt Whitman
Roctow, had tormulated a 285-page policy draft as a guide

for cold war

decisions.,66

The Rostow master plan is based on the assumption that
the Soviet Union is "mellowing" and that the way is open
for meaningful agreements between the communist and noncommunist world
il we can convince the communists that
we mean lhem no- harmflaa

Basically, Rogtow's manifesto envisions that communist
leaders have abandoned their goals of world conquest. It is
essentially an updated version of the misguided strategy and
advice Roosevelt accepted from Alger Hiss, Averell Harri:nan, and Harry Hopkins at Yalta, Teheran, and Cairo.
Those "mistakes" placed 8o0-million Poles, HungariaDs,
Chinese and Czechs in communist slavery. The world situa-
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tion has reached a point where the next "mistake" won't enslave more Czechs, Cubans, or Viet Namese, but Americans.
The Rostow manifesto, as exposed by Willard Edwards,
admits that the evidence, in the form of words and deeds by
communist leaders, directly contradicts the assumption that
communists are "mellowing." It proposes, therefore, a massive program of "indoctrination" to "educate" Congress and
the people to the new "approach" using planted news stories,
appearances before Congressional committees, speeches and
articles by Administration officials.rti;
The propaganda department established within the framework of the Arms Control and Disarnrament Agency is a

the policy in practice. Rostow's own
of State Department officials George Ball
and Harlan Cleveland are part of the "educational effort."
Others can be citey'. Dr. Ralph K. White, for example, is
head of the Soviet Division of the United States Information Agency. Speaking to the American Psychological Association in September 1961, Dr. White said:
.
the avowed goals and values of the Russians are
pretty much the same as ours
the U. S. must under'
prime example

of

speeches and those

stand that the Russians genuinely look upon the United States
as an aggressor the Soviets fear the U. S. because it is
allying itself with the Germans who attacked Russia during

world war

IJ.l6s

Senator Thomas Dodd (D-Conn) demanded that White
be fired for equating the goals and values of murderous communist leaders with our own. Nothing was done.

NEWS MANAGEMENT
The propaganda effort to indoctrinate the American people

to accept the Rostow dream that the communists are "mellowing" is part of an unprecedented effort to "manage the
news," which started early in the Kennedy-Johnson Administration.

Contradictions between President Kennedy's words and
Administration actions on Laos, Cuba, Berlin, the need for

military strength, and the right of government employees to

speak their minds have been recounted. The completely

false and untrue stories government officials released to smear
friends of the United States such as Moise Tshombe and his
press representative in America, Michel Struelens, were exposed by a Senate committee.

of the news media accepted the Administration
to "manage the news" but finally became "restless"

Much
efforts
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over the provably false statements released officially during
the Cuban crisis. Criticism of the press grew until finally on
December 6, 1962, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Public Information, Arthur Sylvester, blatantly proclaimed
that government had "an inherent right to lie." In a speech
to New York newsmen, he said:
. . . it would seem basic, all through history, that it's an

inherent goyerDment right, if treoessary, to lie to save itself.l60
Administration spokesmen hedged on whether President

Kennedy sanctioned the concept of "government by lie"
which Sylvester proclaimed, but Sylvester retained his higb
pooition.
Sylvester's pronouncement confirmed what many Americans already knew. Statements by any government official
mean nothing. The American people can have no faith, no
tmst in anything told them by their government leaders.
An official policy of "government by lie" is in itself serious.
The implications it holds are frightening when coupled with
other indications that the Administration had rejected all
traditional concepts of morality as the basis for its rule.
Kennedy's assistant, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., in an article
rn the Partisan Review h 1947, gave aD insight into the
morals of liberalism. He said that liberalism
. . . dispensed with the absurd Christian myths of sin and
damnation and believed that what shortcomings man might
have were to be redeemed, not by Jesus on the cross, but by
the benevolent unfolding of history. Tolerance, free inquiry,
and technology, operating in the framework of human perfectibility, would in the end create a beaven oo earth, a goal
accounted much more sensible and wholesome than a heaven

ia

[g6ysn.r7o

Liberal standards of morality, as enumerated by Schlesinger
a 1947, were reiterated by another high Sovernment ofrcial
in 1962. Assistant Secretary of State for lnternational Organization Aftairs, Harlan Cleveland, on a TV interview said:
. we find that in trying to figure out what to do next'
that general codes of ethics, prescriptions that is to say, that
have been written down by someone else. by our church or our

or the books we read, or scripture, that these general
prescriptions really aren't awfully useful in decidiag what to
parents,

do Dext.rTI
William Penn warned early Americans of the pitfalls in
such a policy. He said:
The nation which refuses to be Soveroed by God will surely
be Soverned by tyraots.

Chapter V

How Has It Happened?
Yes, we did produce a near perlect Republic.

But will they keep it, or will they, in the enjoyment ol plenty, lose lhe memory ol freedom.
Material abundance without characler is lhe
surest way to destuction.

-

Thomas leflerson

WHAT HAS HAPPENED to that intangible something
called the American spirit? When Barbary pirates on the
north coast of Africa tried to blackmail our nation when it
was less than ten years old, Americans rallied to a cry of
"Millions for defense, but not one cent for tribute."
Today, we grovel before a bearded dictator and offer trac-

tors, drugs, food, and money in tribute. Our leaders tell us
and we do nothing.
they will lie to us to stay in power
- nation which fougbt
What has happened to the bold young
a war in l8l2 against the world's mightiest power to protect
a handful ot its citizens from harassment on the higb seas?
Today, 400 American boys rot in Red Chinese prisons,
deserted after a war which ended in 1953. Thousands of
other Americans are in the hell of Russian slave labor camps.
Is it a sign that America is too apathetic or decadent to
care when those who protest such injustice to fellow Americans are labelled "crackpots" and "extremists?"
What has happened to the noble American breed which
was penonified in the legend of Nathan Hale? He was a 2l
year old school teacher who volunteered to go behind British
lines and collect information for George Washington in the
Revolutionary War. When caught, he faced death with a
rope around his neck and these words on his lips:
I only regret that I have but one life to give for my couDtry.
Today, we hear news speeding around the world from a
communist courtroom in Moscow, where another young
American accused of espionage says:
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I didn't know what I was doing. I know now I

world peace. My superiors were

was risking

responsible.

Released several years later from his Russian prison, U-2
pilot Francis Gary Powers returned to America. Central

Intelligence Agency officials announced that he had "carried
out his mission." A "grateful" American people paid him
$45,000 in back salary for his heroism and Powers said:
One thing I always remembered was that I was an American.
Who is this new creature who calls himself an American?
Gary Powers is not an isolated case. Why is he tragically
typical of his, and my, generation? Are these the young men
who should be leading the fight to protect ourselves, our
children's future, and our heritage from godless communism?
Here is a professional. and very unflattering, evaluation of
a typical American. Written by the Chief of Intelligence of
the Chinese Peoples Volunteer Army during the Korean
War to his superior in Peiping, it fell into American hands:
The American soldier has weak loyalty to his family, his
community, his country, his religion, ard to his fellow soldier.
His concepts of right and wrong are hazy and ill-formed. Opportunism is easy for him. By himself he feels frightened and
insecure. He underestimates his own worth, his own strength,

and his ability to survive.
There is little understanding of American political history
and philosophy, the tederal, state, and community organizations, state and civil rights, freedom safeguards, checks and
balances and how these things allegedly operate within his
own system.
He fails to appreciate the meaning of and the necessity for
military or any other form of organization.r
It would be easy and reassuring to pass this capsule indict-

ment

oft

as communist propaganda. However, without

use

of physical torture, drugs, intensive psychological treatment,
coercion, or any of the other tactics usually associated with
brainwashing, the Chinese communists made collaborators of

one-third of all American POW's who fell into their hands
during the Korean war.2
This shocking record so astonished and concerned military
authorities that a full-scale inquiry was conducted. One
thousand of the 4,000 prisoners returned from Korea were
studied. Investigators found that some Americans had broadcast anti-American propaganda. informed on other prisoners,
wrote articles, Ietters and stories praising life under communism, confessed to "germ warfare" and other atrocities and
generally cooperated with their captors in every way.3 With
others, the "collaboration" was not so complete.
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For the first tin.re in American history, of the 7,000 POW's

in captivity in Korea, not one escaped,

even though security

measures were lax.{

In the early nfonths of captivity, four out of every

ten

Americans died. This was the largest death rate for any group
of Americans in any kind of captivity since the American
revolution. A frightening nunrber died, not from maltreatment, battle wounds, or starvation, but from a new disease
Army psychiatrists termed, "Give-Up-ltis." A 2o-year old
American would refuse to eat, tell the others to leave him
alone, pull his blankets over his head, and be dead in 48
hours.i

Without personal responsibility for their own lives, they
had no thought of helping their fellow prisoners when they

were sick or in trouble.
Deaths occurred when fellow Americans, objecting to the
stench of a "buddy" weakened by dysentery, picked him up
bodily and threw him out to freeze to death in the snow and
3O-below zero weather. Qucstioned after release, other prisoners who witnessed the event but did not participate were
asked why they didn't stop the murder. "lt wasn't our affair,"
was a typical answer.(i
These products of a supposed Christian nation had lost all
concepts of decency, all sense of concern for their fellow man.
The record was so untypical of American prisoners in
previous wars that the Army searched for answers.
In contrast to the disquieting perlormance of the Anrericans, all of the 229 Turks captured in Korea and subjected
to the same treatnrent and conditions as Anterican POW's,
survived to rnarch back through the gates at Panmunjon. Not
but not a nran among them collabonly did they survive
- the communistsl;
orated in any way with
Major Willianr Mayer, U. S. Army Phychiatrist, who participated in the lengthy and detailed study of Anrerican
collaborators in Korea has described the techniques used to
produce the sorry record.
Simple rewards were offered to the prisoners by their communist captors for seerpingly "unimportant" types of collaboration. Soon, many were "going along." "Why not," they'd
say, "everyone else is doing it."s
"Indoctrination and re-education" was accomplished in
simple "discussion periods." American-produced books and
texts were used which emphasized all that was bad in America. The l}-page course "outline" given each man was prepared in Anlerica, at a communist-operated school, the
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of Social Science in New York city.e If

the

"student" didn't have a solid foundation in American history,
government, and economics, much of the material made
sense and sounded reasonable.

There were no drugs, physical torture, or highly developed
just subtle pressures for conformity.lo
hypnotic techniques
This was the "brainwashing"
to which one-third of the
American POW's in Korea succumbed. Major Mayer said:
Frankly, it did everything the Communists waated it to do.

It didn't turn anybody into a communist

because.

it

wasn't

to turn anybody into a communist. A small lrcrcentage
of the people in the world are communists. The great majority
are acquiescors. The great majority are simply cowed and
somehow pushed along by this system which doesn't look like
something you can fieht; it's Dot very dangerous looking; r't
just controls you. You don't have to be a coward to give in to
it. The majority of Americans (in Korean prison camps) in
a seDse did give in to it.rr
designed

Mayer continued his summation of the activities of Amer-

ican POW's:

Thc majority of Americans, more than half in these camps
did anything thcy could really be criticizcd for. But
just doing nothing has never been the way that America in
158 years got the work done which produced this fabulors
society. When we gpt to the point where we just do nothing
and enjoy it, maybe we've bccome an old couotry and mt
a oew onc and maybe we arri well on the way down thc
ncver

western slope. This,

is a valid question for us to

whether our own success can destroy us?r:r

debatc:

The Army study found that Americans who fought in
Korea were a fair cross-section of young American males
and slightly better educated than the troops who fought in
World War II.rg
However, they were a strikingly different group of human
beings than those who fought in that earlier war less than
l0 years before. They fit the evaluation of them written by a
Chinese communist intelligenge chief to an alarming degree.

This change in the American male, and his sister, had

occurred in a very short time in the history of a nation. The
collaborator in Korea had a brother five, eight, or ten years
older who distinguished himself on the battlefields of World
War II, and in prison, if captured. Actions of the communists
substantiate this conclusion. Ignoring men over 3O as "hope-

less reactionaries," they concentrated their indoctrination
program at men in the 18 to 30 age group.l4

How Has lt
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In civilian life, the counterparts of the Korean collaborators
have been responsible

II.

for the doubling of the crime rate since

Since 1957, the crime rate is iitcreasing five
times faster than the population. Juvenile delinquents now

World War

commit 43Vo of all crimes.16 With their sisten, they have
been responsible for tripling the rate of illegitimate births in
the 20 years between 1940 and 1960.16 They have provided
a market for an unprecedented volume of filthy and indecent
and permit much of it to be displayed openly in
literature
- family drug stores, and distributed through the
newsstands,
U. S. mails. Divorces have skyrocketed, alcohol consumption

is increasing narcotics use and addiction.
These failures are products of American schools, churches,

climbs, and there
and homes.

It is true that most Americans, like a maiority of the
American POW's in Korea, haven't done anything for which
they can be criticized. They haven't done anything.
As one country after another has slipped, or been purhed
behind the lron Curtain, they have done nothing.
Their money is used to send foreign aid to the sommuoist
enemy. They do nothing.
In their reactions, Arnericans are like a maiority of thc
POW's in Korea. They do nothing to be criticized for' At
least 98Vo of all Americans ane opposed to communism. Y€t'
they watch elected and appointed officials give continual aid
and they do nothing.
and comfort to the enemy
As Major Mayer pointed- out, the communist "brainwashing" in Korea wasn't designed to make communists out of
Americans. If it succeeded in making them "go along," it did
its job. Similarly, communists aren't interested in making all
Americans, or any sizeable segment of them, communists. [f
Americans just "go along" and do nothing, communism will
win without firing a shot.
What has transformed Americans who were once rugged
individualists into a conforming, moldable, do-nothing mass?
FBI Chief, J. Edgar Hoover, who has so often decried the
moral decay in our society, has also expressed concern about
the failure of American prisoners in Korea' In 1959, in a
speech to the National Strategy Seminar, Mr. Hoover said:
The behavior of these prisoners of war was less an individual failure than it was an indictment of our entire society
which had not prepared them adequately for their head-on
collision with communist indoctrination We must not
ignore this forceful example of the impact of communist
psychological pressures. Our continued survival may depend
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insure that

all

citizens, not

only military personnel, are fortified against the

contiouous

communist ideological assault.
Mr. Hoover quoted a Presidential Commission's report on

the Korean POW's which stressed the failure of our homes,
schools, churches, and patriotic organizations to educate
Americans in the principles which underly our way of life.
The report of the Presidential Commission said pointedly:
The uninformed POWs were up against it They couldn't

in favor of communism with arguments
Americanism because they knew so little about

answer arguments

in favor of
America.

What the Chinese communist intelligence chief in Korea
had said about Americans is largely true. How has it
happened?

A close look at the basic institutions of America, institutions which are almost universally respected by our citizens,
would be in order. What are the goals and guiding principles
of America's educators, churchmen, government leaders and
officials? How have they failed in the job of inspiring young
Americans to become useful citizens committed to preserving
and extending freedom?

Chapter YI

Education
America is reaping the consequences of the
destruction ol lraditional education by the

Dewey-Kilpatick experimentalist philosophy
. . . Dewey's ideas have led to elimirution ol
many academic subiects on the ground that
they would not be uselul in lile . . . The student
thus teceives neither intellectual training nor
the lactual kno$ledge which will help him un-

derstand the world he lives in, or to make wellreasoned decisions in his private lile or as a
responsible citizen.
Admiral Hyman Rickovei

-

WHO WAS THIS MAN, Dewey, who is so roundly
criticized by the renowned Hyman Rickover, the "father"
of the nuclear submarine?

John Dewey was an educational philosopher. His experimental philosophies of education were first tried in a model
school at the University of Chicago before 1900. They were

dismal failures. Children learned nothing. Undismayed,
Dewey left Chicago in 1904 and went to Teachers College,
Columbia University where he became the dominant figure
and the most influential man in American education.
His influence can be measured by the realization that
under Dewey's guidance fully ZOVo of a// American school
superintendents and 40Vo of a// teacher college heads received
advanced degrees at Columbia. They adopted Dewey's experimental theories, which came to be known as "progressive
education," in the schools of the nation. Under the pretext of
improving teaching methods, they changed ltlto, was taught
to American children.

What did Dewey believe?

In

his writing and teaching,

Dewey rejected fixed moral laws and eternal truths and prin-

ciples. He adopted pragmatic, relativistic concepts a$ his
guiding philosophy. Denying God, he held to the Marxist
concept that man is without a soul or free will. Man is a
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biological organism completely molded by his environment.
Dewey believed that because man's environment is constantly changing, man also changes constantly. Therefore,
Dewey concluded, teaching children any of the absolutes of
morals, government, or ethics was a waste of time.
On this amoral philosophy, he developed his teaching formulae, commonly labelled. Progressive Education.
Dewey published, My Pedagogic Creed, in 1897. In it he
saw the destruction of a child's individualistic traits as the
primary goal of education. Once this was accomplished the
youngster would confornr or adjust to whatever society in
which he found himself. Ability to "get along with the group"
became the prime measuring stick of a child's educational

"progr6s.":
Taken to a logical conclusion, Dewey's theory would have
the child who finds himself in the company of thieves become a thief also. The tendency to justify immoral or unethical conduct by rationalizing that "everybody does it"
is rooted in Dewey's teaching. Dewey summarized his theories, saying:
Education, therefore, is a process for living and not a preparation for future living.l
Dewe.r- laid the foundation for the future "destruction of
traditional education" decried by Admiral Rickover when he

said:

We violate the child's nature and render difficult the

best

ethical results by introducing the child too abruptly to a number of special studies, of reading, writing, geography, etc.

out of relation to his social life
the t{ue center of
correlation o[ the school subjects is not science, nor literature, nor history. nor geography, but the child's own social
activities..l

Srric, acceptance of Dewey's theories would eliminate
teaching world geography unless the child can take a trip
around the world. History would be eliminated from the
curriculum, because it is past and will not be relived by the
student.

ln practice, Dewey's theories, as modified by his disciples,
have eliminated the teaching-of strict rules of grammar. The

student learns grammar by "living" (talking) with the
"group," or by reading literature. Old fashioned drill in spelling, the ABC's, penmanship, multiplication tables, and other
basics has been deemphasized

Depending

on the

degree

in favor of "learn by doing."

to which progressive education

methods are carried, "learn by doing" can mean "learn not at
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all." Many parents have become dismayed to realize that
children who have not memorized the ABC's through old'
fashioned drill have difficulty in using a dictionary or telephone book without haphazardly paging through' They don't

know that "M" comes after "L" and before "N," etc.
The group idea is the nucleus of the progressive system.
No child is permitted to forge ahead of another. This would
hurt the group. Promotions become automatic. Nobody is
left behind because of poor work. This would disrupt the
group. Grading and graded report cards are frowned upon.
Grading promotes competition. Competition breeds rivalry
and encourages students to excel and rise above the group.

When competition is not permitted, children get the idea
that personal excellence and trying to get ahead is not worth-

while.
Rosalie Gordon, author of the widely circulated, Wlut's
Happened to Our Schools?a said of progressive education:
The progressive system has reached all the way down to
the lowest grades to prepare the children of America for their
not the
role as the collectivists of the future . . . The qroup
- The
individual child-is the quintessence of progressivism.
child must always be made to feel part of the group. He must
indulge in group thinking, in group activity.o
She explains Dewey's obsession with the group and group
activity by saying:

You.can't make socialists out

of

individualists.z

Dewey was a socialist.E At the climax of his career in 1950,
he became honorary national chairman of the American
counterpart of the British Fabian Society,e the l-eague for

Industrial Democracy.

A NEW SOCIAL

ORDER

While at Columbia University, Dewey gathered about himself a group of young educationalists who called themselves,
Frontier Thinkers. In the forefront of this group were Dr.
George Counts, professor of education, and Dr. Harold Rugg.
Known as the "hard" progressivists, they were to have a

on the nation's schools.
While Dewey's theories had been concerned chiefly with
teaching methods, Counts and Rugg added the concept of
using the schools as an instrument for "building a new social
measurable and lasting effect

order."
Counts was the director of research for a l7-volume study
of American education produced by the American Historical

lO2
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Association.ro Financed by the Carnegie Corporation, the
Counts-directed study was to serve as the authoritative guide
for revamping the philosophy and concept of American education. The final volume, issued in 1934, contained the
recommendations of the five year project, of which the following is typical:
Cumulative evidence supports the conclusion that in the

United States as in other countries, the age of individualism
and laissez-faire (freedom-Auth.) in economy and government is closing and a new age of collectivism is emerging.rr
Of the Counts-directed study, the British socialist, Harold
Laski, writing in The New Repubhc, said:
At bottom, and stripped of its carefully neutral phrases,

the report is an educational program for a socialist America.l2
Laski is an authoritative commentator. He later became
head of the British Fabian Society. Counts' hatred of free
American economic and political traditions and his socialist
goals were stated openly in a paper he presented to the
Dewey-founded Progressive Education Association

in Balti-

more, Maryland in February 1932. Counts said:
Historic capitalism, with its deification of the principle of
iL" reliance upon the forces of competition, its
placing of property above human rights, and its exaltation
of the profit motive, will either bave to be displaced altogether,
or so radically changed in form and spirit that its identity s,ill
selfishness,

be completely

lost.r3

Dr. Counts

made clear that the changes he envisioned
would result in:

. . a coordinated, planned and socialized economy.l4
Accomplishing such a drastic remaking of America would
involve many changes, Counts admitted. He said:
Changes in our economic system will, of course, require
changes in our ideals.r6
Counts saw no wrong in abandoning even the traditional
concepts of morality to achieve his goals. He pointed out in
his book, The Soviet Challenge to America, that even in
Russia .
. . . new principles of right and wrong are being forged.ro
Counts obsession with achieving a socialized, planned economy and the methods he was apparently willing to accept to
realize it were plain in the foreword he wrote for his translation from Russian into English of Nerv Rassia's Primer by
M. llin, a communist textbook for junior high school students.
Counts said:
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single glancc at the conteots of thc boot conviaccd mp

that here was a document of rare quality. Practically evcry
page carried the work of geaius.
It presents the major provision of the Five Year Plan
(Russian) with crtraordinary clarity and charm-but pcrtapr
important it revcals tbe tcmper of the rcvolutionery
movemcnt (communist) and the large human goals lowerd

m6t

which

it

is conscinusly building.rz

C-ounts' praise for the cornmunist program could bardly
have been more gl'or*,ing. Very few of even the most dcdicated apologists for the Soviet Union nrould puHicly find the
goals of the Soviet cornmunist state to be "human." C-ounts
continues:
Mr. Ilin has shown by examplc how textbooks migbt bc
written. In this cempetition, horvever, Mr. Ilin has ccrtaia
clcar advantages. The revolutionary struggl,e has placed in his
hands some very powerful aids. It has generated a grcat systsm
of planning organization through which society is endcavoring
to shape its own future . This translation is dcsigncd to
acquaint adults, teachers, and educators, with a phasc of thc
Russian experiment which in the long ruD may prove to be far
more important than tl":se sensational *pects of the revolutionary struggle which are emphasizcd in both the daily press
and cven the more serous publications. I trust it will scrvc
this purpose and at the ,ame time contribute to a better understanding of the American people of the greatest social experi-

ment

of all time.l8

The "sensational aspects of the revolutionary struggle"
which Counts found unimportant include the murder of millions of Russians who resisted state planning and control of
every aspect of their lives. Although not a communist,
C-ounts' tolerance of Soviet murder was, like that of most
Fabian socialists, a product of his admiration for state planning. This "end" justified for Counts and many other advocates of planning the murderous "means" used in Russia to
bring it about. Twenty years later, Counts became disillusioned with Russian communism, although he has retained
his socialist views.
To achieve the "new social order," Counts, in 1932, called
for teachers of the nation to provide the impetus. In his
monograph, Dare the School Build a New Social Order?
Counts wrote:
That the teachers should deliberately reach for power and
then make the most of their conquest is my firm conviction.
To the extent that they are permitted to fashion the curriculum
and procedures of the school they will definitely and positively
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influence the social attitudes, ideals and behavior of the coming
getreration.le

In "reaching for power" the Frontier Thinkers moved in
two directions. They rewrote the textbooks. They gained

the prestige oi the largest professional teachers organization
by capturing the top jobs and control of the National Education Association. At the 72nd annual meeting of the NEA in
Washington,'D. C. in July 1934, Dr. Willard Givens, then a
California school superintendent, in a report entitled, Education lor a New America, saidl.
We are convinced that we stand today at the verge of a
great culture
But to achieve these things many drastic
changes must be made. A dying laissez-faire must be com-

pletely destroyed, and all of us, including the owners, must
be subjected to a large degree of social control.2o
A year after delivering this call for destruction of free
enterprise and individual freedom (laissez-faire), Givens was
named executive secretary of the NEA, a position he held
for 17 years until his retirement in 1952.

TEXTBOOK REVISION
Meanwhile, another of the Frontier Thinkers, Dr. Harold
Rugg, continued the job of indoctrinating teachers and preparing teaching materials designed to "influence the social

attitudes, ideals, and behavior of coming generations." In
his book, The Great Technology, written for teachers in
1933, Rugg said:

A new public mind is to be created. How? Only by creating
of millions of new individual minds and welding them
into a n9w social mind. Old stereotypes must be broken up
and new'"climates of opinion" formed in the neighborhoodi
of America.2l
What climate of opinion would Rugg create? On page l7l
tcns

of his book, he said:

We know, now, that a large and growing group of middle

men and manipulators

of

sales, money, investment, and credit

have interjected themselves into our economic system .
Most of them, however, are exploiters. The postulate follows
that the economic system can be operated efficiently and
humanely only by elimination, re+ducation, and assignment
to productive work of the parisitical members of this group

of middlemen.
Clearly, Rugg was proposing the destruction of the small
businessman and complete government control of every citizen's life and employment. Later in his book, he defined how
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the schools were to be used to transform American political
and economic institutions and create the new "public mind"
which would accept complete government control of the
individual:

. . . through the schools of the world we shall disseminate

one that will embrace all
a new conception of government
of the collective activities of men;- one that will postulate the
need for scientific control and operation of economic activities
in the interests of all people.22
Note that Rugg did not say "a new type of government"

but a "new conception of government." Rugg proposed that
this could be accomplished in three ways:
First and foremost, the development of a new philosophy of
life and education which will be fully appropriate to the new
social order; Second, the building of an adequate plan for the
production
making

of

of a new race of educational workers; Third, the
new activities and materials for the curriculum.zs

It was in the area of new materials, textbooks, and teaching
aids, that Rugg achieved greatest influence. T1.l,e Conclusions
and Recommendations of the American Historical Association's l7-volume report on education, of which Counts was
research director, provided the opening. It proposed to con-

solidate the traditional subjects of history, geography, sociology, economics, political science, etc. into one composite
course, called "social studies."
The idea was widely adopted. Completely new textbooks
were needed. Rugg wrote them. All traditional Pres€ntations
of subject matter was scrapped, and a variety of economic,
political, historical, sociological, and geographical data was
lumped into one textbook. With such a conglomeration of
material in one book, the deletion or slanted presentation of
key events, basic truths, facts and theories was not so evident.
Five million school children "learned" American political

and economic history and structure in the 1930's from 14
social studies textbooks Rugg authored.2l He also produced
the corresponding teachers guides, course outlines, and student
workbooks.
So blatant was the downgrading of American heroes and

the U. S. Constitution, so pronounced was the anti-religious
bias; so open was the propaganda for socialistic control of
men's lives in Rugg's textbooks that the public rebelled.%
Rugg, himself, told what- happened in an open letter to

President Roosevelt in 1942. He proposed to FDR that it
would be a "thrilling experience" to sell the American people
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on the need for'social planning" through a massive progrim
government sponsored adult education. Rugg said:
I know for I tricd to do it during thc gcat dcpressioo in
my Man and His Changing Society
of books which
-a series
was studied by some 5,(X)0,q)0 young
Amcrkans until tho
pdrkrtcers and the native Fascist prcss well-nigh dcstroycd

of

it

betwtcn 1939 and l91l.2a

Rugg's textbooks went too far, too fast for complete public
acceptance. They were replaced by those of other authors
somewhat more skillful in the subtle promotion of socialism.
In 1940, the National Education Association began pro
Eoting a set of "social sludies" texts known as the Building
America series.2? They were replacements for the discredited

Rugg

sie's.

They had been widely adopted when

a

few

years later the Senate lnvestigating Committee on Edrrcation
of the Califomia legislature condemned the NEA+ponsored
seriee for subtly playing up Marxism and destroying American
traditions.a The Senate committee report . . .
. . . found among other things that ll3 Communist-front
organizations had to do with some of the matcrial in tbc
books and that 50 C.ommunist front authors were conncctcd
with it. Among tbc authors are Beatrice and Sidney Wcbb,
idcntified with thc Fabian Socialist movement in Grcat
Britain.zs

Seven years after these disclosures, the texts were still in
us in the school systems of several states.so
Today, the typical text is cleverly done. Direct attacks on
basic truths are avoided when possible. However, the destructive influence of Counts, R.ugg, and the other socialistic
Frontbr Thinkers is clearly discernable.

CIJ\SS HATNED
The presentation of American history as a class struggle
by widely-used textbooks is a striking example of the continuing direct influence of Dr. George Counts on today's schools.
Once America was relatively free

of

class hatred.3l

The progressivisrc realized that it would be impossible to
pit one class against another for political gain, if such classes
did not exist, or were without basic antagonism. Dr. George
Counts proposed that the schools should disrupt this stabilizing influence in America. In the magazine, The Social Frontier, he wrote:
In vicw of the absence of a class mentality among workers,
it would bc reasonable to assume that it is the problem of
education to induce such a mentality rather than to take an
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existiog mentality aod base a course of action upon it.32
This iruel and cynical admonition to the educators of
America to purposefully promote class strife and bitterness
was an open accePtance of Lenin's strategy of "incite one
against another." Twenty years later, most textbook authors
wire carefully following Counts advice' Class hatred is in'
duced in students by presenting American history as a prolonged class struggle. Read these examples:
Craven and Johnson in their textbook, The United States:
Experiment in Democracy,33 tell the student:

The upper class, numerically weak, consisted of those yho
owned so much wealth that they did not have to engage in
manual labor. They generally wore finer clothes to set themselves off from the masses. (pg. 60)
The class struggle theme continues through the book. In
describing the American Revolution, the authors say:
The rest ol the upper class people loined in the American
cause, but with the full intention of checking later the aspirations of the average citizen for a more democratic way of life.

(ps. 103)
Todd and Curti, in writing their America's History,s4 laid
the foundations for presenting American history as a cla$s
struggle in this way:
They (the founding fathers) were determined to keep control of the government in the hands ol the well'to-do, whom
they considered more stable, more judicious, and more temperate than the poorer, and less educated people. 1pg' 173)

This is the Marxist view of Arnerican history, first propa'

gated early in this century by Charles Beard in

Interpretation

ol the Constitution. It

An

Economic,

is followed blindly to'

day by most textbook writers, even though Beard

later

repented and repudiated his interpretation as faulty.
Faulkner, Kepner and Merrill in History of the American
Way,so use the same theme to describe the Constitutional
Convention:
. . , the delegates were conservarive or slow to change. And
ttrat is easy to understand. They were the property holding
class . . Two important groups were not well represented
. . . First, the common man wais not represented by any delegate who was a mechanic or a small farmer or tbe like. Secondly, most of the Revolutionary "radicals" were abseot. (pg.7l)
The delegates were "conservative" in that they drew-upon
the accumulated wisdom and experience of the past in framing

the Constitution of the new nation. To describe them

as

"slow to change" is absurd. They were largely the group which
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instigated, financed, and fought the American Revolution.
Another deceit perpetrated by the authors is in failing to tell
the student that at the time the Constitution was writGn over

of a// Americans were property holders.
This handling of the U. S. Constitution by textbook writen
demonstrates a commonly-used propaganda technique. [ngtead of directly attacking the provisions of the Conititution,
they are ignored, and the motives of tbe men who wrote it
9OVo

are impugned.

F. A. Magruder in his American Governmenrs8 uses a
different technique. Instead of smearing the men who wrote
the Constitution, he openly admits that important Constitutional safeguardi are Ueing by-passed today. The student is
given the impression that such infringement on constitutional
guarantees against an all-powerful government is ..sophisticated and progressive." Magruder says:
The principle of checks and balances in government is not
-held
in such esteem today as it was a century ago. The people

no longer fear the officers whom they elect every few -years.
(pg.73)
The people of Germany elected Hitler in 1933. Because
they ignored the checks and balances of the German constitution, they never had an opportunity to vote him out. This,
the student doesn't learn from Magruder.
The class struggle theme runs iike a thread through most
textbook presentations of U. S. History. Dumond, Dale
and Wesley in History ol the Unted States,sT describe the
qe-""d of great industrial growth in the late lgth Century

this

way:

The real issue was whether the government would once
again serve the needs of. the toiling masses rather than the
interests ol special groups. (pg. 525)

ANTI-FREE ENTERPRISE
With the foundation for the class struggle firmly laid, business, free enterprise, and profits are painted as the source of

all evil, just as Counts,

Rugg, and other Frontier Thinkers
recommended. Craven and Johnson, in their text, say:
-Corporate industry represented a greater investment of capital . and consequently a greater concentration of power in
politics than tbe slavehotders had ever dreamed of possessing.

$e.422)

If

this subtle equating of business with slaveholding was not
an adequate condemnation, the authors recite in an approvirg

manner this quotation by Lincoln Steffens:
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Big business was, and still is, the current name of the devil,
of all evil, political and economic. 1pg. 516)
Steffens is quoted and praised in many texts. Students are
the root

not told that Steffens w:ul a vocal supporter of the American
Communist Party who said, "Communism can solve our
problems."

Gavian and Hamm

in The American

Sroryas defame busi-

stir class hatred by quoting Mary Lrase, an English
socialist, who said:
Wall Street owns the country. It is no longer a gov€roment
of the people, by the people, and for the pcople, but a govertrment of Wall Street, by Wall Street, and for Wall Stract.
The parties lie to us . . . the people are at bay;.let thc bloodhouods of money who have dogged us thus far bewarcl (pg.
ness and

401

)

Gavian and Hamm do not counter-balance this quotation
by pointing out that nearly every American family has a
stake in Wall Street. Over 25Vo of American families own
stock in industry directly. Almost all others share- in some
way through private insurance policies, company pension
plans, or union welfare programs whose assets are invested

in Wall Street.

The class struggle theme is the vehicle used to openly
advocate cradle-to-grave welfare care for all. Magruder
equates opposition to the welfare state with selfishness of the
few. ln a section blatantly entitled, Wellare ol the Peopb
from the Cradle to the Grave, Magruder says:
The United States has increasingly curbed the selfish add
provided for the wellare ol the many. The Govcrnment has
established the Children's Bureau to look after the welfare of
every child born in America. (pg. 15)

Magruder's text, American Government, is a study in
in itself. The class struggle idea is

propaganda techniques

reinforced in this passage which uses a false premise to disthrift, saving, and family responsibility and justify
welfare paymeDts for all:
Because of sickness, accidents, and occasional unemployment it is difricult or impossible for a laborer who has rcared
a family to save from his meaSer wages (This is untrueAuthor). And it is more just to place all the burdeo of sup
porting thme who have been unfortunat€, or even shiftlcss,
upon everybody instead of upon some dutiful son or daughtcr
who is not responsible for the couditioo. (pg. 339)
With the school children of America being educated in this
philosophy, is it any wonder that total government expendicourage
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tures for welfare have risen from under $5-billion abnuall!
during the depths of the depression to $35-billion in 1961,
the most prosperous year the nation has ever experienced?

THE LOWER GRADES
Indoctrination in the availability and

TN

"rightness"

of the

"free" handout is not limited to high school studcnts. The
braiowashing starts today in the first grade. Recall the story,
if you are old enough, in the first grade readers about the
hardworking little squirrel who gathered and stored nuts for
the winter. The story had a moral: Work hard and save
wisely

for

uncertain days ahead.

For today's six-year old, that story has been rewritten. The
new version is entitled, Ask lor It.30 In it, a little squirrel
named Bobby, ate riuts from a tree during the summer. Other
squirrels suggested that Bobby put some nuts away for winter.
As Bobby Squirrel didn't like to work, he ignored the advice.
Winter came and one morning Bobby awakened to find the
world covered with snow
aod all the nuts were gone from
the tree. He got awfully -hungry but remembered that a boy
who lived io a white house had taken some of the nuts from
his tree during the summer. Bobby went to the white house
and gave a squirel call. A door opened and a "fine brown
nut" rolled out. Bobby Squirrel learned his lesson. The
story concludes:

"I know how
it."ao

"Well!" thougbt Bobby.

I bave to do is ask for

to get my dinner. All

This story is in the first grade reader, Our New Friends,
published by the Scott, Foresman and Company in 1956. The

authors are Gray, Monroe, Artley, and Arbuthnot. It is
approved for use in most states.
Magruder's high school text, American Government, as
mentioned earlier, uses nearly every classical propaganda

trick to confuse students into accepting socialism. Consider
this non-sequitur under the heading, Medical Service Under
Our System

oi

Free Enterprise:

In a

democracy we believe in evolutionary methods rather
than the revolutionary methods of a dictatorship; aud under
our system of free enterprise, competition improves the standard of service and tends to reduce the cost. Therefore, instead
of jumping right into srrcrulized medicine, why not have the
Goveroment support proiects such as the following. (pg. 570)

If

free enterprise medicine works so well, and Magruder
it does, why consider socialized medicine

acknowledges that

Education
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or by the backdoor approach Mag.
ruder recommends. He advocates approaching socialized
medrcine gradually through such steps as federal aid for
training doctors, federal funds for hospital construction, and
government payment of hospital costs for lengthy illnesses.

at all, either immediately,

INTERNATIONALISM
Since World War II, propaganda for World Covernment
under the United Nations has been added to textbook agitation for the collectivist society envisioned by Counts and
Rugg.

The drive, spearheaded in America by the National Education Association, is part of a world-wide movement by
UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization). It received the official blessing of Presi'
dent Truman's Commission on Higher Education. The Com'

mission's report, issued in 1947, had these recommendations:
The role which education will play officially must be conditioned essentially by policies established in the State Department in this country, and by ministeries of foreign affairs io
other countries. Higher education must play a very important
part in carrying out in this country the program developed by
UNESCO The United States Office of Education must
be prepared to work with the State Department and with
UNESCO.4l
What was the UNESCO program which the Presidential
Commission recommended that American schools should im-

plement? Embodied in the nine-volume UNESCO study, Iowards World (Jnderstandins, it is the blueprint for conditioning American children for the day when their first loyalty
will be to a socialistic one-world government under the United
Nations.

The work of Counts and Rugg laid the foundation for the
first two steps
the destruction of the U. S. Constitution and
free economy - so that America could be easily merged into
- federation.
a socialistic world
UNESCO's Director General, under whom the plan was
prepared, was Julian Huxley, an atheistic philosopher and
member of the Colonial Bureau of the British Fabian Society.
The goal of UNESCO was stated plainly in the study's first
volume. It recommended that children should be educated

in...

. . . those qualities of citizeoship which provide the foundation upon which international govetnment must be based if

it is to succeed.42
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Under Huxley, UNESCO envisioned that destruction of
of country and patriotism was the first step
towards education for world citizenship. The report said on
the opening page of Volume Y, In the Classroom with Children Under Thiileen Years ol Age:
Before the child enters school his mind has already beco
children's love

profoundly marked, and often injuriously, by earlier infiuences
. . . first gaioed, however dimly, in the home.

The attack on home and parents continues. On page 9,
the teacher is told:
The kindergarten or infant school has a significant part to
play in the child's education. Not only cao it correct maoy
of the crrors of home training but it can also prepare the
child for membership, at about age seven, in a group of his
own age and habits
of many such social identifica- thc first
tions that hc must achieve
on his way to membership in the
world socicty.

After such guarded references to the "injurious influence"
of the family on the young child, the UNESCO study makes
it plain that the errors of home training include parental encouragement of patriotism. On page 58, the guidebook for
teachers says:

As we have pointcd out, it is frcquently the family that infects tbe child with cxtreme nationalism. The school should
therefore use lhe mcans describcd carlier to combat family
attitudes.

Among the "means described earlier" are the suppression
of American history and geography which might enhance proAmerican sentiments of the children. UNESCO gives specific
suggestions in Volume V, page ll, on how this can be done:
In our view, history and geography should be taught at this
stage as universal history and geography. Of the two, only
geography lends itself well to study during the years prescribed
by the present survey (3-13 years). The study of history, on
the other hand, raises problems of value which are better
postponed until the pupil is freed from the nationalist prejudiccs which at present surround the teaching of history.

Translated, this means that if the grade school student is
taught American history objectively he is very likely to realiz.e.
that the American system of government, economics, and
social values outstrip those found anywhere else in the world.
Three pages later, UNESCO admits that detailed study
even of foreign countries will lead the student to the conclusion that America is a better place to live. This problem

Education
is solved by recommending that

teachers

ll3
ohcure thc truth

from their pupils in this way:
Ccrtain delicatc problems, howevcr,

will arisc in tbesc
Not evcry-thing in foreign ways of
living can be prcscnted to children in an atractivc light. At
this stage, though, the systematic cxamination of othcr countries and manners can be postponcd, and the tcachcr occd
*eL only to insure that his children appreciate, through abuodant and iudicious examples, rhat foreign countries. too,
posscss things of beauty, and that maoy of thcm rescmblc thc
beauty and interest of his own country. A child taught thus
about the different countries of the world will gradually losc
those habits of prejudice and contempt whicb arc an impcdimeot to world-mindedness.
Thus, UNESCO recommends the deliberate "under cducation" of children. The student who does Dot know or
understand the accomplishments of America and tbe shortcomings of the rest of the world is more likely to aoaefl a
"world government." The student who knows nothing of thc
horrors of the communist system in Russia and the failures
of socialism everyrvbere it has been tried might well agree to
a communist-influenced socialistic one-world tovernmcnt.
Such deliberate "under education" is a theme which ruar
through the entire UNESCO progam. Karl W. Bigclor,
another professor of education at Columbia, and a UNESCO
board member, directed a seminar on Volume II of thc
Towards World Understanding series. The UNESOO scminar
report, The Education and Training ol Teachers, FBooBstudies and erplorations.

mended:
Therefore, we regard it as a matter of first importance for
social and international living that educators should be more
concerned witb the child, and the healthy development of his
body and mind, than with the content of the various subiects
which go to make a school curriculum .
Because of failure
to adopt a wise approach to child grofih and developmcnt,
tbe primary school still tends to function as if it were an
institution for the abolition ol illiteracy.

Should the school's primary function be the teaching of
reading, writing, and arithmetic (the abolition of illiteracy)
or the "conditioning" of the child for "social and international
living?" Bigelow's thesis, expressed in this UNESCO publication, rc a simple restatement of John Dewey's original progressivist'theories. The ultimate result can only be the "under
education" of the child. The graduates produced by such
"education" do not have the basic knowledge on which to
make sound judgments. If they do not understand the source
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see the fallacies of a world
collectivist order.
In short, UNESCO recommends that schools be converted
into indoctrination centers for the production of emotionally'
conditioned children who react like Pavlov's dop rather than
r€ason aod think logically. The best selling book, Rudolf
Flech's, Why lohnny Can't Read,as exposes the results of
such under+ducation in one curriculum area.
Teacher training institutions, textbook writers, and professional education organizations picked up the theme of "edu-

of Americah strength, they cannot

cation for world citizenship." Dr. Willard Givens, executive
secretary of the National Education Association, ioined the
board of directors of the U. S. Commission for LTNESCO.
Professional education journals and faculty members at
Teachers College, Columbia University started agitating for
mandatory revision of textbooks to conform to UNESCO
standards, even belore the standards were publicly announced.

Writing in the NEI lournal in April 1946, Issac lron Kandel
of Teachers College, Columbia University, said:
Nations that become members of UNESCO accordingly
assume ao obligation to revise textbooks used in their schools
. . . unilateral efforts to revise the materials of iustruction are
. futile. The poison of aggressive nationalism inlected into
children's minds is as dangerous for world stability as the
manufacture of armaments. In one. as in the other, supervision by some kind cf international agency is urgent.4+
Textbook revision to obliterate national history and geography,'downgrade patriotism and love of America, and build
a tolerance for the communist enemy in Russia has been
accomplished in line with UNESCO recommendations. A
review of widely-used textbooks establishes this fact.
Patriotic impulses are generally belittled and equated with
extremism, in line with UNESCO proposals for overcoming
"injurious parental influences." lo The United States: Experi'
ment in Democracy, the authors, Craven and Johnson, say:
In the 1920's-many Americans were excessively nationalistic
The official (Ku Klux) Klao
and intolerantly patriotic .
titerature reflected the average middle class in its assertions of
"100 per cent Americanism." (pg. 662)
Note the linking of the "middle class" and patriotism with
the Ku Klux Klan. This is typical. Another text, History ol
the American Way, by Faulkner, Kepner and Merrill, says:

. . . there was an increase in the oumber ol so'called "100
per cen, Ameriians" *,hose behavior was quite un-Americaa
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ahd undemocratic. The Ku Klux Klan for example.

...

j

(pg.

650)

Gavian and Hamm in their high school text, The American
Story, put it this way:
National feeling was very strong, and it was often shown
in undesirable ways..The strong nationalism of the years following the war (WWI) was commonly expressed in such
slogans as "America
Americanism."

First" and "One Hundred Per

Cent

Decent Americans deplore fanaticism. However, with disof patriotism in textbooks limited to such slurring
passages it ls rio wonder that love of country, one of man's
most noble attributes, is in such disrepute; that today the
citizen who is moved to express a patriotic remark feels impelled to preface it by saying, "I don't want to sound like a
flag waver, but ."
Belittling references to patriotism in textbooks are not the
only methods used for downgrading love of country. Display
of the American flag in the classroom is neglected in many
areas. The pledge of allegiance to the flag was once a standard
exercise for opening the school day. This practice has been
discarded to such a degree that in 196l members of the
California State Lrgislature felt compelled to pass a law requiring that the pledge of allegiance or the singing of the
Star Spangled Banner be used daily. The bill passed
Dul
- in
by only one vote. A similar bill was passed in Illinois
cussions

but was vetoed by the governor.
The- downgrading of American heroes contributes to uational disillusionment. Todd and Curti in their America's
History, have this to say about George Washington:
1963

Outwardly Washington seemed

to

most people somewhat

cold and overdignified. After his death American pattiots
developed a myth ol his godlike qualities. . . (pe. lE4)
After 15 or more years of such anti-patriotic propaganda
in the schools, J. Edgar Hoover felt impelled to speak out.
At Valley Forge on February 22, 1962, he said:
Too often in recent years, patriotic symbols have been
shunted aside. Our national heroes have been maligned, our
history distorted. Has it become a disgrace to pledge allegiance
to our flag or to sign a loyalty oath, or pay tribute to our
national anthem?
Is it shameful to encourage our children
to memorize the stirring words of '76? Is it becoming op
probious to state "In God We Trust" when proclaiming our
love of country?
What we desperately need today is patriotism founded on a
real understanding of the American ideal
a dedicated belief

-
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ia our principles of freedom and a determination to pcrp€tuate'
America's heritage.rs
Recall that UNESCO recommended that textbooks should
be revised to play down those facts about foreign countries
which are unattractive. Similarities rather than differences

between countries were to be emphasized. In this way'
LJNESCO said, children "will gradually lo* those habits of
prejudice and cootempt which are an impediment to world
mindedness." Compare that UNESCO recommendation with
the description of the communist goveroment of Russia in
F. A. Magruder's text, American Government. Magruder
says that socialism in Russia is "an example of totalitarianism"
hut then proceeds to describe it this way:
Under the Constitution of 1936 the Government is a fed-

eration. It is a Union of 16 Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)
. . . the powers are divided between the Union and the member republics somewhat as lhosc ol our Union are divided bc'
tween the Ilnited Stales and the .ilates. Suffrage (voting) is
granted to meo and women lE years of age and over. The
voters directly or indirectly elect the two houses comprising
thc Supreme Council. This body legislates and also chooocs
thc Presidium, consisting of a chairmao and 36 membcrs
which carries on the government. There are also Ministcrs

comparable to our Cabinet members- (pg. 37-8)
At no point is tle student told directly that the Soviet voter
is given no choice, that the only candidates on the ballot are
those selected from above by the Communist Party.
In describing the collective farms in Russia, Magruder says:
The members of each collective have a sort of town m6pring
to determine policies and elect the manager. 1pg. 38)

Magruder in line with UNESCO advice to "avoid the unattractive," does not mention that lG'million small Russian
farmers were murdered before the remainder "accepted" the
collective farm idea.
The summary of Magruder's discussion of the Russian
communist government has the subtitle, Swing lrom the Radical to the ConventionaL Under this heading, he says:
The Revolution of l9l7 was fourfold: governmental, eco'
nomic, religious and moral. An absolute monarchy was replaced by Soviets (Councils) dominated by a dictator' but

the C.onstitution
(pe. 4o)

From this

of

passage,

1936 grantcd direct suffrage (voting).

the student would assume that Russia

no longer has a dictatorship. With such textbook descriptions
of the Soviet Union, it is reasonable to believe that students
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might lose the "prejudice and contempt" for communism
which UNESCO cites as "an impediment to world mindedness."

In the treatment of American foreign policy, the origin and
communism, and the influence communist
agents have had in influencing U. S. foreign policy toward
communist objectives, discernable textbook bias is the rule
rather than the exception. Outright falsehoods are not un-

grofih of world

common.

Textbooks impart false information about the establishment of the communist state in Russia. Lenin and the Bolsheviks are given credit for overthrowing the tyrannical
Czarist regime. The Czar was actually overthrown by Kerensky who estabhshed a constitutional republic, wlich was
subverted and siezed hy the communrsrs. But Dumond, Dale
and Wesley, in History ol the United Siates, say:
At the end of World War I the source of greatest danger
was thought to be Russia, where after centuries of oppression
the masses revolted and established a communist
(pg. 69E)

Harlow in Story

ol

regime .

Americaa$ described the rise

of

.

the

totalitarian state this way:

In l9l7 revolutionists in Russia overthrew the government
of the Czar and established a communist nation. (pg. 557)
The cruel, harsh, inhumane methods used in the Russian
communist state are ignored or deliberately distorted, while
Soviet progress is praised. Mowrer and Cummings in The
United States and l{orld Relationt'i are guilty in this way:
Notable progress has been made in many sections of the
country (Russia), particularly in those that are remote from
Moscow, as shown by the really remarkable expansion in the
Arctic. (pg. 157)

In accordance with the UNESCO instructions to disregard
the "unattractive," students are not told that the "remarkable
in the Arctic" has been accomplished largely by
the 2O-million inmates of Soviet slave labor camps. The
Mowrer and Cummings book points up the problem. On
the surface it is anti-communist. But in the presentation of
factual information it builds the attitude in the student that
expansion

the Soviet system has its merits.

The pro-Soviet bias of textbooks becomes obvious when
descriptions of Nazism are compared with passages on communism. Nazi methods, governmental structure, and plans
for world conquest were similar to those of the communists.
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Not a handful of Nazis remain in the world. We are threatened by a world-wide communist conspiracy of 33-million
fanatically-dedicated revolutionaries who have enslaved onebillion people. Yet, while textbook writers use justifiably
vicious words to describe Nazism, the communists get a
"neutral" appraisal. Harlow is typical. He writes of "brownshirted Nazi gangsters" and "black shirted Fascist plunderers"
in describing the rise of totalitarianism in Germany and Italy'
Of Communism, he writes:
Meanwbile, Russia had organized the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and was ruled by a handful of Communist
Party members led by Ioseph Stalin. (Pe. 606)

The bias becomes obvious in the treatments of the role of
Russia and Germany in World War II. Of the early part of
the war when Russia and Germany were still allies, Gavian
and Hamm use these words to describe the joint destruction
of Poland:
. . . While the Nazrs quickly overran the western half of
Poland, the Russians occupied the eastern 1ra11. 1pg. 595)
Todd and Curti use almost exactly the same words, adding
a few modifiers to describe the Nazis:
While the Nazi storm troops quickly overran the westertr
part of the country (Poland), Russiqn armies occupied the
eastern half. (pe. 757)
Note that Cerman armies are described as Nazi storm
troops while the Russian armies are not called Communists
or the Red Army. Communism has rightly been described by
J. Edgar Hoover as "Red Fascism." As such it deserves equally
condemnatory textbook treatment with Nazism.
The Yalta Conference, one of the most sordid episodes in
American diplomatic history, gets only passing mention in
textbooks although agreements made there by Roosevelt,
Stalin and Churchill resulted in the enslavement of 7O0-million
people by the communists.a8 Here is how several textbook
authors describe the agreements which resulted in communist

domination

of Poland,

Yugoslavia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Ru-

mania, China, and six other nations. Craven and Johnson say:
In February 194j, Roosevelt met with Churchill and Stalin
at Yalta to make plans for the final blows against Germany
and lapan. (pe. 824)
Gavian and Hamm in The American Story say:

At the Yalta Conference . . Roosevelt, Churchill and
Stalin outlined a plan for dividing both Germany and Austria.
1pg. 670)
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Faulkner, Kepner, and Merrill in their text go even furthcr

in distortion by omission. They say:
At the Yalta C-onference . . . Russia,

Great Britain, and thc

United States agreed that the tiberated peoples should ..crcatc
governments of their own choice." 1pg. 6EE)

Dumond, Dale and Wesley come closest to telling the
student that there might bc sornething in the Yalta story
worth studying. They say:
Sonre agreements between Russia, Grcat Britain, and- the
United Statcs as to the postwar treatm€nt of Germany wcre
medc at Yalta, though daails stilt remain in dispute. 1pg. 7tt)

Alger Hiss, a communist and adviser to Roosevelt at yaltr,
is ignored as an influence on the Conference and the agreements made there. This is typical of the textbook '.blackout"
on high level infikration and subversion of the U. S Govern-

ment by communist agents.
Texts written in the 1950's ignore or belittle the influencc
of Hiss, Harry Dexter White, Owen [:ttimore, and other high

level agents. tf their part in directing American policies
toward communist objectives was thoroughly discussed, the
student would likely gain an impression that communistg

were too treacherous to trust in any world government. If thc
continuous string of over 50 agreements broken by the communists since World War lI were detailed, the student might

rightly decide that negotiation of further agreements rs unwise.

It

the true story of U. S.-Soviet relatioris were [old, studeDts

would nqver accept textbook propaganda for a United Nations
world governrnent and disarmament. Yet, these themes run
through the textbooks from which students are suppose{ to
learn about American government. Magruder, on the first
page of his book says:
We know that unity of our own states brought peace

and

strength to our country. We believe that similar cooperation
will bring peace and goodwill to the nations of the world.

Magruder ignores the conditions which made unity possible

in America, conditions which do not exist in today,s world.
They included a 500-year heritage of seeking freedom under
English common law from

l2l5

when the Magna Charta was

signed; common language, religious and racial heritage; agreement on an economic system: and true acceptance of a conr-

mon goal of freedom.

Today, nearly one-third of the "new" nations of the world
have no traditional concepts of law. Some have not completely rejected cannibalism. Only a handfut of United
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Nations members have
freedom similar to those which made America strong. Racial
and religious differences further complicate the problem.
Even if all these obstacles could be brushed away, the international communist conspiracy with its goal of world domination makes any form of unity, except eventual slavery for all,
impossible.

Ignoring all these facts, Magruder repeats the same illogical
reasoning on page 14 of his text:
We have peace in the United States because we hbve agreed
to federal laws and have an army to enforce them. When we
have definite international laws and an army to enforce them,
we shall have international peace. When atomic bombs are
made only by a world government and used only by a world
army, who could resist?
Who could resist? Certainly not the United States if the
"neutralist" Afro-Asian block united, as usual, with the communist countries and voted democratically to place all Americans in slavery. Would it be wrong? Perhaps. But it would
be democratic.
Yet throughout the book, the student is conditioned to
accept world government, without discussing rrhether it would
be good or bad. Finally, in the last two chapters, Magruder
spells out in detail the specific steps which should be teken
to prepare for world government. They include:

Give the UN absolute power to regulate international
trade and commerce. (pg. 715) Immigration contiol now
handled by each country would be relinquished to the UN

along with the power to arbitrarily remove people from one
part of the world and settle them in a place a UN planner

determines their skills, etc. are needed. (pg. 716)
Place control of the Panama Canal under the United Nations. (pg. 716) Establish an international police force strong
enough that no nation can resist its orders. (pg, 715-7) Give
the UN power of taxation. (pg.7l7) Place broadcast stations,
press, speech, etc. under UN control to insure development of

"cooperative" public opinion (brainwashing). (pe. 718)

As fantastic as many of these proposals sound, they were
taught to the children of America as long as 12 years ago.
Today, they are being discussed seriously as steps to be taken
by the U. S. Government.

All those who support such programs are not communists.
Those who write such textbooks, put them into school systems, and vehemently defend them when they are exposed
are not communists, or even prrcommunists. They are misguided socialist idealists consumed with the idea of solving
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world problems through a one-world socialist government.
They believe that, if all human differences (economic, religious, political, etc.) can be eliminated, all mankind's problems will disappear as well. In striving for this idealistic goal,
they emotionally banish all fact and reason. Past communist
treachery, which would be an obstacle to world socialistic
brotherhood, is pathologically ignored.
Under the protective cover offered by the misguided oneworlders, the communists have been able to operate in the
schools of America.
As early as 1940, the Rapp-Coudert Investigating Committee of the New York State Legislature disclosed that the
I1,000 member Teachers Union in New York city was under
complete communist control. Over 1,000 communists were
teaching in New York city schools.ae
In the committee's final report, it was stated:
The communists and those under their influence in the
Teachers Union comprised nearly one-fourth of all personnel

in city

colleges.so

After exposure by the Rapp-Coudert committee, communist influences in the schools lessened for a brief period.
However, in 1952, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee
learned that no real cleanup had been accomplished. In a
series of hearings on subversive influences in education the
committee learned that 500 or more communists were still
teaching in New York city. Administrative red tape, Supreme

Court decisions, and opposition of teacher organizations have
hampered efforts to utilize the information developed by the
investigations.

Efforts to remove communist teachers from positions of
influence have been strongly opposed by such influential
organizations as the American Association of University
Professors.sl

Decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court have made nearly
impossible the job of concerned school authorities in cleanjing their own ranks. In the case of. Sweezy vs. New Hampshire62 the Warren Court reversed the New Hampshire Supreme Court and held that the Attorney General of New

Hampshire exceeded his authority

in questioning professor

Sweezy about suspected subversive activities. euestions which

the Court said that Sweezy properly refused to answer included, "Did you advocate Marxism at that time?,' and ..Do
you believe in communism?"
In the case of Slochower vs. Board ol Education ol New
Yorkig the Court reversed the decisions of three lower courts
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it was unconstitutiooat to discharge a teacher
because he took the Fifth Amendment when asked about
communist activities. The court ordered Slochower, an identiand held that

fied communist, rehired in his position at Brooklyn College
and granted him $40,00o in back pay.
Through the combined actions of the communists, and the
disciples of Dewey; Counts, Rugg, and other Frontbr Think'
rrs, many of our schools have become iDstruments for producing the "new social order." These criticisms do not
apply equally to all 40,(XX) school systems in the United States.
' Becaure of local control over the schools, alert parents,
informcd sc-hool board members, and patriotic school admin'

istrators and teachers in marry areas have been able to unite
to do an outstanding job in their schools.
For this reason, the "progressivist" tlinkcrs are actively
advocating a massive program of fedcral aid to education
which would ultimately remove control of the schools from
thc local level and transfer it to Wastrington. The appoitrtment of one "progressivist" thinker as head of the Office of
Education would insure that the amoral, socialistic theories
of E)ewey, Counts, and Rugg could be permeated into thoee
schoolhouses and textbooks which have thus far been immune.
Bccause control of the schools is at the local level, the iob
of insuring that they remain sound, or making them so if they
are not, must be done locally. However, the parent, school
edministrator, or organized group which opposes, or even

of the progressivists is
likely to bring down a storm of attacks, smears, and vili-

questions, the theories and methods

fcation.
The National Education Association's N ational Commission
Delense ol Demxracy Through Educalion, can, and
will, rush its trained propagandists to the scene. Charges of
socialist bias in education is vehemently denied, or ridiculed.
The Pasadena Story, an impressive publication issued by the
NEA Defense Commission when parents in Pasadena, California rebelled at the indoctrination of their children, is
typical. Of the Pasadena parents, the report says:
They apparently claim that this country has already movcd

lor the

into, or is rapidly moving toward, some form of

socialism,

collectivism, or statism. They contend that subversive elemeats
have sifted into public education and that many teachers arc
seeking to change the American way of life. They charge that
John Dewey's progressive education is an instrument designed
to break down American standards and weaken the fabric of
American society . . . They oppose certain educators who they
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'assert are seeking to indoctrinate the youth
of the country for

a changed

social and economic order.64

This report was issued in June l95l by the National Education Association. The NEA executive secretary at the time
was Willard Givens who himself had publicly stated:
We are convinced that we stand today at the verge of a
great culture
But to achieve these things, many drastic
changes must be made. A dying laissez-fairC must be completely destroyed, and all of us, including the owners must be
subjected

to a large degree of social control.66

Today, the NEA's Defense Commission, in Gestapo-like
fashion, maintains a "blacklist" of individuals and organizations which publicly question or criticize the quality of edu-

cation. The NEA Commission for "Defense of Democracy"
in its 1961 annual report adrnitted:
About 1,000 requests for information concerning individuals
or groups thought to be causing trouble for the schools or the

profession were received during the year. Several new fact
sheets and information bulletins concerning critics of education were prepared. The Commission has, probably, the most
complete files of their kind of critics of education.60
Tbe Tulsa Tribune, after determining that a dossier on its
editor was in the NEA files of "critics of education," asked

editorially:

What is the function of the National Education Association
to improve the education of America's children or to stif,e

-criticism of pres€nt

educationat methods.Ez

Chapter VII

Subverting Our
Religious Heritage
For, il the trumpet give an uncertain sound,
who shall prepare himsell lor the battle?
I Corinthians, l4:8

-

THE WEAPONS OF HATE AND FEAR by which the
collectivists have moved a generation of Americans to sell
their freedom and integrity for security would never have
worked had American roots in basic Judaic-Christian traditions not first been severed. God could not be replaced by
Government as the source of all blessings until moral concepts were first blurred.

The collectivists, no respecters of institutions, no matter
how sacred, planted their roots in the churches of America
before the end of the l9th Century.
Dr. Walter Rauschenbusch and Dr. Harry F. Ward were
probably the most responsible for the "revolution in religion."
They replaced the Bible-based belief that man was individually
responsible to God for his own salvation with a concept of
"social salvation." Rauschenbusch was a turn-of-the-century

theologian and Ward was professor of Christian Ethics at
New York's influential Union Theological Seminary for 25
years.

Analyzed, the "social salvation" which collectivist theologians teach is basically a restatement

of the Marxian dogma

of Economic Determinism

"change the economic environA theology based on the
ment and man will be transformed."
message of Christ teaches that through true acceptance of
Him and His teachings, man is changed, and can, in turn,

change the world and correct its ills.

Rauschenbusch spelled

out his break with

traditional

Christianity clearly when he wrote:

. . we differ from many Christian

believe that

if

men and women who
only men are personally converted wrong and
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will gradually disappear from the constructioo of
It does not appear such to us.1
Dr. Rauschenbusch graduated from Rochester Theological
Seminary in 1885. He was a confirmed socialist even before
making a trip to Europe in 1907 to visit with Beatrice and
Sidney Webb, founders, with atheist George Bernard Shaw,
of the British Fabian Society. Rauschenbusch was a shrewd
practitioner of the Fabian methodology who realized that if he
identified socialism as such in his preaching and teaching,
injustice
society.

many people in the church would be repelled. Therefore, in
his new "theology" Rauschenbusch promised a "Kingdom of
God on Earth."2 As early as 1893, Rauschenbusch wrote:
The only power that can make socialism succeed, if it is
established, is religion. It cannot work in an irreligious
country.S

Major Edgar Bundy, in his comprehensive and well-documented book, Collectivism in the Churches, said of Rauschenbusch, "Socialism, thus, was his first concern. Religion was
only a mbans toward achieving socialism."a

What effect has Rauschenbusch had on the Church in
America? Here are the words of Dr. A. W. Beaven, a former
president of the Federal Council ol Churches of Christ in
America, written in 1937:
It is clear, it seems to me, that the greatest single influencc
on the life and thoughi of the American Church in the last
50 years was exerted by Walter Rauschenbusch.o
Rauschenbusch and his "social gospel" provided the philosophy forthe collectivist movement which has drained much
of American Protestantism of its effect on man and his life.
Dr. Harry F. Ward contributed the organizational and conspiratorial genius to the movement.
Ward is an identified communist.'i In 1908, he was the
founder of the oldest, officially-cited communist-front group
in America, the Methodist Federation for Social Action.? A
year later, he played a part in organizing the Federal Councit
of Churches, forerunner of the present day, National Council
of-Churches. He has been an organizer or promoter of nearly

every important communist-front activity in America since.
In September 1961, while in his 80's, this durable old man
was the keynote speaker at an officially-sponsored communist
rally in New York which protested the action of the Supreme
Court in branding the Communist Party USA as a communistcontrolled organization.t
Identified under oath as a communist by Benjamin Gitlow,D
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first head of the Ccjmmunist Party USA; Manning Johnson,
one-time leader of the Party's Negro Section;lo and several
others, Ward was branded as the "Red Dean" of the religious
field before a committee of the U. S. Congress. Ward posed
as a Methodist but for 25 years he infected hundreds of young

ministers of all denominations with his blasphemous ideas as
a professor of Christian Ethics at Union Theological Seminary. He also served at Boston School of Theology at Booton
University.
Ward recruited pupils, associates and disciples to his crusaderr to produce, in his words:
. . a changed attitude on the part of many church
members concerning the purpose and function both of the
Church and Christianity.r2
Among his closest associates and most devoted pupils in
the religious field were such conspirators as the Rev. Jack
McMichael, Rev. Charles Webber, Rev. Alanson Smith, Dr'

Willard Uphaus, and Rev. Lee Ball.r3 The

controversial

Methodist bishop, C. Bromley Oxnam, was Ward's pupil,
secretary and one-time apologist.la

THEIR DISCIPLES
What effect have these Marxist conspirators, Fabian and
communist had on the Church, its people, its theology, and
its teaching?

In 1960, a controversy developed over an official U. S. Air
Force Reserve Training Manual which warned Air Force
personnel that communists, their dupes and sympathizers had
infiltrated into churches. Church groups protested vehemently
and Congress investigated. Richard Arens, staff director of
the House Committee on Un-American Activities, testified
during the hearings as to the evidence of communist activity
in the religious field. He said:
,fhus far of the leadership of the National Council of
Churches of Christ in America, we have found over 100 persons in leadership capacity with either Communist-front records

or

records

of

service

to

Communist causes. The

of being in the
first indicated, is now, according to the latest
count, into the thousands, and we have yet to complete our
check, which would certainly suggest, on the basis of authoritative sources of this committee, that the statement that there
is infiltration of fellow travelers in churches and educational
institutions is a complete understatement.r6
Such consistent collaboration with communists, knowingly
aggregate affiliations

hundreds as

of the

leadership, instead
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or unknowingly, by the leadership of the largest church-related
organization in America is a chilling revelation to most Americans. The Chairman of the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities, Congressman Francis Walter (DPa)
stated when opening the hearings on the controvenial Air
Reserve Training Manual:

This is not to say that these persons are necessarily coasciously supporting communist enterprises, but the net rcsult
is, for all practical purposes, the same.16
What is the net result? The National Council of Churches,
its subordinate organizations, and the leaders of many of its

affiliated denominations and their publications consistently
parallel or follow the Communist Party line, as exposed by
J. Edgar Hoover.l? The collaboration is particularly evident
on such issues as disarmament,ls recognition of Red China
and its admission to the United Nations,lo opposition to the
committees of Congress which investigate communist infiltra-

tion, subversion, and agitation,2o anti-anti-communism,21 and
in the promotion of visits to America by communist .,churchmen" from behind the Iron Curtain.22
How important are the churchmen, who, wittingly or unwittingly, support communist fronts and causes? How many
are there?

_.An independent group of Methodist clergy and laymen,
Circuit Riders, Inc.a have analyzed the influence achieved in
the Church by the collectivists. From public records, newr
paper ads sponsored by communist fronts, the letterhead lists
of sponsors of cited subversive groups, signers of communist-

circulated petitions, etc., Circuit Riders, Inc. has compiled
and published names of over 7,000 ministers and theological
school professors who have supported communist fronts and
causes.

These 7,OO0, some of whom have supported 100 or more
communist causes, and some of whom have been duped but
once, comprise only a small segment of the more than 200,000
Protestant ministers in America. Are they important thea?
An analysis of the "hierarchy" of the six denominations
included in the Circuit Riders study, religious publications,
and theological school faculties show that in typical Fabian
and Communist fashion they hold pocitions of influence and

control far out of proportion to their numbers.
For example, the Congressional hearings on the muchsmeared Air Reserve Training Manual cited the names of a

few leading fellow-travelers in the ministry. They included:
Walter Russell Bowie who haq affiliated with 33 communist
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fronts and causes, Henry J. Cadbury, with nine, George Dahl
with 18, kroy Waterman with 20, dnd Fleming James with
a verified total of 25 affiliations with communist fronts and
causes.24

These five men, and 25 others with records of support for
communist causes, served on the committee of 95 Bible
scholars, translators, and theologians who_produced the Revised Standard Version of the Holy Bible.B While less than
three per cent of Protestant ministers have affiliated in any
way with communist fronts and causes, on this one important
project nearly 3OVo of the participants have been so affiliated.
In their translation ten years ago, these Church "liberals"
laid the foundation for current attacks on the validity of the
Virgin Birth of Christ and the questioning of the Deity of
Chrlst which are currently the rage in "modernist" theological
circles. In the translation of the Old Testament, these scholars
changed the prophetic passage in Isaiah 7: 14 which reads:
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son and shall
call his name Immanuel.

of

In the "new" version, copyrighted by the National Council
Churches, this beloved passage reads:
Behold, a young woman shall conceive and bear a son and
shall call his namc lmmanuel.26

Through control of religious organizations and magazines,
Sunday School literature, prominent seminaries and journals
of theological thought, they guide the thinking and paralyze
by
the action of thousands of other dedicated men of God
controlling the information they get.

CHURCH LITENATURE
Here is an example of the influence of these collectivist

thinkers. The Christian Century is perhaps the most widely
distributed and most influential publication for Protestant
clergymen. The magazine's editorial policy is viciously antianti-communist,2? opposes Congressional investigation of communist subversion,2s disseminated the line that Chinese Communists were "agrarian reformers" and promotes the big
government concePt that a central authority should do all
things for all men. The magazine was a stalwart supporter
of Fidel Castro. In fact, three months alter Castro himself
announced to the world on December 2, 1961 that he had

been dedicated to communism since his teens and that his
revolution had been a communist one, the Christian Century

on March 6, 1962 said:
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Fidel Castro's powerful position as the president of the
Cuban Agricultural Reform Institute has been turned over
to Cuban Communist Carlos Rodrigtez. . . The question
which now arises is whether Castro controls or is controlled
by the new president of the C.A.R.I. . . . Have ttre communists now completely captured Cuba and are they retaining
Castro as a showpiece? Is it possible that a man as vain
and as courageous as Castro would turn over leadership without a struggle? Has there been such a struggle and has the
Cuban Communist Party won it?2e

That these thoughts should be voiced in an influential church
paper three months after Castro himsell announced that he
was a Communist, and almost three years after his firing
squads executed thousands of Cubans, is utterly fantastic.
This complete refusal to face reality and facts is hardly a
qualification for an influential church editor.
Not all propaganda which finds its way into church literature and publications is so obvious. The Adult Student,
official Sunday school publication of the General Board of
Education of the Methodist Church, in the September 1962
issue presented an "objective" study of Communism.so
Through omission, distortion and clever use of adjectives,
and outright attacks on those who are trying to do anything
about the threat of communism many Methodists were mislead or had their concern about communism dulled.
Admittedly, communist theory was presented authentically.
flowever, communist theory has played only a minor role in
the growth of world communism. Communist tactics of in-

filtration, subversion, bribery, lies, bluff, brutality, treason,
and murder are played down or ignored as the force which
has spread communism around the world. A certain tolerance
of communism and its leaders is implied or stated. Here is
an example:

First of all, we deceive ourselves if we visualize communism
terms, as absolute evil opposed to
our absolute good.3r
Marx is pictured as a "humanitarian" and "devoted husband
and father."sz This whitewashing of Mam by a widely dis-

in stark black-and-white

tributed church publication ignores the starvation death of
three of his infant children and the unhappy suicides of two
others while in their teens. Further, Marx is equated with
Jesus as a revolutionary. Under the heading, "Two Revolu-

tionaries," the Adult Student says:

Iesus and Marx each lived in a time of social crisis . .
each believed that a new order lay within the reach of man
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. . . Both recognized . . . the need for social and moral

reform . . . Both revealed a messianic sense of destiny . . .
both men drew on their heritage of Old Testament prophecy
to denounce evils in the world . . . Thus Man and Christ
wcre revolutionary leaders.$s

The article present3 the outright communist argument that
we are no better than the communists in this way:
How easily, in personal judgments or national policies, we
too slip into the same moral relativism! We condemn a 'tommunist foothold" ninety miles from Florida, yet support a
military outpost five miles from Red China.sa

The writer conveniently ignores that communist forces are
Cuba by virtue of a bloody military overthrow of an
existing, elected government. Communist military forces in
Cuba'are threatening to aggressively spread slavery throughout Latin America. The Nationalist forces on Quemoy anil
Matsu are an outpost of the free world, a deterent necessary
only because of Chinese Communist threats to swallow up
Formosa and the rest of Southeast Asia.

in

CORRUPTING CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
The most tragic effect of the Harry F. Wards, and like
thinkers, in the theological schools has been the warping of
the basic precepts of Christian doctrine until it is no longer
an effective force in man's life. The result is seen in our
society. It was observed in Korea where hazy concepts of
right and wrong were found in men who had no firmly held,
fundamental religious convictions.
Redbook magazine, in its August 1961 issue, published an
article which sparked more than a little discussion among
Bible-believing Christians, clergy and theologians. Based on
interviews with 100 students at eight leading seminaries, the
article found:
. that 56/o of. the young ministerial students do not
believe in the virgin birth of Jesus Christ . . . that ll% sud
"No" when askpd, "Do you believe in the divinity of lesus?"
. . . that many of the 89% who said "Yes" wanted to define
divinity to suit themselves. Belief in the immortality of man
ranked as a major belief of only 2/o and only lyo were convinced there will be a Second Coming of Christ. While only
29/o believe in a real heaven and h.ell, 46% believe that
Jesus ascended physically into heaven as described in the
Gospels of Mark and Luke. (This is a contradiction in itself
as twice as many reported believing in the Ascension into
heaven as believe in heaven).35
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This disintegration of the basic tenets of Christianity

is

the outgrowth of "modernist" theologians who deny the divine
inspiration of the Bible. With many Christians reiecting their
intellectually bankrupt concepts, a new and even more insidious movement, the "neo-orthodox," has arisen. Admitting
the divine inspiration of the Scriptures, the neo-orthodox
theologian leaves each man free to "interpret" the Bible for
himself.
Such interpretation has led to the hazy concepts of right
and wrong Army investigators found among American POW'S
who collaborated in Korea. It has contributed to the general
breakdown of moral standards in our society which has
resulted in a l00Vo increase in the rate of illegitimate births
in 20 years and sexual promiscuity among young people. The

Church, with its watered down "interpreted" doctrines, has

failed to stem this tide.

An official publication of the General Board of Education
of the Methodist Church, Workers With Youth, in the Sep

tember 196l issue, suggested that adult leaders use films at
young people's meetings and social events. The teacher's
guide advised:

. . . it would be unrealistic to demand that such dramas
be immaculate before they can qualify for such viewing. For
under guidance, we learn from the sordid and pathological.s0
Today's young people are over-exposed to the "sordid and
pathological" from every side without its being presented in

church programs as well. The tone of the advice given
Methodist youth leaders is further demonstrated by this excerpt from the same article:
For many people, the church has become a symbol for
repression, for restriction, for a desperate fear of wrong
Perhaps it is far better for youth to risk moral stumbling
than to shrivel into barren and empty spirits, alone with their
regrets.3?

The church should be the one last bulwark against decaying
morals and the permissive, experimentalist attitude toward
sex reflected in movies, literature, news media, and TV. The
use of false alternatives: risk moral stumbling or shrivel into

a

barren, empty spirit is

a typical collectivist weapon for

destroying traditional truth.

The decay of the church as a vital moral force would

be

serious even without the drift toward "neutrality" by church
leaders in the battle between east and west. A moral vacuum
is being created in which those dedicated to the destruction of
our society can work unimpeded. Admiral Ben Morrell, dec-
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orated Navy veteran, founder of the World War II Seabees,
and outspoken conservative philosopher, describes the dilemma in this way:
We urge peoole to go back to church; but there they frequently find that the very forces which have impaired our
traditional beliefs have also affected the source of those beliefs, the church itself. The contemporary retigious scene
is in a state of confusion. Many of our prominent and articulate churchmen and some of our most influential church
bodies have favored socialization of our national life and
have urged that more power be placed in the hands of
goveroment.:r8

Over the years, those who have attempted to question the
been subjected to ridicule, persecution, and continual efforts to stifle such discus-

"drift to the left" in the Church have

sion. At the height of the smears against anti-communism
in the press of the United States, Loo& magazine, in the April
24, 1962 issue, published an article, The Rightist Crisis in
Our Churches. The author, the religious editor of the United
Press, ridiculed charges of infiltration of church organizations
and cited as his authority, William C. Sullivan, assistant
director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. ,The article

quotes Sullivan as saying:
It can be stated factually and without equivocation that
any allegation is false which holds that there has been and is,
on a national scale, any substantial Communist infiltration of
the American clergy There can be no doubt as to the

loyalty

of the

overwhelming majority

of the clergy of

our

nation.se

Sullivan is, of course, correct. No responsible critic has
charged that any substantial part of the clergy is communist
or pro-communist. Even the largest estimates of the knowing
or unknowing participation of clergymen in communist fronts
is under 5%o and this is far from substantial. However, the
remarks of the assistant director of the FBI are widely circulated to discredit those who are concerned that a small hardcore of clergymen who are serving something or someone
other than Cod dominate church organizations, publications,

top. Sullivan's quoted words come from a 90
minute speech he delivered at the Highland Park Methodist
Church in Dallas, Texas on October 19, 1961.
etc. at the

The balance of Sullivan's speech is ignored by those who
ridicule the threat of communism in the churches. Sullivan
listed nine reasons why clergymen succumb to communist
appeals. They include:
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Failing to recognize obvious communist propaganda in petitious, open letters, clemency appeals, pamphlets, etc.
mistaken notions that clergymen can work with communists
for peace, civil righs, ending racial discrimination, etc. without
harming religion and strengthening communism.
Confusing the values of comrrunism with those of Christianity
confusing the social doctrines of Karl Marx with
those o[ Jesus Christ
a tendency to reject or drastically
dilute the supernatural content of religion in favor of a naturalistic form of humanism which can make it hard to logically
take a strong stand against communism.
Show a proneness to join organizations without questioning

their real sponsorship, direction, policies, etc.
making
statements and drawing conclusions relative to foreign policy,
economics, and domestic politics which exceed their field of
comPetence.r0

A good example of the final point was the 400 laymen
and 2fi) clergymen who participated in the Fifth World
Order Study Conference in Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 18-21,
1958. They unanimously passed a resolution in favor <if
diplomatic recognition of Red China by the U. S. and the
seating of the communist Chinese government in the United
Nations. The ConfereDce was dominated by officers, staff
personnel and members of the General Board of the National
Council of Churches.
J. Edgar Hoover, in a series of articles in the fundamental.
church publication, Christianity Today, outlined the communist strategy of deceit in their potent attack against the
Churches.

Mr. Hoover said:

"Look," the communists are saying, "we are tolerant of
religion, we do not want to attack your faith. Rather, let's
work together on issues in which we are both interested
peace, civil liberties, economic justice. We communists are
believers in love, justice, and the brotherhood of man. Let's
not fight but work together.
Here is the deadly 'tome along" of communism, directed
today at the Christiao pulpit. This enables the Party to move
close to unsuspecting ministers and laymen who see only the
exterior verbiage and not the concealed danger. How docs
the Party work here? In many ways: encouraging churchmen
to endorse, support and even participate in communist-front
groups, Communist-sponsored petitions; to. neutralize clerical
opposition to communism. (If a minister can be influenced
to keep silent about the dangers of communism, the Party has
gained.

)

4t

How many churches today are effectively opposing com-
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munism? In his article Mr. Hoover asks the clergy who read

the magazine:
Have you encoura{ed members

of your church to read
about communism and to learn of its evil nature? Have you
urged formatioo of discussion groups to acquaint men aod

women with the challenge.rz

of the clergy in America has not
It appears they have been largely
in the fight, one of the communist goak Mi.

Unfortunately, much

heeded this sound advice.
n_eutralized

Hoover outlined. Patriotic clergymen have been misled into
opposing anti-communist programs of all sorts by the antianti-communist propaganda in the religious press and a
sincere desire to avoid "controversy"
and opposing communism can be controversial.

Chapter

VIII

The Press, Radio and TV
Our republic and its press will rise and lall
togethel.

-toseph

Pulitzer

THE NEWS MEN OF AMERICA MUSI ShArC With thc
U. S. Department of State the responsibility for the fall of
China, the butchering of Budapest, Castro's rise in Cuba, and

the destruction of the anti-communist forces in Indonesia,
Laos, Algeria and the Congo.
If alert, conscientious reporters had rejected official S1ate

Department press "handouts" and "briefings" and dug out the
known and documented backgrounds of Castro, Ben Bella,
and Mao Tse-tung, these communist dic{ators wouldn't be in
power today in Cuba, Algeria, and China.
If the American press had consistently informed the American people about the repeated failures, mistakes, and stupidity of the State Department, the mess in Washington would
have been cleaned up years ago. Communism would not be
threatening America today from aD armed stronghold just
90 miles from Florida.
Walter Trehan, distinguished chief of the Chicago Tribune
bureau in Washington, charitably attributes press failures to

the "system" in Washington. In an article entitled, Declhu
ol the Fourth Estate,t first written in 1951 and republished
ten years later, Trohan said:

ln Washington, where a thousand newspapermen ply their
trade, there is mounting suspicion that members of the press
have begun to grow weary of tbe exacting watchdog role
and have been attaching themselves to the First Estate, the
ruling class.
The simple truth is that the press has given up on facthunting for the less arduous and frequently more profitable
role of interpreting what has gone before and predicting what
is to come, in conformity with the Administration's pattcrn.
Trohan described how the press is seduced with high living,
first-name treatment by the "greats" of government, expensepaid press trips abroad, "tips," and "leaks" on important
stories, and off-the-record "briefingis" by high officials. S\rch
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invitations and access to news sources are not available to the
conscientious newsman who asks embarrassing questions.

Trohan continued:

The temptations to abandon reporting in favor of revealing
. it is far easier to run through the grist of
official handouts than to grub for news Once a reporter
convince$ himself that he can bring his readers great news
from these handouts, he has little or no compunction in lengthening the stride of his dispatches to take in the propaganda.
It is not difficult to convince a reporter that it isn't the news
but the way he writes it that counts. Especially when he finds
that those who hew the line most consistently are acclaimed as
journalistic greats and when he becomes aware that Pulitzer prizes go to reporters taking handouts from law firms
defending loyalty suspects or from a foreign nation.
The sins of the press are not limited to printing what it is
handed. Instead, the American press has ignored, and at times
deliberately covered up, the disclosures of repeated stupidity,
if not treason, in high places.
The press handling of the story of William Arthur Wieland,

are many

whose part

I

in

bringing Castro

to

power was detailed in

and III, is a clearcut example.z
At the presidential press conference on January 24, 1962,
a woman reporter asked why William Wieland and another
man had been appointed to key State Department positions.
The Sr. Louis Post-Dispatch account of the incident was
typical of press coverage of the incident. It was written by
Anthony Lewis of the New York Times News Service. It said:
President Kennedy vigorously defended two State Department employees yesterday against a newspaper woman's
charges that they were security risks. He rebuked the reporter,
Mrs. Sarah Mclendon, when she made the accusation at his
press conference. He personally vouched for clearance of the
two men and said he hoped they would continue to serve
without detriment to their character by your euestion.s
The story quoted the President as saying that he and Dean
Rusk had personally examined Wieland's record and found
him suited for his assignment. The report continued:
Mrs. Mclendon did not say what lay behind her charge
that the two men were security risks.a
Such reporting might be excused if Lewis, the writer, was
not aware of Wieland's record during 15 years in the State
Department. That he had the information became obvious in
the final paragraphs of the Iong article, which said:
The Senate Internal Security subcommittee had made public
accusations against Wieland. These were contained in testiChapters
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by three former ambassadors in
Latin America, William D. Pawley, Robert C. Hill, and Earl
E. T. Smith.r
The story used generalizations from the testimony about
Wieland in this way:
mony before the committee

Pawley charged that Wieland, while director of the State
Department Office of Caribbean-Mexican Affairs between 1958
and 1960, had assisted the overthrow of the Fulgencio Batista
government of Cuba by Fidel Castro,
Pawley said Wieland had done so by buying the idea of oot
selling arms to either side in the revolutionary conflict. He also
said that Wieland had a "close association with Herbert Matthews of the New York Times."
Hill attributed what he termed "wrong decisions" on Cuba
to Wieland. He said Wieland was either "a damn fool or a
communist, and I don't think he was a communist."
Smith mentioned Wieland's name in a long list of persons
whom he criticized for helping in the overthrow of the Batista
regimc.e

If

this was all the evidence against Wieland, Mrs. Mclrndon's charge that he was a security risk was irresponsible.
In creating this impression, the writer of the Nep York Times
article ignored all the damning evidence against Wieland in
the Senate reports, which was detailed in Cbapter III.?
In ignoring this evidence, it can only be concluded that the

New York Times writer was deliberately covering up for
President Kennedy, Wieland, and the failure of the State
Department security system.
The Wieland case is not the only instancd where the press
has supressed serious charges against Kennedy appointees.
The questionable record of Arthur Goldberg, Kennedy's
first Secretary of Labor and Justice Felix Frankfurter's replacement on the U. S. Supreme Court have been ignored.
The Wanderer, a St. Paul, Minn. Catholic newspaper, in its
September 27, 1962 issue published charges that Goldberg
had served a number of communist causes and fronts and
had, as secretary of labor, appointed a communist to a government position.E The article charged tha:. Goldberg had
been president of the Chicago Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild. The Guild has been officially cited by the House
Committee on Un-American Activities as "the legal bulwark
of the Communist Party."o
Goldberg, the article charged, served as a sponsor of the
Conference on Constitutional Liberties in America, designated
as a communist front by the Attorney General.lo
As Secretary of Labor, Goldberg appointed Walter Gellhorn
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of Columbia University as official arbitrator for the Inter.
national Organization of Masters, Pilots, and Mates, a labor
organization representing key men in the Merchant Marine

Gellhorn, the article said, was identified as a communist b5
Louis Budenz before the House of Representatives Seleg
Committee to Investigate Tax-Exenrpt Foundations;rt
Does the past record of Mr. Goldberg inspire confidencr
ol the American people when he is appointed as a Supremr
Court Justice? Hardly. Justice Goldberg has never denier
these affiliations, and despite their wide circulation by con,
servative groups, the nation's press has ignored them.
A similar "blackout" has been imposed on more seriou!
charges against Adam Yarmolinsky, special assistant to De,
fense Secretary Robert McNamara.
During a 1962 Senate investigation, it was charged tha'
Yarmolinsky had admitted to World War II Army securit5
investigators that he had attended meetings of the Younl
Communist lrague. He denied joining the organization, bu
said, "They (the Young Communist kague) believed and l
was inclined to believe that a so-called Communist govern
ment was a desirable end."12

As an employee of the extreme left-wing Fund for thr
a vicious attack on Con

Republic, Yarmolinsky authored

gressional committees which investigate communism and alsr
security agencies such as the FBI which attempt tq protec
the nation from communist subversion.ls

Yarmolinsky's parents have long records of support fo:
left-wing causes which they continued even after their sor
was appointed to the number two spot in the Department o
Det'ense. Yarmolinsky's father, Avrahm, wbo was born ir
Russia.ra and his mother, a writer who uses the name Babettr
Deutsch,rs have been charged with being members of thr
John Reed club in 1930.16 More. recently they signed
public appeal to President Kennedy in 196l for Christma
clemency for Carl Braden and Frank Wilkinson.rT
During 1962, Babette f)eutsch was listed by the New Yorl
Times on a committee seeking freedom for the communis
terrorist, David Siquieros, in Mexico,l8 and advocated aboli
tion of the House Committee on Un-American Activities anr
its investigations of communiss.l0
Herbert Romerstein, a former undercover agent in thi
Communist Party, in his book, Communism and Your Child

r

recited some of these facts and said:
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If a young GI in our armed forces had parents with records such as this, he would be the subject of an investigatioa
to determine his loYaltY'zo
Press coverage of these aspects of the background of a top

Defense Department official has been limited to ridicule of
those who attempt to call attention to them.
Liberal or left-wing bias of the press is not a new development. The story of how the Saturday Evening Post, Collier's,
and other influential publications dwelled on the shortcomings
of Chiang Kai-shek's government while glorifying the communists is told in detail in Chapter III. The Saturday Eve-

ning Post published over 60 articles which promoted the
communist line during this period.21
The "hatchet job" the New York Times did on Senator
Joseph McCarthy discussed in Chapter III22 was typical of
the press coverage given the Wisconsin Senator's fight to expose communist infiltration in government.
These are not isolated cases.
The Indianapolis News called attention to the double standard in an editorial on April ll. 1962. The News said:
When the Columbia Broadcasting System staged its famous

TV program called "Thunder On The Right" it devoted considerable attention to a house bombing in Califoroia.
The network, it will be recalled, ran a iongish interview
with a minister who had been critical of "right wing extremists," and who had had a bomb thrown at his house. The
episode was treated as an example of what right witrg agrtation

could lead to.

Not, of course, that anyone had identified the house bomber.
it was concluded, this was the kind of thing which hap-

But

pens

in the emotional

atmosphere created

it

by the right-wing

was unclear who executed the
bombing, America's right wing revival was deemed ultimately
extremists. Even though

responsible and judged accordingly.

The Indianapolis News editorial then called atteDtion to
the death by hanging of Newton Armstrong, Jr. Armstrong,
19, was the editor of a conservative student newspaper at
San Diego State College in California. His father was a
prominent member of the anti-communist John Birch Society.
Armstrong's hands, when he was found hanging in a bedroom

in his home, wete bound behind his back. His death was
finally labelled a "suicide" by the authorities.
After recounting the details, the Indianapolis News said that
if the nation's press would apply the same standards to the
hanging as they had to the bombing of the minister's home,
then Armstrong's hanging was clearly the responsibility of
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*liberal" extremists. The News challenged CB$TV with
these words:

We think it would make a compelling documentary by
CBS; but we won't hold our breath waiting for it.
The nation's press exhibited the same double standard
shown by CBS. The home bombing made headlines across
the nation. The minister and prominent screen stars were
interviewbd on network news broadcasts. Without proof, right
wing "radicals" and anti-communists were blamed. By contrast, the death of the Armstrong boy was ignored. Those
who suggested foul play were ridiculed.
The news magazines have shown the same prejudice against
anti-communists.
In its September l, 196l issue, Lile magazine depicted
Dr. Fred Schwarz, head of the Christian Anti-Communism
Crusade, as a money hungry cynic. After a storm of public
criticism, Life's publisher, C. D. Jackson, personally appeared

on the platform of

Schwarz' anti-communism school in

Hollywood Bowl on October 16, 196l and apologized. Jackson said:

I believe we were wrong and I am profoundly sorry. It's a
great privilege to be here tonight and align Lile with Senator
Dodd, Representative Judd, Dr. Schwarz and the rest of these
implacable fighters against communism.23
Although Jackson apologized before the 10,000 people in
the audience, Lile did not print a retraction to be read by
the 6-million subscribers who had seen the original smear.
ln fact, just six weeks after Jackson made his public apology
to Schwarz, Lile in its December l, 1961 editorial, Crackpots:
How They Help Communlsm, took another swipe at Schwarz
and his efforts, saying that Dr. Schwarz and his Christian
Anti-Communism Crusade attract "people who are too superheated to teach or learn anything."

C. D. Jackson, Special Assistant to former President
Eisenhower, led the militant anti-McCarthy forces in the
President's official family and eventually succeeded in masterminding the destruction of the Wisconsin Senator.2a
Jackson's boss, Henry Luce,'the owner of Time, Lile and
other publications is another Republican with an affinity for
"liberal" causes. Luce served for a time as a trustee of the

Institute of Pacific Relations2s while Owen Lattimore and his
associates were using the IPR to influence State Department

far eastern policies.
Luce also conceived and financed the Commission on Freedom ol the Press.26 The commission spent $200,000 of Luce's
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in 1948 produced a five-volume report which was
a blanket condemnation of the nation's press for its bias
in tavor of big business, wealth and the status quo.27 Lvce
money and

had selected the ultraJiberal Chancellor of the University of
Chicago, Robert Hutchins, to head the commission. Ten of
the 12 members had a total of 68 affiliations with communist

front organizations.2s
Zile's sister.publication, Time, has shown a similar tendency to be in the vanguard of those attacking anti-communists, while maintaining its reputation as an anti-communist,
Republican-leaning publication.
In its October 22, l95l issue, for example, Time "expo*d"
Senator Joseph McCarthy and used as "evidence" of McCarthy's wrong-doing his persecution of Gustavo Dutan. Time
stated, "Duran, never a Red, was definitely and clearly anticommunist," implying that McCarthy's charges were sheer
fabrication. Tdrne published this falsehood even though it had
been furnished copies of the Military Intelligence Reports
which showed that Duran, a State Department employee, had
been a member of the Communist secret police in Spain in
193638 and had served the conspiracy in various European
capitals during the 1930's.2o
The editors of Time selected the March 10, 1961 issue to
launch an attack on the anti-communist John Birch Society.
The charges of Robert Welch, the society's founder, that
Dwight Eisenhower was a tool or dupe of the conrmunists
had first been published in Chicago and Milwaukee newspapers eight months before during the 1960 Republican National Convention. Scattered left-wing organs repeated the
"expose."

However,

it

was not until the charges against Welch and

the John Birch Society were published in the February 25,
l96f issue of People's World, the official west coast communist newspaper, that Time and hundreds of other newspapers and magazines picked the story up.
Strangely, Time, even though its reporters had been supplied a full assortment of John Birch literatureso made the
same etror as thd communist People's llorld in identifying
John Birch, for whom the society was named, as a Navy
rather than an Army captain. Time also identifed only three
of. the 26 memhrs of the Council of the John Birch Society
mentioned ii the People's Wor[d
1ft7ss ol the same
-article. Significantly, lour
Time included the name of Adolphe
Menjou in its list of Couocil members, as did the People's
World, even though the Time reporter was furnished an up
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to date list and had been advised that Menjou had resigned
several months before.3l
The press, after headlining the attacks of nearly every leftwing spokesman against the John Birch Society, ignored the
objective or friendly evaluations of the organization which
were made in the following two years. For example, Ezra
Taft Benson, secretary of agriculture in President Eisenhower's cabinet, made an evaluation of the John Birch Society
which directly contradicts the nearly unanimous condemnations and "exposes" of the press. In a formal statement in
Church News, the official publication of the Mormon Church,

of which he is an elder,

Benson said:
have stated, as my personal opinion only, that the John
Birch Society is the most effective aon-church organization in
our fight against cieeping socialism and godless communism.s2

I

Benson's statement was ignored, or was buried in back
of newspapers, as was the report of the only official
investigation and evaluation of the John Birch Society. In
1963, the Senate Fact-finding Subcommittee on Un-American
Activities of the California Legislature completed a two-year
investigation of the John Birch Society and its activities. The
pages

report made some criticisms of statements made by the
founder of the society, Robert Welch, but concluded:
There is no question, as National Review points out, that
he has stirred the slumbering spirit of patriotism in thousands

of

Americans, roused them from lethargy, and changed their
apathy into deep desire to first learn the facts about communism and then implement that knowledge with effective and
responsible action.33

Of the society's membership, the California

Senate report
stated:
We have found the average member to have been concerned
about the advances of the world communist movement and the
advances of communist subversion in this country. The John
Birch Society has provided the only organization with a militant program of study and action through which the frustrations of these people can be released . . . The average member
is firmly convinced that the real threat is not essentially abroad,
but that since our foreign policies are evolved here, and as
they are influenced here, and since our retreat from one European crisis after another has been engineered in Washington,
then the problem must be faced in this country.al

In conclusiou, the Senate report said of the John Birch
Society:
We have not found the society to be either secret or a fascist orgaoization .

. . there

have been instances

of imprudent
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activity and indefensible statements but such isolated occurreDces are not typical of the organization as a whole . .
We believe that the reason the John Birch Society has attracted so many members is that it simply appeared to them
to be the most effective, indeed the only organization throueh
which they could join in a national movement to learn the
truth about the communist menace and then take some positive
concerted action to prevent its spread.35
In contrast to headlines and front-page placement accorded
every unsubstantiated charge against the John Birch Society
since the communists triggered the anti-Birch campaign in
1961, very little attention was given to this official .,clearance"
by a committee of the California Senate.
Volumes could and should be written on the press coverage
of President Kennedy's assassination by a communist killer.
Even after Oswald was captured and his Marxist affiliations
disclosed, TV and radio commentators have conducted a
continual crusade of distortion and smear to direct the blame
against right wing or conservative groups.
The bias in the press is not always intentional. It is not

necessarily deliberate. It is, to a degree, the natural result
of the basic education newsmen have received in American
schools coupled with a change in the fundamental concepts
of journalism. The net effect, however, is the same.
Traditionally, the job of the newsman was to report the
the who,
when, where, and why. While
- age-old what,
following these
precepts of the newspaper field, the
reporter covering a political speech, for example, told what
the speaker said. Opinions and explanations were left to the

editorial page.
About 20 years ago schools of journalism started teaching
prospective newsmen the technique

of "interpretive reporting;

which had been popularized by the news magazine, Time,
and other Henry Luce publications.
. The interpretive reporter, rather than faithfully recording
in an orderly way a speaker's words, instead explains th"meaning" and "overall importance" of what is said. Such

interpretation is justified with the contention that the average
reader might not understand the report otherwise, that the
broadened latitude given the reporter permits him to bring in
explanatory background material and use a writing style which

is more lively and interesting.
The danger in such "interpretive reporting', is that the reporter may himself not fully understand the meaning of

what the speaker says. When an ultra-liberal reporter covers
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the speech of a conservative speaker, or vice versa, the
writer is in basic disagreement with the message presented.
He would feel that the speaker was misleading his audience.
The reporter would therefore feel it his duty, not to relate

the speaker's words objectively, but to present the case in
such a way so that the reader gets the "truth." The danger,
of course, is that the reporter may not himself know the
"truth" and the facts are never fully presented so that the
reader may judge for himself.
The use and abuse of( interpretive reporting was so widespread during the 1960 Presidential campaign that widespread criticism developed within the press itself in the
months following the election. Four independent studies were
made by news agencies or press related organizations of the
campaign coverage.
Interpretive reporting by the Associated Press and United
Press received detailed attention in an exhaustive study by
Richard Pourade, editor emeritus of the San Diego Union.
Completed almost a year after the election, Pourade's report

reproduced portions of 140 daily AP and UPI dispatches
which showed bias in the coverage of both candidates in the
last five weeks of the campaign. In his summary, Pourade

said:
One of the most surprising features of the Associated Press
coverage was the extent to which the so-called interpretive
columns questioned the motives of the candidates, disparaged
their remarks, and brought the doubt of the Associated Press
on their integrity and character.
Even if the benefit of the doubt were given to all wire service reporters covering the campaign, that they did their journalistic best to submerge their personal feelings, the fact remains
that the editorial laxity granted them in their daily coverage
resulted in emotional treatment too often keyed to the reporters'
personal conviction.
Wire service reporters set themselves up as a final iudge of
crowds, reactions, sincerity of statement, pertinency of the
statements politically and ideologically, and passed judgements
on the merits of the various proposals. To often, wbat the
candidate had to say was buried beneath how the reporter
personally evaluated it in the context of the whole campaign,
and what he thougbt was the crowd's reaction to it.36

Earl Johnson, editor of United Press International, in a
letter defending UPI's coverage, included a statement which
said that the attitudes and reactions of reporters covering the
candidates was disgraceful.sT

The "disgraceful" behavior of the press was described by
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Willard Edwards, Washington correspondent of the Chicago
Tribune, in a comprehensive study he made of election coverage. Of the press corps assigned to Vice President Nixon's
campaign, Edwards said:
Ninety per cent of this press corps, which ranged betweeo
50 and 100 at various periods in the campaign, were all-out
supporters of Kennedy. They were not only opposed to Nixon,

they were outspoken in their hatred and contempt of him . , .
was loud and open. When Nixon was making a speech, there
was a constant murmur or ridicule from many in the press
rows just beneath the platform.3s

it

THE MEN OF THE PRESS
Walter Lippmann is olten acclaimed as the "Dean of
American Newspapermen." His syndicated column appears

in over 300 newspapers. His name on a book makes it a
best-seller. Yet, since 1940, his "scholarly" appraisals of

world affairs, his soothing, nothing-to-worry about evaluations
of comnrunist intentions have rarely been right.
Lippmann is a longtime leftist. As a student at Harvard,
he joined the British Fabian Society in 1909.30 He became
president

of the Harvard chapter of the Intercollegiate

Social-

ist Society the same year and was a close associate of Felix
Frankfurter.40'

Today, Lippmann rather consistently opposes any action
to free the captive peoples behind the lron Curtain. When
the Hungarian rebellion erupted in 1956, Lippmann was
quick to caution against aid for the Freedom Fighters. In his
October 26, 1956 column, he wrote:
It is not in our own interests that the movement in Eastern
Europe should go so far that no accommodation with Russia
is possible In the interest of peace and freedom
we must hope for a time
forever, but for a time
- not
- the
uprising in the satellite orbit
will be stabilized at Titoism.
In 1961, Lippmann, a longtime apologist for Castro, was
shocked by the attempted invasion of Cuba at the Bay of
Pigs and actually expressed relief when the try faited. ln his
May 2, l96l column, Lippmann said:
Bad as have been the consequences of failure, they are
probably less bad than would have been the indecisive partial
success which was the best that could conceivably have been
received.

Thirty-eight years after Walter Lippmann helped start the
Intercollegiate Socialist Society chapter at Harvard, other
influential editors, columnists, and Washington correspondents
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helped to found another leftwing political grouP, the Americans for Democratic Action in 1947.
The ADA's political platform advocates Red China's admission to the United Nations, transfer of all national armaments to a IJN peace force, elimination of barriers oD trade
with communist countries, and a hands off policy towards
Cuba.al

The domestic goals of the ADA include total state control
of the economic life of the nation through application of the
theories of the British Fabian economist, John Maynard
Keynes. An end to loyalty checks for federal employees,
elimination of loyalty oaths for students on government
scholarships and a halt to Congressional investigations of communist activities are other goals of the ADA.a2
Among the founders of this left-wing group was Marquis
Childs, Washington correspondent of the St- Louis PostDispatch.az Childs writings are widely syndicated and he appears regularly as a panelist on the TV news interview show,

"Meet the Press."

Other ADA founders included the Alsop brothers, Joseph
and Stewart, whose columns are used by many newspapers.e
They are also regular contributors to the Saturday Evening
Post. Ken Crawford, now a featured columnist in Newsweek
magazine, was an ADA founder, as was James Wechsler, edi-

torlf

the New York Post.as Elmer Davis, influential newsman, author and head of the communist-riddled Office of
War Information, and other lesser known newsmen were also
founders

of the ADA.46

or socialists. However, as in
so many other fields, the key jobs, acilaim as journalistic
geniuses, opportunity to write syndicated columns, and guest
ipot ut panelists on TV news shows go to the liberals'

All

newsmen are not liberals

THE BROADCASTERS
Edward R. Murrow, one-time vice-president of CBS, and
now head of the United States Information Agency, Howard
K. Smith of CBS and ABC, and Chet Huntley of NBC have,
by their associations, writings, and actions, marked them'
selves as biased liberals.

Fdward R. Murrow's service to leftist causes dates back to
1935 when he served on the board of the Institute of International Education, an organization which encouraged young
American school teachers to take their summer trainiog at the
and subsidized their trips there'a? -University of Moscow
of TV news "documentaries"
As the nation's toP producer
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Murrow pioneered the technique of "forgery by film." An
ardent defender of Alger Hiss, Owen Lattimore, John Stewart
Service and others discharged from governmen! service for
security reasons, Murrow's assistance earned him the praise

of

Owen Lattimore, who

in

1950

in his book, Ordeal by

Slander, said:
Before I could speak for myself, Murrow kept the record
straight by repeatedly drawing attention to the fact that nothing
had been proved against ms.le

Lattimore pointed out that Murrow consistently gave him
"air time" to present his views. A year later, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee found Lattimore to be "a conscious articulate agent of the Soviet conspiracy." Murrow's
defense of Lattimore could possibly be excused as bending
over backwards to be fair. However, when the subiect of
Murrow's broadcasts was the late Senator Joseph McCarthy,
there was no fairness. The character assassination Murrow
did in editing film to make McCarthy look like a giggling
psychopath brought protests from even McCarthy's most

bitter enemies.
Tbe Saturday Review's Gilbert Seldes despised McCarthy
but he was shaken by the viciousness of Murrow's "objective"

film report. He said:

The people who roared with delight should ask themsetves
quickly how they would have felt if the same technique had
been applied to someone they liked
for example, to (Adlai)
Stevenson.{o

-

John Cogley, another vehement critic of McCarthy, writing
in the liberal Catholic journal, Commonweal, pointed out . . .
. . . the Murrow show has set a potentially dangerous precedent which those who are now applauding may find good
reason to regret in time to come.so
Murrow's filmed defense of another security risk, J. Roben
Oppenheimer, drew criticism from even Dorothy Schiff, pub-

lisher of the ultra-ultraJiberal New York Posl. Mrs. Schiff
said that the Oppenheimer case did not seem to present a
clear-cut issue on which liberals could make a fight. yet,
she said:

.

Murrow asked Oppenheimer only questions that tended
best possible light. The impression left with
the uninformed viewer was that of a hero and a martyr.61
Murrow's questioning of Oppenheimer avoided the fact that
Oppenheimer's wife, brother, and mistress were communists,
that Oppenheimer had contributed sums of up to g1,000

to put him in the
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annually to the Communist Party, and that he had admitted
lying under oath to government security agents when quer
tioned during World War II when he headed the atom bomb
project.62

Murrow carried his bias into government service. When
the communists broke the nuclear test ban in September 1961,
Murrow's Yoice ol America broadcasts which supposedly send
a message of freedom behind the Iron Curtain handled the
announcement this way:
Khrushchev, with aching heart, coosentcd to test agaitr.63
Howard

K. Smith is another

widely-heralded

TV

news

commentator and producer of "documentaries."
Smith made headlines on November ll, 1962 when he
brought Alger Hiss, convicted perjurer and one-time communist espionage agent, out of obscurity. Hiss was invited to
participate in the Smith-narrated, Political Obituary ol Rich'
ard M. Nixon. Hiss discussed the character and personality
of former Vice President Nixon, who as a young congressmaD
in 1948, played a large part in exposing Hiss as a communist
agent.

Anyone familiar with Smith's views and writings would
not have been surprised at his invitation to Alger Hiss. For
instance, in his book, The State ol Europe, published in 1949
when the cold war was four years old, Smith had this praise
for the communist satellites of Eastern Europe:

Four years

conclusions
net . gaiu.

of

"People's Democracy"

to sum up

- Europe
have probably yielded Eastera

a

my

solid

If- the Communist regimes have been indistinguishable from their predecessors in political repression, they have
been at least io the social and economic realms, an outstanding

success.64

Smith exposed himself as a socialist in the same volume
when he said:
Tbe maintenance of the system

of

private eoterprisc is aot

only becoming technically less possible; it is rapidly losing its
last moral iustifications.o6
Smith explained his inability to oPPose communism in

this way:

Wheoever the merits and demerits of the Welfare State and
its planned oconomy, the main point is that it is coming by
one means or another. The only question is how long it will
take and in what form it will come.
It is the inherent inevitability of this great mutation that
has made it impossible for me to take a clear anti-Sovict
8ttitude. A good deal of the Soviet cconomic and social analysis is shrewder and morc to the point than much of the thint'
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ing about what is going on io the west. For all their distorted
vision, the Soviets have seen the clear fact that the survivd

of Capiialism is impoasible in Europe. They have ccrtainly
brought to the common man of Europe a richer life.6,6

In an earlier volume, The Last Train lrom Berlin, written
tn 1942, Smith said:
Russia looked better the longer I stayed and the more I saw.E?
Smith has held honored and responsible posts with both

CBS and ABC-TV networks. His views have been projected
into American homes as objective news analysis. He has won
the highest awards of the Journalism and Broadcast profer
sions, the DuPont Award, the Overseas Press Club award for
best radio reporting from abroad, the Sigma Delta Chi award
for radio journalism, and a TV emmy.68
Chet Huntley, ace commentator and news analyst for NBCTV, narrated an NBC "White Paper" on the controversy over
welfare reforms instituted in the small city of Newburgh,
N. Y. Entitled, "The Battle of Newburgh," it was broadcast
on January 28, 1962.
The day following the program, Joseph M. Mitchell, city
manager of Newburgh, issued an lS-point indictment of the

program. He made these charges:
Approximately 60,000 fect of film was taken of which 2,0fi)
appeared on the show. Statements of the prominent city leaders
who supported the welfare reforms were edited out.
Biased witnesses, two former office holders and the husband
of a welfare department employee, criticized the reform program. They were presented as typical Newburgh citizens

without disclosing their personal involvements which caused
tiem to oppose the welfare reform.
NBC filmed the principal defense of the welfare reform program in a bar which gave the impression that the only support
for the reform program came from those who sit around bars
drinkiag.
False figures were used in preseuting the Newburgh budget,
the entire city was pictured as a slum, and city officials were
ridiculed by editing which presented their remarks out of
context.

The program was built for emotional appeal rather than a
calm examination of the facts. For example, the city manager
was pictured saying, "No truly needy person has suffered.', This
was followed by a filmed sequence of a crying man.Ee
Five months later, the crying man voluntarily confessed to
city officials how the "documentary" had been staged. In a
tape-recorded interview with the city council, Thomas H.
Weygant, said he had been paid $50 by NBC for his part in
the "news" film. He had been carefully rehearsed on what to
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say and how to say it. NBC employees, Weygant said, had
deliberately undressed his children before they appeared on

the show to make

it

appear that he could

not afford to

clothe them.@

NBC denied the charges. The $50, they said, was a collec-

tion taken up by the cameramen to help the unfortunate,
abused victim of the Newburgh welfare reform program.
Mitchell's most telling indictment of the NBC White Paper
was the omission of any explanation of the 13 regulations
which provoked the controversy.
Widely condemned by liberals as "cruel" and "inhumane"
and praised by conservatives as long overdue, the Newburgh
reforms included requirements that all able-bodied men on
relief had to report for work in city maintenance departmeDts;
that those on relief who refused to accept offered employment
would be denied further relief; that relief payments to any
family could not exceed the take-home pay of the lowest paid
city employee with tle same number of children; and that
relief be denied to mothers of illegitimate children who bear
additional illegitimate children.ol These provisions were not
spelled out on the NBC "White Paper" so NBC viewers could
not judge the reforms for themselves.
Chet Huntley, of course, was simirly the commentator on
the show. The words he spoke, the film he showed were the
compilation of the producers, editors and writers of NBC
news. The NBC "White Paper" series is a product of this

teamwork. The Battle
White Paper

and

it

ol

Newburgh was the ninth NBC

was a typical production.

- are not biased. There are good publishers
newsmen
and conscientious feporters. Some of them are liberals
some are conservatives. However, they can't report the truth
if they never get it. That's the spot many dedicated and rewithout knowing it.
sponsible newsmen are in
- director of the CBSaffiliate in
Rex Davis, veteran news
St. Louis, KMOX, put the problem into words. He was interviewed by the St. Louis Globe-Democrat wben he completed
16 years on the air in St. Louis and said:
How do you know what's the truth? You try like the Cevil
but you are dependent on the news services (for national and
international news) and if they goof, what do you do?62
All

Another newsman put it this way: "If you can't trust your
news sources, what can you trust?"
This states the problem. Thousands of working newsmen
across the country, being conscientious themselves, attribute
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these same characteristics to the men who reach top positions
on the AP and UPI news services. They depend on AP and

UPI for the news they report to their own readers and listeners. They base their own judgments of world happening

on these "facts."
How reliable are these sources?
Wire service coverage of the 1960 presidential campaign
and the criticism of it within the press has already been discussed.G

There are othdr examples. When Whittaker Chambers-died

in

1961, the AP obituary used so many "hate words" in

describing Chambers that a number of newspapers protested.
T\e Sentinel Star ol Orlando, Florida published an editorial
dissent and then lodged a formal protest with AP's general
rnanager, Frank Starzel. The editorial said:
The staid, powerful Associated Press handled the news of
Whittaker Chambers in a pcculiar way. Chambem, you may
remember was a 830,fiD a year senior editor of ft'nrc who, in
1948, put the finger on Alger Hiss, the State Dcpartmetrt stty,
' and lost his job, his reputation, and his health. The only reason
we can think of is patriotism. He made a clean breast of
cverything; he waoted to atotre for his mistake by warning the

U. S. of its

dancer.

The A?'s hanlling tends to indict him for bcing loyal to
the U. S. The AP calls him a "turncoat commuoist." Turacoat
is a despised appellation and the inference is that aoyone who

turns from communism should be despised. The AP says
Chambers "tattled." Telling the truth is honorable, but, from
childhood, we are taught that tattling is unworthy. The AP

says Chambers "recited" to a "Congressional spyhunting committee." Here the inference is that he merely repeated a cooked-

up story and that spy-hunting is not a serious matter.
Whereas the AP calls Hiss "brilliant," it kisses off Chambers
as being "pudgy, short and fat" and says "he lived with a
woman outside of marriage." This was before he married a
woman

to wbpm

he was devoted

for

30 years until his death.G{

T\e Sentinel Star editorial concluded with this observation:
We are living in peculiar times, gentlemen of the Associated
Press, when patriots are maligned.

We are indeed living in peculiar times. The maligning of
patriots by the Associated Press and other segments of the
communications industry is not limited to men like Whittaker
Chambers. Even George Washington, the father of our
country, is being downgraded.
On February 22, 1961, the Associated Press supplied its
member newspapers with a feature story marking the birthday
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of our first president. It pictured George Washington as a
gambling slavekeeper who was a sucker for con-man
schemes.6s

In September 1962, former Ceneral Edwin Walker went to
Mississippi to observe the military forces which occupied
Oxford to force the enrollqrent of James Meredith, a Negro,
to the University of Mississippi. While in Oxford, Walker was

arrested by military authorities and charged with inciting a
riot, sedition against the United States. and other crimes.
The charges arose. in part, from Associated Press reports
that Walker had incited students to riot against lawful authority and had led them in a charge against U. S. marsbals. The
AP account was written by a 2l-year old AP reporter, Van
Savell, who stated that Walker . . .
. . . took command of a group of students, climbed a Confederate statue, and told the crowd that Governor Ross
Barnett had betrayed Mississippi.6o

The story quoted Walker as saying, while perched on the
statue:
But don't let up now. You may lose this battle but you will
have been heard. This is a dangerous situation. You must be
prepared for possible death. If you are not, go home now.
This AP news story was the one that most'newspapers
and radio stations used. It was repeated and rephrased countless times. A completely different story was told by United
Press International. In a dispatch received on the St. Louis
UPI teletype at ll:23 PM CDT, September 30, 1962, the
same incident was described in this way:
During a lull in the rioting, General Edwin Walker mounted
a Confederate statue on the campus and begged the students
to cease theil violence. He said: "This is not the proper route
to Cuba." His pleas were greeted with one massive jeer.67
Almost four months later, after Walker's illegal confinement in a mental institution, a series of court appearances
and hearings, the federal grand jury at Oxford, Mississippi
refused to indict him and all charges were dropped on January 21, 1963. Walker is suing Associated Press for $2million, charging that he was libelled. -

Walker's attorney, Clyde Watts of Tulsa, Oklahoma, has
obtained a sworn statement from a deputy sheriff in Oxford,
who was eating in the same restaurant as General Walker
when news was received that students were rioting on the

campus. Both Walker and the sheriff left the restaurant
alnrost immediately. The sheriff's statement says that when he
got into his car .and turned the radio on he heard a news
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report that rioting students were being led by Walkel
1ryfos6
he had just seen leaving the restaurant.ffi
Another influence on working newsmen are the half dozen
or so "prestige" newspapers which newsmen themselves rank
as the "best" in the nation.

Of the ten newspapers which normally top the polls of
journalism professors, newsmen and editors, only one, the
Chicago Tribune, pre$ents a consistently conservative viewpoint on both national and international affairs. Three other
papers are moderately conservative on economic matters but
tend to blind internationalism in coverage of foreign news. The
other six, The New York Times, Washington Post, St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, Atlanta Constitution, Louisville C ourier I ournal,
and Milwaukee lournal are ultraJiberal in their viewpoint.
Tbe New.York Times, consistently rated as the number one
newspaper in America, is frequently regarded as the source
of all truth by intellectuals, college professors, working news-

men, many advertisers, and even some conseryatives. The
untruths in the New York Times coverage of Senator Joseph
McCarthy, its buildup of Castro, its omission of key facts
'against
William Arthur Wieland, and the pro-communist bias
of its book review section during the tragic China period
have already been noted.6e
The Sr. Louis PostDispatch is normally ranked as the top
newspaper in the midwest a'nd the third or fourth nationally,
behind the New York Times and the llashington Posl. [t was
read daily by President Kennedy. Adlai Stevenson and other
top officials have appeared in ads publicly endorsing the paper.
An independent auditTo of the 210 issues of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch published in the January 16-October 17, L96l
period showed that the paper published 28 editorials on disarmament and nuclear testing, 2l on Berlin, 15 on Red China,
l0 on Cuba, 7 on Laos, and 7 on the Congo. There were
23 other editorials on tlre internal communist threat.
An analysis of the position taken by the Sr. Louis postDispatch in these editorialsTl showed that the paper . . .
. urged maximum concessions to achieve agreements
based largely on mutual trust with the communists on disarmament and nuclear testing. The U. S. and Russia were
blamed equally for the disarmament negotiations stalemate.
. . . advocated "accommodation" of communist demands on
Berlin and trading away American rights for agreements which
the communists might, or might not, keep.
. favored ths sdmissisn of Red China to the United

Nations.
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. . . oppoced any intervetrtion in Cuba and coodemned evet
fceble U. S. efforts to umeat Castro.
. . . spoke against U. S. aid to the anti+ommunists in Lao
and recommended that the anti-communist governmeot h
forced to put communists into key positions in a coalitior
cabinet.
. . . approved

UN efforts to crush the anti-communist force
of Moise Tshombe in Katanga and advocated a coalition gov
ernmeDt for the Congo with communists in key spots.
On the domestic scene, the Post-Dispatclr during the samr
period published 23 editorials dealing with the activities o
communists in the United States, attempts by Congress tr
investigate subversion, and educational efforts by public anr
private figures to alert people to the menace of communism
The Post-Dispatclr position . . .72
. . . suggested the need to abolish the House Qommittee ol
Un-American Activities and halt congressional investigation
of communism.
.
contradicted I. Edgar Hoover's statement that riot
against the House Committee on Un-Americao Activities il

San Francisco were communist inspired.
. . . ridiculed a proclamation of Missouri's governor, Joht
Datton, declaring an anti-communism week in Missouri, claim
ing that communists were not a threat intqrnally.

.

condemned government rulings that the Communis

Pany, USA should register as an agent of a foreign power.
. . . linked all anti<ommunist movements with Fascism an,
the Ku Klux Klan.
. . praised Senator Fulbright's memorandum which sai
that "the American people have little if any need to be alerto
to the meDace of the cold war" because the principal probler
of government leaders is to "restrain the desire of the peopl
to hit the communists with everything we've got" in Laos an
Cuba.

The Post-Dispatch viewpoint di.ffers little from those c
other top "thought molding" newspapers, the New Yor
Times, Washington Post, Milwaukee Journal, Louisvill
Courier lournal, etc.
Whether the slanting, distortion, and control of news
done by Fabian socialists, misguided idealists, or actual con
m,nists is not important. The result is the same.
Free, representative government is predicated on th
zrssumption that the people, having the facts, will make th
right decisions when they go to the polls. If the press abd
cates its responsibility, the system will fail. Breaking throug
the "paper curtain" which screens most Americans from th
truth is a primary challenge.

j

Chapter IX

Mental Health
The pretense is made that to do away with right

and wrong would produce uncivilized people,
immorality, lawlessness, and social chaos. The
lact is that most psychiatrists and psychologists
and other respected people have escaped lrom
moral chains and are able to think freely.r
Dr. G. Brock Chisholm, first head,
World Federation ol Mental Health
FOR THE RARE CITIZEN who escapes indoctrination in
the "new social order" in progressive schools; for the Biblebelieving Christian who rejects "theologians" wbo teach that
socialism is the new "Kingdom of God on Earth"; for all the
sturdy souls who hold to age-old concepts of right and wrong,
and are vocal about it, the collectivists have one final, ultimate
weapon. Declare them insane!
Fantastic? Not at all. Just as in the fields of education,
religion, press, radio and TV, the collectivists have succeeded
in infiltrating and twisting the honorable psychiatric and psychological professions to their own ends.
The "new leaders" in the psychiatric field propose to re-

educate the world's population using psychological procedures
to create a new breed of amoral men who will accept a oneworld socialistlc government. They hold the weapon of com-

mitment

to a

mental institution over the heads

of

those

"reactionaries" who rebel at acceptin'g the "new social order."
It sounds unbelievable? Listen to the words of Dr. G.
Brock Chisholm, first head of the World Federation of Mental
Health, and later head of the World Health Organization of
the United Nations. His address, sponsored by the William
Alanson White Psychiatric Foundation was delivered in October 1945 in Washington, D. C. to a large group of psychiatrists and high government officials. Chisholm said:
basic psychological distortion can be found in every
- Y-h"t
civilization of which we know anything? The only psychol<igical force capable of producing these perversions

ii

moratity

-
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the concept

of right and wrong. The re-interpretation and

it

must be psychiatrists who take the original

eventual eradication of the concept of right and wrong are
the belated objectives of nearly all psychotherapy.
If the race is to be freed from its crippling burden of good

and evil

responsibility.2

Chisholm has been obsessed for years with the idea that
instilling concepts of right and wrong, love of country, and
morality in children by their parents is the paramount evil.
In another speech, he said:
The people who have been taught to believe whatever they
were told by their parents or their teachers are the people wbo
are the menace to the world.s
What besides concepts of morality and right and wrong
does Dr. Chisholm consider to be a neurosis? He explains it

in this

speech:

Even self{efense may involve a neurotic reaction when it
means defending one's own excessive wealth from others who
are in need.t
Chisholm proposes that psychotherapy be used tb eradicate
such neuroses as a man wishing to defend his own private
property in this wav:
There must be ao opportunity to live reasonably comfortable for all the people in tbe world on economic levels which
do not vary too widely either geographically or by groups
within a population. Iftrr rs a simple matter ol redistribution
of material wealth,s
This is the basic Marxist concept that those who have,
should have it taken away. How different are Chisholm's
ideas from those of America's pioneers. Had they decided on
some scheme of redistribution of the wealth, all would have
stayed poor and hungry, because there was no wealth. Instead of redistributing what meager wealth was available, they
conceived a system of government which safeguarded private
property. Initiative was stimulated and people were encouraged to produce, and by producing, to create new wealth for
themselves. In the process, all men benefited from more jobs,
new products and services, In freedom, men have made more
spiritual, moral, intellectual progress, and produced more

material wealth for themselves and others than under agy
other system conceived by man.
The answer to the problem of poverty is not redistribution
of wealth, or "cutting the pie" into smaller pieces. This is
socialism. The true answer is stimulating people to create
making more and bigger "pies."
and produce more

-
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Chisholm and his "mental health" associates plan to achieve
world-wide distributlon of wealth. This means a world government in which all citizens can vote "democratically" to
take away the wealth of every American and divide it up in
little equal shares. AII will then be poor.
Chisholm's ideas are not those of a single "crackpot." After
expressing these views widely and frequently, he became head
of the World Federation of Mental Health and the World

Health Organzation. Other psychiatrists and psychologists
have similar views, officially expressed.
At the International Congress of Mental Health in [.ondon

in 1948, prominent

American "mental healthers" including

Dr. George S. Stevenson, medical director of the National
Association for Mental Health, Dr. Daniel T. Blain, and Dr.
Harry Stack Sullivan served on the Preparatory Commission.

Their goals were revealed in this declaration, published and
distributed in the United States by the National Association
for Mental Health:
Principles of mental health cannot be successfully furthered

in any society unless there is progressive rcccptance of thc
concept ol world citizenship. World citizenship can bc widely
extended among all peoples through applications of thc principles of mental health . . . At a major turning point in world
history tlrere is an obligation on social scientists aod psychia-

to

attempt this new formulation.o
Chisholm, in outlining his program for "enduring peace and
social progress" said that psychiatry should meet this "obliga-

trists

tion" by reaching people who matter with "clear thinking,
talking, and writing." Who are the people who matter?

Chisholm said:
Teachers, the young mothers and fathers, the parent-teacbers
associations, youth groups, service clubs, schools and colleges,
the churches and Sunday
everyooe who can bc
reached and given help toward intellectual freedom and honesty
for themselves aod for children whose future depends on them.?

school

Naturally, in speaking to such groups, the "mental health"
advocate will seldom openly suggest abolishing right and
wroDg, private property, or loyalty to country. More likely,

of "adjusting to a changing world" and learning to
"compromise." They may unfold the story of how ooe of
nine Americans need psychiatric help. They cite the grievous
need for increased funds for training "mental health" workers.
How many times have you been exposed to the "mental
they talk

health" pitch?
Chisholm's associates have achieved positions of great in-
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fluence. He suggested working through PTA's. Professor
Harry Overstreet, and his wife, Bonaro, have served as consultants to the National Congress of Parents and Teachers
(PTA) and its magazine fot many years. Here are excerpts
from one of Overstreet's many books, Tlre Greal Enterprise,
published in 1952:
Through clinical experience, we have come to recognize one
invariable characteristic of that sick condition of the miod we
call neurosis: namely, Rigidity.e
. . . the rigidity is found in several areas. In each one of
thcse we can predict that the individual will respond with
trigger-quickness and in exactly the same way' Sometimes,

it

A

appears, such persons have constellations

of prejudice

areas.

man, for example, may be angrily against race equality,
public housing, the TVA, financial and technical aid to backward countries, organized labor, and the preaching of social

rather than salvational religion.

Try

as we may, we can scarcely open up a subject that does

not tap their permeative, automatic "againstness." Such people
may apped "normal" in the sense that they are able to hold
a job and othcrwise maintain their status as members of so'
ciety, but they are, we now recognize, well along the road
toward mental illness.s
Using such criteria, the mental health experts estimate that
one out of nine, or five out of ten, and some say, every
American needs "mental health" care. Are you among them?
Do you hold rigidly to "outmoded" concepts of rigbt and
wrong? Do you reject socialism? Do you oppose foreign aid
waste? Do you object to letting African cannibals vote on
how we should live under a world government? If so, you
are by "definition" well along the road toward mental illness
and in need of "treatment,"
How do the experts hope to achieve control over you and
the other 25-million or more Americans they say need "care"?
Chisholm provided the answer:
We may begin to speculate on the advisability that psychiatrists, once the necessary one, two, or three million are available should be trained as salesmen and be taught all the

techniques of breaking down sales resistance.lo
How successful have they been? Think for a moment of
all the stars of TV, radio, the movies, writers, etc. (the people
who matter) who look upon their sessions with a psychiatrist
or analyst as a "status symbol."
How many of these public figures are in the forefront of
"peace" movements? How many are vocal advocates of uni-

lateral disarmament and nuclear test bans? Are they among
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the "comedians" who were staunch and consistent supporters

of Castro as a humane "reformer"? Are they the comedians
who regularly poke "fun" at patriotism and conservative
political leaders, ridicule God, and downgrade traditional
concepts

of

morality?

For those too stubborn to succumb to the psychiatrist's
super-salesmanship; Chisholm proposed one final rernedy
when he asked:
Should attempts be made by the profession

pulsory treatment

to institute

for the oeuroses as for other

cominfectious

diseascs?11

Since Chisholm offered this idea 18 years ago, legal systems

have been established in a majority of states

for

involuntary

and compulsory hospitalization and treatment of neurosis.
The state laws have been based on a prototype bill published
originally by the Federal Security Agency of the Public Health
Service, Dow a part of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.

Entitled,

a Dralt Act Governing Hospitalization ol the
it is, in fact, a skeleton bill designed for adop-

Mentally 1ll,

tion uniformly by federal, state, and territorial governments
to radically alter commitment procedures. The preface to
the Dralt Act, which has come to be known as the "model
mental health law" was written by Dr. George Stevenson,
participant in the London Conference.l2

Few legislators who passed the "model mental health laws"
realized that Chisholm, Stevenson and their associates define
"mental illnesses" as a "sense of loyalty to a particular nation,
a sense of loyalty to a moral code, strict adherance to concepts

of right and wrong, opposition to foreign aid or communism."
Yet, today, if you hold these beliefs, tv,to examiners who
may or may not have psychiatric training or be doctors, can
certify you are mentally ill.r3 lf. you won't consent to voluntary treatment, a police officer can arrest you. You can be
subjected to three to five days of treatment of the psychiatrist's choosing belore you even get a hearing to protect yout
rights in most states. Treatment can include electric shock
treatments, chemotherapy, hypnosis, or conceivably, a frontal

lobotomy. The procedures under which the patient,s rights

are "protected" are open to serious question. When the hearing is held to determine whetber permanent commitment and
further treatment is necessary, the patient need not be notified
of the proceedings and may not be present if the psychiatrists
"believe" such attendance would be injurious to the patient.la
The court conducting the hearing need not be bound by the
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normal rules of evidence.ls Basically, all that is necessary to

"revoke"

all the constitutional rights of any citizen is to
ol being "mentally ill."

accuse him

"l.oopholes" in the same laws permit the commitment of
innocent, sane people by a greedy relative, a bored husband,
or an "interested" friend. They were exposed by the Reader's
Digest receotly in an article, The Tragedy ol Sane People
Who Get "Put Away."16 It said:
Under faulty "reform" laws, thousands of normal men and
women are being railroaded into mental hospitals every year.l7

POLITICAL WEAPON
The threat of discrediting a conservative political leader
by branding him as mentally ill, or committing an anti-communist to a mental institution has been used sparingly, but
frequently enough to establish a frightening patte{n.
Attempts were made to discredit Whittaker Chambers testimony when he unmasked the high State Department official,
Alger Hiss, as a communist agent. A psychiatrist who had
never examined Chambers took the witness stand and under
oath branded him as a psychopath.l8 Such charges do not
have to be made formally to be effective. The late Eleanor
Roosevelt in her column My Day for August 4, 1948 branded
the testimony of Elizabeth Bentley in exposing high government officials as communists as "the fantastic story of this
evidently neurotic lady."
In 1957, an obscure Californian was committed to a mental
institution because of public utterances against the United
Nations. The examining psychiatrist testified at the sanity
hearing that the maa did not come to conclusions ol the community.te Do you always agree with the majority?
To protect Hungarian Freedom Fighters who testified before the UN Committee on Hungary from possible Communist reprisals, Povl Bang-Jensen, a Danish diplomat and
assistant secretary of the committee, refused to divulge their
names. In addition, he charged, and documented, that errors
were being written into the draft of the Committee's report
which would make the document a laughing stock rather than
a sharp indictment of communist terror in Hungary.2o
To discredit and silence him, UN medical authorities circulated a report intimating that Bang-Jensen was "mentally ill."

He was dismissed by Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold.
Meanwhile, he had assembled evidence, from two Russians
wishing to defect, that the communists had achieved working

Mental llealth

control

of the

highest policy-making levels

t6r

in the UN

Sec-

retariat.2l

Two years later, after his sanity had been established by a
reputable psychiatrist,22 and a long fight to get official recognition of his story, Bang-Jensen was found, shot to death near

his New York home. Police quickly labeled the death

a

suicide.

The United States Senate Internal Security Sub-committee
after an l8-month study of the case said:
It is the opinion of this report, however, that the finding of
suicide was based on incomplete evidence. There are too many
solid arguments against suicide, too many unanswered questions, too many serious reasons for suspecting Soviet motivation and the possibility of Soviet implicatisn.2s
Note the pattern. First, an attempt to discredit the Dane
with unfounded charges of "mental illness" and later a probable phony suicide, at which the Communists are past masters.
On April 25, 1962, Mary Kimbrough Jones, a secretary in
the Department of Agriculture was sitting on a powder keg.
Her boss had just been transferred and denied access to the
office where the files contained information implicating top
government officials in the $20O-million Billie Sol Estes farm
storage scandals. Already, one government official who had
possibly stumbled onto such evidence had committed "suicide"
by shooting himself five times with a cumbersome bolt action
rifle!
Shortly before noon on April 25, police arrived in Mary
Jones' office. They seized Miss Jones and transferred her to a
mental hospital. Two days later, two government psychiatrists
certified that she was mentally ill.2{ News reports were circulated that her own doctor had agreed with the findings. He

denied these statements as false.
After a public clamor, and 12 days in isolation in a psychiatric ward, Mary Jones was certified as sane and released by
the District of Columbia Mental Health Commission. Even
so, ten days after her release as sane, the two psychiatrists,

without any lurther observation ol the woman, once again
to the press that she was mentally ill. This was a

announced

blatant attempt

to impugn her possible testimony in

the

Estes case.z:'

THE WALKER CASE
Major General Edwin A. Walker, a decorated war hero
and outspoken anti-communist, was arrested while leaving
Oxford, Mississippi on October

l,

1962 on orders

of Attorney
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in Washington. Walker

was charged with seditious conspiracy and insurrection, despite

conflicting newspaper accounts of his actions. United Press
said that Walker cautioned the crowds against violence. The
Associatecl Press ^said he advocated rioting.26
A government fisychiatrist in Washingtor, b. C. ,tho had
never seen or examined Walker, adjudged him "mentally ill"
on the basis of newspaper stories.2T Even before gettiqg this
long distance "diagnosis," the governmeot spirited Walker out
of Mississippi in a Border Patrol plane. He did not get to
raise bail or obtain a lawyer. He was committed to the Federal Prison Medical Center at Springfield, Missouri for psychiatric examination, esrimated to take 60 to 90 days.a
Even ultra-liberal groups were shocked at the crude violation of Walker's civil rights, and after eight days as a political
prisoner, he was released. The case became too hot for the
government to handle.
After release, Walker voluntarily submitted to a psychiatric
examination and was pronounced "mentally sound" and "operating on a superior level of intelligence" by the head of one
of the Southwest's largest psychiatric centers.2e His final
vindication came when a federal grand jury refused to indict
him and the sedition and insurrection charges were dropped.
Walker's treatment, while outrageous, was legal under the
provisions of the United States Code, Sections 4244, 4245,
4246, 4247, and,4248. Undoubtedly, they would be found
unconstitutional if tested in the Courts. However, they are
presently the law. Any citizen's rights could be denied just
as Walker's were.

All psychiatrists do not accept the amoral, socialistic
theories of Brock Chisholm and Harry Overstreet. Reputable
psychiatrists learn whether psychological disturbances result
from actual organic difficulties in the central nervous system
for which rather specific therapy is available.3o If not, attempts are made through counseling to reinforce the concepts
of good and evil, right and wrong in the patient. With such
help, the weiglrt of current psychiatric eviJence is that nature
will itself be the best healing agent.31
The Chisholms faced by a patient overcome with guilt because of extra-marital relations, homosexual practices, or other
anti-social tendencies will devote their efforts to convincing
the patient that such actions are perfectly normal, that no
guilt should be experienced.
This is an outgrowth of the materialistic, psycho-dynamic
approach to understanding human behavior. This school
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holds
something) that the drive must be satisfied (regardless of
moral principles) or resulting tensions will produce insanity.
Accepting this largely discredited theory, the psychiatrist's
job is to destroy the stabilizing concepts of right and wrong
and man's conscience which cause guilt when anti-social,
immoral impulses are satisfied. Such treatment, like Dewey's
theories of education, will ultimately produce a breed of
amoral, Pavlovian nten with minds conditioned to respond to
physical stimuli (bread and circuses) of a "master psychologist" or master politician. Not relying on free will, morals,
or conscience for guidance, such amoral, criminal minds are
typical of the man Marx envisioned. Is it any wonder that
Dr. G. Brock Chisholm's appointment as head of the World
Health Organization was warmly sponsored by his friend,

Alger

Hiss?:i!

Within the psychiatric profession itself criticism has been
mounting against the psycho-dynamic approach to human
behavior. Dr. Dalbir Bindra, president of the Canadian Psychological Association, sumnted up the repudiations, saying:
All that can be said now is simply that so far there exists
no proof of the value of the psychodynamics approach. Thus,

I

believe that this approach has turned out to be a wrong lead

and that any further research along these lines would be
waste

of

a

time.;t:l

Even though thoroughly repudiated, ideas of the Chisholms

and the Overstreets have achieved deep-rooted influence in
schools, churches, PTA's as Chisholm advocated.

CHURCH ACCEPTANCE

For example, Cortsnet magazine, in a shocking article,
Religion and Sex: A Changing Church View,u outlined the
new, more permissive attitude of many liberal churchmen
towards sex, pre-marital relations, adultery, etc. The article
states

:

These thinkers have been influenced not only by recent
Biblical scholarship, but also by the findings ol psychiatry
especially the revelation of psychic damage that may be done

by sexual

repression.s5

The article quotes a minister who was visited by a married
man, troubled by guilt over an affair he was having with another woman. Adultery is a very serious Christian offense,
the article points out. However, because the man's wife was
a bedridden invalid, the minister with the "new" church
view said:

lU

Nore

DARE

Crrr-

It

T[eesox

.*y platitudes that applicd hcre. The only
could serve was to relive the man's fecling of guilt.36

Ttcrc wcrc oo
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The inroads made by the "mental healthers" in the field of
education was spotlighted in

New Tests

Lile magazine. An article,

?fte

in Our Schools-The Three R's and a P (For

Psyche), in the September 21, 1962 issue said:
Io the first few weeks of the new school year several million
pupils from tbe frst grade through senior high school will
open examination booklets that pose some surprisingly personal
questioos.sT

Among the questions mentioned by Lile were:
Are you too nervous? Most of the time I wish

I

hear strange things when

my mind.

I

am alone.

I

am afraid

I

was dead,

I am losiog

Lile plnted out that while State Education laws often
prevent even a licensed phySician from giving a child an
aspirin tablet without parental permissiog, school testen can
administer highly personal tests. Children's records can be
marked "maladjusted" or "potential schizophrenic" without
the parents ever bing notified. Most parents, Lile said, are
amazrd to learn that their child's "personality" is recorded in
black and white in locked files outside the principal's office.
Psychological testing and counseling and guidance in the
schools received a big boost as a result of the National Defense Education Act of 1958. This bill provided money for
trained counselors and testing programs to assist students in
selecting higher education opportunities.
That the program has fallen into the wrong hands was made
clear by Congressman John Ashbrook (R-Ohio) on October
lO, 1962 when he introduced HR 10508 which would ban
psychological testing of students, without advance permission

from parents. Ashbrook said:

I

believc thcre is an urgent necd

for this legislation so

that

proper guidancc and counseling will not be confused with
braiupickiag aod interference.ss
To support the need for legislation, Ashbrook cited examples of widely-used tests which include "difficult or impossible to answer questions-tests which pit loyalties of religion,
home, and parents against each other." He cited these specific
examples of loyalty-splitting questions from one "moral value"
exam.so

Which is worse: (l) spitting on the Bible; (2) spitting on
the Amcrican flag?
Wbich is more importaot: (l) taking the oath of allegiancc
to the United Statcs; (2) ioining a church?

Mental

Which

is worse:

(l)

Heatth
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denying the existence

of God;

(2)

laughing while the Star Spangled Banner is played?
Consider the conflict for normal youngsters forced to make
these differentiations. Note the implied suggestions that it is
"less bad" to spit on either the Flag or the Bible.

Often containing 300 or more questions, personality tests
are depressingly negative in approach. A typical test is tho
Science Research Associates Youth lnventory. Form A of
this test includes 30 to 40 questions which tend to destroy
respect for and authority of parents and teachers. StudenB
answef "yes" or "no" to these questions:
I can't discuss personal things with my parcnts, I fecl there's
a barrier betveen me and my parents. My father is a tyrant.

I am ashamed of my parents' dress and maoners. I hate school.
I wish I could quit school now. My teachcrs play favoritcs. My
teachers are

too strict.

Class periods ar€ not

wcll

organized.

Sex questions with an abnormal slant are asked of sub-teen
age children in the same test:
I wonder if I'am normal in my sexual developrnent. I think
of sex a good deal of the time. I wonder if hieb school studcnts
should pet and make love. I want to know more about venereal
disease.

Traditional religious beliefs and concepts of right and wrong
are dulled or shaken in this way:
I'm bothered by thoughts of Heaven and Hell. I'm losiag
faith in religion. Is it wrong to deny the existence of God?
Does it really pay to be honest? How does one set standards

of "right" and "wrong?"

The Board of Educational Research, Ohio State University
has developed a psychological test used widely in many states.

Called The lUishing Well, it plants doubts about God and
free enterprise in the lourth grade studenrs to whom it ic
administered and stimulates fear of economic security, with
questions like this:
I wish I could be sure that my father would always have a
steady job. I wish I could know how you can believe that God
is always right and at the same time believe that you should
think for yourself.

I wish I

knew how ybu can make lots of

still be a very good citizen.
Those concerned about the serious rise of iuvenile delinquency and teen-age violence often ask, "Where do children
money and

get these ideas?"
Some ideas may came from a seven-part, 344 questioo test
developed at the University of Kansas with a grant from tbe
U. S. Public Health Service. It is administered to normal
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iunior high school students. A section entitled, Rules lle All
Break, implies by the title that the listed actions are normal,
expected behavior for teen-agers. Typical Rules lAe Ail Break
according to this test are:

Damage or disfigure furniture in schools. Steal goods from
warehouses or storage houses. Puncture or cut automobile
tires, bike tires. Tied up person with rope, string, or wire to

a tree or similar object and then left them that way.

Damage

cemetery property. Become so angry that you threw things at
or hit a teacher or principal or other school officiat. Taken
part in fights where knives or switchblades were used. Injured
or hurt someone not in your family, but arranged matters so
that someone else got the blame.

There are 78 such rules we all break in the test. The normal, decent child might well get an inferiority complex
through answering "no" to all of them.
Congressman Ashbrook in introducing his bill to require

parental consent before administering such tests said:
A parent could well ask what all of this has to do with the

of doubt.

educational process. Suggestions often plant seeds

Children who are normal may begin to think they are not
normal. To read all the questions (in a test) tends to give
anyone an inferiority complex.lo
Many competent school guidance counselors reject as .'more
harmful than helpful" such testing, which has its genesis in
largely discredited psycho-dynamic, Freudian approaches to
psychology. School psychologists in Denver, Colorado protested their use and dropped them.{l Dr. Henry S. Dyer of
the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N. J. says:
I take a dim view of current personality tests and I think

the general public is being much too frequently taken in

the rnumbo jumbo that goes with them.a2
Yet, millions of school-age children are subjected

to

by

these

brainpicking, psychiatric.tests which implant doubts about
God and religion, break down parental authority; downgrade
American traditions and generally create a mood of sordidness, depression and cloudy thinking about right and wrong.
These are exactly the goals set by Dr. G. Brock Chisholm as
a goal for mental health programs.
So through the schools, churches, PTA's, changes

health legislation, and indiscriminate branding

in mental

of

patriotic

Americans as mentally ill, these warped practitioners work to
create the "amoral" man, the criminal mind which will accept
a ooe-world socialistic government, as envisioned by Chisholm.

Chapter X

The Organized Labor Movement
It is necessary to be able to withstand all ot

this, to agree to any and every sacrifrce, and
need be-to resort to aU sorts ol
devices, maneuvets, and illegal melhods, to
evasion, and subterfuge, in order to penetrate
into the trade unions, lo remain in them, and to
carry en Communkt work in them at all costs.r

even-il

-
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ON JANUARY 20, 1934, Walter and Victor Reuther
wrote a letter from Russia wher6 they were working and
studying the Soviet labor movement. Written to Melvin
Bistrop, a close friend in Detroit who later became CIO

educational director, the letter said in part:

. . the daily inspiration that is ours as we work sidc by
side with our Russian comrades in our factory, the thought
that we are actually helping to build a society that rtill forever
end the exploiration of man by man, the thought that what we
are building will be for the benefit and enjoyment of the working cla'ss, not only of Russia, but for the entire world is the
compensation we receive for our temporary absence from the
struggle in the United States.2
After further praise for Russian thinking and methods, and
vilification of American business leaders, the letter, which was

signed, "Vic and Wal," concluded:
Carry on the fight for a Soviet America.s
What Reuther believes today cannot be known. For years
after his return to America his close cooperation with and
sometimes leadership of the "communist" faction in the
United Auto Workers Union-fuas been exposed in numerous
Congressional hearings.a
In the late 1930's, communists controlled

2l of the intcrnationat unions affiliated with the CIO. Nearly one-half of the
members of the executive board of the CIO, its goveming
body, were communists.s I-ee Pressman, general counsel of
the CIO was a party member.6 He.has since broken with the

l6E
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Party and remains in this high post. Despite exposure of the
communist control of the CIO by congressional investigations
in 1938-39, the communists remained in open control for at
least seven more years.?
After World War II, when public feeling against communists and communism reached a peak, Walter Reuther publicly
identified himself with the movement which expelled known
communists from union posts. However, officers and members
of union locals who tried to enlist Reuther's aid in breaking
the communist hold in some UAW branches testified before
Congressional committees that their requests to him were
ignored.s

When Reuther's speeches are analyzed and the programs
supported by his union are checked carefully, there can be no
doubt that Reuther is, today, at least a dedicated promoter of
class hatred and the socialist movement to control every
aspect of American life. He is rarely found in the ranks of

those who speak out vigorously against the communist
menace.

In fact, just the opposite is true. At the United Auto Workers Convention in Atlantic City, N. J., May lO, 1962, Reuther
and the executive committee of the Union passed a series of
resolutions. They advocated measures which would so hamper
attempts to control internal subversion that even the Communist Party, USA in its official publication, The Worker,
expressed elation.e
The resolutions which Reuther rarnmed through the closely
controlled executive committee (without permitting delegates
representing UAW members across the country to vote on

them) included:to
A request for clemency for the convicted communist,

Julius

Scales.

A call for

abolition

Americau Activities.

of the House

Committee

on

Un-

An expression of opposition to official government finding
that the Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers Union is communistdominated.

A

demand that government action to deport aliens found
have been members of the Communist Party be halted.
A condemnation of Congressional efforts to stop the importation of Communist propaganda into the United States.

to

Two weeks after Reuther's UAW passed these resolutions,
the United Packinghouse, Food and Allied Workers (AFLCIO) convention passed essentially the same measures.

The Organized Labor

Movement

Contrast Reuther's record and actions with
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these- remarks

of George Meany. president of the AFL-CIO:

The conflict between communism and freedom is the problem

of our times. It overshadows all other problems. This conflict
mirrors our age, its toils, its tensions, its troubles, and its
tasks. On the outcome

of this

conflict depends the future of

mankind.lr
Basic differences between Meany and Reuther are reported

to be the source of conflict between them, and the basis for
recurrent reports that Reuther will, when strong enough, move
to challenge Meany for the top spot in the AFL-CIO.
Reuther's concept of the function of organized labor
differs sharply also with that of Samuel Gompers, fotinder of
the American Federation of Labor, and champion of the
rights of the working man as a self-reliant citizen. Contrast

Reuther's anguished pleas for placing medical care for the
aged under social security, a measure which has lead to
socialized medicine in every country where it has been
adopted, with this Gonrpers statement:
Compulsory social insurance is in its essence undemocratic
and it cannot prevent or remove poverty. The workers of
America adhere to voluntary institutions in preference.to compulsory systems, which are held to be not only impractical, but
a menace to their rights, welfare, and their liberty. Compulsory
sickness insurance for workers is based on the theory that they
are unable to look after their own interests and the state must
use its authority and wisdom and assume the relation of parent

and guardian.r2

Contrast Reuther's background as President of the Intercollegiate Socialist Society at Wayne University in Detroitr3
and his ardent chantpi<lning of Keynesian and Fabian eco.
nomics as a backdoor, "respectable" approach to socialism

with another of Gomper's statements:
I want to tell you socialists that I have studied your philosophy . . I have heard your orators I have kept close
watch upon your doctrines for 30 years and know how you
think and what you propose. I know too what you have up
your sleeve. Economically, you are unsound; socially, you are
wrong; industrially, you are an impossibility.u
Gompers, in his wisdom, had the true interests of American
workers and their progress at heart.
He knew that socialists "had up their sleeve" only schemes
for control of the workers of the world. This became sharply
clear in an article by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., assistant to President Kennedy, which set forth the plan for achieving socialism
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in America. Proposing a continuing series of "New Deals" as
a backdoor approach to socialism,t0 Schlesinger, a "darling"
of Reuther's CIO, said of labor:
The trade union is as clearly indigenous to the capitalist
system as the corporation itself, and it has no particular
meaning apart from that system. In a socialist society its functions are radically transformed: it becomes, not a free labor
movement, but a labor fronr. Even in England as Sir Walter
Citrine remarked on joining the coal board, strikes can no
longer be trade union instruments in a nationalized industry.
Unions inevitably become organs for disciplining the workers,
not for representing them.l6

This state is rapidly approaching in America. The Administration's action in August 1963 which banned strikes in the

in this direction. ln a modern
socialist state, labor terms are dictated by government officials
not negotiated at a bargaining table between labor and
railroad industry is a step

-management.

POLITICAL ACTION
Befoie the 1930's, labor unions restricted their activities
principally to the legitimate function of representing their

members at the bargaining table and expressing union views
when labor legislation was before Congress or state legisla-

tures. Walter Reuther's mentor, the late Sidney Hillman,
took the labor movement strongly into the political field.
Hillman formed the broadly-based, Iabor-financed, National
Citizens Political Action Committee (PAC).
Investigations by the Special House Committee on UnAmerican Activities in 1944 disclosed that I 17 of the l4l
members of the PAC national advisory board were leaders in
other officially-cited communist fronts. The PAC was desig-

nated by the House Committee as a communist-front.r7
After the PAC was discredited as a communist-front, the
CIO formed the forerunner of today's, Committee on Political
Education (COPE). Through COPE, millions of dollars are
collected from union members who believe in the free enterprise system. This money is used to finance and propagandize
measures that will replace American traditions of economic
and political freedom with socialist state control. The methods
used have been described by President Kennedy's special

assistant, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.18 Through COPE, Walter
Reuther, who in the '30's advised his followers to "work for

a Soviet America" is possibly the most powerful political

6gure

in America.

The Organized

labor

Movemcnt

l7l

He can mobilize a disciplined core of over 100,000 paid
union organizers and'business agents for political action.

They win their political battles, not by convincing 5l7o
of the population that they are right, but througb effective
use of the time-tested methods developed years ago by the
old-fashioned "ward heelers" and political bosses.

COPE's skilled organizers and their well-paid precinct
workers determine on a block-by-block basis in advance of
elections which voters will vote "right." They insure they are
properly registered. On election day, all "friendly" voters are

to the polls.zo
In many elections, when half or

taken

less of those eligible actually vote, COPE can control the outcome by finding that 25Vo
of the population which will vote, either blindly for a party
label, or knowingly in favor of socialism
and getting them
to the polls.
Applying these principles, in recent years COPE has elected
sufficient Senators in normally conservative states to control
the U. S. Senate. They have gained control of state legislatures and elected governors. Candidates pledged to the
Reuther-COPE program have unseated conservative Congressmen in many parts of the nation.
While he can be politically non-partisan when it means
defeat of an advocate of sound economics and limited selfgovernment, Reuther is conceded to hold veto power over the
Democratic nomination for President.
At the 1960 Democratic convention in Los Angeles, for
example, TV news analysts made it clear that over one-third
of the delegates were COPE-controlled. With over 25Vo of.
the delegates to any Democratic convention from the more
conseryative southern states, Reuther holds the balance of
power in the controlling northern section of the Democratic

Party.

Reuther's political stranglehold on the Democratic Party is

not the only dangerous influence in the labor movement.
Despite the well-publicized "cleanup" of the AFL and CIO

in the 1940's when known communists were driven out, communists still control the unions in certain strategic areas of
the economy.
The communist-control of the American Communications
Association, whose members service many of Western Union's

telegraph lines and the communications circuits from the
Pentagon to key defense installations around the world was
documented in an earlier chapter.zo
Harry Bridges, the Australian-hro communist leader of the
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lnternational Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's LJnioa,
has successfully fought government attempts to deport him
and strip him of his power. Witb a word, Bridges can tie up
all shipping of defense supplies, military equipment, etc.
through the west coast ports. His communist associates in
Hawaii have organized the dock workers, government einployees, and sugar and pineapple plantation workers.2l They
hold a virtual political and economic stranglehold on the life
of our 49th State.z Bridges' union was expelled from the
CIO in 1950 as communistdominated.23
Eleven other strategically-placed labor organizations were
expelled at the same time, including the Mine, Mill and
Smelter Workers, United Public Workers of America, United
Farm Equipment and Metal Workers of America, and the
United Office and Professiond Workers of America.2a
Russell Nixon, a topranking communist2s has since 1941
been a toprank official of the United Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers union, except for periods when he has
served in the government. Nixon's union, kicked out of the
CIO in 1950, also represents workers in the key electronics,
electrical and missile producing fields.26

Communists became entrenched in the labor field in the
1930's when Nathan Witt, a communist, became Secretary
of the National Labor Relations Board, and Edwin S. Smith,
another communist, gained a seat on the five-member board.2?

During this period rules were established which regulate
Witt hired and supervised hundreds of people to staft the regional offices of the
growing NLRB. His influence is felt even today, years after
labor-management relations even today.

he was publicly exposed.

American working men and union members are as loyal
and dedicated to the United States as any group in the nation,
and probably more so, on a percentage basis, than universitl
graduates. Yet, their money, the prestige of their organiza.
tions, and their votes are frequently committed to the destruc.
tion of America. In a number of industries, sound thinking

working men and dedicated union leaders have performe<i
meritorious service in the difrcult battle against communisl
inffltration. In other industries, the iob still needs to be done,

Clupter

XI

The Tax-Exempt Foundations
We all knaw that loundation aid can increase
measurably the pace ol any social tcndency,
but we don't seem to know when this artifrcial
acceleration ceases to be desirable.
F. P. Keppel, President
- The Carnegie Corporation

FROM WHERE HAS THE MONEY COME to build and
finance the vast collectivist underground which reacheg its
tentacles into education, the churches, labor and the press?
Amazingly, the fortunes of America's most successful tycoons, dedicated by them to the gd of mankind, have been
re-directed to finance the socialization of the United States.

Two special Congressional committees exposed the exteDt
to whic.h tax+xempt foundations are using their resources for
Un-American and subversive activity. Yet, apparently nothing
has been done to check this flow of rnillions of dollars annually into the hands of conspiraton. In 1952, the investigation
was started by a Special Committee of the House of Represcntatives headed by Congressman E. E. Cox (DGa).l It continued in the 83rd Congress under the direction of C.ongressman Carrol Reece (R-Ten).2
Both eftoils were hampered by lack of staff to do the
monumental research job necessary to unravel the complex
multi-billion dollar dealings

of the

foundations and their

interlocked agencies. Gross lack of cooperation from exeeutive agencies of the government under President Eisenhower
and the foundations themselves slowed the studies.s

Even so, the investigations proved incontrovertibly that
money of American capitalists
Ford, Rockefeller, Carnegie,
- financed
Guggenheim, etc.
has largely
those working for
- a "new world order."
the establishment of
The Reece Committee acknowledged the magnificeut service

rendered by the foundations in medicine, public health, and
science. However, large suns have been wrongly committed
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to "changing society." A handful of foundation

executives

reluctantly acknowledge the misdirection.
Raymond B. Fosdick, in The Story ol the Rockeleller
Foundatiotts, quoted the Rev. Frederick T. Cates, long-time
adviser to the Foundation and John D. Rockefeller, Sr., as
follows:

If I have any regret, it is that the charter of the Rockefeller
Foundation did not confine its work strictly to national and
international medicine, health, and its appointments. Insofar
as the disbursements of the Rockefeller incorporated philanthropies have been rigidly confined to these two fields (medicine and public health) they have been almost universally
commended at home and abroad. Where they have inadvertently transgressed these limits, they have been widely, and
in some particulars not unfairly condemned.r
What have been the transgressions for which foundations
"have been widely and not unfairly condemned?" The Reece
Committee found that grants in the sogial sciences and international affairs were almost totally committed to "liberals"
who advocate the socialization of America and world government. Direct grants have been made to communists and
socialists. Foundation executives have exhibited

a

naivete

about communism which has already contributed directly to
one tragedy, the loss of China to the communists.r'
Frederick P. Keppel, President of the Carnegie Corpora-

tion, admits that foundation funds can "change" America.
In his book, Tlte Foundation, lt's Place in Anterican Lile,
he wrote:
We all know that foundation aid can increase measurably
the pace of any social tendency, but we don't know when this

artificial acceleration ceases to become desirable.a
How have foundation grants been used to "accelerate"
social tendencies? Here are some of the ways uncovered by

the Reece committee:

Aggregate contributions of over $4-million were made by
six American foundations to the London School of Economics.
Beatrice and Sidney Webb founded the school as the international "headquarters" and intellectual center of the Fabian
socialist movement.;
Foundation grants made possible the writing and publication of anti-Ametican, anti-free enterprise books and texts:
The Carnegie Corporation financed the writing and publica-

tion of The Proper Study <-tl Mankind. Written by Stuart
Chase, the book praised the communist agents, Harry Dexter

White and Lauchlin Currie, and outlined an "ideal" society
suppressed. Over 50,000 copies of

in which the individual is

Thc Tax-Excmpl

Foundations

l7S

the book were distributed by the Caroegie Foundation to
libraries and scholars. One of Chase's earlier books recommended that profit-making be punished by firing squads.s
When advised of these facts and of Chase's record of support for more than 20 Communist fronts and causes, Dr.
Charles Dollard, president of Carnegie Corporation, defended
tie selection of Chase to autlror the book. In a statement
filed with the Reece committee, Dollard said that Chase was
"an extremely able writer.'s
The Carnegie Corporation made continuing grants to the
communist-fronting Professor Robert A. Brady,1o to finance
study and ultimately a book, Business as a System ol Power.
The book's theme, as stated in the foreword, was:
. capitalistic economic power constitutes a direct, continuous and fundamental threat to the whole structure of
democratic authority everywhere and always.lr
The movement to socialize America via education discussed

earlier was largely financed by foundation funds. The Reece
Committee found:
The Rockefeller and Carnegie funds provided the financing

for the radical movement in education lead by Counts,
Kilpatrick and Rugg, Direct grants were made

Dewey,

to the Na-

tional Education Association, Progressive Education Associ-

ation, American Historical Association, and to the center of
the revolutionary movement, Teachers College, Columbia
Universiry.rz

The l7-volume study on American education directed by
Dr. George Counts, termed later by British Fabian leader
Harold Laski as "an educational program for a socialist
America," was financed by a $340,000 grant from Carnegie.rs
Foundation grants have financed the gigantic program of
revising textbooks to serve socialist ends. For example:

The Rockefeller Foundation provided over $50,000 to finance the Building America textbooks series. The California
Senate's Investigating Committee on Education condemned
these texts for playing up Marxism and destroying traditional

concepts of American government,l4
The California Senate committee determined that ll3
communist front organizations contributed material to the

of over
50 communist-front authors were included. Beatrice and
Rockefeller-financed Building America texts. Works

Sidney Webb, founders with George Bernard Shaw of the
British Fabian Society, were among the authors. One of the
writers renounced his American citizenship to become ambassador to the United Nations from communist Poland. Broadly
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promoted for years by the National Education Association,
the textbook series was still in use in a number of states

in

1954.15

In its final report, the Reece Committee observed:
It would be interesting to aggregate the total funds

poured

by tbe foundations into the dissemination of leftist propiganda
and compare it with the trickle which flowed into the exposition of the fallacies and frailties of collectivism.lo

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
The role of the foundations in "Changing America"
been massive. Their impact on the international scene
been,

if

has
has

possible., even more tragic.

The Rockefeller Foundation in its 1946 Annual Report
stated this goal:
The challenge of the future is to make this world one world
a world truly free to engage in common and constructive
-intellectual
efforts that will serve the welfare of mankind
everYwhere,lT

There was only one pitfall in the high-sounding program.
Foundation executives, like other advocates of "one-world
government" and "world peace through world law," choose to
ignore the nature of world communism whenever it would

to realization of their one-world dream. They
to make the world "one world" in line with their
goal while it is not yet "truly free." Looking upon world
be a roadblock

have tried

government as the answer to the communist threat, they can't
see that the oply world government the communists
will embrace is one in which comnrunism can eventually

'or won't

triumph.

t

On May 2, 1945, Raymond Fosdick, president of

the

Rockefeller Foundation, addressed the Woman's Action Committee for Victory and Lasting Peace in New York and
voiced the sentiment on which foundation decisions and grants
have been based since. He said:
The growing mistrust of Russia menaces the future of world
p€ace.18

A more realistic observation is that if more Americans in
high places, including those in foundations, had a greatet
mistrust of Russia, over 8O0-million human beings would not
be in communist slavery today. Yet, Fosdick's naive attitude
toward communism persists in foundation circles even today,
as will be seen.
In some instances, the aid and assistance which foundations
have given to world communism cannot be excused as naivete.

The Tax-Exempt

Foundations
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The 1947 Yearbook of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace opens with Recommendations ol the President
to the Trustees. The program spelled out is in line with the
goals of the Rockefeller Foundation's 1946 annual report.
It is typical of the goals and efforts of most foundations in
the international field. The recommendations included:
. that the Endowment work for the establishment of
United Nations headquarters in New York . , . that the Endowment construct its programs primarily for support of the
United Nations . that the endowments program should be
broadly educational in order to encourage public understanding
and support of the United Nations at home and abroad
that Endowment supported organizations such as International
Relations Clubs

in

colleges, the Foreign Policy Association, tbe
Relations, the Council on Foreign Relations, and local community groups be utilized to achieve these
goals of achieving broader understanding and support for the

Institute

of Pacific

United Nations.le

This program, recommended and backed with foundation
billions, throws some insight into the "halo" constructed
around the United Nations in the 17 years following World
War II. Was it done in good faith, with a belief that the
United Nations was truly man's great hope for world peace?
That program and those recommendations were written by
the President of the Carnegie Endowment for World Peace,
the infamous communist agent, Alger Hiss.2o
They were a logical sequel to his State Department activities

only 18 months before. Hiss' role as Roosevelt's adviser at
Yalta was thoroughly aired in the months following his exposure as a communist agent. His part in the formation of
the United Nations was largely ignored. The probable influence he exerted in creating the framework of the UN Charter

in sessions with the communists at Yalta received no headlines. His assignment as Secretary General of the organizing
conference of the United Nations at San Francisco in April
1945 was carefully kept in the background after his exposure.21

The Reece Committee found that foundations, headed by
communists like Alger Hiss, and by innocents like Raymond
Fosdick (against whom only bad judgment.can be proved)
contributed significantly to the spread of world communism.

For example:

The Rockefeller and Carnegie foundations contributed over
$3-million to the Institute of Pacifc Relations,22 branded by
the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee as a transmission
belt for communist and pro-communist propaganda. The
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IPR also served as a "base" for Owen Lattimore, a "conscious
articulate instrument of the Soviet conspiracy." Lattimore
and his fellow agents, with foundation supptied funds, inflr
enced American far-eastern policy against Chiang Kai*bek.
Their actions, along with their foundation-financed propaganda efforts convinced the American people and press that
the Chinese communists were simple "agmrian reformers."
China was lost to communism, and the enslavement of 60G
million Chinese followed. The foundations paid the bill.
Years later, they were still justifying the "change" in China
as "progress."23 The Reece committee in its report stated:
. . . the loss of China to the Communists may have been
the most tragic event in our history, and one to which the
foundation-supported Institute

of

Pacific Relations contributed

heavilY.2+

The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace financed
the Foreign Policy Association and underwrote distribution of
its literature.26 Research director of'the FPA for over 20
years until her retirement in 1961 was the notorious, Russianborn, communist-fronter, Vera Michaels Dean. The FPA's
dissemination of the works of pro-communist authors under
the guise of objectivity through affiliated organizations across
America has been thoroughly documented by a Fulton

County, Georgia grand

jury. Its report, with

hundreds of

exhibits, has been republished by the American I-egion.26

With the almost total commitment of foundation funds in
the international field to leftists causes, dozens of other examples can be cited.
Becaurse of their widespread activities and the high esteem
in which foundations are regarded they became a logical
source of "experts" to staft military government organizatioDs

in Germany, Japan, and Italy at the conclusion of

II.

World

Efiorts to sabotage the rebuilding of German and
Japanese economies became evident. Doors were opened
wide for communists to assume leading positions in postwar
Germany and Japan. These actions became apparent to toP
rnilitary personnel and the plot was uncovered. Foundation
executives had loaded their lists of recommended "expert"
personnel with communists and fellow travelers.2T
Propaganda efforts financed by the Foundations and actual
prrcommuDist bias in materials prepared by Foundation
staffs have played a leading role in the confusion and misguidance of the public and the intellectual community. The

War

Foundation, because of its charitable "halo," controtes an air
has great, if undeserved, influence. The

of "objectivity" and

T
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Ford Foundation Annual Report for 1951 is a prime example.

It

stated:

Our policy in Asia has failed to lead us to the real objecof the American people because its preoccupation with

tives

strategy and ideology has prevented our giving sufficient weight

to the economic, social and political realities of Asia. There,
as elsewhere, we have tended to label as communistic any
movement

that sought a radical change in the

established

It is surprising that we have not been able to underorder .
stand the situatron in Asia. because Americans should be
peculiarly able to comprehend the meaning of revolution. Our
own independence was achieved through a revolution, and we
have traditionally sympathized with the determined efforts ot
other peoples to win national independence and higher standards of living. f he current revolution in Asia is a similar
movement, whatever its present association with Soviet Communism.:E

Are the omcers of a foundation who contpare the Russianarmed and financed coup in China with our Revolutionarl,
War qualified to spend millions in tax-free money to influence
public and governntental opinion in the field of foreign aflairs
or any field? This report was issucd after Chinese com-munists had been killing Anrerican bovs in Korea for 18

months! lt was released three years after the communists
completed their conquest of China and started on their well-

publicized murder of 40-million Chinese.
The affinity of the tax-exenrpt, charitable foundations for
left-wing causes continues today. The Rockefeller Brothers
Fund financed and published a stud1, entitled. Prospects lor
Anterica. It reflects the personal work and participation of
the Rocketeller Brothers and a sizeable gt>up of leftist-oriented public figures, many of whom hold top spots in the
Kennedy and Johnson administrations.le Of communism, the

report

says:

It

has been necessary to drum up support for United States
foreign policy by stressing imminent threats and crises and
hy harping on lhe less attructive leaturc' ol communtsrn.i'itl
What features of communisnr do the R,,,-kefeller Brothers
and their panel of "distinguished" Ame; .,s find attractive'/

Without saying, "We must recogni Red China,"

the

Rocketeller Brothers Panel Report tear5 down or ignores all
arguments against recognition and presents the "reasons" for
recognizing Red China.:rr
The Fund for the Republic, an off-shoot of the Ford Foundation, has become notorious for financing vicious and distorted attacks on the internal security program of the U. S.
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government, Congressional committees which investigate
communism and the FBI.32
The Reece Committee expressed the opinion that the Fund
for the Republic had been founded for the specific purpose

of attacking government

security programs and anti+ommunists.33 Paul Hoffman, first president of the Fund, denied the
allegation. However, attacks by Fund officials on the FBI,
Congressional investigating committees, and government security measures have continued.
W. H. Ferry, a vice president of the Fund for the Republic,
for example, delivered a typical attack of ridicule and smear
against J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI at a meeting of western
Democrats in Seattle, Washington on August 6, 1962. Ferry
described the FBI's attempts to fight communism as "inefiec-

tive spy swatting."34
The Ford Foundation has supplied continual grants, totaling over $l-million to the American Friends Service Committee to encourage pacifism, resistance to military service,
conscientious objectors, and opposition to military preparedness.35 The Friends Service Committee sponsored the World
Youth Conference, a communist front and sent delegates to
the communist-sponsored youth conferences behind the Iron
Curtain.so The Friends Service Committee chairman, Henry
J. Cadbury, and the executive secretary, Clarence Pickett'
have lengthy records of affiliation with communist fronts and
causes.3? Yet, the Ford Foundation in its t95l Annual Report
justified its grants because the Friends Service C-ommittee
"had demonstrated over a long period its capacity to deal
effectively with many of the economic, social, and educational
conditions that lead to international tensions."s
The Reece Committee, in its evaluation of the impact of
the tax€xempt foundations on education, public opinion, and
foreign relations in the United States, charged in its final
report:
It is the conclusion of this committee that the trustees of
some of the major foundations have on numerous occasions
been beguiled by truly subversive forces. Without many of
the trustees having the remotest idea of what has happened,
these foundations have frequently becn put substantially to

the best interests of the
to undermine many of our most
precious institutions and to promote radical changes in the
form of our government and our socicty.
It is difficult to realize that great funds established by such
uses which have adversely affected

United

States

used

conservative individuals as Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Ford
have turned strongly to the left. It appears to have happcned

Thc Tax-Excmpt

Foundations

l8l

largely tbrougb a process of administrativc infiltration aod
through the influence of academic consultatrts of leftish tendencies. The trustees of these foundations with a few pocsible

exceptions could not have intended this result. It seems to us
that_it mrrst havc happened through their lack of understanding

or through

E€gligencs.se

In retrospect, viewing the reactions of most fouadation
executives to the Reece Committee's thorough study, it i!
difficult to accept the charitable attitude shown toward Foundation trustees by the Reece Committee. The committee
eftorts were met with ridicule, abuse, and scom by the mairrity of trustees and executives of Foundations. Their leftist
orientation continues today.

Chapter

XII

Economics and Government
.

A peoplc may want a lree government, but it,
lrom insolence, or carelesJnes,t, or cowardice,

or want of publb spirit, they are unequal to the
exertions necessary lor preserving it; it they
will not fisht lor it when it is directly attacked;
il they can be deluded by the artifices used to

cheat them out ol it; il by momentory discoutogement or temporary panic, or a fit ol enthusiasm for an individual they can be induced to
lay their liberties at the leet ol even a great
man, or trust him with powers which enable

him to subvert their institutions; in all these
cases they are more or less unfit lor liberty;
and though it may be lor their good to have
had it even lor a shorl time, they are unlikely
long to enioy it.
lohn Stuart Millr

-

GOVERNMENT has been the ultimate goal of the collectivist thinkers who have been infiltrating every segment of
American life for 60 years. In government, as in every other
field, the collectivists have first inffltrated quietly, and then
grabbed for control.
The seeds of Fabian socialism had already been sown in
Washington, in the multitude of government bureaus when
passage of the 16th Amendment in 1913 gave the federal
government and its managers unrestricted access to the wealth
of the American citizen.
Since then, bureaus have been piled on top of bureaus.
Two World Wars, the depression of the 1930's, a police action
in Korea and the Cold War have been used as excuses for
creating new offices and departments. Each one usurped, or
was given by Congress, some right or Power once reserved to
the people, the states, or the peoples'representatives.
The offces were staffed, first with a trickle, then with a

Economics and

flood

Government

of Fabian-indoctrinated theorists and

1t3

professors from

college campuses.

of the Harvard Economics Department
of President'Kennedy's "task force on economy" in an article in the September lE, 1961 issue of New
Seymour Harris

and a member

Republic revealed their influence. H6 said:
Economics is one thing; politics is another. No one has
criticized the President for lack of political acumen. I have
soen no evidence that Congress is prepared to go aloag with
large deficits except for security reasons . . . But no administration has advanced as far as the Kennedy Administration

in

accepting Keynesian economics.2

What is Keynesian economics?

As collgctivists have grabbed for control of the

federal

government they have skillfully used the "economic" theories
of John Maynard Keynes, a British Fabian economist, as the
vehicle fot buying the votes and support of the masses yitft
their own money.
Today's advocates of Keynes and his theories present him
respectably as the "last hope for saving free ent€rprise,"3 ia
the typical Fabian fashion of "never calling socialism by its
true label."a However, no less an authority than Norman

Thomas, six-time Socialist candidate for President of the
United States, writing in A Socialist's Faith, said,:
. Keynes has had a great influence and his work is especially important in any re-appraisal of socialist theory. He
represents a decisive break with laissez-faire capitalism.o

Keynes, with foresight, had himself predicted the use to
which his theories might be put. Before publishing his major

work, The General Theory

ol

Employment, Interest, and

Money, Keynes wrote these words to Fabian founder, George
Bernard Shaw:
To understand my state of mind, however, you have to
know that I believe myself to be writing a book on economic
theory which will largely revolutionize
not I suppose at
once, but in the course of the next ten -years
the way the
world thinks about economic problems. When -my new theory
has been duly assimilated and mixed with politics and feelings
and passions I can't predict what the upshot will be in its effect
on action and affairs.o
As Keynes foresaw, his theories have been skillfully blended
with propaganda of hate and fear to stir "feclings and pas.
sions" between rich and poor, white and negro, labor and
management, Catholic and Protestant, Christian and Jew in
I-enin's technique of "divide and conquer.- Fear, insecurity
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and class hatred have dominated presidential campaigns and
congressional elections in America for 30 years.
The Keynes brand of socialism differs from the Marxist
variety in that it advocates strict control of the means of
production and the supply of credit and money rather than
government ownership. On the theory that when control is
possible, ownership is not required, the Keynesian theories
are particularly suited to the Fabian goal of "Change everything except the outward appearance." The national socialist
movements headed by Hitler and Mussolini recognized the
beauties of control rather than ownership and adopted Keynes
theories in Germany and Italy.T
John Strachey, a one-time communist who entered the
British Fabian Society in 1943 and became War Minister in
the Labor Government of Great Britain in 1950, explains
Keynes theories this way:
The positive part of Keynes' work was a demand that capitalism should now be regulated and controlled by a centrat
authority . . The principal instruments of its policy should
be variations in the rate of interest, budgetary deficits and
surpluses, public works and a redistribution of personal incomes in equalitarian direction. This positive side of Keynes'
work requires an authority to do the regulating, and that
authority can be, in contemporary conditions, nothing else
but the governmext of a nation state.8
Strachey hints to his socialist followers the ultimate possi'
bilities in Keynes' theories. He says:
Was it not apparent that Keynesism had only to be pushed
a little further and a state of things might emerge in which
the nominal owners of the means of production, although left
in full possession of the legal title to their property, would

in

reality be working not for themselves, but

for

whatever

hands grasped the central levers of social control? For Keynes
had rashly shown that those levers had only to be pulled and
pushed this way hnd that, in order to manipulate ttre system
at will. And, in a democracy, would not those hands in the
end almost certainly be those of the representatives of the
wage+arning majority of the population? Might not the end
of the story be that once proud possessors of the means of the
the production would find themselves in effect but agents atrd
mariagers on behalf of the community?e

Strachey cold-bloodedly admits the falsity of the "saving
capitalism" mantle wrapped around Keynesian theories:
. . . the capitalists have really good reasons for their reluctance to be saved by Keynesian policies.1o.

The vanguard of the Fabians who were to ultimately im-
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States

was led by Felix Frankfurter and Walter Lippman during
World War I. Both came to government from Harvard University where they had been active in the Intercollegiate Socialist Society. As special assistants to the Secretary of the
Navy, these two Fabians were to meet and develop a lasting,
and world-shaping friendship with the young Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.ll

When the first war ended, Frankfurter went back to his
Harvard teaching post. At least 300 of Frankfurter's students,
including two very special pets, Alger Hiss and Dean Acheson,
have found their way into strategic government posts. For 30
years, Frankfurter's disciples in government have hired, promoted, and covered up for each other and like-minded collectivists. A number of them were communists. Frankfurter,
25 years later as a Supreme Court Justice, appeared as a
"character witness" at the perjury trial of his former pupil,

Alger Hiss.tz

The 1929 depression, the "temporary panic" Johr Stuart

Mill warned about years before, gave the eollectivists their
opportunity. Franklin D. Roosevelt was the "great man" at
the feet of whom the American peopi: vrould lay their
liberties, as Mill had also predicted.
In 1930, Franklin Roosevelt, as governor of New York,
expressed the American.tradition when he said:

.

the Constitution does not empower the Congress to
a great number of vital problems of government
such as the conduct of public utilities, of banks, of insurance,
of business, of agriculture, of education, of social welfare and
deal with

a dozen other important features and Washington
not be encouraged to interfere in these areas.l3

must

Just two years later, however, the widely-heralded "liberal"

brain trust presented the newly-elected FDR with a catchy
slogan and the blueprint of the program through which in
succeeding years they have nearly accomplished the collectivization of America. Roosevelt accepted the program, desefting the principles he enunciated so clearly two years
before and the Democratic platform on which he was elected.
Stuart Chase, a longtime Fabian, in his book, A New Deal,
in 1931, outlined the ideal government. He said:
Best of all, the new regime would have the clearest idea of
what an economic system was for. The sixteen methods of
becoming wealthy would be proscribed (punished)
by firing
squad if necessary
ceasing to plague and disrupt -the orderly
processes of production and distribution. The whole vicious

written

tE6
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complex would collapae as it bas in Russis. Moncy'

pccuniary
making as a carccr would no more occur to I rcspectsblc younS
man than burglary, forgery or embezzlcmcnt.la

One year later, FDR used Clase's title as the rallying cry
named Chase to the National
Resources Commission where he is credited with authoring
FDR's order banning ounenhip of gold by U. S. citizens,
the first step in the destruction of the citizent independence
and U. S. financial strength. Fabians, like Chasc, advocate
firing squads only when their gradual methods fail.
Chase moved steadily upward in the New Deal hierarchy.
He served successively on the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and finally settled
in UNESCO, the United Nations agency charged with the
re-education of the United States to accept a one-world so'

for his Administration. He

cialistic state.rt
Thousands of othen like

Chase swarmed in to Washington
holdovers strategically placed during World War I
and the ensuing ten years. They played the ego of FDR and
the economic plight of the nation like the strings on a violin.
Congress was induced and coerced to transfer its Constitutional powers to the new bureaus, agencies, boards, and commissions which sprung up almoot overnight. George N. Peek'

to i)in

appointed by FDR as the first head of the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration, described it this way:

A plaguc of youog lawycrs settled on Washington - in the
turned
legal division wcre formcd the plans which eventually
the AAA from a device to aid the farmers to a devicp to introduce the collectivist system of agriculture into this country.lo
The "young lawyers" eventually drove Peek to resign from
his position. He opposed their collectivist schemes for agri-

culture, the New Deal's first farm program, the successors to
which still plague America today. Among the "young lawyers" were Alger Hiss, Adlai Stevenson, John Abt, Nathan
Witt, Nathaniel Weyl, and Charles Kramer. All of them,
except Stevenson, were to be identified 15 years later as secret
communist agents.17 Before they were exposed, they completed their dirty work in the Agriculture Department and
spread out to capture other branches of government.
ln 1952, the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee pub
lished results of hearings which showed the communist net of
control, which started with this group in the Agriculture Department, had extended over the I-abor, Treasury, State and
Commerce Departments, the independent agencies and cab-
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inet offices concerned with national defense, and later, the
Central Intelligence Agency and United Nations agencies.ls
This communist penetration and control of the United
States government was the result of activities of two exposed
communist cells. Two others known to have operated in the
government at the same time have never been uncovered.le
Few in Congress, and even fewer Americans at the time, or
everi now realize, or will admit, what was happening. One
lone voice spoke out and was quickly smashed, as nearly
every vocal opponent of communism has been since. Dr.
William Wirt, the superintendent of schools from Gary, Indi-

ana, was invited to dinner at the home of a government
employee while in Washington to attend a school administrators meeting in September 1933.
After dinner, the hostess, Alice Barrows, an employee of
the Department of Education, and other guests disclosed that

communists had infiltrated and taken control of the New
Deal. Four of the dinner guests were government employees.
The fifth was the Washington representative of Tass, the
Soviet news agency.20
Wirt summarized what was said at the meeting and when
government officials brushed him off, he mailed a statement
to about 100 conservative leaders and newspapers across the
United States. This provoked a Congressional investigation

of his charges.
Wirt's statement was read into the record as the basis on
which he would be interrogated. Because it deserves deep
and detailed study much of lt is reproduced here. The techniques Wirt was told would be used to discredit business, to

entice labor, management, school officials, and farmers to ..go

along" are frighteningly similar to those which have bein
used in the ensuing 30 years. Wirt stated:
"Brain Trusters" insist that the America of Washington,
Iefferson, and Lincoln must first be destroyed so that on the
ruins they will be able to construct an America after. their
own pattern. They do not know that the America of Washington, Iefferson, and Lincoln was the real New Deal for the

common man. They wish to put the common man back into
the feudal society of the Dark Ages.zr

Wirt's statement as read into the record of the public
hearing continued:
I was told they believe that by thwarting our then evident
economic recovery they would be able to prolong the country's
destitution until they had demonstrated to the American peoile
that the Government must operate business and commerce. -By
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propaganda they would destroy institutions making long-time
iapitat loans and then push Uncle Sam ioto making these
loans. Once -Uncle Sam becomes our financier he must also
follow his money with control and management.22
Today, the Federal Government is very much in the bus-

iness of making long term capital loans through the Area
Redevelopment Administration, Small Business Administra-

tion, the Rural Electrification Administration, Export-Import
Bank, Federal Land Banks, the various housing agencies, and
of other departments large and small.
Wirt stated that the "Brain Trusters" said, "We believe we
have Roosevelt in the middle of a swift stream and that the
current is so strong he cannot turn back or escape from it.
We believe we can keep Mr. Roosevelt there until we are
ready to supplant him with a Stalin. We all think Mr. Roosevelt is only the Kerensky of the Revolution."z3 Asked why
the President would not see through the scheme, they replied:
We are on the inside, we controt the avenues of influence.
We can make the President believe he is making the decisions
for himself . . soon he will feel a superhuman flow of power
from the flow of decisions themselves, good or bad.2l
Wirt was told that most Americans under-estimate the
power of propaganda, that since World War I propaganda had
been developed into science. They said further:
. . That they could make newspapers and magazines beg
for mercy by threatening to take away much of their advertising by a measure to compel only the unvarnished truth in

dozens

advertising.2s

This is, of course, just exactly the power exercised over
newspapers, magazines, radio and TV and their advertisers today by the Federal Trade Commission. Wirt went on to say
in his statement before the Congressional committee:
They were sure that they could depend on the psychology

of

empty stomachs and they would keep them empty. The
masses would soon agree that anything should be done rather
than nothing. Any escape from present miseries would be wel'

comed even though it should turn out to be another misery.2o
Wirt was told that leaders of business and labor would be
silenced by offers of government contracts for materials and
services, provided they were subservient; that colleges and
schools would be kept in line by promises of Federal Aid,
until the many "new dealers" in the schools and colleges
gained control of them; they believed the farmers could be

brought into line by letting them "get their hands in the public
trough for once in the history of the country." To any opPe'
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sition that developed, they would ask, *Well, what is your
plan?"27

Wirt testified that the meeting at which he learned of
these plans was held following

I,

a dinner party on September

1933 at the home of Alice Barrows, an employee of the
Department of Education. The home was locateil in a Virginia suburb of Washington, D. C. In attendance were:
Robert Breuere, a member of the, New Deal Textile Code
Advisory Board and a World War I supporter of the revolutionary IWW movement; David Cushman Coyle, an employee
of the Public Works Administration (PWA); Laurence Todd,
Washington representative of the Soyiet news agency, L{SS,
and a former official of the American Civil Liberties Union;
- Hildegarde Kneeland, an employee of the Department of Agriculture, member of the ACLU, and the person Dr. Wirt
claimed did most of the talking about the communist plans
to take over the New Deal; and Mary Taylor, also an employce
of the Department of Agriculturs.28

Wirt reported that the group indicated they looked for

leadership to Dr. Rexford Guy Tugwell, a radical, who was
assistant to Henry Wallace, and to Wallace himself. At the
time, Henry Wallace was Secretary of Agriculture. He bc-

came vice president of the United States in Roosevelt's third
term.
Of the six persons Wirt reported in attendance at the din-

ner, all testified. They admitted the dinner had been held,
but denied Wirt's report of the after-dinner conversation.
However, before the hearings began, A. A. Berle, Jr., a New
Deal official, had been quoted by the Associated press as ad-

mitting the conversations had taken place but that the government employees were just pulling Wirt's leg.zo
During the hearing, to substantiate the charges that the
economic recovery was being held down, Dr. Wirt cited
figures to show that in the period April 19, 1933-August l,
1933, that the country was recovering from the depression
at a pace three times faster than ever before experienced in
America. Business had reached 82Vo of normal, before the
recovery mysteriously stopped. Wirt cited articles from
Collier's magazine which said, "The farmer is whistling over
the bettering times." At the same time the Department of
Agriculture was saying, "This is an illusion, we must have

controls." Controls were imposed and the recovery stopped.s
Republican members of the committee and Wirt's counsel,

Senator James A. Reed (D-Mo)' wanted the investigation
continued, but the Degrocratic majority refused. Wirt,s ifforts
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were to no avail. He was ridiculed by Time magazine, the
New York Times, and the farJeft press. Wirt was "silenced"
and within two years he died in a mental institution.

Eighteen years later in 1952, the Senate Internal Security
Subcommittee in another investigation was to reveal that
Alice Barrows, at whose home the meeting was held, had been
a communist agent from the time she was employed in the
U. S. Office of Education in l9l9!31
Even so, Wirt was not "cleared." The "trail" was "covered"
in the Cumulative Summary Index 19l8-1956, Congressional
Investigations of Communism and Subversive Activities.32 In
this reference volume which lists all hearings into communist
activities conducted by governmental agencies and all wit-

who have testified down through the years, Alice
in the cross reference for her first appearance in 1934 as "Alice P. Barrows" and as "Alice P. Borrows"
on her second appearance in 1952.33 This "mistake," in this
official reference makes it unlikely that many students would
encounter the second appearance which proves Wirt's case.
riy'irt's charge-that the "brain trusters" of the New Deal
nesses

Barrows is listed

deliberately sabotaged the economic recovery which was well
underway in the fourth and final year of the Hoover Administration is not without substantiation. Said the Democraticoriented New York Times on June 16, 1934:
The change for the better in the last half of 1932 is beyond
dispute. That this evident revival of confidence was suddenly
reversed in February 1933 is equally true.
Wilbur and Hyde, in their book, The Hoover Policies, said:.
In the months of August, September and October 1932, bank
failures had almost ceased while banks reopened were more
than suspensions. The great flow of gold the months previous

to July reversed itself into an enorrnous inflow. The

whole

banking structure greatly strengthened. Wholesale commodity
prices advanced during July, August and September. Cotton
and wheat advanced over 20 per cent. U. S. cotton manufacturing advanced from 51.5 per cent of mill capacity in July
to 97 per cent in October. Domestic wool consumption advanced from 16,500,000 pounds in May to 46,100,000 in September. The Federal Reserve Board's index of industrial

production swept upward from 56
September

and

in July to 68 for

both

October.s{

After the election of November 1932, President Hoover,
the press, spokesmen of economic bodies all pleaded with
Roosevelt to do a simple thing: merely assure the country
that he intended to abide by his campaign promises.s6
Roosevelt remained silent.
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Rumors ran rampant that despite FDR's conservative campaign promises that the country was heading for alarming
monetary, economic and social experiments.
Panic resulted.
Banks later found to be completely sound were stampeded
into closing their doors. The recovery, well-advanced under
Hoover, ground to a halt, and Roosevelt's supporters on the
"farJeft" were quoted as saying, "The worse the better."36
The senior editor of The Reader's Digest, Eugene Lyons,
in his book, The Herbert Hoover Srory, quotes Charles Mich-

elson, chief of the Democratic Party Publicity Staff during
the 1932 campaign as saying:
The President+lect (FDR) told me on one occasion that
the bank crisis was due to culminate just about inauguration
day . . . Naturally he did not care to have the dramatic effect
of his intended proposals spoiled by a premature discussion
of them in advance of their delivery.ez
Lyons says that if Roosevelt and his brain trust had planned
to push the country over the brink in order to take over at
the lowest possible point in history they would have behaved
no differently. They did not merely refrain from doing or
saying anything that would bolster confidence; they did and
said precisely those things which shook confidence and con-

firmed

fears.36

built Roosevelt and the New Deal as saviors.
Good hard statistics reveal that unemployment during the
Hoover Administration averaged 6.2-millions annually, or
just slightly higher than it has reached several times in the
post-war era. In the first two Roosevelt Administrations, averPress agentry

age annual unemployment was 9.9-million.3e

In other words,
despite appropriation of billions for relief purposes, other
billions for make-work schemes, and the transfei to the federal government of almost complete control over the nation,s
economy, things got worse, and not better, under Roosevelt.
The advent of World War

II,

and not the New Deal

government intervention, ended the Depression.

and

By 1938, Garet Garrett, distinguished newspaperman,
author and editorial writer for the Saturday Eveniig post,
published an essay, "The Revolution Was.,' In the opening

paragraph, he said:

There are those who still think they are holding the pass
against a revolution that may be coming up the -road. But
they are gazing io the wrong direction. The ievolution is be_
hin! thgm. fl went by in the Night of Depressica, singing songs

to. freedom.4o
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Garrett went on to show that every problem faced by the
New Deal was solved in a way which transformed the traditional concept of limited self government into a system that
could not fail to:41
Ramify the authority and power of executive government

its power, that is, to rule by decrees and rules and regulations
of its own making.

is hold on the economic life of the nation.
Extend its power over the individual.
Degrade Congress 'and the parliamentary principle,
Impair the great American tradition of an independent ConStrengtheo

stitutional iudicial power.
private enterprise, private finance,
Weaken all other powers
and the power of state and- local governments.
In no instance was any action taken which did not contribute to the process which Garrett points out moved unerringly toward a redesign of the governmental structures into
totalitarian form. With thousands of individual aitions, decrees, and rules all meshing to accomplish this end, Garrett
concluded that it was all according to a great master plan'
Checks and balances placed in the Constitution to Prevent
such centralization of power worked for a time. The Supreme
Court declared early New Deal measures unconstitutional.
Roosevelt's heavily Democratic Congress facing the crisis
of the Depression gave the President and the bureaucrats
nearly everything tbey asked for. In rapid succession, the
National Recovery Act (NRA), the Agricultural Adjustment
Act (drafted by Hiss and his fellow communists), and the
Bituminous Coal Act were all passed, giving the federal bureaucracy unprecedented power, and control of every phase

of

American life.
Citizens were subjected to varying degrees of federal harassment and red tape, all justified as being in the "public
interest." A New York poultry dealer was arrested for letting
a customer pick and buy a particular chicken from a cage,
a violation of the NRA code.a2 Under the code, the customer
was required to say, "I want a chicken," and take "potluck"
on which one he got. The oPerator of a little tailor shop was
iailed for charging 35c for pressing a pair of men's trousers.4s
This was five cents below the NRA minimum.

The Supreme Court found the NRA and its companion

and every concept
measures in violation of the Constitution
retaliated with
of American freedom.s Roosevelt, infuriated,
schemes to by-pass or replace the "Nine Old Men." All were

rejected by even the New Deal controlled Congress.
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Ilowever, several jusaices soon bowed to mounting pressure
and several New D,eal measures were upheld by 5 to 4 decisions of the high court.45 Then, within two years of the
defeat of the court-packing plans, deaths and retirement gave
FDR his chance to control the Supreme Court. He appointed
four new justices, Hugo Black, Felix Frankrurter, Stanley
Reed, and William O. Douglas. None of the four had judicial
experience prior to being named to the highest court in the
land.ao

In succeeding

years, the four were to lead the Court in

reversing dozens of previous Supreme Court decisions, making
a mockery of American jurisprudence. Some actions stretched
both the law and reality to the point of tragedy.
The Constitution, as written, distributed power between the
three separate, but equal, branches of the federal government

the executive, legislative and judiciary. Authority was
divided
to prevent a coDcentration of power in any one part
of the government, thus preventing the possibility of a dictatorship in the future.
A further safeguard was provided by spelling out specifically those areas in which the federal government could, and
could not, function. These restrictions on government power
were embodied in the Bill of Rights, the fust ten amendmentg
to the Constitution. The Ninth and Tenth Amendments reserved for the states and the people aII powers not specifically
given to the federal government.

One of the powers the federal government was logically
given was the function of regulating interstate commerss,
trade and businesses which operated across state lines. Regu-

lation of inttastote commerce, business or trade conducted
wholly within one state was left to the states. ,Thus, most of
the owner-operated retail, commercial, and service business
in the nation were free from interference in any way by the
federal government.

ln 1942, the Supreme Court, with Felix Frankfurter in the
lead, changed this 150 year old concept. Without precedent
in law or fact, the Court voted that because one of the tenants
that rented space in a building in New Jersey sold its products
in other states, that the building itself was in interstate commerce and thus subject to federal. regulation.aT Even more
fantastic, the Court decided that the elevator operator who
spent his days running the elevator up and down waq also in
interstate commerce.
Through such legal twisting and turning, the bureaucrats
evaded constitutional limitations on their power and achieved
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control over nearly every segment of American business, large
and small, and their employeeS.
In the same year, similar nimble "legal" footwork by the
Supreme Court affirmed the federal government's complete
control over American farmers. A farmer Damed Filburn
planted 12 acres of wheat for which he did not have a federal
allotment. He fed the wheat to animals raised on his own
farm and slaughtered as food for his own family.
The government fined Filburn, who appealed the case to
the Supreme Court. He argued that the government had no
right to control his actions in producing food for the sole
use of his own family. He claimed that under no conceivable
stretch of the law could his actions be interpreted as "interstate commerce." Oh, yes, the Court said. If you had not
used your own wheat for feed, you might have bought wheat
from someone else, and that might have aftected the price of
other wheat which was transported in interstate commerce.4s
Therefore, the Court ruled, the federal government is perfectly justifed under the interstate commerce clause of the
Constitution in applying these controls.
The Supreme Court's role in the socialist-communist plan
to transform the United States into part of a one-world socialistic society has been the subject of Congressional inquiries,ae and several lengthy books.60

Criticism of the Supreme Court, which started early in the
New Deal period, reached a peak on June 25, 1962 when the
Court, by a 6 to I decision, denied New York school children
the privilege of opening the school day with a non-sectarian
prayer.Et The same day, the Court decided that pornographic
literature designed to appeal to homosexuals was not obscene
and indecent and therefore could not be barred from the

U. S. Mails.62

Twenty-five years after FDR appointed Justice Black to
the Supreme Court in 1938, the leftist trio in black robes,
Douglas, Frankfurter and Black still held sway. They contributed to the destruction of the righr of the separate states,
permitted federal intervention into every phase of business and
private life; and led the movement to destroy the security laws

of the nation.

Justice Black, in his first 25 years on the bench, participated in 102 cases in which subversion and communists were
involved. He compiled the astounding record of reaching a

decision lavorable to the communists in all IO2 ca.rel.B
Justice Douglas participated in 100 such cases and lavored
the communkt position 97 times.u FranKurter, third man
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in the trio, went along with Douglas and Black until his final
three years on the bench when he switched and rather consistently opposed the Communist position.s6
In recent years, as recounted in Chapter III, Roosevelt's
appointees have been joined by those of President Eisenhower,
Earl Warren and William Brennan. Practically all legal restraints against communist subversion of our society have
been destroyed by Court Action.
The communist infiltration of the New Deal was opposed
at the time the Supreme Court controversies started, but to
no avail. The Democratic Party's nominee for President in
1928, Alfred E. Smith, was one of those who spoke out. Al
Smith watched the transformation of our government in silence until January 25, 1936, when in Washington, D. C. he
saidr

It is not easy for me to stand up here tonight and talk to the
American people against the Democratic Administration. This
is not easy. It hurts me. But I cao call upon innumerable
witnesses to testify to the fact that during my wbole public
life I put patriotism above partisanship. And when I see
danger . . . it is dfficult for me to refrain from speaking out.66
Smith did speak out clearly and distinctly, but few listened.
He said:
What are these dangers I see? The first is the arraignment of
class against class. It has been freely predicted that if we were
ever to have civil strife agaio in this country it would come
from the appeal to passion and prejudices that comes from
demagogues that would incite one class of our people against
another.

I

In my time have met some good and bad industrialists;
have met some good and bad financiers, but I have also met
some good and bad laborers, and this I know, that permanent
prosperity is dependent on capital and labor alike.6z

I

After announcing that he had only one choice, his withof support from the New Deal, Smith concluded:
Now in conclusion, Iet me give this solemn warning. There
can only be one Capital, Washington or Moscop! There can
be only one atmosphere of government, the clear, pure fresh
air of free America, or the foul breath of Communistic Russia.

drawal

There can be only one flag, the Stars and Stripes, or the Red

Flag

Al

of the Godless Union of the Soviet.d8

Smith was not the only Democrat to rebel. Former
Congressman Martin Dies, head of the Special House Committee on IJn-American Activities in the 1930's recalled later

in a speech that his committee "compiled lists of thousands of
Communists, agents, stooges, and sympathizers on the govern-
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ment payroll."60 He took the information to President Roosevelt personally. Roosevelt said, furiously:
I have never seen a man who had such exaggerated ideas
about this thing. I do not believe in communism anymore than
you do but there is nothing wrong with the communists in this
country; several of the best friends I've got are communists.60
Dies continued bis fight against communist infiltration until
1944 when facing a "purge" by FDR he withdrew from the
1944 Democratic primary in Texas. Some of the actual communists and agents Dies tried to expose were rooted out of
the government years later. Many escaped exposure and even
today, FBI files are reported to contain evidence reflecting on
the loyalty of between 2,000 and 3,000 federal employees,
according to a statement entered in the Congressional Record
by Congressmen Paul Kitchin (D-NC) in 1962.6r
For over 20 years, warning after warning has been ignored.
In 1946, for example, President Harry Truman promoted
Harry Dexter White, the assistant secretary of the Treasury,

to a high post on the International Monetary Fund, alter
I. Edgar Hoover personally had White's complete record as a
long-time communist agent delivered to the White House.62
MODERN REPUBLICANISM
The collectivist-conceived bureaucratic empire grew

and

thrived and was threatened only once
by the possible selection of Robert A. Taft as the Republican
Presidental candidate

in

1952.

The Fabians and internationalists in the Republican Party,
assisted by transfers from the normally Democratic-oriented
political arm of the Fabian movement, the Americans for
Democratic Action (ADA), succeeded in nominating Dwight
Eisenhower as the Republican standard bearer.
Just four years before, in 1948, Eisenhower and the open
ultra-liberal Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas had
been the ADA's choices for the Democratic nomination.os
The late Philip Graham, publisher of the ultra-left-wing Washington Post was among the many "liberals" who moved into
the Republican Party briefly to stop Taft and nominate Eisenhower. Arthur Hays Sulzberger, publisher of the New York
Tinres was another.e
Eisenhower talked like an economic conservative but was
zupported by liberals, avowed internationalists like Thomas
Dewey, and the "practical politicians." Their slogan was,

"I like Taft, but he can't win."
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Taft was beaten in a convention where disputed delegations,
charges of fraud, and whispers of huge sums changing hands
marred the proceedings.os
During Eisenhower's eight years in office, he talked about
balanced budgets and fiscal responsibility. His actions and
programs increased the national debt by $25-billion.6c
Republicans in Congress, who with a few conservative
Democrats had blocked the most radical New Deal programs,
bowed to party discipline and acceded to Eisenhower's requests. The establishment of the Health, Education and Wel-

fare Department is an example.
Proposed and rejected regularly during the Truman Administration, the Health, Education and Welfare Department was
established by Eisenhower in 1953 with a first year budget
of less than a billion dollars. By 1960, HEW gathered in
state and local programs and initiated its own new ones to
control the powerful political weapon of disbursements to the
states and people of over $ l5-billion annuallyoT
this growth
took place during an administration which-publicly was
"economy conscious."
Much bf the increase financed Eisenhower's "matching
grants-in-aid" which were supposed to "help" the states meet

their "responsibilities" (as defined by the federal

bt4:eau-

cracy).
State legislatures accepted federal "guidance" and control

of their unemployment compensation, highway construction,
scientific education, and welfare programs to. get the "free
federal money" which had been collected in the states.
Over 400 cities accepted federal "guidance" on building
codes, zoning laws, planning commissions, and land use plans
to become "eligible" for federal urban renewal and public
housing funds. At the same time, a direct line of authority
was established between Washington and local governments,
by-passing the state governments.os
The budget, the size of the federal government, and federal
influence zoomed. For example, spending for purely domestic
programs averaged $17.7-billion annually in Truman's last
five years. In Eisenhower's last five years, it averaged $33.6-

billion, an increase of. 89Vo.6s
It was this betrayal of the principles on which the Republican Party was elected in 1952 that prompted Senator Barry
Coldwater (R-Ari) to rise in the Senate on April 8, 1957 to
deliver the following speech, thus, breaking with the Eisenhower Administration:
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is, of course, with deepest sorrow that I must pass iudgment upon my own party . . . Until quite recently I was personally satisfied that this administration was providing the
reliable and realistic leadership so vital to the maintenatrce
of a strong domestic economy, which, in turn, is a vital factor
in maintaining world peace.
It is true that after 20 years of New Deal-Fair Deal experiments in socialism, Americans have been considerably softened
to the doctrine of federal paternalism but what degree of
slavish economic indigence has resulted should be treated with
lessons in free enterprise and States Rights, not as the President recently suggested in a speech in Washington by educating
people-to accept federal moneys for a proiect which they

ought to be paying for themselves, directly through their
State and local governments.
It is equally disillusioning to see the Republican' Party
pluaging headlong into the same dismal state experienced by
traditional Democrat principles of Jefferson and Jackson dur'
ing the days of the New Deal and Fair Deal. As a result of
those economic and political misadventures, that great party has
lost its soul of freedom; its spokesmen are peddlers of the
philosophy that the Constitution is outmoded, that States Rights
are void, and that the only hope for the future of these United
States is for our people to be federally clothed, federally supported in their occupations, and to be buried in a federal box in

a federal cemetery.

In the Republican Party there are also vociferous exponents
of this incredible philosophy. It may be, in fact, that they are

among the "Modern Republicans" about whom there has been
so much discussion in recent months. Certainly, the faulty
tenets of Modern Republicans do not refute this big govern-

ment

concept.Tt)

The next year, in 1958, the Eisenhower Administration ran
up the biggest peace-time deficit in American history, a $12.5billion endorsement of the Keynesian concept of "spend
yourself to prosperity."?1 Goldwater won re-election into the
U. S. Senate that year by a record majority - while Republicans in general were losing 12 seats in the U. S. Senate
and about 40 seats in the lower House.

THE NEW FRONTIER
Fabian control of the Washington bureaucracy is now more
openly acknowledged. Fewer Americans seem repelled by

socialism. The attitudes of many have softened toward com-

munism. Shocked and shaken by the subversion cases 15
years ago, Americans have become apathetic about high
government officials with communist front records. Those
who expose them are right wing radicals.
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Even John Kennedy was affected. In 1953, as a Senator,
Kennedy said:
fm not a liberal at all. I never joined the Americans for
Democratic Action. I'm not comfortable with those lrople,?z
Not many Americans are comfortable with the ideas of

the political arm of the Fabian Society. But as president,
John Kennedy appointed 40 members of this political underworld to high government posts. President Johnson continued
them in their high posts.

For example, Arthur M. Schlesinger, h., a Harvard pro-

fessor and ADA-founder, was Kennedy's special assistant.

h

1947, Schlesinger wrote:
If socialism (i.e., ownership by thc atate

of all significant
of production) is to preserve democracy it must be
brought about step by step in a way which will not disrupt
the fabric of custom, law and mutual confidencc upon which
means

personal rights depend.
That is, the transition must be piecemeal; it must be parliamcntary; it must respect civil liberties and due proqess of taw.
Socialism by such means used to seem fantastic to the hardeyed melodramatists of the Leninist persuasion; but even
Stalin is reported to have told Harold Laski recently that it
might be possible . There seems oo inherent obstacle to
the gradual advance of socialism in the United States through

serics of New Deals.
Socialism, then, appears quite practical within this fraop of
reference, as a longtime proposition. Its gradual
midt
"6ysa6p
well preserve order and law. . . The active agents
in eftecting
the transition will probably bc, not the working classes, but

a

some combination of lawyers, business and labor managers,
politicians and intellectuals, in the manner of the frst I.Iew

Ded.?3
these three short paragraphs, Schlesinger confirms vividly
-In

what good Americans are called right wing extremists for
saying: That the Fabians (gradualists) are socialists; that
Keynesian economic policy is the path to socialism; that goals

of

communism and socialism are essentially the same; that

New Deal welfare state proposals whether enacted by Demo.
crats or Republicans are socialistic; that establishment of
socialism will result in a curtailment of freedom; that socialism and communism appeal, not to the working class or the
poverty stricken masses, but to the "liberal,, intellectual, the
college professor, and the turncoat businessman.

Chapter

XIII

Internationalism
A

real internationalist is one who brings his
sympathy and recognition up to a point ol
practical and maximal help to the USSR in
support and delense ol the USSR by every
means and in every possible form.
Andrei Vyshinsky

-

FOR OVER 100 YEARS American Presidents and diplomats faithfully followed the advice left with them by George
Washington when, in his farewell address, he said:
The great rule of conduct for us, in regard to foreign nations, is in extending our commercial relations, to have as little
political connections as
steer clear

of

possible

permanent alliances,

Tis our true policy to
with any nation of the

.world.1

Since World War II, America has become so entangled in
a web of treaties, executive agreements, and secret pacts that
we have lost control of our political decisions, monetary
system, and military forces. In 1954, a Congressional committee found that . . .
. . . theie is a definite tendency to sacrifice the national ioterest of our country in dealing with foreign affairs.2
By 1961, the sacrifice of the national interest became the
rule rather than the exception. For example, the U. S. Army's
crack 24th division was alerted in Germany in the spring
of 1961. Part of it prepared to resist possible attacks from
East Germany while other units stood by to be airlifted to
the Congo to protect the communist-dominated Central Congolese government by fighting the pro-western, anti-communist forces of Moise Tshombe.3 Major General fdwin A.
\ilalker, who commanded the 24th at the time, toliJ a Con-

gressional committee

. under our national policy and by our own command,
American sons were alerted io readiness to go to the Congo
to fight the anti-communists and also to go to the East-West
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Tane to fight communists. Those two boys, in my opinion,
without any doubt are fighting each other.a
In 1963, the military forces of the United States were unleashed in the Caribbean area, not to protect Latin America

from communist subversives spreading out from Cuba
but
- by
to protect Castro, Cuba, and Communism from attacks
libertyJoving Cubans. Meanwhile, halfway around the world,
Americans were being killed in the'guerilla warfare in South

Viet Nam

by communists.

- U. S. foreign policy was based on the concept
Traditional
that the primary function of American military forces and
diplomats should be the protection of American lives, rights
and property. This traditional concept has been replaced by
a foreign policy which sacrifices national interests-and
common sense
to something called "world opinion."
To fully understand
how the transformation has been effected, it is necessary to examine several facets of national
policy, including relations with the United Nations, the foreign
aid program, the effect of treaties on the basic rights of Americans and the growth of the group which has engineered the
basic changes in U. S. foreign policy.

TIIE UNITED NATIONS
In the 1930's, with each breach of the peace, in Manchuria
in 1931, Ethiopia in 1935, China in 1936, Spain in 1937, and
when Europe exploded in 1939, Americans were told that
somehow it might not have happened if the U. S. Senate and
"isolation minded" Americans had not rejected the League
of Nations in 1919.
A national guilt complex was induced in America through
reiteration of this theme in the press, textbooks, and through
church publications and programs and government and other

opinion-molding agencies.
After this pre-conditioning,.when World War II ended, the
United Nations treaty was ratified by the U. S. Senate with
only two dissenting votes.6 A majority of Americans grasped
the UN as the "best hope for world peace."
The Communist Party, USA wholeheartedly supported the
newly forming organization. Political Afiairs, the party's official theoretical journal, in the April 1945 issue gave communists this order:
Great popular support and euthusiasm for the United Nations policies should be built up, well organized and fulty
articulate. But it is also necessary to do more than that. ThL
opposition dust be rendered so impotent that it will be unable
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to gather any significant support in the Senate against the
UN Charter and the treaties which will follow.
The few voices in America which urged caution were

rendered impotent, just as the communists planned. The op-

position was assured that the UN could never act against
American interests because the United States would have veto
power. That other countries large enough to di$rupt the
peace also had the veto was ignored.

The communist leadership realized it. They knew in

advance that the structure of the UN could be used to prevent
it from ever acting against the communists. They knew what

few Americans realize even today . . .
. . . that Alger Hiss was the principal American representative in discussions of plans for the UN and its Charter at the
Yalta and Dumbarton Oaks conferences; that Hiss was to be

the Secretary General of the United Natioos Organizing Conference in San Francisco when the Charter was written and
adopted; that in his dual role as Secretary General and top
State Departrnent official for UN affairs he could channel his
choices into key positions in the newly forming UN Secretariat.o

In 1948, when Alger Hiss was exposed as a communist
agent, the web of protective propaganda which guards the
UN prevented most Americans from learning that he had been
the UN's chief architect.
Disciplined members of the world-wide communist conspiracy were informed almost immediately that the UN was
planned as the agency "which will smash the anti-Soviet intrigues of imperialist reactionaries." The entire Red scheme
for the UN was revealed in a communist pamphlet, The
United Nations, published in English in September 1945 by
the People's Publishing House, Bombay, India.
According to this official communist pamphlet, the Soviet
Union planned to

.

.

automatically veto any UN measure restrictive to or
harmful to world communism while using the UN to promote
friction between non-communist nations and frustrate their
foreign policy.
. use the UN trusteeship council and the UN special
agencies to detach all dependent and semi-dependent areas
from any foreign influence except that of the Soviet Union-

eventually bringing about a one-world Soviet system.T
In the ensuing years, the communists have followed the
plan, using the veto 100 times. The U. S. has never used it.
As a result, the United Nations, established to prevent or
stop wars, has watched ineffectively, or aided the aggressors'
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while wars have been waged in China, Malaya, Indo-China,
Tibet, Laos, Hungary, Korea, the Middle East, Cuba, Indonesia, Algeria, the Congo, Goa, Angola, and on the IndianChinese border. The anti-western forces have won, or are

winning them all.
There has been no major war, not because the UN has
prevented it
but because the communists are winning the
- one. The plan "to detach all dependent and
world without
semi-dependent areas from any foreign influence except that
of the Soviet Union," is being fulfilled as dozens of former
colonies become "independent" and adopt the "neutralist"
pro-communist position in the world struggle.
Despite 17 years of continual failures, in 1962 nearly 85Vo
of the American people still placed faith and trust in the UN
as the best hope for peace.s They fail to see the truth because
emotion-provoking slogans have been substituted for factual,
accurate information about the UN's founding, its structure,
and its operation. UN failures in Hungary, Korea, and the
Congo are frequently called victories.
Few Americans know that the t N Secretariat has become
a haven for the communists and security risks who had been
officials of the U. S. government in the 1940's. In 1952, the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee spent two months
studying the activities of U. S. citizens employed by the uN.o,

Its report stated:

American communists who had been officials of the United
States Government penetrated the Secretariat of the United
Nations after the United States Government had been apprised
of security information regarding their conspiratorial activities.

In all, 2l Americans employed in key UN administrative
posts took the Fifth Amendment during the SISS hearings
when asked about their participation in the communist conspiracy. UN Secretary Genefal Trygve Lie studied the Senate
report and discharged the Fifth Amendment cases.
Lie's action was appealed and the UN Administrative Tribunal ruled that Lie had no right to fire employees who had
permanent UN civil service status. Reinstatements with back
pay and "damages" of up to 940,000 per employee were
awarded,lo

Dr. Robert Morris, who was chief counsel of the Senate
committee which investigated the security risks in the UN,
commented

on the reinstatement of the Fifth Amendment

cases and the large cash grants they received.

No llonder We Are Losing, he said:

In his book,

2M
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Here was a Communist victory accomplished with the sauc'

tion of free delegations. The decision established, in effect,
that even if UN authorities discovered secret Kremlin agents
in their employ, they could do nothing about it. Irt it be

remembered that these were Dot Soviet-appointed officials, but
part of the U. S. quota.11

Dr. Morris' comment points up a dilemma. Even if it
were possible to eliminate all Americans of doubtful loyalty
from the UN Administrative staff, many communists would
still hold key UN positions. Under a quota system, each
member nation, including the communist ones, names its own
citizens to fill an allocated percentage of clerical, technical,
and administrative jobs in the UN Secretariat. In theory,
those appointed should function as unbiased "international
civil servahts" working for the best interests of the UN as
a

whole.

How it actually works in practice was described in the
report of the Senate committee which studied the case of
Povl Bang-Jensen in 1961. Bang-Jensen, a Danish civil servant, was fired in 1958 by Dag Hammarskjold for refusing
to reveal the names of refugees who testified in the UN
Hungarian inquiry to a high UN official from a communist

country. Bang-Jensen feared communist reprisals against the
relatives of the witnesses who were still in Hungary. As was
discussed in Chapter IX, Bang-Jensen continued his fight to
correct the serious lack of security in the UN Secretariat until
his death by "suicide" two years after he was fired.
Quoting a study made by the International kague for the
Rights of Man, the Senate report on the Bang-Jensen case
said:

If the Secretary General retains on his staff Soviet nationals
there is prima lacie a possibility of leaks of information to
the Soviet Union. Only those persons of extraordinary uaivete
would fail to recognize that, as between loyalty to the international civil service and the Soviet Union, the Soviet citizen
is under extreme pressure to conform to the wishes of his
government,12

The report cited cases of Soviet employees of the UN

Secretariat caught while engaging in espionage activities
against the U. S. and concluded:
So long as Soviet nationals are members of the Secretary
General's staff or serve directly undsl him, there is always a

rist that confidential information in the office of the Secretary
General which is desired by the Sovict goverament will fnd
its way into thcir

hands.r8
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The risk is not limited to information leaks. With some of
the IJN's highest staft offices held by communists, the manipulation of UN programs to benefit world communism is a
distinct threat.
As an exarnple, under a secret agreement made in 1945
by U. S. Secretary of State Edward Stettinius, a communist
has always filled the second most important UN post, that of
Under or Asslstant Secretary for Political and Security Council Affairs. This committee implements Security Council
police actions, oversees disarmament enforcement, etc. Under
the terms of the secret agreement, the nine men who have
held the post since the UN was organized in 1945 have all
been from Iron Curtain countries.la
During the Korean War, for example, the chain of command from the UN Security Council to General MacArthur
was through the Under-Secretary for Political and Security
Council affairs, Constantine Zinchenko, a conmunist.ls Is it
any wonder that General George Stratemeyer, the Air Force
commander in Korea, returned to tell a Senate committee:
We were required to lose the Korean War.16
The threat continues today. If U. S. proposals for arms
control and disarmament are accepted, U. S. military forces
will be transferred to the UN peace force, which is directed
by the Under-Secretary for Political and Security Council
Affairs, who has always been a communist.

is still another danger in blind faith, trust, and
in the LrN. With communists filling administrative
and technical positions in the Secretariat, the reports they
write, the decisions they make carry the prestige of the
There

respect

United Nations. Unsuspecting Americans have no indication
that the UN pamphlet they reieive may have been written by
an open communist.
The 1963 UNESCO bulletin on Colonialism is an example.

it said:
The unequal treatment of nationalistic colonialist oppression
and discrimination on grounds of race or Bationality, which
still characterizes a number of capitalist countries today, are
to be explained by the political and social systems prevailing
in those countries.l?

Under the UN seal

The UNESCO report completely ignored "oppression and
discrimination" in the Soviet "colonies" of Hungary, poland,
Tibet, etc. and praised the Soviet Union for . . .

. successful establishment of full equality
tween races aod nationalities in the USSR.l8

of rights be-
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The United States pays 3lVo of. the cost for the Soviet
propaganda which is distributed into the under-developed
nations of the world under the respectability of the United
Nations emblem.
How many Americans look behind the blue UN "seal of
approval" on the UNESCO literature and materials used in
American schools to build "attitudes" for "world understanding" and "world citizenship" in their sons and daughters?
How secure would they feel in accepting this "seal of
approval" if they knew that this program was directed for
years by Mrs. A. Jegalova, chief of the UNESCO division of
Secondary Education. Before becoming an "international
civil servant" Mrs. Jegalova was chief inspector of the Ukrainian Branch of the Soviet Ministry of Education. Being a
communist, Mrs. Jegalova is unlikely to approve any program
originating in her department which is detrimental to world

communism.
her home.

If

she did, the Kremlin would quickly call

The UN Special Agencies, of which UNESCO is typical,
have from their founding aided and assisted the world communist movement. For example, UNRRA, the United Nations

Relief and Rehabilitation Agency, distributed billions of

dollars in American aid following World War II.10 In Yugo'
slavia, Poland, and China, where communist and anti-communist forces were maneuvering for control, UNRRA channeled its aid, 72Vo of which was supplied by the U. S.,
through communist groups.
Arthur Bliss Lane, American ambassador to Poland following the war, described in his book, I Saw Poland Betrayed,
how UNRRA funds were used to solidify communist control

of the country. He told how, in advance of the elections,
official approval was given to the communist-dominated co'
alition government, and then:
the agxeemeot concluded
Over my personal protest
in Warsaw provided ttrat the Polish Government, and oot

UNRRA, should have complete jurisdiction over ttrc distribution of UNRRA supplies in Poland . . . I learned of attempts
to force the populace to join the two principal parties, the
Workers (communist) and the Socialist. Those who jnined
were given preference ration cards entitling them to reccive
choice UNRRA supplies . . . as the agreement with the Polish
government gave UNRRA no control over distribution of goods

imported by UNRRA, Drury (local administrator-Auth.) could
not prevent supplies being uscd for political pur1roses.zo

The Polish people supported the communists or they didn't
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eat. The story was the same in Yugoslavia and much of
China.

How was such a faulty agreement made? David Weintraub,
identified as a communist by Whittaker Chambers, Ieft the
U. S. government in 1944 to become chief adviser to UNRRA
Governor General, Herbert Lehman. Later, he became chief
of UNRRA supplies.2l When UNRRA disbanded, Weintraub
transferred into the UN Secretariat as Director of the Economic Stability and Development Division.
Similar records have been established by the UN Special

Fund, the World Health Organization, and UNICEF. All
have channeled American aid to Communist countries. In
1961-62,

for

example, the

LIN

Special Fund, as discussed

earlier, gave Castro $1.6-million.22
By 1963, the UN was headed by avowed Marxists. Following his election as Secretary General, U Thant was interviewed by Newsweek He said:

I

believe

in

the philosophy

of

thesis, antithesis, and syothesis.

From its present antithesis, I believe the world is moving towards a new synthesis.2s
Newsweek did not tell its readen, but Thant's ..philosophy"
is a simple restatement of Hegel's dialectic, the basis or-root

of Karl Marx's

dialectical materialism. Thant has also

adopted another Marxist idea to finance the ..synthesis,, toward which he sees the world moving
the one-world
- States. Thant
socialistic government financed by the United
says:

The concept of taxing the rich according to their capacity
to pay, in order to cater to ttre poor accordiog to their needi,
is now well established as a simple canon of soiial justice in ali
democratic countries. It requires only a little imigination to
lift this concept to a higher plane, namely the in-ternational

plane, and

to extend its

scope from

universe,24

the country to tle

_ t{o* much of your income would the UN representative of
Gabon, Algeria, Cuba or the Soviet Union vote to take away
as simple "social justice?" The United States has no veto in
the General Assembly.
In the _ maneuvering which followed the death of Dag
__

Hammarskjold, the Soviet Union first demanded that UN
administration be handled by a troika. This demand was
withdrawn, provided that Ralph Bunche, American delegate
to the UN, ind a Soviet delegate, Georgi p. ArkadyevJ be
named as under-secretaries
was done.

to

..neutralist;'

U Thant.iu Thi,
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Did Russia get its troika? Thant's views have been examined. Arkadyev was a Russian communist. The record of
Bunche, who supposedly represents America, was examined

in detail on the floor of Congress in two speeches by ConUtt (R-Cal). Utt said:
Russia now has its troika: one an avowed Marxist, the
second a dedicated communist; and the third with a pro-

gressman James

communist

bias.26

Utt detailed Bunche's record

as contributing editor

of

the

openly communist magazine, Science and Society, in ttre
1930's; as founder of the National Negro Congress, cited as
subvenive by the Attorney Ceneral; as a high official of the
Institute of Pacific Relations; and as an advocate of UN
employment for a notorious communist agent.2? Utt concluded his remarks, saying:
It is my considered judgment that Dr. Bunche must be considered a security risk for our country The "troika" arrangemeot engineered by the communists is frightening and devastating when you consider that the United States of America
has no foreign policy of its own exc€pt the United Nations.2s

The implications of the Soviet use of the veto to block
any effective anti-communist action; the use of UN headquarters as a base for Soviet espionage and propaganda
activity within the United States; the UN's long record of
aid to the world communist movement; the UN action io the
Congo which destroyed the pro-western anti-communist government of Moise Tshombe, have impelled several distinguished world figures to speak out. [-ord Beaverbrook, the
noted British newspaper publisher, said:
Here in New York city, you Americans have the biggest
fifth column in the world The United Nations.2o
Before his death in 1953, the late Senator Robert A. Taft
issued this warning:
The UN has become a trap, Let's go it alone.3o
ln a speech at his birthplace in Iowa during the summer of
1962, former President Herbert A. Hoover, once a supporter

of the United Nations, reluctantly

announced:
Unless the UN is completely reorganized without the Communist nations in it, we should get out of .it.3r
What force keeps the United States in the United Nations

despite its consistent record of failures, financial bankruptcy,
and pro-communist bias?
Why do so few Americans know of Alger Hiss'role as chief
architect of the world organization; of the UN's refusal to
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fire American communists uncovered in key positions; of the
Senate investigations which show that the UN is a base for
Soviet espionage and propaganda activities in the United
States; that official UN studies and records are actually the
work of communists on the UN staff?
How can the murder of children, machine gunning of hospital invalids, rape, plunder and pillage committed by the
UN Peace Force in Katanga be described as "peace-keeping
operations" without the American people rebelling.
In 1954, a prominent U. S. Senator delivered a cryptic
speech which might provide some answers. Senator William
Jenner (R-Ind) said that there was a force operating to
merge the United States into a one-world socialist system.

it in this way:
We have a well-organized political action group in this
country, determined to destroy our Constitution, and establish

He described

a one-party state. This political action group has its own local

politcal support organizations, its own pressure groups, its
own vested interests, its foothold within our Government, and
its own propaganda apparatus,
The important thing to remember about this group is not
its ideology but its organization. It is a dynamic, aggressive,

elite corps forcing its way through every opening to make

a

breach for a collectivist one-party state
It cares nothing
for party changes directed by the sovereign people . . . It has
a strategy which is not derived from anything known to the
two parties .. Outwardly we have a constitutiooal government. We have operating within our Government and political
system, another body representing another form of government,
a bureaucratic elite, which believes our Constitution is outmoded and is sure it is on the winuing side.32

What is this force? How does it operate? What are :ts
Is it the force which provides the protective web of

goals?

propaganda and emotion-provoking slogans which safeguard
the United Nations from rational evaluation?

THE ORGANIZED INTERNATIONALISTS
In May 1919, a group of young intellectuals who had
helped draft the League of Nations Charter during World
War I met at the Majestic Hotel in Paris. They were bitterly
disappointed. The U. S. Senate and the American people had
rejected the concept of a world governing body. In their
discussions they conceived an organization which might study
and promote a better "understanding" of international affairs.
The group included Christian Herter and the brothers,
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John Foster and Allen Dulles. They came home from Paris
and incorporated the Council on Foreign Relations'
The influence achieved by Herter and John Foster Dulles
25 years later as Secretaries of State under Dwight Eisenhower, and Allen Dulles, as head of the powerful and contronersiai Central Intelligence Agency, is one indication of the
power obtained by the' group. This tells only part of the story'
Extremely selective in its membership, the Council has
never been u "-utt" organization. However, according to the

CFR's 1960 membership roster,33 its 1,400 members control
the U. S. State Department, many top cabinet posts, the
major newspaPers, magazine, and radio and TV networks'
rnort of the large tax-exempt foundations, a host of other
opinion molding Sroups and organizations, and the nation's

inituaing U. S. Steel, AT&T, General
du Pont, IBM and others.
Motors, "o.p"n'i"J
Despite its influence, the CFR is relatively unknown' It
has bein the subject of one official, although brief, pronouncement by Congreis. In 1954, the Special House Committee to

lurg"rt

Investigate Tix-Exempt Foundations headed by Congressman
Reece laid that the CFR's "productions are not objective but

are directed overwhelmingly at promoting the

globalistic

concept."s+ The committee's final report expressed concern

that the CFR had become
. . in essence an agency of the United States Government
. . carrying its internationalist bias with it'35
How the Council on Foreign Relations functions as "an
agency of government" became clear in an eight Part examiriation of ine organization published in 1961' The author,
Dan Smoot, a former FBI man and Administrative Assistant
to J. Edgar Hoover, found that . . .
. . . since 1944, all candidates for President, both Republican

and Democrat, have been CFR members, except Truman who
became President by "accident"' Every Secretary of State since

Cordell Hull (except James Byrnes) has been a CFR member'
Over 40 CFR members comprised the American delegation
to the UN Organizing Conferlnce in San Francisco including
Alger Hiss, Nelson Rockefe[er, Adlai Stevenson' Ralph Bunche,
Ioin Foster Dulles, and the Secretary of State Edward Stettinius. CFR affiliates have controlled an unusual number of
cabinet posts and top Presidential advisory positions'36
The influence is so Sreat that Smoot labeled the group'
The Invisible Government, and published a book by that
name on its membership, activities, and philosophy.
CFR members continue in key government posts under
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both Democratic and Republican Administrations. The Dulles
Brothers, Herter, Arthur Dean, Douglas Dillon, Charles
Bohlen, John McCloy, John McCone, Henry Cabot Lodge,
and Ralph Bunche hold high positions no matter which party

is in power. Except for Bohlen, and possibly Bunche, aI are
regarded as Republicans.
The Kennedy-Johnson Administrations appear to be totally
controlled by CFR members and former members. They in-

clude:

President John F. Kennedy, Secretary of State Dean Rusk,
Secretary of Treasury Douglas Dillon, Secretary of Labor and
Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg, UN Ambassador
Adlai Stevenson, Presidential assistants Arthur Schlesinger, Ir,
and McGeorge Bundy, State Department Adviser Dearr Acheson, Federal Reserve chairman William McC. Martin, Assist-

ant and Under-Secretaries of State Chester Bowles, Averell
Harriman, George McGhee, George Ball, Harlan Cleveland,

and Brooks Hays, Assistant Secretaries of Defense Roswell
Gilpatric and Paul Nitze, State Department policy planner
Walt Whitman Rostow, presidential Disarmameni Adviser
John McCloy, Chief Disarmament Negotiator Arthur Dean,
Presidential Assistant for Science and Technology Jerome
Wiesner, and USIA Director Edward R. Murrow.3?
These are just a few of the more than 60 CFR memben
who have held top advisory posts, ambassadorial appointments, etc. in the Kennedy-Johnson Administrationi-a
remarkable achievement for a group with only l,4OO members.
Even when CFR members retired or are replaced, another
CFR man gets the job. When General L. L. Lemnitzer
(CFR) retired as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he
was replaced by General Maxwell Taylor (CFR). When
Allen Dulles (CFR) became a center of public controversy
over the failure of his ClA-direited Cuban invasion, he was
replaced by John McCone (CFR).
How can so much power be concentrated in the membership of such a small organization without public attention?
As Senator Jenner pointed out, this group has its own propaganda apparatus. Among the 1,400 CFR members are:
Henry Luce, editor-in+hief of Time, Life arrd, Fortune; Daid,
Lawrence, U. .S. Neps & llorld Report; the late philip Graham,
publisher of Newsweek and the Washington posr,. Girdner and

John Cowles, who publish Look and own several influential

newspapers and broadcasting companies; Arthur Hays Sulz_
berger, chairman of the board, Nery york Times; Mirk Eth-

ridge, publisher, Louisville Courier Journal; syndicated columnists Marquis Childs. James Reston, Ernest K. Lindley,
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Walter Lippmann and Hanson Baldwin; plus dozens of other
lesser known writers, editors and publishers.
Other key editors and publishers belong to local affiliated
CFR "chapters" in 30 key cities in the United States. Other
'CFR members who hold important posts in other opinionmaking media are:
William S. Paley, chairman of the board, CBS; David

Sarnoff, chairman of the board, Radio Corporation of America
(operators of NBC); broadcasters Edward R. Murrow, Charles
Collingwood, William L. Shirer, and lrving R. Levine; Harry
Scherman, founder and board chairman of the Book-of-theMonth Club; Joseph Barnes, editor-in-chief, Simon & Schuster,
John Gunther, best-selling author of the "Inside" series; public
opinion pollsters George Gallup and Elmo Rbper and othe4s.
CFR member William Benton is a principal owner of the
Encyclopedia Brittanica, which may account for the omissioD

of Alger Hiss' role in the founding of the United Nations in
this standard reference

work.38

Senator Jenner described a "political action group" with its
own pressure groups, political support organizations, etc. cFR
members hold controlling influence in the American Associa-

tion for the United Nations, The Foreign Policy Association,
World Affairs Council, U. S. Committee for the United Nations, United World Federalists, Atlantic Union, NATO Citizens Council, and other one-world propaganda organizations.

The Council for Economic Development, Business Advisory
Council, and the Advertising Council are similarly controlled.se

ACCORDING TO PLAN
What are the goals of this small organization whose members exert such influence on the United States and the world?
Since 1945, CFR members have largely controlled the
United States government and its foreign policy. In that time,
world communism has increased the number of its slaves
by 520% to over one-billion. Communism has received no
serious setback in its drive toward world domination, despite
military and foreign aid expenditures of over $50O-billion by
the U. S. government to "fight" communism. That record, in
itself, is an indictment.
The writings and speeches of CFR members reveal that
the failures of the West have not been accidents. Events since
World War II have developed largely according to plan.
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., member of the CFR and special
assistant to Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, spelled out the
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"no-win" policy which the CFR-dominated State Department
has been following since 1945. Writing in the May-June 1947
issue of Partisan Review, Schlesinger said:
Reduced to its fundamentals, the American problem is to
arrange the equilibrium of forces in the world so that, at every
given moment of decision,,the Soviet General Staff will decide
against aggressions that might provoke a general war on the
ground that they present too great a risk. At the same time,
the U. S. must not succumb to demands for an anti-Soviet
crusade nor permit reactionaries in the buffer states to precipitate conflicts in defense of their own obsolete perogatives.4o
The United States, according to Schlesinger, should not try
to "win" over communism, free the captive peoples, or even
permit them to lree themselves. The "obsolete perogatives"
which Schlesinger would deny to the Eastern Europeans,
Tibetans, Laotians, Koreans and others in the satellites are
the right to choose their
national sovereignty, and freedom
- view? Schlesinger said:
own governments. Is this one man's

Can the United States conceive and initiate so subtle a
policy? Though the secret has been kept pretty much from the
readers of the liberal press, the State Department has been
proceeding for some time along these lines. Both Byrnes aod
Marshall have perceived the essential need to be firm without
being rancorous, to check Soviet expansion without making
unlimited commitments to the anti-Soviet crusade, to invoke
power to counter power without engaging in senseless intimidation, to encourage the growth of the democratic left. The per-

formance has often fallen below the conception, but the
direction has been correct. Men like Ben Cohen, Dean Acheson,
and Charles Bohlen (all CFR members-Auth.) have tried to

work out the details and whip up support for this admittedly
risky program.ar

The "risky" policy of containment-rather-than-victory which
Schlesinger outlined, and which the State Department still
follows, has resulted in nearly S00-million people going behind
the Iron and Bamboo Curtains. The leaders of the "demo'
cratic left" which the policy was to encourage
Mao Tsetung, Ben Bella, Sukarno, Nkrumah, Adoula, Lumumba,
Fidel
Castro, Juan Bosch, Romulo Betancourt, and Cheddi Jagan
inevitably turn out to be communists, or complete tools of
- world communist movement.
the
Johu Foster Dulles was perhaps the most successful practitioner of the "admittedly risky program" which Schlesinger
outlined. A founder of the CFR, Dulles served in the State
Department as an assistant and adviser to Dean Acheson and
later as Secretary of State under President Eisenhower. Dulles
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for slowing down the Soviet offensive
maintained under Acheson. Few realize,
however, that he promoted no aggressive steps to topple their
was widely acclaimed

from the pace

it

empire.

Under his direction, the State Department initiated aid to
communist countries and cultural exchanges, agreed to permanent partitions of Korea and Viet Nam, tolerated and encouraged the rise of "neutralism" ,nd implemented the rule
laid down eight years before by Schlesinger in denying the
Hungarians their right to win their revolt.
To understand Dulles' actions, it is necessary to ignore his
vigorous anti-communist statements and well-publicized policy
of "brinkmanship" and learn his true beliefs and goals from
his early writings.

la 1942, Dulles was chairman of the Federal Council of
Churches Commission to Study the Bases of a Just and Durable Peace. The report he prepared recommended:
. . . a world government, strong immediate limitation on
national sovereignty, international control of all armies and

navies, a universal system of money, world-wide freedom of
immigration, progressive elimination of all tariff and quota
restrictions on world trade aod a democratically-controllcd

world bank.*2

The report also called for world-wide redistribution of
wealth. It held that a "new order of economic life is botb
imminent and imperative." It accepted Mamian concepts by
'denouncing various defects in the profit system as being responsible for breeding war, demagogues, and dictators.
Four years later, Dulles authored another statement for the
Federal Council of Churches. Entitled, Soviet-American Relations, it was published in the Council's 1946 Biennial Report. It is one of the earliest published speculations that
"changes" in both Russia and the United States will make
possible a merger of the two systems into a world government. Dulles said:
Moreover, Communism as an ecoDomic program for social
reconstruction has points of contact with the social message
of Christianity as in its avowed concern for the underprivileged
and its insistence on racial equality . . . neither state socialism
nor free enterprise provides a perfect economic system; each
can learn from the experience of the other . . , the free
enterprise system has yet to prove it can assure steady production and employment . . . Soviet socialism has changed much
particularly in placing greater dependence upotr the incentive

of

Personal gain.a3
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In finding similarities between Communism and Christianity, Dulles chose to ignore the mass murder of 20-million
human beings in the first 25 years of Communist control of
Russia and the lS-million persons in Soviet slave labor camps
as he spoke. In the 17 years after Dulles saw signs of "mellowing" the communists have exterminated another 40-million
people in Russia, Chiha, Hungary, Cuba, Poland, Tibet and

Korea.

When Methodist Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam revealed in
testimony before the House Committee on Un-American

Activities in 1953 that Dulles was the author of the statement,
the Chicago Tribune suggested editorially that Scott Mcl*od,
State Department Security Chief, might do some checking on

his boss.s

The thesis that communism is mellowing, first stated by
in 1946, is the underlying theme of most CFR-influenced projects. It is the basis for the overall State Department
policy plan prepared by Walt Whitman Rostow (CFR) which
was discussed in Chapter IV.lo
In accepting the theory that communism is,..mellowing,"
these CFR members reject the concept that communism is
total evil. Dulles'comparison of communism with the .,social
message of Christianity" is indicative of this viewpoint. There
are other examples. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., in the article
previously quoted, "condemned" communism in this way:
The crime of the USSR against the world is its determination to make experiments in libertarian socialism impossible,a0
Was not the extermination of millions of human beings a
crime, Mr. Schlesinger? A similar attitude was expressed by
a panel assembled by the Rockefeller Brothers in 1SSO to
study the major problems facing the world. Of the l4,citizens
Dulles

serving on the Foreign Policy panel, nine were CFR members,
including Philip Moseley, director of studies for the CFR,
John Nason, president of the CFR ,.subsidiary,,, the Foreign
Policy Association, Dean Rusk, and Adolf Siite, lr. abo:ut
communism and the Soviet threat and U. S. reactions to it,

their final report states:

It

has been necessary to drum up support for United States

policy by stressing the imminent threats and crisis and

Dy

harping on the less attractive features ol communism, includini
the brutalities of the regime and the persistent exploitation oi

its own and other

pedples.a?

What features of communism does this CFR-dominated
panel find attractive? Perhaps, they share the attitude ex-
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Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. who on his return from the

Soviet Union stated:

The answer to the Soviet success is as plain as day. It lies
in the power of the Soviet Union to focus its national energies.
The visitor to Soviet Russia finds it frightening to see what
energy a great nation can generate when it allocates its talent
and resources according to an intelligent system of priorities.a8
If this communist dictatorship is the success that Schlesinger
envies, why was it necessary for the United States to ship the
Soviet Union $ll-billion in lend-lease aid during World War
II? Why can't the Soviets produce sufficient food for their
people? Why must the United States pump billions of dollars
in aid into the Soviet satellites and supply Russia itself with
machine tools, industrial plants, and technical know-how?

WHY?
As Americans awaken to examine the U. S. State Depart'
ment's long and consistent record of aid and comfort to the

communist enemy, and read the statements of those who for'
mulate the policies, they logically ask, "Are these people communists or communist sympathizers? If they aren't communists why do they protect communism at every opportunity,
send aid to communist countries, help install Castro in power
knowing that he was a communist and now protect him from
anti-communist harassment?
The answer was provided by another CFR-member, Dr.
Lincoln P. Bloomfield, in an official study entitled, A World.
Eflectively Contolled by the United Nations. It was prepared
on a contract with the State and Defense Departments in
1962. In it, Dr. Bloomfield discloses, perhaps unwittingly,
why U. S. planners consistently aid world communism' He
says:.
. . if the communist dynamic was greatly abated, the [est
might lose whatever incentive it has for world government.49
That is the answer. Il American aid were stopped, the
communist empire would likely collapse. The internationalists
would lose their principal arguments for turning American
weapons over to a UN peace force, instituting world-wide

redistribution of American wealth, and the socialization of
America, all of which are advocated as necessary to meet
the "threat of communism."
Of course, the communists are working for world govern'

ment also. That is why Alger Hiss, Harry Dexter White,
Lauchlin Currie and other agents, sympathizers, and dupes
have worked within the CFR. The communists need a world
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government to achieve world domination. They are confident
that once a world governing Sody is established in coalition

with American'socialists, internaiionalists, and idealists that
they, the communists, can control it, just as they have controlled every other coalition government into which they

have entered.

Naturally, all 1,400 members of the Council on Foreign
Relations do not advocate a socialized economy and one world
government. They do, however, support individual ..pieces" of
the-.overall program. Senator Jenner, in the speech quoted
earlier, explained with a story how patriotic Americani help
the movement bent on destroying America without comprehending the ultimate results of their actions. He said:
Under the Nazi regime in Germaoy, a man worked makibg
baby carriages. His wife was going to have a baby, but thl
Nazi government would not let anybody buy a baby carriage.
The man decided he would secretly colleci one part irom eich
departmetrt and assemble the carriage himself.
When the time came he and his wife gathered up the pieces
and assembled them. Wben they finished they did-not have a
baby carriage. They had a machine gun.6o

That story, Senator Jenner said, explains what has been
happening to our form of government. He continued:
Someone, somewhere, cooceived the brilliant strategy of
revolution by assembly line. Tbe pattern for total revolution
was divided into separate parts, each of them as innocent, safe

and familiar looking as possible. But . . . when the parts of
design are carefully cut to exact size, to fit other parts with
a perfect fit in final assembly, the parts must be made according to a blueprint drawn up in exact detail.
The men who make the blueprints know exactly what the
final product is to be . . . This assembly line revolution is like
a time-bomb . . . It.is re.ady to go off, but it is not going to
be set off until the time is ripe, until a switch is pufeA. ihe
switch is not to be pulled uniil the American peopie ar" conditioned, or convinced that resistance is hopeless.olThus loyal Americans
editors, Congress- businessmen,
men, civic leaders
are entrapped
into producing the fieces
- programs which when assJmbled can
and supporting the

a

destroy the United States.
What are these pieces? Some of them have been discussed
separately: Disarmame-nt, foreign aid, and assistance to keep

the communist empire from disintegrating, the socialization oi
the American economy to permii easy-merger into a oneworld socialist system, the power trCatiis havJ to over_ride or
supersede the C-onstitution. How do they all fit together?

zlE
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FOREIGN AID
Each year, as protests against foreign aid spending develop,
Americans are told that because they are the richest people
on earth they must help the poorer countries to keep them
from going communist.
As i reiult, in the years 1945-63, the United States added
$106-billion to its national debt,rz borrowing this money to
give $l07-billion in foreign aid to 80 countries.ss The recipiints of this American aid have a combined national debt sub'
stantially less than that of the "rich" United States'
By 1i63. the drain on the American economy and credit
had reached a point- where national bankruptcy was entirely
possible. American gold reserves available to meet foreign
obligations dropped to below $4-billion while the U. S. owed
othei countries $22-billion, payable in gold.6a tf these creditors demanded payment, bankruptcy would result.
This risk mi[trt Ue worth taking if the slogan a Missouri
senator uses to iustify his foreign aid votes were valid. He
regularly tells constituents, "I'd rather vote dollars to fight
cohmunism than send American boys to die."
No one can dispute the sentiment, but unfortunately, most
American foreign aid dollars help rather than harm com'
munism.

As has been discussed, sirice the early foreign aid grants
which helped Europe to rebuild after World War II, manipulation of U. S. aid has been a key factor in the communization of Poland, Yugoslavia, China, Laos, Indonesia, British
Guiana, Ghana, and Algeria. Over $6-billion has been given
directly to the communist enemY.
Foriign aid has been used to socialize the economies of
once friendly nations. Established Patterns of life have been
disrupted. The turmoil and chaos necessary for eventual
communization have been created with foreign aid money.

For example:

Multi-million dollar public housing developments were built

on the outskirts of five
villages were enticed

Lebanese cities' Natives

to occupy the

of

mountain

housing projects. When

left their farms, they lost their livelihood' and
the.drop in food production caused a national crisis.65
Bolivia is a prime example of how U. S. foreign aid has
been used, not to raise living standards of the poor, but to
socialize an economy:
In 1952, a new revolutionary governrhent siezed Bolivia's tin
mines, the country's principal industry. The railroads were
also nationalized. Under government operation, the number of
these villagers
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miners has doubled, even though tin output has dropped by
50/o.'I\e mines and the railroads, once operated at a profit,

have been losing $2O-million a year, subsidized by annual
American foreign aid grants of this amount. The aid has simply
paid for the bureaucratic inefficiency which socialism always
produces
while inflation and higher taxes have actually low-

-

ered the living standard of the people.ro

Most Americans, in believing that foreign aid stops communism, do not realize that Joseph Stalin was one of the
earliest proponents of American aid to under-developed nations. ln 1944, in his book, Marxism and the National
Colonial Question, Stalin said:
It is essential that the advanced countries should render

aid-real

and prolonged

aid-to

the backward countries in

their cultural and economic development. Otherwise, it will'

be impossible to bring about peaceful coexistence of the various
nations and peoples
within a single economic system, which
is so essential for the final riumph of socialism.s?

-

That Stalin advocated foreign aid is not, in itself, a condem-

nation. However, the results of over $I00-billion grants
gven by the U. S. speak for themselves. Nations have been
socialized, friends have been antagonized and destroyed, and
the drain on the U. S. economy, public and private, could
bring an esonomic collapse and the socialization of America
'which is so essential for the final triumph of Socialism." If
foreign aid were limited to small grants for technical assjstance to show people how to help themselves, it might do a
good job. That was not the role Stalin foresaw for foreign
aid

and that

is not how it has been administered

"planners,"
American

by

GOLD OUTFLOW AND INF'LATION
Between 1950 and 1963, the gold bullion owned by the
U. S. Treasury which was available to meet foreign obligations dropped by 75Vo. The overall stock of gold dropped
from $24-billion to $15.8-billion.5S
Theoretically, loss of gold results when foreign nations sell
more in America than we sell overseas. The difference, or
balance of payment, is settled in gold. Actually, American
exports have regularly exceeded imports-but not by enough
to cover the cost of foreign aid grants overs€as, the sale of
agricultural products for "soft" currencies which are not redeemable in gold, and the cost of maintaining our military
bases and personnel in foreign lands. The problem has been
accentuated because foreigp banks and investors are no longer
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wilting to accept IJ. S. currency in payment. For yearg the
American dollar was "as good as gold" but inflation produced
by unbalanced budgets in 27 of the last 33 years has eroded
the value of the dollar. Payments in gold rather than dollan

are demanded.
Our gold stock has dwindled steadily. Of the $15.8-billion
remaining, almost $I2-billion must, by law, be reserved as
"backing" for the paper money in circulation. Therefore, by
1963, just under $4-billion was available to meet foreign
obligations, which totaled over $22-billion.6e At anytime, the
investors, bankers and governments of Western Europe could
force America into bankruptcy by demanding payment of
which is not available.
American debts in gold
- (CFR), economists and bankers
Treasury Secretary Dillon
like David Rockefeller (CFR) have recommended repeal of
the requirement that gold backing equal to 25Vo of. the paper
money in circulation be maintained. Such a bill was introduced in the 87th Congress.60 It would free $l2-billion in

gold to meet foreign obligations, postponing the crisis /em-

porarily.

Without the restraint imposed on the issuance of paper
money by the gold reserve requirement, future national
deficits could be financed with printing press dollars. Printing
press inflation, as contrasted with the gradual, long-term debasement of currency, could reduce the value of the dollar
to 10 cents or even one cent within months.
Such runaway inflation would destroy confidence in free
enterprise and representative government. The insurance and
savings of millions of individuals, rich and poor, would be

wiped out.
The resulting "national emergency" could be used as justification for abolishing the constitutional processes and establishing a totalitat'ian, socialistic government. The Americans
who might be expected to oppose such a takeover would have
no resources to finance opposition. Their savings would have
been confiscated by runaway inflation.
Fantastic? Part of a plan? Do the pieces fit the "blueprint"
Senator Jenner discussed? Whether part of a plan or not, the
events are developing, the trend is established.
It has happened in several nations. Reporting on his experience in Hungary in 1946, Saturday Evening Pos, writer
Demaree Bess said:
. . . the Russians had unleashed the wildest currency inflation on record . . . &at wild inflatioo was aimed at certain
groups of Hungarians as deliberately ,ts guns aimed in battles.

rt
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wiped out the
Jhrifty, and hard-working middle

most..rid

"id*2:.1
In the same article, Demaree Bess described how inflation
was a key weapon in the communization of China. He said:
When Red Armies entered Shanghai, they were openly
greeted by the Shanghai American Chamber of Commerce in
the belief that they could not possibly be more dangerous to
the

class.61

business interests than Chiang's inflation had been. Those
Americans, like their Chinese counterparts, soon discovered
how wrong they were. But then it was too late.o2
The inflation which discredited Chiang Kai-shek's government was planned in Washington by Assistant Secretary of
the Treasury Harry Dexter White (CFR) and implemented
in China by the Treasury Department's representative, Solomon Adler, who was also a communist agent.63
A similar pattern was established in Bolivia. When the
revolutionary MNR group siezed power in 1952, a systematic
program of runaway inflation was implemented. The free
market rate of exchange on the Bolivian peso for the dollar
stood at 190 on the day of the revolution. Four years later,
the exchange rate was 15,000 pesos for one dollar.e The
Bolivian citizen who had pesos worth $10,000 on the day of

the revolution had buying power of only $125 four years
later. The Minister of Foreign Affairs of the revolutionary
MNR government as much as admitted that the inflation was
planned to destroy political opposition. In commenting on
the failure of other revolulions, he said:
Liberalism liquidated conservatism politically but not economically . . . It let the conservatives keep economic power
in their hands. This was a great mistake: those who retain
economic power will one day recover political power.oa
The lesson of Bolivia should stand as a warning. It could
happen here. It will happen here unless more Americans
awaken to reverse the trend which has taken the nation to
the brink of fiscal disaster.

TREATIES VS. THE CONSTITUTION
A key "piece" in the blueprint for revolution described by
Senator Jenner is an interpretation of the U. S. Constitution
qhich permits the Constitution to be changed 67 svsn
abolished
by a treaty. Article VI provides: This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which
shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or
which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States,
shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Iudges in every
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State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution
or Laws of any State to the Contrary, notwithstanding.oo

As interpreted by the U. S. Supreme Court, this means that
treaties supersede the Constitution. American rights of freedom of speech, religion, press, assembly, etc. can be changed
or abolished by a treaty.
The first such Supreme Court ruling was in lfrie case, Ware
vs. Hylton,67 in 1796. The taking of Hylton's property to
fulfll a treaty with Great Britain, in violation of the "due
process" clause of the Fifth Amendment, was upheld.
In a more recent case, Missouri vs. Holland,@ the Supreme
Court decided in 1920 that powers reserved to the States by
the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution could be given to
the national government by a treaty.
ln 1942, the doctrine that treaties supersede or over-ride the
Constitution was extended to apply to executive agreements
negotiated by the President, or in the name of the President
by members of the bureaucracy. In this case, (Jnited States
vs. Pink,6s the Court held that a personal agreement between
President Roosevelt and the Russian Foreign Minister, Litvinov, nullified provisions of the laws of New York state, and

of the American Constitution, which forbid confscation of

private property.
The implications are frightening. The founding fathers
envisioned that the Constitution could be changed only with
the approval of three-fourths of the states. Today, aD executive agreement, perhaps made in secret without Congress and
the States being aware of it, much less approving, can at some
future date be judged to have changed the Constitution.
In 1954, during debate on a Constitutional Amendment
which would have corrected this "loophole" in the Constitution, Senator William Jenner reviewed the situation. He said:
Since 1920, we have had the most insidious development
of this new principle by one little extension after another. The
doctrine that treaties were outside the limits of the Constitution meant that they were above the laws of the States, The
doctrine that treaties were above the Constitution was soon
ertended

If

to

executive agreements.

we note that today executive agreements mean personal
arangements, like that between Roosevelt and Litvioov, or
administrative decisions by a minor foreign policy official fike
John Stewart Service; if we add that these agreements oD
foreign affairs now spread into areas formerly considered
purely domestic, we come closer to the full measure of our
danger.To

The danger is great. Over 10,000 executive agreements

::,f;:;;::to

the North
have been negotiated
Treaty Organization alone.?l Many of these are secret, yet,
all have the power to over-ride the Constitution. The tragic
Yalta Pact, part of which has never been revealed, has the

^r#:

power to supersede the Constitution.
Other agreements and treaties are proposed or made nearly
every day. Any one could have the power to destroy the
United States, the Constitution, and the rights of American

citizens. For example:

A proposed United Nations Treaty Against Genocide provides penalties for causing "mental harm" to a member of a
minority group. Such an offender, under the terms of the
treaty, could be arrested, transported abroad, and tried without a jury and punished by the proposed International Criminal
Court.72

Refusing to give a Negro, Catholic, or Jew a iob for any
reallon, or describing such minorities in derogatory terms

could be construed by the International Court as causing
"mental harm." Even though these actions are deplorable,
the "remedies" proposed by the Treaty would violate an
American citizen's rights

of freedom of

speech,

to trial by

jury, and to trial in the State and District where the crime

is

alleged to have been committed.Ts The Congress would be
prevented by Article I and Amendments IX and X of the
Constitution from defining such actions as crimes
- butbya
treaty would do so. Even so, the Treaty was endorsed
the State Department. It is, however, still awaiting the action
by the Senate which would make it the law of the land.
Other UN Treaties on Human Rights, against discrimination
in education, etc. have similar rights-destroying "hooks."
During debate on the Bricker Amendment which would
have closed this Constitutional loophole, Senator Pat McCarran (D-Nev) showed that obligations assumed by the United
States in Articles 55 and 56 of the UN Charter gives Congress
absolute powers prohibited to it by the Constitution. He said:
The Congress of the United States today, because of power
granted to it by treaty, could enact laws . . . taking over all
private and parochial schools, destroying all tocal school boards
. . . and substituting a federal system. If Congress should find
that international cultural cooperation required international
control of all radio communications . . . Congress could by
law provide for censoring all radio programs . it could
provide for censoring of all press telegrams.
Congress could utilize this power to put into effect a com.
plete system of socialized medicine, from cradle to grave . . .
Congress could even legislate compulsory labor, if it found
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that the (UN Charter's) goal of

ThsAsoN

full

employment required

such legislation or would be served by it.zl

The Bricker Amendmenfwould have safeguarded Amelican
rights and the Constitution from destruction by treaties. It
would have prevented world government through a "backdoor
approach." It provided:

A

provision

of a treaty or

other international agreement

which conflicts with this Constitution, or which is not made
in pursuance thereof, shall not be the supreme law of the
land nor be of any force or effect.?6
The Bricker Amendment received a favorable 60-31 majority in the U. S. Senate, but was one vote shy of the two-thirds
majority needed for passage. President Eisenhower and Secretary of State John Foster Dulles used the full prestige of
their offices to defeat the measure. Both claimed the amendment would hamper the President in conducting American
foreign policy.
Concerned Americans might ask how the Bricker Amendment would have hampered the conduct of legitimate American foreign pohcy. Were those who opposed it planning
treaties and agreements which would conflict with the Conditution? Were they protecting such agreements already in
eilstencc?
An agreement which could be enforced to limit the right
of Americans to speak out against communism or a4vocate
the defense of l-aos, Berlin or Cuba or even the United Statcs,
may already be in effect.
When Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko proposed
an agreement to outlaw '\rar propaganda" at the Geneva
disarmament talks early tn 1962, American Secretary of State
Dean Rusk rightly termed such a ban "impossible." Rusk
said that enforcement would infringe on the Constitutional
rights of private citizens and the press to criticize communists
or advocate firm action against communism.

Yet, six weeks later on May 25, 1962, the United States

and the Soviet Union agreed on a loint Declaration Against
War Propaganda.To Under its terms

. . . an American who suggcsts blockade or invasion of

or engages in other '\rar propaganda" activities may
be risking 'condemnations" or 'lunishment by appropriate
Cuba,

practical measures, including measures in legislative torm.ntl
Decoded, the legal double-talk means that offenders may be
jailed or have other punitive action taken against them.

The sommunists withdrew their approval of the joint

Internationalism
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it is still binding on
the United States is not clear.
It could be a "ticking timebomb" waiting for some nation
to ask the International Court of Justice (World Court) to
order the United States to enforce a "gag" on its citizens
declaration within four days so whether

and press.
In such an event, the U. S. citizen would have one protection, if the U. S. State Department used it. Before ratifying the United Nations Charter in 1945, the U. S. Senate
amended the agreement on the International Court of Justice
Statute to bar the Court from jurisdiction over matters which
ivere essentially domestic "as determined by the United
States."

Without that six word reservation authored by Senator Tom
Connally (D-Tex) the World Court might interfere in American internal affairs on the pretext that our tariffs, immigration
policies, racial conflicts, or school curriculums affect U. S.
relations with other countries and are therefore "foreign"
and not "domestic."
Advocates of repealing the Connally Reservation and removing this safeguard for the American people include Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy and leading members of
Congress. They attack the reservations as a "roadblock" to
achieving "world peace through world law," This is an idealistic slogan which is, unfortunately, meaningless. There is no
significant body of international law except maritime regulations. The Sratute of the Court specifically prohibits building
up an acceptable body of international law by forbidding the
use of prior decisions as precedents in future cases. Article

59 qf the Statute provides:

The decision of the Court has no binding force except between the parties and in respect of that particular case.?8

Therefore, the judges can make a decision favoring a
communist nation using one set of standards and refuse to
grant the United States the same consideration under the
same circumstances. This places the judges in the unique
position of deciding what the "law" shall be for each case
they hear. There is no appeal from their decisions, no matter
how unjust,Tc and the decisions can be enforced with the
military power of the United Nations "p€ace force."8o

THE UN PEACE FORCE
As has been discussed, what is widely labeled as "disarmament" is in reality a transfer of the weapons of the world
and therefore the power to rule the world
to the United

-
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Nations. If this should be accomplished, and the official
policy of the U. S. Government is to work for this end, then
a decision of the Court could be enforced on the United
States. If, for example, the Court should decide that the
wealth of America is a source of irritation to less well-to-do
nations, it could order that America's wealth be redistributed
Noxn

Der.B

throughout the world.
The UN Peace Force would be charged with enforcing
that edict. If all American weapons had already been transferred to the [JN, the U. S, could not resist the Court order.
but they follow
Such a set of circumstances seem fantastic
- by
the UN for
exactly the reasoning and justification given
using armed force to prohibit self-determination for the people
of Katanga in Africa.81

IS THERE A PLAN?
Is there a conspiratorial plan to destroy the United States
into which foreign aid, planned inflation, distortion of treatymaking powers and disarmament all fit?
This question divides many knowledgeable and dedicated
conservatives. They waste time and eftort and split their ranks
with senseless debate. It doesnt really matter whether the
"parts" have been planned for an "assembly line revolution"
as Senator Jenner charged, or if they are the work of wellmeaning but misguided idealists.

The fact is that the "pieces" exist. They fit the pattern
whether they were planned by the communists or some other
secret and msyterious revolutionary group or not. They can
be used by the communists or other power seekers.
To some, the implications of foreign aid, the gold outffow
situation, the aid and comfort to communists by elected and
appointed officials, the abuse of treaty-making, etc. are overpowering. A key factor in the plan is to make the "trend"
look "inevitable"
to convince Americans that resistance is
hopeless.

-

Those who have constructed the "pieces" are few in number, but they exert fantastic control in government, financial
circles, the press, unions, schools, etc.
The power of an informed people can be greater. People
still have the right to vote, the freedom to educate and alert.
These are difficult, time-consuming, costly, and often discouraging jobs. They can be done. They must be done. There
i-s still time to reverse the trend in 1964 by putting patriots
in Washington, in state capitals, and in county court houses
and on city councils and school boards.

Senator Jenner

,,,,r;'r:";"i{

rrro-but

he

*", :'J

heard. His message must be taken across our nation if
America is to survive. He said:
The American people may be confused about minor issues.
They may accept for a time so-called remedies for very real
difficulties, which eat away at the foundation of their liberties.

But once they recognize any act of government or party or
faction as a threat to their Constitution they will rise up in

determined anger.
In times of danger to the Constitution there can be no partisan differences between the historic political parties which
work under the Constitution. . . The line of division today

is

between real Democrats and real Republicans on one side
defense of the Constitution, and on the other the secret
revolutionaries and those they have brainwashed in their ruthless pursuit of power.

in

That is the task
to educate and alert the greal mass of
- to the danger and to show them what
apathetic Americans
to do.

Chapter

XIV

What Can You DoP
It

is natural to m.on to indulge in the illusions
ol hope. We are apt to shut our eyes against
a painlul truth . . . Is this the part ol wise men,
engaged in'a great and arduous struggle for
liberty? Are we disposed to be ol the number
of those who, having eyes, see twt. and having
ears, heor not, the things which so nearly con-

cern their temporal salvation? For my part,
whatever anguish ol spirit it may cost, I am
willing to know the whole truth; to know the
worsl and to provide

lor it.

-

Patick Henryt

DO WE FACE A HOPELESS BATTLE? Has time run
out for America? The answer is up to yoa.
The end will not come when the commissars finally haul
6Gmillion hopelessly diseased, capitalistic "animals" off to
liquidation centers or when Communist Party Chief, Gus Hall,
gets his wish to see the "last Congressman strangled to death
yith the guts of the last preacher."
the battle is lost, the real end will come long before.
-It If
will come when those who oppose collectivism have been
so discredited by smears, discouraged by disasters, or divided
by dissenters that they can no longer continue to fight.
The end will come when businessmen accept "You cant
fight city hall" as their philsophy and settle down to "exist"
within the framework of a completely-controlled, federallydominated economy. When fear of a lost government contract, an income tax audit, or the disfavor of a vocal customer
is more important for most Americans than standing up for
principle, the fieht will be over.
The battle will be lost, not when freedom of speech is finally
taken away, but when Americans become so "adjusted" or

"conditioned" to "getting along with the gtoup" that when
they finally se6 the threat, the! say, "I can't afford to be controversial." Time will run out for free men, when individuals
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read facts like those in this book, shnrg their shoulders, and
sajr, 'What can one person do? It's too big to ffght."
How far down that path are we? I-ook around and see for
yourself. We are losing rapidly. A cold analysis of the world
situation and of the degree of control exercised by the collectivists can only produce the realization that the odds against
our survival are great.
The communists are extremely close to total victory. But

it is not inevitable. Their

one fear is that Americans will

in time to the danger

and do something about it.
That is our hope and our challenge.
What should you do?
Before his death, the late Congressman Francis Walter
(DPa) who served for eight years as Chairman of the House
Committee on Un-American Activities gave Americans a
brief, but concise guide to follow. His statement, How to
Fight Communism, said:
Get the facts . . get the help of others . . . organizc
awake

...

act.z

The words of J. Edgar Hoover quoted in the first chapter
of this book tell how to get the facts. Mr. Hoover said of
communism and its threat:
Tbe way to fight it is to study it, understand it, and discovcr
what can be dono about it. This cannot bc acromplished by
dawdling at the spring of knowledge; it can only be achievcd
by dipping deeply into thoughdul, reliable, and authoritative
sources

of information.s

Two years earlier, Mr. Hoover issued a similar statement,
and added:

This program mrrst encompass, Dot only a penetrating study
Communism, but also a thoroueh gounding in the basic
principles of our individual freedom under law.a
Within those two statements can be found the basic guidelines for intelligent action against communism, Congressman
Walter gave more detailed advice, saying:

of

Get the facts. Study comrnunism. You can't fight an enemy
you don't know. This is a fundamental rule of warfare. Iraro

its tactics; its line
on current national and international affain; the uames of
major communist fronts and leading ss65rnislg aad fellow
travellers. This is minimum knowledge required for effective

communism's basic doctrines, its strategy,

anti-communism.6

ENLIST OTHERS
Once you have inforrred yourself, the next moot important
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awakening others. Congressman Walter gave this

advice:

Get the help of others. Two heads are better than oneand ten men afe more powerful thrn two.6
Before you can convince others you must gain their atten-

tion and build respect for your knowledge. The communists
recognize this fact. In the official communist Manual on
Organization, party members are given these instructions:
In order to win the confidence of the workers, the unit must
be able to give a correct answer to every question which bothers
the workers. The units must follow very carefully every step
that is taken by the capitalist class in the city and county
councils, state legislatures, and Congress and expose all their
moves,T

Can you do less? Communists use "facts" slanted to tell
the communist story. They present them in person or in the
propaganda they spread through the communications media

they control. You can only combat the false propaganda
with the truth.
To stay informed, once you get a lasic knowledge, try to
read at least two daily newspapers with opposite editorial
viewpoints. In addition, subscribe to at least one weekly newlF
paper or magazine which specializes in depth coverage of
conservative activities. There are many of varying format,

quality, price, etc. Several are:
HUMANEVENTS THEWANDERER DANSMOOTREPORT

S.E. 128 E. lorh St.
C. St. Paul, Minn.
year
$5 per year

410 First St.,

Washington 3, D.
$9 per

P. O. Box 9538, Lakewood

Dallas 14, Texas
$10 per year

All three publications are factual in their news presentation. In the opinions presented they do not always agree.
They are, however, among the very few publications which
documented the communist background of Fidel Castro while
most ne\ps media pictured him as an idealistic liberal. The
Wanderer, listed above, is a Catholic publication. Several
Protestant publications are: Christian Beacon, Box 190, Collingswood, N. J., $2 per year atd Christian Economics,25O
W. 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

TAKE ACTION
Once you are informed
and have started to inform
- Knowledge without
you must start acting.
othen
- demoralization. Congressman Walter gaveaction
produces
this
admonition:
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Knowledge that is not put to use is wasted. No matter how
much you learn about communism, you will contribute nothing
to the fight against it unless you . . . translate your learning
into deeds that weaken communism,

Uncoordinated action has little effect. Too many concerned people jrrmp from project to project, never completing
any. Congressman Walter warned:
Organize your helpers and plan your action. Mere numbers
are not enough. Any proiect you uodertake should have at
least as much planning and organizatioo as the com-unists
normally put into their schemes. And thafs plenty.

It is not necessary to form your own organization. Thousands have already been formed by concerned Americans,
including this author. Many have been ineffective because of
lack of resourses, inability of part-time leadership to plan and
supervise activities, and lack of coordinated effort between

small groups.
There are a number of well established national organizations. Some, like the American Irgion and the Daughters of
the American Revolution oppose communism as part of their
overall program. Others, like the John Birch Society, are
primarily anti-communist organizations. Still others are
formed for a single purpose, such as opposing Red China's
admission to the UN. Well established, national conserrative
anti+ommunist groups likely to have a local branch near you
include: The John Birch Society, Belmont 78, Mass.; The
Cardinal Mindszenty Foundation, P. O. Box 321, St. Louis 5,
Mo.; and the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade, P. O. Box
890, Long Beach 1, Calif.
The John Birch Society is a non-sectarian organization
directed by a full-time staff of over 120 people who coordinate
the group's program of education and action against communism. The society .operates 100 anti-communist book
stores, a speakers bureau-a monthly magazine, and two publishing companies. The Cardinal Mindszenty Foundation is a
Catholic-oriented group directed by a council of bishops and
priests who have lived and suffered under communism. It
ofters a study program on communism and distributes radio
programs and newspaper columns on communism nationally,
The Christian Anti-Communism Crusade is fundamentally

It conducts anti-communism schools and seminars
in the U. S. and supports an extensive Christian missionary
program overseas. All three groups are supported by persons
of all religious faiths.
Protestant.
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MISCELLANEOUS GROT'PS
Christian Crusade, Tulsa 2, Okla. and the Twentieth Century Reformation Hour, Collingswood, N. J. are fundamental
Christian organizations which sponsor anti+ommunist broadcasts on hundreds of radio stations daily. Check the radio
guide or write to the group for the station nearest you.
There are dozens of other orgenizatisns which specialize in
exposing the communist attack against certain segments of
American society, including: America's Future, 542 Main St.,
New Rochelle, N. Y. (schools); Church I-eague of America,
Wheaton, Ill. and Circuit Riders, Inc., 110 Government Place,

Cincinnati 2, Ohio (churches); Americans for Constitutional
Action, 20 E. St., N.W., Washington 1, D. C. (politiss);
Young Americans for Freedom, 514 C Street, N.E., Washington 2, D. C. (youth); The Foundation for Economic Fducation, Irvington-on-Hudson, N. Y. (economics); plus many,
many others.
Concerned Americans should carefully investigate the goals,
programs, policy, personnel, and leadership of these or other
anti-communism organizations to decide for themselves how
effective they are. Rather than judge solely on word of mouth
or the sometimes slanted newspaper accounts, write to any or

all for their literature.

GET INTO POLITICS
A program for victory over communism cannot be achieved
until Americans elect a President and a Congress with the
will to win and the courage to "cleanse" the policy-making
agencies of government of those who, for one reason or aoother, have aided the communists down through the years.
To accomplish this, conservative Americans must make their
voices heard in the political parties.
The Communist Party General Secretary, Gus Hall, sees
this danger to communism and is working to prevent it. In
June 1963 he ordered communists to join with the "noncommunist left" within the Democratic Party to elect candidates of the "people's political movements" (i.e., Red favored
movements) and to . . .
. . single out for defeat such individuals as Keating and
Dodd, as well as a n'mber of otlers.s
Hall specifically called for the purging from the Republican
Party of the'ultra-right (anti-communist) forces. Hall admitted that while "moderates" of the Eisenhower-Kuechel
wing of the Republican Party had not lost out completely . . .

What Can You
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of Senator Keuchel of

. . . the alliance of the ultra-right and Conservative

aggressive imperialist elements has pushed

the Republican Par-

ty to the right.o
Within two weeks after Hall's demand for defeat of the
ultra-right in the Republican Party, a massive smear campaign
was launched in major news media, with a lengthy article,
Rampant Right Invades the GOP, in Look magazine's July l6'
1963 issue. Nelson Rockefeller called upon Senator Barry
Goldwater to repudiate his ultra-right support.lo Drew Pearson and other prominent columnists, wittingly or unwittingly
fell into line with the Gus Hall directive. Pearson accused
Young Republicans of "fascist tactics" in electing a Goldwater supporter as their national chairman.ll
Within six weeks after Gus Hall issued his order against
the ulra-right, the "purge" reached all the way down to the
Iocal level as "modern Republican" officials fired conservative
precinct captains and workers.
Whether the American people, in general, and rank-andfile Republicans, in particular, will fall for the communistJed
attack to drive the anticommunists out of key positions in the
Republican Party will probably be a major factor in determining whether the battle against communism is won or lost. If
the communists and the "liberal internationalists" control the
presidential nominations in both parties in 1964, as they have
for 30 years, the hope for victory over communism will receive a massive setback. Work in the party organizations by
informed conservatives can prevent this.
Cries of "We are being sold out to the communists" or
decrying the strength and success of the AFL-CIO machine
will not win the 1964 elections. COPE has devised no secret
formula for winning elections. It puts into practice the instructions an obscure county chairman of the Whig Party
gave his workers in 1840. His name was Abraham Lincoln,
and he said:
. the following is the plan of organization . divide
(your) county into small districts, and . . appoint in each a
subcommittee, whose duty it shall be to make a perfect list
of all the voters in their respective districts, and to ascertain
keep a constant
with certainty for whom they will vote
watch on the doubtful voters, and from time to time have
them talked to by those in whom they shall have the most
confidence . . on election days see that every Whig is brought

to the Polls.r2

Lincoln knew that elections are not necessarily won by the
party or candidate which is right
but by the organization

-
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but they cannot win unless they are
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- organization geared to locate friendly
backed by a functioning

voters, register them, and get them to the polls on election

day . . . then, keep the election honest.

Issues, properly used, can motivate average, apathetic citizens to become doorbell ringers for candidates with principles.
Several thousand informed, motivated workers in a congressional district of several hundred thousand voters can turn the
tide, il they are properly trained, organized and directed.
ln 1962, for example, 29-year old William Brock of Lookout Mountain, Tennessee ran for Congress in a district where

Democrats outnumbered Republicans 8 to l. Brock was a
Republican, yet he was elected to Congress because his presentation of the issues attracted workers who put Lincoln's

plan into action.

Half of the American people cannot be educated about
overnight. Howevir, if one out of every hundred

*communism

citizens is alerted, educated and mobilized into a functioning

political organization, they can nominate and elect good
Americans in 1964.

A SPIRITUAL COMMITMENT
Conservatives can

win the political battles

insure America's survival
against communism.

-

necessary to
and still lose the long term war

J. Edgar Hoover gave the ultimate answer in

accepting

nomic, social, psychological, diplomatic, strategic
all it is spiritual.

but above

an award from the Freedom Foundation at Valley Forge on
February 22, 1962. He said:
The basic answer to communism is moral. The fight is eco-

-

Another anonymous writer said the same thing in a slightly
different way. His advice:
Pray to God with the knowledge that everything dbpends on
him-and work as if everything depended on you.

Without God, man can accomplish nothing. Yet, today,

unfortunately, millions of Americans attend churches which
are "man-centered" rather than "God-centered." Millions of
persons who call themselves Christians attend church regularly and have never heard the Bible message of personal
and individual salvation.
The answer to man's problems, the solution to the peril
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facing America is found in the Holy Scriptures. In II Chronicles 7:14, God tells us:
If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves and pray and seek my face, and turn from their
wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive
their sin, and will heal their land.

CONCLUSION
There is much to be done

if America is to block communist domination of the world. Much of the work is up to yoz.
First, you must educate yourself. Determine that the facts
in this book are true. Then, alert and educate others. Stay
informed
and start to act. Join with others who are already
- for the battle
well-organized
against communism.
Recognize that those who refuse to work politically to protect their freedom may someday face a choice between fighting with guns or becoming slaves. Avoid being sidetracked
into ineffective, defensive actions. Most of all, avoid demoralization. Examine your own personal religious beliefs.
Is God a meaningful, consuming force in your life?
The books, literature and other aids you'll need all cost
money. Political activity, even on the precinct level, involves
expenses. Political campaigns, anti-communist organizations
all need financial support. As you evaluate costs, remember
that if rampant inflation comes to America your savings will
be worthless. If Communism comes to America you will lose
not only your money, but your freedom, your childrenr 5tour
home, and possibly your life.
The costs cannot be measured in money alone. Educating
and alerting others will not make you popular. Many dedicated Americans have already suffered smears, economic
sanctions, and personal attacks for standing up for what they
knew was right. J. Edgar Hoover commented on this tragic
fact in a speech to the Daughters of the American Revolution
in 1954. Mr. Hoover said:
In taking a stand for preservation of the American way of
life, your organization became the target of vile and vicious
attacks. So have all other patriotic organizations and, for that
matter, every other person who-has dared to raise his voice
against communism. It is an established fact that whenever
one has dared to expose the communist threat he has iavited
upon himsglf the adroit and skilled talents of experts of
character assassination. The Federal Bureau of Investigation
has stood year after yeax as tauuts, iasults and destnrctive
criticism have been thrown its way.
To me, oae of the most uabclievable and unexplainable
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phenomena in the fight on C,ommunism is the manner in which

otherwise respectable, seemingly htelligent persotrs, perhaps
unknowingly, aid the Communist cauae more effectively thao
the Communists themselves. The pseudo liberal can be more
destructive tian the known communist because of the esteem
which his cloak of respectability invites.l3
.

Six years later, Mr. Hoover repeated much the same mesin a letter to law enforcement officials, he said:

sage, when

It is indeed appalling that some members. of our society
continue to deplore and criticize those who stress the communist danger. What these "misguided" authorities fail to
realize is that tbe Communist Party, USA, is an integral part
of international communism. As the world-wide menace becomes more powerful, the various Communist parties assume
a more dangerous and sinister role in the countri6s in which
they are entrenched. Public indifferetrce to this ttrreat is tantamount to national suicide.
Lethargy leads only to disaster. Only the intelligent

efforts of all Americans can prevent the decay of public apathy
from layiog open our Nation to the Red Menace.l4
Because the repeated warnings of J. Edgar Hoover and
other great Americans have been suppressed, ignored, and

ridiculed, only great sacrifices in time, energy and money will
turn the tide.

The choice is yours. You can throw out your chest with
pride and say, "It can't happen here." But nearly every one
of the 80O-million people captured by the communists since
1945 doubtless said the same thing.
The alternative is to begin immediately to educate yourself;
to embark on a program of action. If you delay, your motivation will pass, your concern will recede, but the danger

will increase.
The choice you must make was enunciated by Winston
Churchill when he told the people of England:
If you will not fight for right when you can easity win
without bloodshed; if you will trot fight when your victory
will be sure and not too costly; you may come to the moment
when you will have to fieht with all the odds againsf you aod
only a precarious chaoce of survival.
Because we have ignored warning after warning, we are
now at that place in history. Unless you do your part now,
you will face a further choice, also described by Mr.
Churchill. He said:
There may be even a worse case. You may have to fiSht
when there is ao hope of victory, because it is better to pcrish
than live as slaves.
What will you do?
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NONE DARB
CALL IT TREASON
To Friends, Relatives, Neighbors,
Clergymen, School Teachers,
Libraries.
Thousands of copies have already been

distributed in evei1, part of the United
States. Doctors have given the book to
members of their medical association.

Businessmen have distributed them to
members of their Chambers of Commerce.

Individuals send them to employees in
their companies, members of their church-

political and service organizations.
in this vital educational
job. Order copies of None Dare Call It
Treason for your own use, at the low
quantity prices below.
es,

Do your part

Order Form on Page 255

QUANTITY

I

copy:

3

copies:

PRICES:

$.75 l0 copies: $S
$2 25 copies: $10
1000

or

rnore copies:

$

100

Hard Cover Copies Available
12

or More Copies $2.95 each

LIBERTY
P. O. Box 32

BELL

copies:

$30

500 copies: $125
.20 ea.
$2.95

Less 40lo

PRESS
Florissant, Mo.

While John Stormer is chairman of

the Missouri Federation of Young
publicans and a member of the

ReRe-

publican State Committee of Missouri,

his book will not be popular with
some Republicans for it is not a
partisan diatribe.

NONE DARE CALL lT TREASON is a careful compilation
of facts from hundreds of Congressional investigations
of communism and dozens of authoritative books on
the communist-socialist conspiracy to enslave America.
It dissects the failures of the Eisenhower Administration just as effectively as it details the blunders of
Roosevelt, Truman, Kennedy and Johnson. lt docu'
ments the concurrent decay in America's schools,
churches, and press which has conditioned the Ameri'
can people to accept 20 years of retreat in the face of
the communist enemy. You won'l finish None Dare
Call lt Treason without concluding that America is in
serious trouble.
J. EDGAR HOOVER has warned repeatedly, "We are at
war with Communism and the sooner every red-blooded
American realizes this, the safer we will be . . .
. . . They have infiltrated every coticeavable sphere of
activity: youth groups; radio, 1.;.vi5ion, and motion picture industries; church, school, ed:tcational and cul'
tural groups; the press; national minority groups and
civil and political units . . .
. . . We cannot defeat Communism with Socialism, nor
with secularism, nor with pacificism, nor with appeasement or accommodation . . a "soft" attitude toward
Communism can destroy us."

'P,5lg",i:hi"'*',?'
P.O.Box32
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